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NOTE TO READERS

E ARE privileged to present 'his special enlarged issue of Nsw
Wonro Rrvm"w devoted to the 24th Congress of the Communist

Party of the Soviet Union" which we are publishing at the same time
ia permanent forrr as a paperback book entitled Yoices of Tomonus.

The proiect arose out of many quesdo$ from readers about the
role of the Communist Party in the USSB, which are answered in
+his vey full review of tho Congress proceedings. Here we see
in action how the Party perforrrs its leading role in the life of the
people, providing the basis for policies formalized into law by the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR.

The main report of the Central Committee of the CPSU, delivered
by General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev, covers Soviet internal develop-
ments and foreign relations for tho past ffve years and charts the
road ahead. The report of Premier Alexey Kosygin outlines the draft
Directives for the 1971-75 Economic Development PIan.

In condensing these repor,ts as necessitated by space limitations,
wo have sought to retain all essential poiDts so that the reader will
miss nothing except elaboration of certain details. These reports,
taken together with excerpts from the discussions of delegates to the
Congress, which adopted the reports, pnesent in efrect a whole course
on the Soviet Union and its role in the world which no student of
Soviet affairs and socialism cau afrord to miss.

This material has been prepared and edited by the Npw Womo
Hsrn'w staff: ]essica Smith, Editor, David Laibman, Assistant Editor.
Wo have been fortunate in also having the help of our new Editorial
Associate, David Buehrens. Mr. Buehrens is an English instructor and
linguist, currently working on a Ph.D. in American literature. He has
written articles and reviews for NWR and ottrer publications.

Wo wish to express our special appreciation to Novosti Pross
Agency for securing the important articlo by Academician Pyotr
Fedoseyev and providing translations of the Congress proceedings.

Tm Enrrons

g



JESSICA SMITII

The Meaning of the Congress

IS survey of the 24th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union gives a vivid picture of how the life of society is

organized under socialism. We see the 5,000 delegates, representing
the more than 14 million members of the Commrmist Party and all
the working people of the Soviet Union, considering together how
to make the government and all the countryt institutions and rrr-
ganizations work better and provide a better life for all the people.

The Communist Party does not replace the government. It is a
guiding force within Soviet society and government, working out
basic policies in constant contact with the daily lives of the people,
helping to carry them out and improve and change them when
necessary. To be a party member is far more than a privilege, it is a
deeply serious responsibility. Party membership means special study,
an effort to excel in all things, but not for one's own glory and
advancement. To the satisfaction of doing one's job in the best
way possible is added the responsibility of helping one's fellows,
both by example and by devoting extra time and energy to teaching
others, where it is needed.

Only a minority of the party membership is engaged in full-time
iobs in party committees. Most are workers in industry or agri-
culture or the professions, carrying out their role of members as
part of their regular work or in addition to it, as is also true of
deputies to the Soviets. Those who perform full-time party duties
are required to be fully acquainted with the production processes
of the ffeld in which they are working. The head of a party com-
mittee in the oil ffelds must know all the processes of the oil in-
dustry. The head of the party committee in a watch factory must
know every detail of watchmaking. Most party leaders, up to the
top ranks, have come from the ranks of the workers and farmers.

Nothing could be more wrong than to consider party members
and leaders an elite group. Their roots are in the people. Everything
possible is done to keep extending party membership and drawing
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increasing numbers of non-party people into party and government
activity. Thus Lenin's behest that "every cook must learn to run the
government" is actually being carried out in life.

In study, at work, in social activities, the main function of the
party member is to try to make his or her town or city or factory
or farm or institution of whatever l<tnd work better. No one claims
they all succeed, that petty bureaucrats or tyrants do not at times
appear-and big ones too. But constant exercise of criticism and self-
criticism is a healthy and constant method of correction.

The main report of the Central Committee of the CPSU, de-
livered by General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev, covers developments
in the Soviet Union and the CPSU in the ffve-year period after
the Twenty-Third Congress and charts the road ahead for the next
ffve years, leading toward a higher level of life for the whole people.
It reviews the goals of Soviet foreign policy, ffrst and foremost the
struggle for world peace and against imperialist aggression, and
support and aid to all national liberation movements. The report on
the draft Directives for the l97L-75 Economic Development Plan
outlined by Alexey Kosygin, Chairman of the USSR Council of
Ministers, covers not only the plans for expanding the material
base of the socialist state in the period of transition to communism,
but plans for improving the living conditions of the people, pro-
viding for their health and welfare, extending universal education
to higher levels and skills required by the scientiffc and techno-
logical revolution and enriching the whole content and quality
of the social and cultural life of the multinational Soviet people.

Both these reports are the result of collective enterprise, products
of the ideas, experiences and proposals of the whole Soviet people.
The Five-Year Plan has been discussed for the past two years. Over
a quarter of a million letters recording still new suggestions from
the people were received by the Congress. The plans adopted by
the Congress were designed to improve life in all directions, in
every possible way. In the four months following the Congress there
has been a constant forward movement in implementing all the
decisions both internally and in relations with the outside world.

Implementing the CPSa Peace Prograrn

1[.)F GREATEST importance to the rest of mankind is the majesticv peace program, unequalled in history, adopted by the Congress
(see page 29). This program is a direct continuation of the peaceful
foreign policy of the Soviet Union growing out of the very nature
of socialist society and proclaimed from the day of its birth, when
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Lenint appeal to all participantS in World War I for a just and
democratic peace was the ffrst international action of the world's
ffrst socialist state.

Today it must be recognized that it is overwhelmingly due to the
c-onsistent soviet policy of peaceful coexistence in the postwar period
that the peoples of the world have been spared the hoirors of a new
world war.

Side by side with its efiorts to avert world thermonuclear war,
the ussR has given unstinting aid to countries which are the victims
of imperialist aggression. Nexfto the matchless heroism of the peoples
of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia ffghting for their freedom, thi great-
est single factor in the defeat of us imperialist aims in Indochina
has been the massive defense aid furnished by the Soviet Union.

Both in its individual relations with other nations and in the
world arena, the soviet Government has proceeded with concrete
steps for the implementation of every point in its peace program.

In mid-June, the USSR oficially presented. proposals for a con-
ference of the ffve nuclear powers to the United States, the peoplet
Republic of China, France and Great Britain. It stressed thaf ef-
forts toward nuclear disarmament were more urgent than ever in
view of the increasingly formidable weapons of mass destruction,
the oontinuingthreat of a new global confict bringing untold agony to
mankind and the diversion to the arms race of tiemendous ,"iorr"es
needed for the people's weUare. The Soviet note was acclaimed by
governments and pegce forces throughout the world. Two months

1ft9r the original proposal only France among the nuclear powers
had expressed a favorable reaction.

The USSR has struggled unceasingly to make the UN live up
to its basic charter principle of peaceful settlement of international
conficts. It has placed on the agenda a draft international agree-
ment Jor complete and universal disarmament and supported every
partial measure in tlrat direction. As a result of its initiative the uN
Dsarmament commission meets regularly in Geneva and has taken
a series of steps toward curbing the arms race.

The Limited rest Ban Treaty, the Treaty against proliferation
of Nuclear weapons, the Treaties for Peacefr:I uses of Antarctica
and for Peaceful uses of outer space-all are products of soviet
patience, persistence and willingness to compromise in order to
r_each limited agreement rather than no agreement, while pursuing
the goal of full and universal disarmament. Thus while the USSR
originally sought to prohibit all military activity from the seabed,
it signed a treaty last February, since signed by some B0 countries,
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prohibiting emplacement of nuclear and other weapons of mass de-

struction on the seabed and ocean floor, with the condition that
talls on banning other weapons be continued. On ]uly 28 the Soviet
Union followed this up by proposing a draft treaty on the use

of the seabed for peaceful purposes alone, and prohibiting any
military uses whatever.

On the day the 24th Congress opened, the Soviet Union, which
had urged an international convention banning both bacteriological
and chemical weapons, agreed at Geneva to break the deadlock
caused by the United States and to support a biological arms ban
only, as a ffrst step, while continuing to press a ban on chemical
weapons as well. On June B Yakov Malik, permanent Soviet UN
representative, handed Secretary General U Thant a proposal for
an international treaty providing that the moon should be used
"exclusively in the interests of peace and for the good of mankind."

The worldwide expression of sympathy evoked by the tragic death
of the three Soviet cosmonauts, like the similar interest in our own
US moon missions, also symbolizes poignantly the need for such
cooperation in this most international of mankind's scientiffc ven-
tures, as well as the sacriffces inevitably involved.

Last year the USSR and other socialist oountries submitted a UN
draft "Declaration on Strengthening Intemational Security," outlining
immediate steps for peace. Although adopted by the 25th Session of
the UN General Assembly, US war policies have prevented its im-
plementation.

At U Thant's request Soviet Foreign Minister Andrey Gromyko
sent him a letter July 13 outlining the present Soviet position on
pedce issues and pointing out that the %th CPSU Congress peace
program was in complete conformity with the UN Declaration.
Gromyko emphasized that the supreme immediate task in the strug-
gle for peace is 'to eliminate the existing hotbeds of war in Indo-
china and the Middle East and to prevent others from developing."
He urged settlement in accordance with the seven-point peace
proposal of the South Vietnam Provisional Revolutionary Govern-
ment on the basis of withdrawal of aggressor forces; and political
settlement in the Middle East on the basis of the November 22,

1967, Security Council Resolution. He noted the UAR offer to con-
clude a peace agreement with Israel, and Soviet readiness to par-
ticipate in international guarantees of a peaceful settlement.

Reiterating Soviet support for universal UN membership, Gromyko
called for restoration of the lawful rights of t}e People's Republic
of China and expulsion of the Chiang Kai-shek clique; admission
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of both the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic
of Germany; an end to UN discrimination against the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea, and immediate withdrawal of US and
other foreign forces occupying South Korea under the UN flag.

The Soviet Foreign Minister underlined the need for ffnal recog-
nition of the territorial changes in Europe following World War II,
in which ratiffcation of the August 1970 treaty between the USSR
and FRG would be an important factor, and repeated the Soviet
desire for an all-European Security Conference.

He emphasized Soviet readiness, as stated by Brezhnev during
and since the 24th Congress, to agree to the simaltaneous abrogation
of th,e Warsaro Poct and NATO or, as a first step, tlte liquid,ation
of their militarg organizations.

G.romyko noted the wide-ranging Soviet program for disarma-
ment and ending the arms race, and the USSR s constant demand
for the ffnal elimination of colonialism in all its forms. And ffnally,
he urged the UN to make better use of its manifold potentialities
and, above all, to act more seriously and efiectively for peace.

As stressed at the 24th Congress, the Soviet Union has consistently
sought for a successful outcome of the SALT talks. But the greatest
obstacle to these talks has been the Nixon Administration's poliey
of pushing ahead with its ABM Safeguard program and deployment
of the deadly MIRV (multiple independently targeted reentry
vehicle) on the utterly false basis that they were needed as bargain-
ing counters. Added to this, the recurrent hysterical charges by De-
fense Secretary Melvin Laird that the USSR seeks a rffrst 

strike
capability" and his reports of alleged new Soviet build-ups of
strategic weapons (later to be contradicted by his own military
intelligence), have indicated that the chief US concern is to insure
its own military superiority.

The Nixon administration has sought to blame the USSR for
lack of SALT results, charging that it wanted to curb defensive
weapons only, although in fact it was only at Soviet insistence that
offensive as well as defensive weapons were included in the talks.
There has indeed been considerable controversy over the very deffni-
tion of "strate$c weapons." The US, for example, has refused to
regard as 'ttrategic" its bombers and ICBMT in Europe, which the
USSR holds must be considered as such since they can directly
strike Soviet territory.

There is however, hope for at least a ffrst step agreement, fol-
lowing the joint May 20 announcement that the two governments
have agreed to focus this year on limiting deployment of anti-
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ballistic missile systems (ABMt), while also taking measures on
limitation of offensive strategic weapons. Addressing his constituents

1n M,oscow, June 11, Brezhnev declaredr "The determining factor
for the success of these negotiations is strict observance- of the
principle of equal security for both sides and rejection of attempts
to gain unilateral advantages at the expense of the other side."

The Pentagon Papers, the Indochina War, Nixon anil China

THE AGGRESSIVE foreign policy pursued by the United Statesr is in direct opposition to the Soviet policy of peace and peaceful
coexistence. This has been brought forward anew by the pentagon
papers. We cannot forget that the present occupant of the White
Ilouse, who opposed their publication, was in the closest associa-
tion and political sympathy with the group of militarists advocating
yo 9f nuclearvyeapons in Indochina-and China itself-during the
Dienbienphu debacle in 1954, when he was Vice-president.

Th_e continuing perfidy of the US Government here exposed
stirred_ up a storm of revulsion among the American people and
throughout the world. The iecrets" disclosed by the papeis have
been no secret to the heroic people of vietnam who have carried
on a thirty-year struggle for national liberation against a succes-
sion of imperialist aggressors, ]apanese, French and American, who
have savagely laid waste their country and caused measureress
human ag-ony. Yet it is important that the charges of US deception
and treachery made by vietnamese leaders and other sociarist and
peace forces of the world for many years, have now been conffrmed
out of the horse's mouth with a wealth of irrefutable detail.

The ffxed uS objective under ftve presidents of maintaining a
permanent, controlling military base in southeast Asia as an Eastern
spearhead against the socialist world, as bluntly stated in rg54 by
Eisenhowert "special committee on the Threat of communism/
h-a1 b9e1 'to accept nothing short of a military victory in Indo-
9!ina." That is why, in 1g45, Truman ignored eight letters from
Ho chi Minh asking US aid in negotiating a settlement with France.
That is why his successors have sabotaged all dipromatic efforts for
a negotiated peace, as recounted in four volumes of pentagon papers
which have been withheld from publication. And that is wty toaay-
350,000 American aud two million and more vietnamese 

"as,ralties,and more than 200 billion dollars later-Nixon contemptuousry ig-
nores, avoids and evades the Provisional Revolutionary iou"**"rt,
seven-point peace plan.

The Pentagon papers verify that public statements of four adminis-
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trations (the papers end in 1968) concerning US aims in Indochina
have been bald-faced lies to cover up a policy of naked aggression and
defraud the American people into backing a costly and criminal war.
Events have shown that Nixon's repeated allegation that he is 'wind-
ing down" the war, even as he widens it to Cambodia and Laos and
intensiffes the murderous bombing, is equally fraudulent. '"Iy'ietnamiza*

tion," providing an unending flow of US weaponry and air power for
Asians to kill each other, is in fact a plan lor protrocting, not ending
the war, and for continued US rnilitary involvement.

The rejection of the new seven?oint peace plan presented on July
I by Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh, head of the PRG delegation, completely
exposed Nixont pretext of concern for the safety of American prisoners
of war as a device for avoiding a withdrawal date. The PRG, with
the support of the Hanoi Government, offered to release all American
and other prisoners held in North and South Vietnam by the end of
the year if the US Government sets a terminal date for total with-
drawal in 1971. At this writing the Nixon administration has had
nothing further to say about the POWS, and continues to uphold the
hated Thieu and his high-handed measures to repress all opposition
to his election.

Following the massive spring peace demonstrations, the growing
disaffecdon among Vietnam veterans and in the army itself, the Pen-
tagon Papers and the FRG proposals set off new protests against
Nixort's war policies both in Congress and among the people. In this
atmosphere Kissinger was sent off to Peking and on July 15, agreement
with Premier Chou En-lai was announced for a Nixon visit to the
People's Republic of China before next May.

No one would deny that normalization of US-Chinese relations is
long overdue, that diplomatic relations should be established, that the
United States should abandon its opposition to seating the People's
Republic of China in the UN. But neither could anyone believe Nix-
on's protestations that his proposed visit to China is part of an effort
*to build a lasting peace in the world'or attribute to him and Metter-
nieh-admirer Henry I(issinger any but the most sordid of motives in
carrying on this unnatural flirtation.

Premier Chou En-lai has subsequently stated that a complete with-
drawal of US forces from Indochina must take precedence over moves
to improve Chinese-American relations, and that any concession on
Taiwan or any *two China" policy, such as the administration has
proposed, is unthinkable.

One can only welcome the change in Chinese policy in breaking out
of the isolation into which it with&ew for a period during and after
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the days of the Cultural Revolution, its establishment of diplomatic
relations with Canada, renewal of ties with other countries and the
opening of its doors.

But, after its years of vituperation against the USSR for alleged
"collusion" with US imperialism, it is ditrcult to understand why China
is now considering normalizing its own relations with the United
States before doing so with tho Soviet Union. There could have been
no better way to get the United States out of Vietnam loug before this
than for coordinated, united efforts in its defense as the Soviet Union
has long urged. AJId it is difficult to understand why greater pressure
was not exerted by the Chinese leadership for the United States to get
out of Vietnam immediately than was evidently the case, before even
oontemplating a Nixon visit and the normalization of relations which
had suddenly become such an urgent political necessity for the US
President.

While the President may have won a temporary respite as a result
of the mass publicity engendered, there is of course no certainty about
the visit and what it might accomplish. It is in Paris, not Peking, that
the Indochina war must be settled, and Nixon has himself admitted
that his trip will not end the war.

The Soviet Union reacted with great temperateness to this develop-
ment, through a cautious and thoughtful article in Praod.a, l:uly 25,
The article, signed I. Alexandrov, a name frequently attached to impor-
tant statements, noted that the announcement of the visit had caused
a worldwide sensation and that anti-Communist circles in the US and
elsewhere linked the American-Chinese contacts with efiorts to under-
mine the unity of the anti-imperialist forces and weaken the positions
of the socialist world. The progressive press, on the other hand, em-
phasized that the peoples of the world hoped these contacts would
contribute to relaxation of international tensions but had grave doubts
that the maneuver was so intended.

"Nobody in the Soviet tfnion," wrote Alexandrov, "sees in the Sino-
American contacts any cause for sensati,on." He repeated the position
of Brezhnev at the 24th Congress, that the USSR is for normalizing
relations and restoring friendship between the Soviet and Chinese
peoples, in the interests of both countries and of world socialism and
to strengthen the struggle against imperialism. The Alexandmv article
concluded:

It goes without saying that any desigt to use the contacts between Peking
anil Washington to exert some sort of "pressure" on the Soviet Union anil
the countries of the socialist community could spring only from loss of all
contact with reality . . .

Tho Soviet Union, now as always, is ready to cooperate actively vrith all
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states, including the PRC anal the USA, in the cause of strengthening uni-
versal peace, in the cause of the freedom, independencg progress and well-
being 6f all the peoples of the world.

Internatiotnl Ties of the USSR

THE USSR SEEKS to carry out the principles outlined at the 24th
'a CPSU Congress, in all its relations with individual states or groups
of states. [1s diplomatic ties with 108 nations mean that Moscow is
one of the busiest capitals in the world with representatives from all
continents beating a path to its door. Space limitations permit only a
few examples of how Soviet relations with other countries have devel-
oped in the period since the 24th Congress.

These relations fall mainly into three general categories: relations
with socialist states, with capitalist states, and with third world or
unaligned countries. In addition, in the ffeld of international prole-
tarian links, there of course are the relations with Communist and
Workers Parties and other left and progressive parties within capitalist
states, with liberation movements everywhere, and expanding ties
with the world Rade union movement.

In relations with other socialist states and their parties we have
seen that the whole socialist world was represented at the 24th Con-
gress, with the exception only, as a tragic blot on the unity of the
socialist world, of the People's Republic of China and its satellite
Albania. The Congress itself served to consolidate the unity of the
socialist countries and their parties.

Soviet relations with 14 Latin American countries naturally place
special emphasis on Socialist Cuba and Chile. Close and friendly
Soviet-Cuban relations have been further cemented in the recent
period. The 24th Congress warmly welcomed both Communist and
Socialist delegates from Chile. On a state level, relations were con-
solidated by a visit in May of Chilean Foreign Minister Medina, when
agreements were rnade for Soviet credits to aid in the socioeconomic
reforms of the Allende Government and for ioint construction proiects.

In its relations with all capitalist states, the Soviet Union consistently
pursues its policy of peaceful coexistence, distinguishing the inevit-
ability of ideological struggle from the need for all possible economic,
scientiffc, cultural and political agreements of mutual benefft, with a

view to doing everything possible to avoid military conflict and
eliminate the threat of a new world war. Illustrations of this general
policy of peaeeful coexistence with the capitalist world can be seen
in the friendly and tranquil relations with neighboring Finland, in the
extensive and accelerating trade, technico-scientiffq political and in-
dustrial cooperation with France, exemplifted in the huge Renault
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truck factory to be built in the USSR. Similar if less extensive rela-
tions, are also developing with Italy, which has oooperated in building
an immense Fiat auto factory, already in production in the Soviet
Union. And ties with the FRG (West Germany) have improved, as

indicated most notably by the signiffcant and historic non-aggression
pacts confuming postwar boundaries, signed by the FRG with the
USSR and with Poland, which are still pending ratiffcation, due in no
small measure to NATO circles'desires to use the FRG as a spearhead
against the Soviet Union. Nevertheless extensive economic relations
between the two countries have grown, Soviet ties with Canada were
also strengthened recently by the friendly visit of Frime Minister Tru-
deau this spring, which found the Canadian leader supporting the
Soviet stand on a number of issues, as well as agreeing to joint con-
sultation with the USSR in any crisis endangering world peace.

Sooiet Relati,ons with the United Statest The Obstacles

tr'N ITS DECISM relations with the US, the Soviet Union has con-
I tinually expressed its desire for their normalization and improve-
ment, as emphasized again by Leonid Brezhnev in his Congress speech
and subsequent statements. The mutual importance to the peoples of
both countries of lanowing each other better, and the mutual advantage
of improved cultural, scientiffc and, above all, commercial interchange
and trade, all this has been a common theme of Soviet foreign policy.
In addition, and most importantly, all the various treaties and agree-
ments for peaceful international relations, detailed earlier, have been
mainly dependent on US-USSR agreement. At the same time it cannot
be reiterated too often or too strongly that US aggressive imperialist
policies, especially in Indochina but also in the Middle East via Israel,
remain the primo obstacle to any real improvement in these relations.
This is stressed repeatedly by Brezhnev and other Soviet leaders.

It is vitally important in this oonnection to realize that there is no
necessary conflict between the very real and substantial support to
national liberation movements rendered by the Soviet Union for many
years to oppose the imperialists' policies, on the one hand, and its
str.ong desire and struggle for better, more peaceful relations with
the US on the other. It is precisely because of the costs and dangers
to all concerned that the Soviet Union continues not only to press for
more peaceful, less warlike and aggressive US policies toward the rest
of the world, but to block and frustrate them at their most violent and
dange,rous points, thus helping in this way also to forestall wider and
potentially global war. Who ean doubt, for example, that the US
would not be making even a limited withdrawal from Vietnam were
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it not for the Vietnamese resistance, which in turn has been crucially
supported by massive Soviet aid. It is important that this be realized
by those who make the charge of Soviet-American collusion. It must
also be recognized that Soviet policies in Asia are a strong counter-
foree to US encouragement of Japanese militarism'

The support of the USSR to the people of Southeast Asia goes far
deeper than words. The anti-aircraft equipment it supplied the DRV
beai ofi the costly US bombing attacks, now greatly decreased; a
major, decisive part of all DRV and NLF weaPonry is Soviet-rnade, in
addition to masiive economic aid. Similar military supPort is extended
also to the peoples of Laos and Cambodia. This in addition to the
fact that the whole Soviet people is constantly campaigning to raise

funds for medical and material aid for the Indochinese by workers
volunteering extra labor, writers donating payment for their books,

and other ways. 'Vietnam Day" on July 20, an annual event, now in-
cluding support for the Cambodians and Laotians, was this year again
marked by mass meetings in Moscow and other Soviet cities, inaugu-
rating a "Month of Soviet-Vietnamese Friendship and Solidarity with
the Struggle of the Vietnamese People Against US Aggression."

Next to the war in Indochina, a strong obstacle to improvement in
US-USSR relations is the US policy of continuing to furnish jet
planes and other war materiel to Israel, which persists in its expan-

iionist occupation of Arab territories, US acquiescence in Israel's

claims to these territories, and US support of the most reaction-
ary Arab circles with huge military outlays.

fn recent years Soviet ties with the Arab countries have been grow'
r ing steadily, with the USSR giving special .support to all progres-
sive governments and trends in the Arab world. Nasser was one of the
ffrst to understand the need for strong ties with the Soviet Union and
other socialist countries. Symbolizing this friendship are the Aswan
High Dam, the Helwan Iron and Steel Works, among other proiects,
in addition to extensive Soviet rnilitary aid for Egyptian defense.

President Anwar el-Sadat is continuing this policy. On May 28,

1971, a fffteen-year Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation was signed
in Cairo by Soviet President Podgorny and UAR President Sadat, the
ffrst treaty of this kind to be concluded by the USSR outside of the
socialist bloc. It has since been ratiffed by both parties.

This treaty provides for all-around fruitful cooperation between the
USSR and the UAR in the political, economic, military and other
spheres, on the basis of common aims in the anti-imperialist strugglg
and in social development. In the talks the Soviet leaders confirmed
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their continuing support for the Arab struggle for the fiberation of all
land illegally occupied by Israel, and for a settlement in the interests
of all states in the area. This included bachng for the UAR initiative
to open the Suez Canal to all shipping if Israel would agree to even
a ffrst-stage withdrawal from the Canal 7nne, a move so far rejeeted.

The Sudan, with its huge territory, strategic geographic position and
far less developed economy, proved a more suitable place for reaction
to attempt a come-back. In view of earlier trends pointing in a progres-
sive direction, with Communists playing an important role, the Soviet
Union was carrying on an extensive aid program. But after an abortive
coup on July 19, Maj. Gen. Gaafar al-Numeiry had 14 alleged coup-
leaders executed, including leading Communists, although no evidence
of their complicity was produced. The Soviet Union sought the staying
of the executions, bitterly condemning the swift and bloody repres-
sions and mass arrests. Mass protest demonstrations swept the USSR,
and at this writing relations between the two countries are close to the
breaking point.

USSR Relations with Black Atrican Peoplet

A S ALREADY noted, Soviet relations with so-called "Third World'
f, countries, the developing countries of Africa, Asia and Latin
America, are manifold and growing. The story must begin with the
breakdown of the colonial system and the formation on its ruins of
over 70 independent national states, a trend that started with the
Russian Revolution and has accelerated since World War II.

The USSR has fought consistently and tirelessly for the end of
colonialism and neo-colorrialisrn, implementing this policy with con-
qrete material help to strengthen the ex-colonies' independence, and
initiating in 1960 the UN declaration on ending all forms of colonial-
ism. It is noteworthy that in the ten years since then 15 more countries
on the African continent alone have won independence. In that period
over 20 African nations established diplomatic relations with the USSR,
and with rnost of these the USSR has extensive economic and tech-
nical cooperation agreements, through which it provides long-term
qedits at low interest rates of 2.5 to 3 per cent. The Soviet Union also
furnishes aid in education, health and many forms of expertise.

Of the greatest value rn the development of these African states
has been the free education and technical training provided for their
students both at Lumumba Friendship University and other univer-
sities throughout the USSR. There is an active Soviet-African Friend-
ship Society in the USSR with corresponiling groups in about ten
African countries, and a constant interchange is taking place in ttre
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fteld of oulture on a people to people basis. Intensive studies of Africa
are being made in the USSR through the Institute of Africa of the
USSR Academy of Sciences and in university courses.

Africa's Liberation Day, May 25, was celebrated in the Soviet Union
this year as every year with special meetings, articles and exhibits.
The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and the Soviet
Government sent a special message of greeting to African heads of
state and government and people, denouncing hostile actions of the
imperialists, especially those of the Portuguese colonialists, the racist
Vorster regime of South Africa, and the white-minority Rhodesian
clique, and pledging continued support in securing ffnal liberation of
all Africa from colonialism and racism.

As our presses prepare to roll, August $ a 20-year Soviet-Indian
treaf of "peace, friendship and cooperation" is announced. This con-
summates over two decades of friendly ties between the two countries
and indicates that the USSR will continue the role it exercised in
achieving a peaceful settlement between India and Pakistan in 1966
at Tashkent. In the present tense situation, with the Pakistani refugees
fooding into India, the Soviet policy contrasts sharply with that of
the US Government, which continues to supply arms to the Pakistan
Government

TT IS BY such policies as these-aiding and protecting peacefulr constructive and progressive developments in the third world coun-
tries, and aiding national liberation rnovements as well as cultivating
numerous ties of mutual benefft to strengthen peaceful coexistence
with the capitalist oountries-that the Soviet Union seeks to serve the
cause of peace and justice in the world. That these policies are meet-
ing an ever greater measure of success and recognition is evidenced
in the tremendous number and variety of foreign delegates, many of
them not Communists, at the 24th Congress, in addition to the gen-
erally aclerowledged substantial growth of Soviet infuence around the
world. But the USSR, as always, regards its domestic achievements in
building of a strong and just socialist society, "all for the sake of
man,' as the basis and source of its foreign relations. Recently re-
ported successes in the new Five-Year Plan should be seen in this
light. The impressive statistics for the ffrst half-year speak for them-
selves: industrial growth up 8.5 per cent, labor productivity up 7 per
cent, meat and dairy products up 11 per cent, cultural and household
goods 12 per cent, computer equipment 22 per cent, and so on. But
they also add strength to the causes of world peace and national liber-
ation since all ad.vances of the most powerful defender of these two
paramount causes means their advance as well.
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Communist Construction: The

Party's Leading RoIe

THE 24th CPSU Congress was a major event in the life of Soviet! society, in its advance to communism. In strict adherence to
Marxist-Leninist principles and on the basis of the vast experienco
gained by our Leninist Party, the results of the devoted labor of over
14 million Communists and of all the working people of the Soviet
Union were scrupulously analyzed in the documents and materials of
the Congress. New great tasks were determined and majestic perspec-
tives in all ffelds of communist construction were outlined. The Con-
gress again revealed the great trust and support of the working
people which the CPSU enioys.

T\e 24:th CPSU Congress was also an outstanding event in
present-day world development and in the consolidation of the ranks
of the anti-imperialist front. The historic signiffcance of the Congress
is ffrst of all determined by the enormous and ever-growing role
of the Soviet Union and our Leninist Party in the world liberation
movement in the struggle against imperialism, for peace, free na-
tional development and socialisrn.
' The international signiffcanco of the Congress is further de-

termined by the fact that it was the most representative forum of
the oommunis! nationalJiberation and other revolutionary forces
in history. All kinds of dissenters and renegades have been dis-
pirited by this manifestation of mounting solidarity of the world
anti-imperialist front and of the international communist movernent.
The main object of their slanderous attaoks, tho Comrnunist Party
of the Soviet Union, appeared before the world united, strong and
with unprecedented creative initiativg enjopng growing respect
and prestige in the ranlcs of the world liberation movern-ent.

The successes achieved by the Soviet Union in economy, the

IGffi"** Pvorn N. Fnoosrvrv, vice president of the ussR Academy of
Sc_iences,-was formerly Dire_ctor of the Academy's Institute of philosophy-and
editor of the magazine Bolsheoik. He has been director of the Insiitute of
Marxism-Leninism since 1967. He is a deputy to the USSR Supreme Soviet.
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various ffelds of science and culture, in the development of en-

gineerittg, in incteasing the weUare of the people and in perfecting
forrns of social life, aid the constant growth of forces in the inter-
national arena on the side of socialism and the liberation rnovement,
and opposed to imperialism. But although the contraction of the
ecot o*ic base of imperialism and the strengthening of the material
and technical base oJ socialism are substantially changing the oor-

relation of forces in the interests of the world revolutionary Process,
a number of pseudo-communist 'ttrategists" still deny the class

nature and the revolutionizing importance of the economic and

scientiftc-technological competition between the two systems, ignor-
ing the real, substantial assistance which the Soviet Union and

other socialist oountries are rendering to the world liberation move-

ment. Neither do they recognize the revolutionary content of the
class struggle between lalor and capital which has developed in the
majority of capitalist countries. They would like to force 

-upon 
the

communist movement their theory of "prodding" the revolution by
war, regarding revolution as a sort of military coup.

During the p,resent period of the construction of the material
and sociJl basis for Soviet communism, the question of the role of
the Communist Party in the socialist state is of tremend'ous im-
portance, both from a theoretical and a practical point of view. As

was enaphasized in the Report of the CPSU Central Committee to
the recent 24th Comrnunist Party Congress, it is a fundamental and
crucial question for the direction of social developrnent as well as

for the practical organization of the life and labor of the Soviet

people.- 
The new society is built in every socialist oountry in forms con-

ditioned by concrete historical circumstances. Itr'owever, this diversity
of forms is governed by laws which are common to all counhies and
among which the l,eading role of the Marxist-Leninist party ranks

ftrst. The reason for this is that the working class holds a leading
p,.osition in the system of socialist production and social relations-
and hence in political life. It is through its party that the working
class exerts decisive influence on the rise and development of social-

ism and communism. The Communist Party's leading role in the
building of socialism and oomrnunism, whether under a one-party
system or a multi-party one, is thus a logioal result of the fact that
history itself makes the working class the vanguard of the revolu-
tion and the construction of a new society.

The assertion that the democratism of sociopolitical life de-

pends on the number of political parties, or on their periodic re-
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placement in ofice, is totally unfounded. There are a whole number
of countries with many political parties where democracy is non-
existent. Moreover in those states where instifutions of bourgmis
democnacy do function and where the population enjoys a certain
minimum of civil rights, this has been achieved not as a result of
a plurality of parties, but as a result of a stubborn struggle by the
working class and other sections o{ the working people for their
rights.

The record of the CPSU, as well as past and present experience
in general, indicate clearly that only a Marxist-Leninist party can
lead the working class and other working people to the victory of
socialism and communism. Anyone who denies the necessity for the
proletariat to have an independent party leading it and pursuing a
class policy is placing himself, as Engels put i! "outside the prole-
tarian movement and inside the camp of petty-bourgeois socialism"
(Tlw Housi,ng Quastion), The actual role of the advocates of this
kind of "socialism" has been amply illustrated by the experienco of
many countries. The Russian Mensheviks and Socialist Revolution-
aries, for example, talked much about socialism, but when the op
portunity presented itself of taking power and participating in the
actual building of socialism, they capitulated by making common
cause with the bourgeoisie, and were rightly swept away by the
masses. It was the Bolshevik Prrty, not the reformists, which camo
out as a party of social revolution set on carrying this revolution
through to the cornplete victory of communism. Similarly, in other
countries spokesmen of petty-bourgeois parties and reformists re-
garding thernselves as genuine dernocratic socialists have repeatedly
been in power, as they are todan but rwhen faced with the need
to effect radical socioeconomic socialist changes, they have failed,
as they fail now. Thus history has not recorded a single instance
of socialism being built and its victory ensured without a revolu-
tionary party of the working class playing the leading role.

In a number of socialist countries ,there are, alongside the work-
ing-class party, parties representing non-proletarian sections of the
working people. They rocognize the socialist road of development and
cooperate with the Communists in a Popular Front. In this situation
democratic parties are allies of the Communist Parties, not opposi-
tion forces. They recognize of, their own free will the leading-role
of the Communist Parties, which exercise it not by pressure or in-
junction, but by virtue of the moral and. political prestige which
they enjoy among the masses. Relations between the parties in these
socialist societies are based on regard for each othet's interests and
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on mutual oonffdence. Cooperation betwoen a C,ommunist Party and
other democratic parties is the political expression of the allianoe of
the workers, peasants, intellectuals and other working people who are

building socialist society under the leadership of the working class.

Modern revisionists, advocating the introduction of "nevr models"
of socialism in the practice of the socialist counbies, assert that
*rly " 

"combination of competing political forc€s" in the manner of
bourgeois countries can secure a "democratic mechanism of govern-
ment." They favor "political pluralism" instead of the leading role
of the working class and its vinguard-the Communist Party-totally
disregarding the fact that the formation of a political system, one-

party or multi-party, 'after the victory of the socialist revolution is

not the result of subjective wishes, let alone of "Communist machina-
tions," but of the speciffc historical features of the revolutionary

Proces6.
Thus in Russia, for example, the speciffc character of the revo-

lutionary struggle led to the Comrnunist Party becoming the only
party that assumed full responsibility for the direction of society.

For in the course of ,the revolution and during the Civil 'War, as

we have seen, all the other political parties discredited themselves

by their anti-popular policies and were rejected by the working
masses. Even before the victory of Octobeq Lenin, referring to
the leaders of the petty-bourgeois parties, skessed that they "havo

killed themselves and their parties-the Mensheviks and the Socialist
Revolutionaries-politically."

Although revisionists sometimes claim that increasing the leading
role of the farty is necessary only at some particular s'tage-for
example, before a revolution-+he grou*h of the leading role of a

Mar"xist-Leninist par:ty in the whole course of building communism
is an objective reality. Continually increasing the leading role of the
party of the working class is a natural process oovering all stages

of tt e struggle of the working class and the working masses for
a socialist revolution, for socialism and comrnunism.

However, it is neither a spontaneous nor an automatic Process
but the result of conscious, vigorous and meaningful effort by all
Communists. Marxisrn-Leninism considers social developrnent dialecti-
cally, as a natural historical Process which is determined by ob
iective laws of developrnent but influenced at the same time by the
subiective factor: the revolutionary energy and creative initiative
of the masses, as well as classes, parties and outstanding personalities
who are capable of expressing the needs of social development and

progressive class interests.
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Arrd the stuonger and more harmoniously organized the Farty is,
the better it can accomplish its mission as the vanguard of the
working class and the whole people. It is, as it should be, a living
political organism developing in step with the building of the new
society. It constantly refl.ects in itself the changes occurring in the
socioeconomic ffeld, the class structure and the spiritual life of the
Soviet people. The econornic, class, ideol,ogical and political changes
brought about by the counby's socialist progress over 50-odd years
have extended and oonsolidated the social base of the Party and
assured its further growth.

The period since the 23rd Par,ty Congress has revealod more
clearly than ever that in the conditions of further consolidation
of the social, political and ideological unity of developed socialist
society, the Communist Party is the vanguard of the utho:l,e people.
It is still the party of the working class in its goals, tasks, ideals
and class nature. But the point is simply that the Soviet people
have assimilated the ideology and ultimate goals of the working
class and have conae to regard them as their own. And it would be
wrong to ignore this in assessing the Party's role in the life of the
people. The Partyt revolutionizing power must be great indeed, its
policy based on scientiftc foundations and its lintr<s with the masses
extensive, if in decades of revolution, world war, grim class battles
and tremendous econornic and cultural building, millions, over-
coming numerous obstacles, have carried forward the work of revo-
lutionary transformation under the Partyt leadership.

The opponents of communisnr, ignoring the fundamental class
distinction between the leading cadres in the socialist countries and
the ruling groups in the capitalist counhies, spread theories al,
leging the rise of an "elite" in the Soviet Union. These attacks of
bourgeois ideologists and the r,eyisionists echoing them are plainly
intended to antagonize leaders and masses, and, to cause mutual
estrangement among members of socialist society.

The elitist charge is plainly refuted by the entire history of tho
CPSU and the Soviet state, which shows that in training personnel
great importance is attached to promoting active members of the
working class and collective farrn peasantry to key posts, thereby
helping them to master the art of leadership, improve their knowledge
and extend their experience. From their midst come many distin-
guished captains of industry and party and government leaders,
closely linked with the people. A career ran$ng frorn the job of an
ordinary worker to that of a high-ranking ,executive is typical of
nrany Soviet men and women. More speciffcally, over 80 per cent
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of the secretaries of regional territorial and central committees of

the Communist Parties of the Uni'on Republics, as well as the

chainnen of councils of Ministers and regional executive commit-

tees, are one-time workers or peasants. More than 70 per cent of

the Ministers and chairmen of state committees of the ussR began

their careers as workers or peasants. This is also true of most of

the heads of research and design institutions.
Communism will be the reiult of the creative e,ffort of millions.

The rnore successful the development of socialist society, and the

more difficult and challenging the taslis it sets for itself, the larger

are the sestions of the masses brought into socialist construction.

Strengthening socialist democracy-strengthening thg Farly-s links

with lhe maises-entails carrying'on numerous complex and-varied
activities. But the ernphasis is everywhere on dravring people into

economic planning ant control, on maintainin_g close contact with
Ieaders an& activists of mass organizations, and on ProPaganda and

agitation to make the people aw*e of the opportunities for their

plticipation in building ihe new society. This is true socialist

democracy.
The main area of the Party's organizing effort is the working

people's oollectives-industrial enterprises, _building sites, collective

indstate farms, and government offices and institutions. It is in such

places that the Party-has shown initiative and ability to inspire and

iead people, to make the peoplds_ interests their ovrm, and to detect

and zupport whatever is new and progressive.

It ii ^true that there are a number of theoreticians who would

try to establish a kind of gradation of socialist demooacy, depend-

i"g o" what were the democratic_gains and traditions of the country

coicerned at the time of the proletarian revolution. Thus, according

to them, the smaller these gains the country had in the past, the

more noticeable the limited nature or "baclcwardness" of democracy

in it. Those expressing this view see socialist, democracy as a con-

tinuation of b&rrgeoii democracy. Devoid of a class approach or

class criteria, thiJview is far removed from reality. For with the

victory of the proletarian revolution society males a gigantic leap

in its developrrGnt, passing over to a qualitatively ney_ state which

difiers funda?nentally from the past in all spheres of life, particu-

larly the political sphere. Precisely this law of development mani-

fesied itsel{ most graphically in the experience of the USSR. It has

rcally democratic traditions, created by the people, which,have stood

the iest of time and embody the progressive character of socialism's

political system. In the oourse of our revolutionary struggle the
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workers, soldiers and peasants of Russia passod through a great
politioal schooling. Their class instinct and organizing talent found
their most vital expression in the Soviets-the state form of dic*'
tatorship of the proletariat which is a million times more democratic
than any parliamentary republic of the bourgeoisie.

The Soviets embody the supreme constitutional principle of the
Soviet system-genuine democracy. At present there are about 50,000
representative organs of power through which the Soviet people
govern ,their state. At the 1969 elections to local Soviets alone
2,070,539 deputies were elected, of vzhom M.6 are women, 45 per
cent members and candidate-members of the CPSU, 55 per cent non-
Party people, 35 per cent workers and 29.8 per cent collective farm-
ers. The deputies include representatives of all the nationalities of tlle
Soviet Union. The elections to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR in
1970 were also a vivid illustration of the political activity of the
Soviet people and their devotion to communism. More than 99 per
cent of the electorate went to the polls casting their vote for the
candidates of the bloc of Communists and non-Party people.

In the light of these facts it is not dificult to see how far
removed from reality is the view that with the end of the transi-
tional period the state must wither away to avoid the "bureau-
crratic deformation of socialism." Such ooneepts have nothing in com-
mon with Lenint teaching that "for the state to wither away com-
ptretely, complete communism is necessary." They contradict also the
experience of world socialism, as well as the lessons of history. These
show that without the organizing role of the socialist state the
taslcs of economic and cultural developrnent cannot be successfully
accomplished either in the transitional period or in a developed
socialist society. This is why problems connected with perfecting
and strengthening the socialist state and its major link with the
masses*the Soviets-are ever in the center of attention of the CPSU.

The CFSU can and must play an ever bigger leading role in the
future. It represents a l4million strong army of Communists and its
membership comprises the foremost sections of the working class,
collective.farm peasantry and ,the intelligentsia. Both the extended
social base of the Party and the steady growth of its prestige among
the people have prompted millions rnore of the Soviet people to hnl
their destinies with the Party. But although numbers are not un-
important and are, indeed, an in&cation of the mass character of the
Party and the deep roots it has amo rg the people, the Party does
not expect its organizatioies to lay unwarranted emphasis on quanti-
tative growth. The imlrcrtant thing for the CPSU has always been
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to improve the qualitative composition and to inotease the,van_guard

role of its members, raise their ideological standards and enhance

their loyalty to principle and their sense of responsibility for the
work of their organizations and the Party as a who1e.

The report of the CPSU Central Committee and the statements

of delegates and representatives of fraternal parties pointed out the
vital importance of the struggle against right and "left" revisionism,
and against nationalism. At the same time-and this is particularly
important-the Marxist-Leninists strive not only to advance a well-
argued criticism of erroneous and dangerous concepts, such as "the

dissolution of the Party in society" or its "separation from power";
they also concentrate their efiorts on the positive working out of
problems of party guidance, on the improvement of all its aspects,

organizing and inspiring the masses and directing public and state

organizations. The Party does not substitute itself for 'these organi-
zations, but rather coordinates their activity. In its directive activity
it uses means and methods characteristic of the Party alone. Per-

suasion, explanation, political education, rallying together, organi-
zation and again persuasion-this is the basis of all the forms, means

and methods of the work of the Communist Party as leader. This
principle also exposes the departure from Marxism-Leninism of those

to whom lhe army is higher than the Party, who regard the army as

an example for the Party: as a result of the militarization of the
Party and its subjugation to such an instrument of state power as the

army, tJre Party unavoidably loses its characteristic forms, methods

and means of work and is forced to carry out social functions not
inherent in it.

At atl stages of its history the CFSU has paid close attention
to the need for improving its organizational structure and adjusting
it to the tasks of the day. The asser,tion is groundless that Lenin
considered the organizational structure he had elaborated immutable.

Its authors would have us believe that the Leninist concept of the
Party is out of date, that it should be replaced by another new
concept. In efiect, they are confusing Lenin's teaching about a new
type of party ancl its organizational principles with ideas abo rt some

kind of ffxed organization. Organizational forms can, do and must

change. The main consideration is that as a result of the change the
Party should become stronger, and that its unity, militancy and
mobility should be safeguarded.

The Party has also worked steadfastly to improve the functioning
of its leading committees on the principle of collectivism. As a resulg
Party meetings and committee plenums at all levels, from branch
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organizations to the Central Committee of ,the CPSU, have come to
play u bigger role. Paqty committees have been improving their work
according to the principles of collective leadership. More and more
Party members are drawn into studying and discussing various prob-
lems and carrying out decisions. The Party is concerned that Corn-
munists should be better informed of the work of their leading
oommittees, and reporting of committee and bureau activities in the
intervals between elections is becoming a regular practice.

The Party, however, categorically rejects all attempts at creating
an atmosphere of "boundless collectivism" in which the personal
responsibility of Party members is in fact reduced on the plea of
collectivism. Understanding collectivisrn as Lenin did, the Party re-
gards as imperative the personal responsibility of each Comrnunist
for the work entrusted to him. Moreover the Central Committee
of the CPSU steadfastly promotes earnest criticism and self-cr,iticism
as important means of enhancing inner-Farty democracy, of exchang-
ing opinions and experienoe and of familiarizing Party cadres with
rank-and{le suggestions and criticisms.

Vitally important is the position of the Congress that the ability
of the Party to function is determined to a great extent by hor,v cor-
rectly and consistently the principle of democratic centralism is
implemented. Both anarchic looseness, presented as democracy, and
bureaucratic centralization, hindering the initiative and activity of
Communists, are equally injurious to the Marxist-Leninist party. The
conclusion that principled criticism and self-criticism indicate the
political health of a party organization is also important. The Congress
pointed out that the development of democracy is inseparab,le from
strengthening party discipline, meaning discipline based not o r fear,
nor on ruthless administrative methods which deprive people of
conffdence and initiative and give rise to overcautiousness and dis-
honesty, but on a high level of consciousness and responsibility.

The new per,iod in the life of the USSR, the period of full-scale
construction of communism, also makes new demands on the leading
role of the Party, demands stemming from the growing scale and
cornplexity of the tasks of communist construction. The one task
alone of creating the material and technical base of comrnunism is
s,taggering, not only as regards the scale of what has to be achieved
but also as regards 'the qualitative changes which characterize a
higher level of development of the country's productive forces.

Among these qualitative changes is the fact that as society a&
vances to communism the two forms of socialist proper,ty-state and
cuoperative-collective farm-will gradually merge into one fonn of
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cornmunist prollerty. No less complex are the procEss-es of perfecting
socialist social-relitions, preparinig the conditions for transition to

communist relations and 
-educatiog 

tt e new man, the all-rounded

builder of oommunism. Other tasks are: erasing the basic difference

between town and country, transforming the socialist s'tate into com-

munist public self-government, instilling a Marxist-Leninist world

view in 
-all 

Soviet people, and ending inequalities characte_rizing th9

lower phase of "i"r",*ism 
(socialism) in distribution of material

wealth.
The vastly important work of educating ah:--p""p!,- glearlg

their minds Lf tn" survivals of the past and fully satisfying thu

aspirations of the soviet citizen fqr physical and_ sqrntua! well-being

cals for maximum efforts by the Paity on the ideological front. The

molding of the new man proceeds from new social relations, but not

spontarieously. According to L€ninist teaehing the Party
ii ttre new conditions to instilt socialist consciousness into the

spiritual develqment of the people. Moreover Lenin considered

tire rnolding of ihe communist man as a long Pro!€ss. in which the

partieipatioi of every ryempr of society P Pr-ody9dve,labor and

iociop6Htical tife is indissolubly combined with his education in

the spirit of a high communist consciousness and morality'
Tire molding of tt " new man is 'the most important part of all

our creative *ork. Th" CPSU takes account of the fact that the mold-

ing of the new man is taking,place in conditions of an acute ideolog-

ical battle between socialism and capi,talism, in constant, uncom-

promising struggle against the suwivals of the past., This- explains

ihu ,ru"d fo, constant ideological and educational work of the Par$,

of all the conscious, advanced forces of society.

As pointed out in &e congress decisions, the ryos! important thing

in ideoiogical work is propagating the ideas of Marxism-Leninism

and uncompromising, resolute struggle against bourgeois and revi-

sionist ideoiogy. The fostering of the new, communist attitude to
work in the Soviet people is one of the most important tasks.

The Party attaches special importance particularly- to thg edu-

cation of the youth, for it is the iising generation- which wi1l have

to continue thl work of the older one. Soviet youth, true to Lenin's

behests, are educating themselves in the spirit of cgmmunism. Indus-

triousness, a thirst for knowledge, and a deep sense of patriotism

and intemationalism are characte.ristic of them, qualities which the

Communist Party is developing still further.
The Party also displays- constant concern- {9r perfecting.geneql

and higher eduaation io tl"t it should more ftrlly meet the demands

zlt
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of communist construction and of the contemporary scientiffc and
technological revolution. Some 80 million peo,ple-about one,third of
the country's population-are presently sirdytng 1o i6 h;gher and
secondary educational institutions, including a broad network of
evening courses and schools.

Mastery of specialized knowledge combined with the molding
of communist morality: this is tlre line of the CFSU in the qphere
of culture and education. The Party does not hold with a narrow
utiliarian approach, nor with the bourgeois vierr that the scientiffc
and technological revolution leads to the "flsglins of ideology.'

fn accordance with its Leninist approach, the CPSU therefore
pays the closest attention to the theoretical substantiation of prac-
tical activity, to party functionaries and. rank-and-ffle Communists
mastering the fundamentals of Marxist-Leninist theory, and to im-
proving the whole system of mass political education, political in-
formation and the work of the press, radio and television.

The CPSU assigns literature and art an important place in
creating the spiritual premises of communism and in the education
of the new mrn. A society building communism is vitally interested
in the fowering of literature and art and in all forrrs of artistic
creative endeavor. Thanl$ to the efforts of the Party, literature and
art have been placed at the service of the people.

In its work of guiding science, literature and art the Party
follows Lenin's ideas. Lenin on repeated occasions warned against
haste and ,methods of injunction in matters of culture. He partiou-
larly stressed the importance of methods of persuasion ia rhis
sphere, urhich calls for a particularly tac.tfirl and intelligent atrrproach.
For the cause of communist construction it is vitally essential that
the Party support works of high artistic value, works imbued with
communist morality, and that it criticize attempts to introduce in
certain works views alien to the socialis,t ideology of Soviet society.

After the victory of the October Revolution and the establish-
ment of the dictatorship of the proletariat, Party leadership in the
period of building the now society was effected on an ever wider
scale, becoming richer in content and"more complex. Now ttre Padyt
task is to direct the socialist state, oconomic and cultural develop-
ment-the entire process of creating neur social relations. The Party
bases ib guidance on an overall, integrated approach to the de-
velopment of society as a social entity. Alongside its efforts to in-
crease the economie potential and defensive might of the country,
it pays enorrnous attention to the problems of its sociopolitical
development and of the education of the new communist man.

gt
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The Party's international responsibilities havo also increased, re'
sporxibilities determined by the Leninist strategic policy of doing
"ihe utmost possible in orw countrA for the development, support
and awakening of the revolution in all countries." Of course Com-

munists are working to achieve this not by "exporting revolution"
but, ffrst and foremost, by demonstrating a more rapid develop-

ment of the productive forces, the fowering of democracy, culture
and science and, in general, the advantages of socialism over

capitalism.
- In the case of the CPSU this was all the more dificult because

it had to blaze'the trail, and plow the virgin soil of history in
conditions of capitalist encirclement, of bitter resistance by the
class enemy within the country and the subversive activity of various

anti-Parry factions. The Party, however, overcame these 'lifficulties
and paved the highway to socialism.

True to its internationalist duty, the CPSU actively promotes con-

solidation of its ties with the great army of Communists of our
planet, coordinates its activity with the other fraternal parties and

struggles unflaggingly for unity of the Communist movement on the

prirrciples of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism. The

bommunist Party guides the foreign policy of the Soviet s'tate, and,

together with the fraternal parties, mobilizes the masses in defense

of peace, against imperialist aggression, and supports 'the revolu-

tionary struggle of the working people in the capitalist countries

and the national liberation movement.
Our foes have for many years been clairning that Marxism has

grott'n obsolete and does not reflect the requirements of lif-e. But it
is the critics of Marxism that grow old and disappear from the

stage, whereas Marxism remains an eternally living, developing and

all-coneuering teaching.
Uankina disoovers nsw sources and new kinds of enorgy in its

struggle for mastering the wealth of nature a1d -exploring 
space.

But"i:n the struggle for social emancipation, all ttrinking manlcind

lives and is rnoved on by the great energy of Manrism-'Leninism.

The CFSU regards itself as a conrtingent of the world arrny of
com,rnunists whi"h has been entrusted by history with the honor-

able but difficult and responsibtre task of blazing the trail,to com-

munism. It is equipped wittr Marxism-Leninism and vast historical

experience and, enioying the conffdent support of the Soviet people,

is iesolved to fulffIl its historic mission. And we are convinced that
sooner or later all peoples, attracted by the powerful ideas of Marxism-

Leninism, will rise 'to the summits of communism.

a3

Leonid Brezhnev
GENEMAL SECRE,TARY OT TITE CPSU

CEIYTNAL COMMITTEE

Report of the CPSU Central Committee
to the 24th Congress ol the

Com,munist Party of the Sooiet Union
Delhtered. Morch 30, 7977

Extend,eil Summary

TIIE INTERNATIONAL POSITION OT' TIIE USSR

The Sooiet Peace Prograrn

THE Soviet peace program, consisting of the six irhmediate taslsa undertaken by the 24th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union in the ffeld of strengthening international relations, is
of transcendent importance to all the world's people. No political
part/, no group or organization in the world, no government or state,
has ever proposed any such sweeping program for world peace as
this, which forms the basis of the foreign policy program of the USSR.
We have taken the liberty of separating it from the main body of the
Brezhnev report summarized in the following pages, and putting it
at,the beginning:

1 Firet: To eliminato tho hotbede of war in Southeast Asla and in the
Middle East and to promote a political eettlement in these areas on the
basis of respect for the legitimate righte of the states and peoplea subjected
to aggression.

To rebufr, firrnly and immediately, all acts of aggreesion and interna.
tional lawlessness. For this, full use must also be mado of LJN possibilities.

Retrrudiation of the threat or use of force in settling differences must
becomo a law of intenratioinal life. For its part, the Soviet Union suggeste
thst the countrieg which accept thie approach conclude appropriate
bilateral or regional treaties.
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o Seconi!: To proceed from the final recogrrition of the telritorial
changes that took place in Europe as a result of the Second World Var'
To b-ring sbout a iadical turn torvards a detente and peace on the con'

tinent. To u."o". the convocation of an all-European conference.

To do everything to eneure collective eecurity in Europe' Ve-reafrrm
ther+adinessexpressedjointlybythemembercountrieeof,thedefeneive
V'arsaw Tr,eaty io "i-oittr,.oo"iy "lro"I this treaty and that of NAT0

or-ag a ffrst step-to diamantl,e their military organizations. ,
oThitiltToconcludetreatiesbanningnuclear,chemicalandbac.

teriological lveaPona.
To work for an end to the testing of nuclear t{eaponsr including un'

derground tests, by ururyo,,. and everywhere' To promote the creation of

,.oclt"-fr"e zoneg in Yarious parts of the world'
We stand for the nuclear disarrnament of all states in the posseesion

of nuclear weaponsr and for the convocation for that purloae of a confer'

enccofthefivenuclearpowers-theUSSR'theUnitedStates'thePeo'
plete Republic of China, France and Britain'

o Foufih: fo mJgot"tu the gtruggle to halt the race in all types of

*.rporo. We favor the- convocation of a world conference to consider aII

aspects of dieamrament.
'W'e stand for the diamantling of foreign nrilitary bases' We stand for

a reduction of armed forces and armaments in areas where rnilitary

confrontation ia eepecially dangerous, above all in Central Europe'
,We consider it advisaille to work out lrreasuret that would reduce the

likelihood of accidental or deliberately fabricatcd armed incidents that

could lead to international criae antr war'
The Soviet U.ioo-i"lttpared to negotiate agtreements to cut militarT

expenditurea, above all by tho major powers'

o Fifth: The UN deeieiohr to end the remnants of colonial rule must

be carried out in fulL Manifestations of racism and apartheid must be

univereally condemned and boycotted'

o Sirth: Iho Sovlet Union is prepared for mutually advantageous

cooperation in every'"pnu"" with oihei interested states' Our countrlf ie

prepared to work with other statet on such common problems as the

pt:e3ervation of the "t1titoo-""', 
the development of- power and other

i"it*f nesourcres, the development of transport aud comrnunicationa'

the prevention and eradication of the most dangerous and widespread

diseaaes, and the .*plo".tiolr and development of outer space and the

world ocean.

Foreign Policy ol tlw USSR

DREZHNEV'S report on the intemational position of the USSR dealt

E,;;;adh ,"i"iorx with the other socialist countries and their

Communist Parties. i;,";i"g up the experience of 25 years of the

sooi,alist world system' the repo'rt found that:

1. The socialist ,otiJrvrt* .has proved its great viability in the

historical contest with capitalism'"
2. The formation and^ strengthening of a whole bloc of socialist
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states has accelerated the historical progress toward socialism all over
the world that began with the Russian Revolution and demonstrated
that'the world socialist system is the decisive force in the anti-im-
perialist struggle.'

3. The prevention of another world war has been one of the
greatest contributions of the socialist bloc to the interests of the peo-
ples of the world.

4. The lesson has been learned, both in theory and practice, that
the building of socialism and the relations between socialist states
depend on tftre comeot oom;bination of the general nules common to
the development of all socialist countries and the different forms de-
te,rmin€d by the ooncrete his,torioal oonditions and the national
speciffcs of each oounfrry.

While Brezhnev franHy aelnowledged that both objective and
subjective difficulties and complications had arisen in the socialist
world, affecting relations between individual states and the Soviet
Union, he stated that progress had been made in overcoming them
and the dominant tendency remains that of strengthening friendship,
unity and cooperation in every sphere among the socialist countries.
The special attention given by the CPSU to cooperation lDith the
Comm,unist Pa.rties of the fraternal countries had furthered ioint
efforts to work out the 'fundamental problems of socialist and com-
munist construotion" and to coordina,te activities in the rralm of
foreigo policy.

The Warsaw Treaty organization is the main center for such co-
ordination. It has proposed 'h full-scale program for strengthening
peace in Europe based on the immutability of existing state borders";
it has hefued prevent realization of NATO plans 'to give the FRG
militarists access to nuclear weapons.' Joint efforts by the socialist
states contributed to defeat of the Hallstein doctrine [whereby the
Bonn government sought to block recognition of the German Demo.
cratic Republic by other states] and ,to strengrthening the ir:,ternational
position of the GDR, now recognized by 27 states.

Active and consistent support from the USSR and other socialist
oountries has been a vital faotor in the str'uggle of the people of
Vietnam and other Indochinese countries; steps taken by the socialist
states in the Middle East have hefued frustrate imperialist plans of
overthrowing progressive regimes in the Arab countries. In the UN
the socialist countries have introduced numerous proposals of key
international signiff cance.

On advances made in economic cooperation through ,the CMEA
(Council for Mutual Economic Assistance), Brezhnev said:

8I
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The Soviet Union and the fraternal states seek to help each ottrer in every

way to ddvelop their national economies. In the last ffvo years, over 800 in-
dustrial and agricultural projects have been built or reconstructed in tle social-

ist countries with our technical assistance. We have been supplying our
friends with many tyPes of industrial equipment on mutually advantageous

terms. The Soviet Union has rnet more than 70 per cent of the import require-
ments in some key types of raw materials and fuel of the CME,{ countries and

Cuba, and also t-o a considerable extent those of the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam and the Korean People's Democratic Republic.

In refurn, the Soviet Union in the past ffve-year period has received

fr.om the CMEA oountries equipment for 54 chemioal planrts; 38 per

cent of the sea-going tonnage of the Soviet merchant navy; invest-

ments in the raw material, fuel and other branohes of the Soviet

economy; numerous consumer goods.

The USSR and other CMEA countries have coordinated their na'
tiorral economic plans for 1971-75 and will further devetrop tJre organ-

izational and technical basis for multilateral economic cooperation.
The Druzhba Oil Pipeline will be delivering almost 50 million tons

of Soviet oil to the Eastern European socialist countries by 1975. The
huge new pipeline being laid to carry natural gas from Siberia to the

Euiopean pa* of the USSR will help increase gas deliveries to Czecho-

slovakia and Poland and to start supplying gas to the GDR, Bulgaria
and Hungary. Integrated power grids have meant great economies

for the CMEA countries. Among other multilateral ties are the Inter-
national Bank for Economic Cooperation and the new common invest-

ment bank of the CMEA countries. All this has meant an increase

of 49 per cent in the CMEA countries' industrial production in the
past ftve years. Mutual trade relations have increased.

Brezhnev emphasized that the possibilities of the socialist division

of labor were no1, however, being fully used, and urged further ad'

vances toward eoonomic integration of the socialist oountries.

Brezhnev reviewed the strengthening of bilateral relafions between

the soviet union and other socialist countries in the period between

the 23rd arld 2,4th Congresses. New treaties of friendship, cooperation

and mutual assistance concluded with Bulgaria, Hungary, Czecho-

slovakia and Romania, together with similar treaties with the GDR,

Poland and the Mongolian People's Republic which entered into force

earlier, "constifute a comprehensive system of mutual allied commit-

ments of a new, socialist tYPe."
He spoke of the deep satisfaction of the CPSU that recent diffi-

culties in Poland had been overcome and that the Polish united
workers' Party is taking steps to have its ties with the working class

and other working people strengthened.
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On Vietnam:

Our Pf:r 
-and 

thp Soviet people have relations of socialist solidarity and
stro:rg and militant friendship with the Working people's party of ViLtnam
g1d-the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. Following ihe precepts of Ho Chi
Yi*,_gre-a, patriot and revolutionary, the Vietnamese peopli have raised
high the banner of socialism and are fearlessly confroniing the imperiarist
aggressors. The Dernocratic Republic of vietnam may be sure that in iti armed

1luggle _and its peaceful endeavor it can continue to rely on the Soviet
Union's fraternal support.

On Cuba:

Over these years, the Central Committee has devoted constant attention to
strengthening cooperation with the Republic of Cuba and the estrrtrlrnisl
Party of cuba. As a result of joint efforts considerable successes have been
achieved in developing soviet-cuban relations. The peoples of the soviet
Union and of Cuba are comrades-in-arms in a common struggle, and their
friendship is ffrm.

On Mongolia:

For half a centuIr the CPSU and tho Soviet State have had bonds of
strong {riendshiq 

-with the Mongolian People's Revolutionary party and the
Mongolian People's Republic. The Soviet Union is a true friend ancl ally of
socialist Mongolia and actively supports the efforts of our l\4ongolian frilnds
to solve major economic problems and strengthen their ow.n country,s
international position.

On Korea:

Our ties with the Korean People's Democratic Republic and the Korean
Party of Labor have grown, and this, we are sure, meets the interests of the
people of both countries. The soviet union has supported and continues
to zupport the 

-proposals 
of the KPDR Government on the country's peaceful,

democratic uniffcation and the Korean people's demand for a withdiawal of
US troops from South Korea.

On Yugoslavia:

Soviet-Yugoslav relations have continuecl to develop. The Soviet people
want to see socialism in Yugoslavia strengthened and her- ties with the siliatst
c3myunity grow sbonger. We stand for Soviet-Yugoslav cooperation and for
developing contacts between our parties.

On the Peoplet Republic of China:

It will be recalled that the chinese leaders have put forward an ideological-
political platform of their own which is incompatible 'arith Leninism oi thu
key questions of internal life and the world communist movement, and havo
demanded that we should abandon the line of the 20th Congress and the pro,
grarn of the CPSU. They unfolded an intensive and hostile propaganda cam-
paign against our Party and country, made territorial claims on the Soviet

il
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Union, and in the spring and sumrner of 1969 brought things to the point of
armed incidents along the border.

Our Party has resolutely opposed the attempts to distort Marxist-Leninist
teaching and to split the international communist movement and the ranks of
tle ffghters against imperialism. Displaying restraint and refusing to be pro-
voked, the CC CPSU and the Soviet Government have done their utmost to
bring about a normalization of relations with the People's Republic of China.

As a result of this Soviet initiative, a meeting took place of the
heads of govemment of the two countries in September 1969, followed
by negotiations in Peking between government delegations on border
issues. They are proceeding slowly and 'their favorable completion
calls for a constructive attitude not only of one side." Ambassadors
have been exchanged, trade agreements have been signed, trade has

somewhat increased. Brezhnev said these were useful steps and the
CPSU was prepared to continue to act in this direction:

But on the other hand, comrades, we cannot of course fail to see that the
anti-Soviet line in China's propaganda and policy is being continued and that
the 9th Congress of the CPC has written this line, hostile to the Soviet Union,
into its decisions . , .

We resolutely reject the slanderous inventions concerning the policy of our
Party and our state which are being spread from Peking and instilled into the
rninds of the Chinese people, It is more absurd and harmful to sow dissent
between China anil the USSR considering that this is taking place in a situa-
tion in which the imperialists have been stepping up their aggressive action
against the freedom-loving peoples, More than ever before the situation de-
mands cohesion and joint action by all the anti-imperialist revolutionary forces,
instead of fanning hostility between such states as the USSR and China. . . .

Our Party and the Soviet Government are deeply convinced that an im-
provement of relations between the Soviet Union and the People's Republic
of China would be in Iine with the fundamental, long-term interests of both
countries, the interests of socialism, the freedom of the peoples, and stronger
peace. That is why we are prepared in every way to help not only to normalize
relations but also to restore neighborliness and friendship between the Soviet
Union and the People's Republic of China and express conffdence that this
will eventually be achieved.

On Albania, Brezhnev declared that the CPSU stood ready, as in
the past, to normalize relations, which would be beneffcial to both
countries and the common interests of socialist states.

On Czechoslovakia: Brezhnev declared that the Czechoslovak
events were a fresh reminder that whatever remained of anti-socialist
forces within socialist countries "rnay, in certain conditions, becorne
active and even mount direct counter-revolutionary action in &e hope
of support from outside, from imperialism, which, for its part, is
always prepared to form blocs with such forces." These events also,

he said, pointed up the danger5 of right-wing revisionism which,

u
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on the pre,text of *improving'socialism, 
paves ,the way for the pene-

tration of bourgeois ideology.

The czechoslovak events showed very well- how important it is constantly
t-o strengthen-the Party's leaai"g-.* irrsocialist socie|, steadily to improve
the forms and nrtethods of party leadership and to ilispiay 

" "."itiru uarxist-
Leninist approaeh to the soludons of preising probreirs of socialist develop-
ment.

- It yr quite clear to us that this was not only an attempt on the part of
imperialism and its accomplices to overthrow the socialist iystem in -czech-

oslovakia. rt was an Sttempt to strike in this way at the positions of socialism
in Euro-pe as a whole, and to create favorable conditi&s for a subsequent
onslaught against the socialist world by the most aggressive forces of im-
perialism.

In the Iight of this, the report continued, and in view of ..appeals

by Party and state leaders, communists and working peopre of ciecho-
slovakia" and concern for the future of socialism arrd p"""" in Europe,
'we and the fraternal socialist countries then jointly decided to render
internationalist assistance to czechoslovakia in defense of socialism..
He expresseil cPsu agreement with the assessment of this action as
set forth in the document 'T,essons of the Crisis Development, of
aplenary Tu"qg of the central commirttoe of ,the communist party
of Czechoslovakia, which he quoted as follows:

_ 
"The entry of the allied troops of the ffve socialist countries into czech-

oslovakia was an act of internaEonal solidarity, meeting both the cornxnon
iuterests of the czechoslovakian working peopla and the interests of the inter-
national working class, the socialist community and the class interests of the
international communist movement. This internationalist act saved the lives
of thousands of men, ensured internal and exteraal conditions for peaceful and

.T"q"jl labor, strengthened the western borders of the socialisi camp, and
blasted the hopes of the imperialist circles for a revision of the resulb-of the
Second World War."

Thus, concluded Brezhnev: *rhe 
peopl,es of the socialist countries

have clearly demonstrated to the whole world that they wilI not give
up their revolutionary gains, and that the borders of the sociarist
community are immutable and inviolable."

H_e emphasized that the socialist world is still a young and growing
socialist organism with still unsettled problems, dlvebping "tf,,orrg[
gtruggle between the new and the old.'Accumulated e*peiierrce will
help the parties of the socialist countries ffnd the correct resorution
of their internal contradictions, and to deepen their mutual help and
cooperation. He drew this picture of the future of the so"iulirt
world:

wo want to see every fStenlal coynhl a flourishing state harmoniously
combining rapid economiq seientiffc aod technical gro*tli with a flowering df
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socialist culture and rising living standards for the working p"opJu. _wo want

t]re world socialist systeri to be a well-knit farnily of nations, luilqing anl
defendine the new societv together, and mutually enriching each other with
u["ti""& and knowledg6, a 

"family strong and irnited, w]rich the people of

th! world would regarl as the prototylle of the futuro world comrnunity of
free nations.

The Struggle Against ImPerialism

N ITS assessment of modern imperialism and the peoples' struggle
I against it, the report said that under today's conditions of confron-

tation with socialism, the ruling class fears more than ever the de-

velopment of the class struggle into a mass revolutionary movement.

HenL the b,ou,rgeoisie rtries to use more camouflaged forms of exploi-

tation and opprission of the working people and to keep the masses

under its political and ideological control by partial reforms.- This

adaptation to new conditions has not meant the stabilization of cap'
italiim as a system, 

*The genprol crisis of capitalism Lms corttirund to

deepen."
Simultaneous growth of inflation and unemployment has become

a permanent feature of even the most developed capitalist countries,

with the USA foundering in one of its economic crises for almost two
years.

Neither processes of integration nor the pooling of imperialist

activities against the socialist world has eliminated inter-impsrialist

contradictions. The three main centers of growing imperialist rivalry
are the USA, Western Europe (above all the six Common Marlcet

countries), and Japan.
The continuing reactionary and aggressive nature of imperialism

is embodied above all in US foreign policy,

which in the last few years has reasserted its urge to act as a kind of guamntof

and protector of the international system of exploitatiorr ancl oppression. It
seeks-to dominate everywhere, interferes in the afiairs of other peoples, high-

handedly tramples on their legitimate rights and sovereignty, and seeks_ b-y

force, biibery alnd economic penetration to impose its will on states and whole

areas of the world.

Forces of war and aggression also exist in West Germany, where

the revanchists have boen incteasingly ganging up with the neo-

Nazis; in Britain they are the executioners of Northern lreland, anns

suppliers ,to the South African racists and supporters of the ag-gressivo

Ui po[cy; in Japan, the militarists who seek once again to embark on

e4pansion and aggression.
Militarism has grown at an unprecedented rate since world war

II. In L970 alone NATO countrie inves,ted 108 billion dollars in war
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preparations. The USA has spent almost 400 billion dollars for military
puryoses in the last ffve years.

The imperialists are willing to commit any crimes to presewe or
restore their domination of the former colonial countries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America. Their annual plunder of Third World
countries amounts to billions of dollars, while according to a 1970
UN report, 375 million people of those continents live at starvation
level.

Condemning imperialist aggression against the Arab states, the
oolonialist attempts to invade Guinea and the subversive aotivig
against plogressive regimes in La,tin America, Brezhrrev ch,arged:

The continued US aggression against the peoples of Vietnam, Carnrbodia
and Laos u the main atrocity committed by the modern colonialists; it is the
stamp of ignominy on the United States,

Declaring that'it is hard to keep a calm tone when speaking about
the atrocities committed by the interventionists," Brezhnev recounted
the sadis,tic murders of old men, worrlen and ch,ildren art Songmy, the
turning of huge areas into wasteland, the million and a haU Viet-
namese poisoned by US chemicals and other horrors committed by
those who claim to represent the "free world."

However difficult the struggle, the anti-imperialist front steadily
widens, with the international worki,ng class mooeman"t in the van-
guard of the revolutionary forces and the trade unions playing an
increasingly important role. Adducing examples of working class
action against monopoly capital in many countries, including the
i[.Inited States, Brezhnev emphasized especially the US Black libera-
tion struggle and the role of US youth in the movement against the
war in Vietnam. At the same time antiimperialist pressures are inten-
sifying from the national Iiberation forces, especially in the young
states of Asia and Africa:

The main thing is that the stmggle for national liberation in many coun-
tries has in practical terms begun to grow into a struggle against exploitativo
relations, both feudal and capitalist.

Quite a few countries in Asia and Africa have taken the non-cap-
italist road of development, leading toward socialism. Properly of
imperialist monopolies is being nationalized. In the UAR the state
sector now accounts for 85 per cent of total industrial production; in
Burma the state sector controls over 80 per cent of the extractive and
almost 60 per cent of the manufacturing industry. Algeria has taken
new steps in nationalizing imperialist property. In Guinea, the Sudan,
Somali and Tanzania many foreign concerns have been taken over
bytho state. Serious land reforms have been carried out in tlre UAR
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and Syria, have started in the Sudan and Somalia and are announced
for this year in Algeria. In the Congo (Braz-zavi,lle) all the land and
its minerals are now state-owned.

Serious progressive social change is taking place in many other
countries and the ffght for liberation intensiffes in countries still under
the colonial yoke:

-As 
for our country, it fully supports this iust skuggle. The USSR s poliHcal

and economic cooperation with the liberated countries has been furthei devel-
oped in the last few years. Our trade with them is growinq. Dozens of indus-
trial and agricultural enterprises have been built ii man| countries of Asia
and Africa with our participation. We have also. been making a contribution
to the_training of perionneifor these countries. All ttir is beLg done in the
mutual interest.

Among the changes taking plaoe in a number of Latin American
countries, the victory of the Popular Unity forces in Chile "was a
most important event." The fact that the people have secured, by
constitutional means, the installation of a government they want and
trus!" has incensed domestic reaction and Yankee imperialism," which
seek to deprive the Chilean people of their gains. The governments
of Peru and Bolivia are ffghting against enslavement by the US mo-
nopolies. Lenin's prediction that peoples stmggling for national libera-
tion would go on to ffght against tle very foundations of capitalism
is thus coming tme.

Brezhnev stressed the effo,rt of ,the CPSU and the parties of other
socialist countries to strengthen the cohesion of anti-imperialist forces,
above all of the world communist movement, on which the success
of the anti-imperialist strrggle largely depends. This task has been
complicated by splitting efforts of the Chinese leadership, the
Trotskyites and others, rtendencies toward nationalisrtic self-isolation
and the revival of both 'LeIt and Right-wing opportunism.

A major step in strengthening international unity of the Commu-
nists and consolidating the anti-imperialist forces, according to Brezh-
nev, was the Intemational Meeting of Communist and Workers Parties
in 1969 and various otfrer meetings which preceded it. Worldwide
celebrations of the Lenin Cemtennial also oonbib,uted groatly to unity.
Brezhnev reiterated the continuing urgency of ffghting against revi-
sionist and nationalistic tendencies, especially those taking the form
of anti-Sovietism, which bourgeois ideologists and propaganda rely
on in their ffght against socialism and the communist movement.

The CPSU is increasingly ffnding allies in the stmggle against im-
perialism in the revolutionary democratic parties, many of which
have proclaimsd ssgialism as their goal. The CPSU has been actively
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developing ties with them as well as with Left Socialist Parties in
some countries. Further, said Brezhnev:

The CPSU is prepared to develop cooperation with the Social Democrats
both in the sbuggle for peace and democracy and in the struggle for socialism,
without of course, making any concessions in ideology and revolutionary prin-
ciples, However, this line of the Communists has been meeting with stubborn
resistance from the Right-wing leaders of the Social Democrats.

Expressing the high regard of the CPSU for the work of its brother
parties and its dedication to the pursuance of a strengthened, united
anti-imperialist struggle, Brezhnev declared:

The full triumph of the socialist cause all over the world is inevitable, And
we shall not spare ourselves in the ffght for this tri"mph, for the happiness of
the working peoplel

The Sooiet Struggle tor Peace

THE REPORT set forth Soviet efforts in the ftve-year period 'to
r ensure peaceful conditions for communist construction in tho
USSR, to expose and frustrate action by the aggressive imperialist
forces, and to defend socialism, the freedom of the peoples and peace."
It has cunsistemtly followed the Leudnist principle of the peaceful
coexistence of states, regardless of their social systems, and maintain-
ing normal relations wherever the situation allows.

Placing the Vietnam war in the forefront of pressing international
problems, Brezhnev warned the United States that no steps it would
attempt in its aggressive war in Southeast Asia "will break down the
Vietnamese people's determination to become master of its own coun-
try:

The so-called Vietnamization of the war, the plan to have Vietnamese kill
Vietnamese in Washington's interests, and t"he extension of the aggression to
Cambodia and Laos, none of this will get the USA out of the bog of its di*y
war in Indochina or wash away the shame heaped on the country by those who
started and are continuing the aggression. There is only one way of solving
the Vietnamese problem. It is clearly indicated in the proposals of the DRV
Government and the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic
of South Vietnam, proposals which we ffrmly back.

The Soviet Union resolutely dernan& an end to the imperialist aggression
against the peoples of Vietnam, Carnbodia and Laos. Our country has been and
will be an active champion of the iust cause of the heroic people of Indochina,

Turning to the Middle East, he declared:

The crisis which has arisen as a result of Israel's attack on the UAR,
Syria and ]ordan has been one of the most intense in the development of
international relations over the past period.

The USSR and other socialist countries took all possible measures
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to stop and condemn the aggression. They raised the question in the
UN Securi,ty Council and at an extraordinary sessi,on of the UN
General Assembly aalled at their demand. They br',oke off relations
witJr Israel, which ignored the uN decision for a ceaseffre. The ussR
helped rresitore the defense potential of 'the Arab srtates subiocted
to invasion, the UAR and Syria in the ffrst place.

Brezhnev expressed satisfaction with the UAR initiative in sup-
porting the proposal of special UN representative Gunnar ]arring,
stating its readiness to conclude a peace agreement with Israel once
its tnoops are wi'thdrawn from the occupied Arab territories, and in
proposing steps to resume navigation along the Suez Canal. He con-
tinued:

The Israeli Government's rejection of all proposals, and Tel Aviv's now
openly brazen claims to Arab lands clearly show who is blocking the way to
peace in the Middle East, and who is to blame for the dangerous hotbei of
war being maintained in that area, At the same time, the inseemly role of
tho-se-who are instigating the Israeli extremists, the role of us imperialism
and international Zionism as an instrument of the aggressive iriperialist
circles, is becoming ever more obvious,

The soviet union will continue its ffrm support of its Arab friends. our
gorrot y is prepa-red to join other powers, who are permanent members of the
security council, in providing international goarante.s for a political settle-
ment in the Middle East. once this is reached, we feel that ihere could be
a consideration of further steps designed for a military detente in the whole
area,_in particular, for converting the Mediterranean into a sea of peace and
friendly cooperation.

On Soviet peace efforts in Europe, the CPSU General Secretary
spoke of recont improvemenrt in soviet-French relations as e contri-
bution to Eulopean security and no'ted possibili,ties of further gro'uvth
of Soviet-French cooperation.

A substantial shift in soviet relations with the Federal Repubric
of Germany has opened up new prospects in Europe. Treaties ol tt e
soviet union and Poland with the FRG have conffrmed the inviolabil-
ity of the postwar borders, including those between the GDR and
FRG and the western borders of the Polish state. Noting difierences
in West Germany over ratiffcation of t-hese treaties, Brezhnev warned:

Delay over ratiffcation would produce a fresh crisis of conffdence over
the whole of the FRG's policy, and would worsen the political climate of
Europe and prospects for easing international tensions.

The CPSU report advocated serious measures for the convocation
of t. u[-U.ropean Security Conference, now backed by a maiority
of the European states. It underlined that the problem of west Berrin
could be solved if the USA, France and Britain would proceed 'Trom
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respect for the allied agreements which determine the special statusof west Berlin and respect for the sovereign rights of the GDR as anindependent socialist state." There shourd*arso"b" 
"q"itrui"G*uo*between 'the GDR 'and the FRG, and both shourd b"'"d*ilJ oo theUnited Nations.

Disarmarnent, to curb the .arms race and r.'duce the danger ofwar, continues to be a cardinal point in Soviet foreign poU"y. ffr"treaty on_ non-proliferation of nucrear weapons whicl Jotur"a irrtoforce in the period under review must be ,riiff"d bt ih; FRd,"i"p*,Italy and_otlier signatories. Treaties banning ,r.r"reai *"up-* iri oot",
space and on the ocean floor are_ onry a ftrst step. our airi is to bringabout a situation in which nuclear energy ,frrU **" ;;;J; p*-poses only."

- 
The GPSU, said Brezhnev, seeks a favorabre outcome of the SALTtalks, in order to avoid another round in the missile ,rr* l*" 

"rrarelease large sums for constructive purposes. success ir-*1i porriur"if no one seeks unilateral advantag&, ^

The struggle for an end to the-arms race, both in nucrear and conventionalweapons, and for disarmament-al the way to general 
""a ".*pr"['i"rru*"_ment-will continue to be one of the niost important rines ii tle ioreignpolicy activity of the CpSU and the Soviet state.

Reviewing improved rerations with various capitalist nations,
Brezhnev took up relations with the United States:

. An improvement of soviet-American rera,ons wourd be in the interests ofthe soviet and the American__p-eopres, trre interests of ,t oi!""-p"u"J. rro*-ever, we cannot pass oyel U-S aggressive actions in variolus iar*- of theworld' In the recent period, the ui Administration has taken i more rigidstance on a number of international issues, including ,"*g 
-l"fri"i 

irrr"
I bearing on the interests of the soviet union. The rr"'q"J rigr"g. in usforeign.policn which 

.are apparentry conn"cted with r#;--kinl'"Jiuio*"ru"
political moves from short-term-cons,rlerations, hu";-"l*-;"d"i""rrr"'i, *r,r,the United States much more dificult
. We proceed from the a3llmntion that is possible to improve relationsbetween the ussR and the usA, . . , But we have to consider whether weare deaung with a rear desire to settre outstandi"g i"*", ui trr"'ffi,r",irgtable or attempts to conduct a ..positions of ,t 

""!?fr;;lofi;. 
"* """"

Brezhnev spoke wryly of the well-known proclivity of the im-perialists to try to revive the "soviet menace" ti 
"ou", 

,p 1rr"i, 
"*aggressive schemes, seeking evidence of this threat .in^the-Jepths

of the Indian ocean 
""{ 9o the peaks of the cordireros," *hit" tt or"who look through NATO binoculars 'tee nothing u,rt so'i"i aiviriorrs

set to march against the west in their fferd or vision.,, rne cpsu
answers:
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We have everything necessary-a genuine peace policy, military might
and have no intention to attack anyone, we stand for the free and independent
development of all nations. But let no one, for his part, try to talk to us in
terms of ultimatums and strength,

We have everything necessary-a genuine peace policy, military might
and the unity of tire SJviet peoplL-to "ensure tht invioiability of our'bord"ers
against any encroachments and to defend the gains of socialism.

Brezhnev hailed as ,the greatest achievement of the Par,ty's foreign
policy the 2,5 years their people had lived in peace and mankind
Lad been safeguarded from world war. Yet the forces of aggressioir

had not yet been rendered harmless. They have started 30 wars and
conficts in the postwar years. Not yet has the threat of a new world
war been completely eliminated. It is the vital task of all the peoples

to prevent this threat from becoming reality.
The Soviet Union has countered the aggressive policy of imper-

ialism with its policy of active defense of peace and strengthening of
international security. [The six-point peac€ prog[am placed at the
beginn'ing of this repo,rt follows here.]

II. MAIN QUESTIONS OF PARTY'S ECONOMIC

POLICY AT PRESENT STAGE

REZHNEV opened his review of eoononric policy by recalling
Lenint urging fff,ty years ago, when presenting fo,r broad fiscus-

sion the GOELRO plan, the ffrst state plan for economic development
in history, that Party Congresses and conferences should be turned
into 'bodies that will verify our economic achievements . . . in which
w€ oan really learn the business of economic development" (Colbaed
Worlcs, VoI. 31, p. 51a).

"Our Party Congresses,' Brezhnev declared, 'have in fact become

such bodies in the full sense of the wordt" He proceeded to report
on the successful comple,tion of the Eilghth Five-Year Ptran by the So-

viet people, "thereby taking another major step in building the material
and technical basis of communism, strengthening the country's might
and raising the people's living standards."

Main Results ol Eighth Fhte-Year Plan, 7966'7970

,THE Directives of the 23rd Congress have been successfully ful-
r fflled in all the main economic targets. The national income, to

have increased by 3841 per cent, has grown by 41 per cent; industrial
production, targeted at 47-fi per cent, increasod by 50 per cent. Key
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indicators relating to the working peoplet living standards have been
overfulfflled. on the whole results were considerably greater than
thoso of the preoeding ffve-year plan, with ,the aggregate social trxod-
uot rising by L42 per cent instead of tlre previous 1S7 per cent

The national income used for consumption and accumulation in-
creased at an average rate of 7.1 per cent a year as against 8.7 per

99nt in the preceding period. Productivity of social labor increased by
37 per cent as against 29 per cent.

- The share of products turned out by those branches of heavy in-
dustry which determine technical progress-electric power, the
chemical and petrochemical industries, engineering, especia[y radio-
electronics and instrument-making-increased from 28 to sB per cent
of total industrial output. Output of consumers' goods rose 4g per
cent as against 36 per cent in the previous ffve years. Industrial output
in 1970 alone nearly doubled that of all the prewar ffve-year periods
taken together.

In agriculture, which has been and remains the most difficult and
complex sector of the economy, efforts of the Party and the working
people have resulted in an increase of 2l per cent in average farm
output as againsrt L2 per cent in the preceding ftve-year period. Annual
average gross output of grain has increased by 37 million tons, or B0
per cent. In 1970 a record 186 million tons of grain and 6.g million
torx of raw cotton were harves'ted, with grain averaging 15.0 centlers
and cotton 25 centners per hectare. (One hectare-Z, 7 acres.)

In large-scale capital construction, almost 1,900 large industrial
enterprises and installations have been commissioned.

The economic potential of Siberia, the F,ar East, Cenfoal Asda
and Kazakhstan has markedly increased and,the national economy of
all the republics has advanced, thus enlarging *the 

economic founda-
tion of the union and brotherhood of all our peoples,"

Brezhnev then reviewed those areas especially connected with
peoplet living standards. In 'the ffve years, real income per capita
increased by 33 per cent as compared with 30 per cent envisaged by
the 23rd Party Congress and 19 per cent in the previous plan period.
The minimum wage for workers and office employees was raised to O0
rubles a month; the average wage increased by 26 per cent; collec-
tive farmers'incomes from social production increased by 42 per cent.
In the collective farms guaranteed payment has been introduced,
the pension age lowered, and payrnent of sick beneffts and disability
allowances for members inaugurated.

In these ffve years social consumption goods have increased by
50 per cent, amounting to almost &[ million rubles in 1970. Retail
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trade increased by 48 per cent in 1966-70; meat consumption per
capita increased in 1970 by 17 per cent over 1965, milk and milk pro-
ducts by 22 per cent, eggs by 23 per cent, ffsh and fuh products by
L4 per cent, with a simultaneous reduction in consumption of bread
and potatoes. Sales of such articles as radios, TV sets, washing ma-
chines and refrigerators all increased.

On housing, the Soviet state has spent nearly 60 billion rubles in
the past ffve years, representing 500 million square meters, the equiva-
lent of over 50 cities with a million people each. In 1966-70, 151,000

doctors were trained, ?2,000 more than in the previous period. Length
of paid annual leaves has been extended for many working people;
most are now on a ftve-day week.

Alongside these successes, the CPSU report noted shortcomings
and unresolved problems. Production targets for some important items
not fully met; delays in expanding production capacity in chemical,
machine-tool, light and a few other industries; failure of many min-
istries to fulffll plans for new equipment and labor productivity
targets; electricity and machinery for agriculture still behind plan.

Within overall average wage increasg rates and basic wages of some

categories fell below plan. Within overall rise in food and consumer
goods, supplies of meat and other products and goods are still below
demand.

Aside from objective causes, external and internal, the Congress,

said Brezhnev, must focus attention on any deffciencies in the work of
economic, government and Party organs responsible for these short-
comings.

In the past ffve years much has been done to rcctify shor',tcomings

in management of industry and agriculture. In particular great ad-
van@s harro been rnade under the ecunomic neform (see the article by
Alexander Birman, Nrw Wonr-p Rrrrmw, No. 1, 1971) and in formulat-
ing new long-term development plans for agriculture.

The Tashs ol the Neut Ffue-Year Plan

IDREZHNEV emphasized that tle immense economic strength built
D ,rn in the Soviit Union meant entering upon an entirely new stage

of development with hitherto undreamed of potentialities. This ecor
t one il,ailg prodaces a social product worth nearly tuo billion tubbs,
ten times more t?nn at tlw enil ol the tldrti,es.

lDetailed ffgurcs fonthe ninth ffve-year plan are given in Kosygin's

report and will not be repeated here.]
In the earlier stages it was necessary to concentrate on the top

priorities on which the very existence of the Soviet state depended.
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Now, said Brezhnev, we can and must deal simultaneously with
broader problems:

While securing resources for continued economic Sowth, while technically
re-equipping production, and investing enormously in science and education,
we must at the same time concentrate more and more energy and means on
taslcs relating to the improvement of the Soviet people's well-being. While
breaking through in one sector or another, be it ever so important, we can no
longer afford any drawn-out lag in any of the others.

The high degree of economic development has yet another important effect:
The demands on planning, guidance and economic management techniques
are rising substantially, The interdependence of all the economic links is
enhancing, adding to the importance of long-term planning, of forging a
system of inter-industry connections and of improving material supplies.

Important speciffc features of the present stage of the oountry's economic
development are also traceable to the rapidly unfolding scientiffc and tech-
nical revolution. Socialism, the planned socialist economy, ofiers the broadest
scope for all-sided progress of science and technology. However, the scien-
tific and technical revolution requires the improvement of many sides of our
econonrfc activity. In other words, it is a huge force favorable for socialism,
but one tlat has to be properly mastered.

External conditions which must be taken into account in facing
new economic tasks are the developing economic integration of the
socialist countries and the economic and technico-scientiffc competi-
tion between the two world systems. In sumt

The main task of the Five-Year PIan is to secure a considerable rise in
the living standard and cultural level of the people on the basis of high rates
of growth of socialist production, increase in its efiectiveness, scientiffc and
technical progress and accelerated gowth of the productivity of labor.

Raising rhe Stand,aril ol Lioing the Supreme Ahn
rnHIS MAIN task of the Ninth Five-Year Plan, said Brezhnev, willr determine the Partyt activity not only for the coming ffve years,
but over a long term:

In sefting this task the Party proceeds primarily from the postulate that
under socialism the fullest possible satisfacUon of the people's material and
cultural requirements is the supreme aim of social production,

Higher Iiving standards, Brezhnev explained, were not only based
on the Party policy of further accentuating the role of material and
moral labor incentives; it was not a question of sitting back and taking
things easy. They are a precondition for the rapid growth of pro-
duction, 'for ttre all-round development of the ability and creative
activity of Soviet people . . . that is, to develop the main productive
force in our society." Modern production sets rapidly rising demands
not only ou machines, on technology, but primarily on the workers.

#
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Specinliaed knowledge and a high degree of professional training,
nan'fs general cuhural standard, are becoming an obligatorg condition
of successful uork, And this enhancement of man's creative, productive
capacity depends in turn to a considerable extent on how fully material
and spiritual requirements can be satisffed.

After reviewing measures to increase substantially the income
of the Soviet people, extend house building and improve the towns

and villages, Bnezhnev outlined the Central Committeds plan for satrs-

fging tlw growing solpent demand, of the populntion fot fooilstuffs,
mnnufac'tured goods and. seroices. Cont ary,to the situation in the past,

consumer production must go up at a higher rate than the cash

incomes of the Soviet people. The production potential now makes

possible a higher rate of growth for light industry and consumers'

goods in relation to heavy indushy.- This nwans no slackening of concern for lwaoy industry- Priority
developrnent of heavy industry in the past alone has "enabled us to
safeguard the gains of rthe sosialist revolution, to end the centuries-
old Lackwardness, to achieve gigantic economic, social and cultural
progress."

High rates of growth in heavy industry retains its importance since

all future economic growth including improvement in the standard
of living and the building of the material and technical basis of
communism are all largely dependent on this, and "because without
developing heavy industry we cannot maintain our defense capacity
at the level necessary to guarantee the country's security and the
peaceful labor of our people." But, while 'we must be prepared

for any possible turns in the train of events," the Soviet Union is
ready to support tealistic disarmament measures that consolidate
peace and do not impair our security."

Progrom ol Further Agricultural Deoelopment

UCH ATTENTION has been given to agriculture in the period
under review. On its successful development the rates of growth

of the economy as a whole and of the peoplet Iiving standards
Iargely depend.

An important step taken by the March 1965 CC plenary meeting
was to make decisions on stable plocurement plans (i.e., amounts to
be sold to the state) for collective and state farms for a number of
years, incentive prices for produots delivered in excess of plan to
stimulate growth of production and other measures. Further, following
a thoroughgoing analysis of the needs of agriculture and the means
to meet them, the CC plenary meeting of July 1970 worked out a
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comprehensive, long-term plan for the development of agriculture,
including- supplying the countryside with the necessary machinery
and_ fertilizers, expanding capital construction and eiectriftcation,
land improvement, personnel training and improvement of organiza-
tion of production, and further expansion of grain, animar husLandry
and industrial crops. Brezhnev warned ttre delegates, however:

The problems of agriculture are such, comrades, that they cannot be
completely resolved in a year or two, or even in ffve years; i[ wil take a
much lorrger tinie and-require huge investments and enorrnous efiort not only
by the farm workers, but by all our industry.

In the future, specialization of farming and industriar methods

9f producing mea! mflk and other produots will be funther developed,
but only-as thoroughly prepared in each case and economicafly iu6-
stantiated. All this is leading increasingly to the spread of inter-col-
lective farm and state-collective farm production and the establish-
ment of agro-industrial complexes, able to make more effective use
of equipment, inyestments and manpower, and broader use of
industrial methods.

_ In outlining the need for increasing the quantity and improving
the quality of consumer goods, Brezhnev rpok" of the neei for a
radically changed approach to consumer goods production on the
pa$ of planning and economic authorities and parfy, tuade union
and government organizations:

- _We have many years of heroic history behind us, comrades, when millions
of communists and non-Party people coniciously accepted privations and hard-
ship_s, were content with thL bari essential. ,rrd durri"d ire-selves the right
to demand any special amenities. This could not but reflect on treir attitude
to- the production of consumer goods, to their quality and range, But that
which was explicable and natural in the past, *h-"r, oih"r tasks, "other 

under-
takings stood in the fo,refront, is unaccepiable in the present conditions. Andif some comrades tend to overlook thisf the party is Lndtled to regard their
attitude as stemming either from a failure to understand the subst#ce of its
policy, oriented on a steady,rise_of the living standard, or as an attempt to
vindicate their inactivity, The central comirittee c.onsiders it necessary to
raise this issue incisively and frankly.

Brezhnev exooriated rthose adminis,trators, in tl,e conter as well as
locally,- who rnanaged to "coexist peacefully,, with shor,tcomings,
reconciled themselves to the low quality of some goods, cut back or
stopped prod,ction of essential items on the pretext of replacing
outdated goods with new ones, etc.

rn order to rneet ,the needs of the people, nearly ,twice as much
is being allocated for the development ol the light a;d food industries
as in the preceding ffve-year plan. The party and economic bodies
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FOR THE NEW IITAN

IN THE DOMAIN of social policy the Party line is a line for the further
strengthening of the unity of Soyiet society, bringing still closer together tho
classes and social groups, all the peoples and nationalities making up Soviet
society. It is a line for the consistent development of socialist demociacy,

for enlisting ever wider masses for the solution of public and state matters;

it is, further, a line of raising the communist consciousness of all working
people, the all-out development of science and culture, of the intellectual
development of the Soviet man, of asserting the moral and political atrno-
sphere in the counky in which people ffnd it easy to breathe, ioyous to
work and peaceful to live.

L. I. BnpznNsv, closing speech, April g

have the responsible task of seeing that these sums are used. corectly,
that "'cases where prices are inflated should be ffrmly combated,"
and 'that retail pric€s rem4in stable, with price reduotions put into
effeot when eoonornic preconditions are created.

On Trade and. Community Seroices

MANY NEW stores and trading facilities have been opened. YetrY- there are still many faws in the domain of trade and services,
which unfortunately the people concerned accept as being perfectly
normal. Trading establishments do not properly study market demand,
stock up with too many non-essential and no{t-enough-needed goods.
Consequently production is sometimes eurtailed, creating shortages
of items like sewing machines and irons. Managers of uading organ-
izations must give attention to improving service in shops, the organ-
ization of trade and introduction of modern methods.

Much attention is being paid to public catering, but still more
must be done, especially in enterprises, offices, factories, state and
collective farms, and educational organizations, and capacities must
be enlarged to meet the demand. Often the fare is not tasty, which
is 'hot to be tolerated." Brezhnev called for stricter dealing with the
ministries, local authorities and management and urged that the trade
unions take a strong hand in oomeoting unsatisfaotory cuisine.

Substantial improvement is necessary in all the services that deal
directly with 'the peqple, 'with ,the diversity of their tasls, feelings
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and moods." This applies to tailoring and dressmaking and repair
seryices as well as recreation and entertainment facilities. Paid
services to the population will be doubled in the next ffve-year plan.
Much depends on local initiative, including the local Soviets. More
must be done to make it possible for pensioners, housewives and
invalids to work in this sphere. It is necessary to raise the social
standing of people working in the seryices, so that young people
will not think it beneath them to do service work and the public wfll
not look down on those who do.

Resources for the ever-expanding tasks th,ait lie ahead must be
found mainly in increasing the produotivity of labor and in accelera-
tion of scientiffc and technical progress.

The Scientific and. Technical Reoolution. Fusion ol
S cience and. Pro iluction

RREZHNEV laid great stress on the need for a high scientiffc andu technical level of production as a whole, rather than on separate
scientific achievements, at this time when "the role of science as an
immediate produotive force keeps growing."

There must be further unfolding of scientiffc research, concentra-
tion on the most important long-term trends in scientiffc and technical
progress, on new machinery and production processes. Greater tasks
than ever face the State Committee for Science and Technology, the
Academy of Scienoes and the minis,tries.

Our weakest link is the speedy adoption of scientiftc achievements
in mass production, Everything possible must be done to concentrate
attention of scientiffc organizations on the most important production
problems, and to make sure that our enterprises ffght for modernizing
plant and produotion processes and 'hot shy away from them,
figuratively speaking, as the devil shies from holy water."

Economic plans must reckon more fully with achievements of
science and technology. Failure to do this has resulted in the Ministries
of the Timber and Woodworking Industry, Tractor and Farm Machin-
ery, Engineering, and others falling short of their targets

There must be an extension of research and studies within indus-
try, design bureaus, experimental bases. A large number of research-
ers should go directly into industry. "In many cases good results
may be obtained by mer$ng research institutions with entelprises,
creating powerful science-production complexes." Since "scientiftc
and technical progress is the main lever for building the material
and technical basis of communism," it is essential that all Party cadres
pay special attention to accelerating scientiffc and teahnical progress
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and take long-term prospects into account in their practical work.
Brezhnev told the Congress:

The task we face, comrades, is one of historical importance: organicolly
to fwe the othieoem.ents of the scienttfic ond technical reoo:l,ution roltlt tfie
adoantages of the nci,alist ecorannic systom| to unfold more broadly our own
intrinsically socialist forms of fusing science with production.

At the same time, Brezhnev emphasized the need to combine
with this task a rution^al treatment of natural resources that should
not cause dangerous ai,r and water pollution or exhaust the soi,l. The
Party, he said, demands that all economic and scientiffc organizations
and cadres must keep the question of nature protection in mind in
designing and building new enterprises or improving existing ones,
so tlat *not we alone but coming generations should also be able to
use and enjoy the gifts of our country's special natural environment..

Brezhnev spoke of the need for improving the structure of in-
dustrial development and the proportions in the economy of various
branches, economy of raw materials, a high rate of e4pansion of the
extrastive indus'tries, reducing per unit cvnsumption of ma,terials on
a countryside soale, more rational use of manpower resources by cut-
ting down on manual and physically arduous labor. Necessary is ail-
round development of industries manufacturing new highly productive
equipment, whole systems of machines facilitating conversion to com-
prehensive mechanization of jobs and automated processes. (Measures
for improving speciffc industries and whole complexes of rerated
industries and improving the utilization of production assets and in-
vestrnent, discussed by Brezhnev, are here omitted since they are
covered also in the Kosygin report.)

In his discussion of the Party's economic policies Brezhnev em-
phasized the necessity for a decisive change in the approach of
Party cadres to economic questions. In the past, due to- historical
reasons and special conditions, quantitative assessments had always
been given priority: to produce so many tons of steel, of oil, of grain,
so many tractors, and so on. Quantity remains important. But the
new situation tod,ay requires emphasis on quality and on the
economic aspeot of industrial operations. whereas executives in the
past won praise by quantitative achievement, today, where the cost
has been excessive, where the executive has fulfflled the plan itself
but failed in in'ter-enterprise delivery commitments, letting down
other enterprises, where sucoess in one sector has concealed a shortrall
elsewhere, in such cases not praise but criticism is required. The
standard of exaotingness must be raised. 'rhere must be criticism not
only of those who make mistakes but also of those who fail to use all
50
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the possibilities for developing produotion, refuse to display initia,tive,
and sit on their hands."

To Improtse the System of Economic Managemetrt

fMPROVEMENT of the system of economic management'is essen-

- tially a matter of how best to orgar;rize the activity of society in
accelerating economic and social development, in ensuring the fullest
use of the available possibilities, and in rallying even closer together
hundreds of thousands of collectives and tens of millions of working
people around the main aims of tlle Party's policy." It is a matter
affecting not only a nanro\M circle of executives and specinlists,
but all Party, government and economic organizations and all ool-
lectives of working people. It is an important part of the Pnrty's
entire activity in directing the economy. The growing scale and
qualitative shifts in our economy make it impossible to depend on
existing forms and methods. Higher levels of knowledge and training
of cadres and working people and the rapid development of the
science of management and computer techniques have created new
potentialities. We have succeeded in raising the level of centralized
direoti,on of the national eoonomy along with much greater operational
independence for the enterprises.

Brezhnev dwelt also on the political aspects of the question.
Bungling and bureaucracy create apathy, waste labor and resources.
An efficiently operating economy creates enthusiasm, spurs initiative,
and beneffts everybody.

Much has been accomplished in improving economic management.
But it rnust be a continuing, dynamic process of solving problems
brought up by life.

On plnrvning. Under socialism planning is the oore of national-
economic guidance, and both its theory and practice must be con-
tinually improved; especially today its scientiffc level must be raised.
"Planning must rest on a more precise study of social requirements,
on scientiftc forecasts of our economic possibilities, on all-round
analysis of different variants of decisions and of their immediate and
long term consequences. . . . National economic development re-
quires long-term planning and constant coordination of long-term
with ffve-year and annual plans." We have already had much positive
exporience in this sphere. In the future we must take fullen account
of local speciffcs and improve the territorial location of production.
There must be wider use of methods of economic-mathematic rnodel-
ling, systems analysis and so on. Sectoral automated management sys-
tems must be created more rapidly in preparation for a nationwide
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automatie system for collecting and processing information, for which
necessary equipment must be produced and skilled personnel trained,.

On improoing the organizational structure of management. This
means enhancing the role and improving the work of the State Plan-
ning Commi:ttee and other all-Union state organs as well as of the
ministries and departments, and extending the independent initiative
of ,the latter. The line of forming amalgamations and combines should
be followed more boldly in industry and agriculture, since only large
associations can embrace sufficient numbers of qualiffed specialists,
insure rapid technical progress, and make the best use of all resources.

Brezhnev spoke of the necessity of consistent practice of "the
Leninist principle of individual responsibility for assignments." It
must be made perfectly clear who is responsible for fulffllment, and
for failures and delays. It is important to dafine at eaery leoel of man-
agemerrt *w oolume and, bal.a.nce of riglrts and, responsibilitips, it
order to avoid arbitrary administrative acts, subjectivism and ill-
considered decisions. It is necessary to eliminate too many levels of
management, to have decisions ffnal on most questions, instead of
being passed from one level to another.

On ircreasing economi,c fuicentirses. In accordance with the de-
cisions of the Central Committee's plenary meeting in September
1965 on improving industrial management, the Party has accumulated
considerable experience in combining directive assignments by
central organs and the use of economic levers such as cost accounting,
prices, profft, credit, forms of material incentives and so on. Many
problems remain to be solved. It is necessary to create the economic
conditions which would enable enterprises "to adopt maximum plans
and make more rational use of capital investments and labor resources,
ensure the maximum acceleration of scientiffc and technical progress
and the gror,vth of labor productivity and facilitate a consistent drive
for higher quality in production." Brezhnev declared:

The consistent implementation of the principles of operation on a profft-
and-loss basis remains an urgent task at industrial entelprises, at collective and
state farnr,s and at higher economic levels. The role of economic contracts aud
the responsibility for honoring them must be enhanced.

Brezhnev cited the experience of the Shchekino Chemical Worla
as an example of the imp-ortance of giving greater material incentives
to those workers and collectives who make the greatest contribution
to the development of production, while at the same time promoting
moral incentives.

On broa.der participation of the people in economic management.
Brezhnev emphasized 'the Parrty's concem for drawing the worlcers
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into the management of production on an ever larger scale. He cited
Lenin's teaching that every working person, every politically conscious
worker should feel'te is not only the master in his own factory but
that he is also a representative of the country."

The people's participation in eoonomic management is not con-
fined to their role in individual enterprises. The economic policy of
Party and state is dictated by the basic interests of the working
people, and charted by representatives of the working people in
elective organs, with masses participating broadly in the discussion
of major plans and decisions, and in checking up on their fulffllment.

A large role is played in economic management by the primary
Party organizations uniting millions of workers, collective farmers
and oftce employees; also by trade unions in resolving economic
problems, promoting socialist emulation and mass technical innova-
ti:on ,and strengthening labor discipline, and. in ooncluding and
checking collective agreements. Procedures for the latter should be
improved.

The period under review has seen a marked upswing of activity of
production conferences [in which workers participate jointly with
management in solving production problems], workers'meetings and
general meetings of collective farmers. There must be encouragement
of the practice of heads of amalgamations and enterprises and top-level
ministy officials regularly acoounting for their work directly to the
workers. Questions of labor protection and living conditions must of
course receive the closest attention of the collectives of working people.
In tle ffnal analysis, everything depends on the people themselves

CHANGES IN CPSU RALES

1, Congresses of the CPSU and of the Communist Parties of the Union
will convene every ffve years, to dovetail with the ffve-year plans. Territorial,
zonal, town and district Party conferences will be held twice in the ffve-
year period, with corresponding election meetings; primary (local) parly
organizations must hold election meetings every year,

2. The control or checking-up functions of the Party in relation to
design, research, educational, culfural, medical and other establishments
will be shifted to the primary party organizaHons from higlrer bodies, in
all cases where such establishments function within the sphere of the local
party collective. Primary organizations can now be formed within the
framework of several enterprises belonging to a production association, and
party committees can be formed at individual shops within one large prim-
ary organization.

Adnpteil fromPravda, fupfil 10
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and their conscious and persevering labor. Brezhnev concluded this
section of the report as follows::

Our pulpose is to make the life of t}le Soviet people even better, even

more attractive, even happier, We are marching forward to many years of
selfless and inspired labor, giving fully of our creative energy. For this is the

only way to welfare and happiness, to a radiant communist future.

SOCIO.POLITTCAL AI\D CT]I]TURAL DEVELOPMENT

AND TIIE TASKS OF TTIE PARTY

Changa in Social Structure, Strengtkening ol Unity

fN PURSUANCE of the Party's policy of taking fully into account
r both ,the interests of the entire people and of va,rious classes and
social groups, it seeks to bring the working class, the collective-farm
peasantry and the ir:,telligentsia closer together, grailually etasing tlo
distinctions betueen tutsn and countryside and betueen lnbor by hand
anil bg broin. This is being achieved on the basis of Marxist-Leninist
ideology which expresses the socialist interests and communist ideals

of the working class.
During the past ftve-year plan the number of workers grew by

about 8,000,000. Including state-farm workers, workers now comprise
S per cent of the employed population. The leading role of the
working class as the main productive force in society is further
enhanced by the growth of its general cultural and educational level.
In 1959 there were 386 workers per 1,000 with a higher or secondary
education; now the ffgure tops 550. Numerous workers with a sec-

ondary education, who have mastered their trade, are continuing their
studies while on the iob and studying the advanced achievements
of science and culture. The stratum of workers has been steadily
growing in the Communist Parrly,the Soviets and public organizations.

The alliance of the working class with the peasantry, the political
foundation of Soviet society, has been further consolidated. With
the gradual conversion of agricultural labor into a variety of industrial
work through increased mechanization, the cultural upsurge in the
countryside and the transformation of rural life, the peasant now has
more and more features in common with the worker. On the eve of
World War II only six per cent of the rural population had a higher
or secondary education; today this true of more than half.

An increasing number of inter-collestive and mixed state-collective
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farm production associations and enterprises has brought industry and
a-griculture closer together. New and more complex farm machinery,
the growth 

-of 
the peasants' standard of living and graduar improve-

ment of cultural and everyday conditions have made agric,rttorat
labor more attractive, particularly for yo,ng people, who toJay refurn
more willingly to the countryside after graduating from educational
institutions.

The new Model Rules of the Collective Farm adopted by the
Third all-union congress of collective Farmers and the election of
a union council of collective Farms and collective-farm councils of
district, regional, territorial and republican levels have contributed
to the development of life in the countryside and co[ective-farm
democracy. Much of course still remains to be done.

_ The intelligentsia continues to grow quickly, and in recent years
the growth of the scientiffc and technical inteliigentsia has exceeded
that of all other social groups. The fact that this group is replenished
increasingly from the ranks of the workers and peasants is itself
a big factor in reducing the gap between workers by hand and by
brain.

The Party, Brezhnev declared, will continue to pay special atten-
tion to the interests of young people, women and pensioners. More
than half of the country's population are under Bb-..they are our
future and our replacement."

_ The Party has initiated a series of important measures to improve
the working conditions of women and lighten their household
chores; maternity leave procedures have been extended. to collective-
farm women; more crdches, kindergartens and everyday service estab.
lishments have been opened. Much more is planned for the new
period, declared Brezhnev:

The aim of the Party's policy is that soviet women should have further
possihilities for bringing-up their children, for taking a larger part in social
life for recreation and education and that they shoul-d hwe*gt""t"r access to
the blessings of culture.

Pensioners and war veterans have boen given wider opportunities
to take part in social and labor activity and steps must LL taken to
employ their experience and energy even more extensively.

Praotical implementation by the Party of the Lenini* nati,onal

lolicA, a policy promoting equality and frie,ndship among peoples, is
dernonstrated in recent celebrations of the 50th anniversa.ie" of *any
of the fraternal republies. All fie nations and nationalities of our coun-
try, declared Brezhnev, and above all the great Russian people, have
played their role in rthe forrnati,on and development *of this mighty
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union of equal nations that have taken the road to soeialism." The
General Secretary eon'tinued:

Further progress along the road of the all-round development of each of
tfre fraternal Soviet republics, along the road of the further gradual drawing
together of the nations and nationalities of our country, has been made
during the past few years under the Party's leadership. This drawing together
is taking place under conditions in which the closest attention is given to
national features and the development of socialist national cultures. Constant
consideration for the general interests of our entire Union and for the interests
of each of its constituent republics forms the substance of the Partyt
policy on this quesion. . . .

The Party will continue to educate all the working people in the spirit
of socialist internationalism, intolerance of nationalism, chauvinism, national
narrowness and conceit in any form, in a spirit of profound respect for all
nations and nationalities.

Strengthening tha Sooi.a Stute. Deuelopmetrt ol
Socialist Democracyr

IHE BASIS of the work accomplished in the recent period in
strengthening tlie Soviet state, the report noted, has been and

remains the further development of soeialist democracy, which has
its main embodiment in the Soviets of Working People's Deputies.
They comprise over two million deputies "who administer the afiairs
of our state of the entire people at all its levels," aided by 25 million
voluntary activists.

Following decisions of the 23rd Congress, powers of local Soviets
have been extended in many ways, including greater responsibilities
in coordinating the work of factories and economic organizations in
their tenitories, enlargement of ,their rnaterial and ffnancial resources
and trained personnel. Deputies meet more regularly with the elec-
torate and account for their work to them. Increase in standing com-
missions and more efficient organization of their activities have de-
veloped more initiative on the part of the deputies. Greater control
is exercised by the Supreme Soviets of the USSR and the Union
Republics over the work of ministries and departments and in the
key sectors of economic and cultural development.

Pursuing its concern for perfecting Soviet legislation the Party
has initiated important new legislation, which has become law after
broad discussions in which millions of citizens participated. This
includes government decrees in the sphere of improving public
health services, strengthening family relations, improving labor rela-
tiors and ensuring nature conservation and the rational utilization
of water resources and other natural wealth.
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Impor,tant steps have been taken ,to improve the work of the state
apparatus by use,of rnodorn means and methods of administration:

. Most of the employees of the state apparatus are highly trained, con-
scientious and considerate people. Their work merits the highlst appreciation
and respect. But it must be admitted that there still are calloui officials,
bureaucrats and boors. Their conduct evokes the just indignation of soviet
citizens. The Party has been and will go on making a resolute effort to achieve
more eficiency in its administrative apparatus. T[e way we see it, efficienry
in administration organically combineJ an attentive, solicitous attitudo to the
needs and cares of the working people with a prompt consideration of their
applications and requests.

The organs of peoplet control, through which millions of factory
and office workers and collective farmers continually check up on
fulftllment of tasks by both officials and rank and ffle, will ffnd con-
tinued support and strengthening on the part of the party.

An important feature of the socialist system is the working
peonlel participation in the administration of society not only
through state organs, but through a network of mass organizations,
especially the trade unions and the Komsomol (young Communist
League).

The 93 million trade union members include praetically the
entire working class, all the working intelligentsia and numerous
sections of rural workers.

The trade unions are one of the key links in the general system
of socialist democracy, in drawing the working people into the admin-
istration of the affairs of the state and society. They participate in
solving production problems, drawing up state plans, questions of
management; they help to inculcate a socialist attitude to labor and
social property, to satisfy the cultural and everyday and hearth re-
quirements of the people; to safeguard the legitimate interests of the
workers and prevent violations of their rights. The party's line is to
continue enhancing the role of the trade unions:

.. without assuming- petty tutelage over the trade unions, the party organiza-
tions rrr.st_do everything to p-romote their activity and initiative. ..-seeing
to- it that they are able to fulffll their role of school of administration, school
of,,economic management and school of communism more fuly aod ,rr""urs-
fully.

The Lenin Komsomol (to be considered more fully below),
which unites over 28 million young men and women, plays an im_
portant part in the country's social and political life:

It would be hard to name a sector of economic and culfural development
where the energy, creative efiorts and ardor of Komsomor members have not
been displayed. Komsoniol shock building projects, team contests of skill by
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young workers, students' building detachments, youth production brigades
rnd i.m*er work and recreatiorr camPs are among the concrete and vital
tasks being accomplished by tte Komsomol, the leader of the Soviet young
people.

In recent years Party organizations have been assigning in-
creasingly responsible tasks to the Komsomol on questions of labor,
educaUon, recreation and everyday life of young people. Over half
a million young people have been elected to organs of state power.

Nearly 20 per cent of the deputies to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR

are young people. Since the 23rd Congress 45 per cent, or 1,350,000

new members of the Parry have come from the Komsomol. The
Party is proud of the young builders of communism and relies on

them'to be worthy continuers of the cause of the great Lenini
Brezhnev reported that in this past period the Central Committee

and the Soviet Government have continued measures to sttengllwn
tegaltty and lau and order. This is not only the task of the state

apparatus, but the Party organizations, the trade unions, the Kom-
somol, all persons in office, all Communists. Stressing the need to
insure the strictest observance of law, Brezhnev also declared that
no "violation of the rights of individuals" or 'infringement of the
dignity of citizens" could be tolerated. In the ffght against crime,
along with measures taken for stricter punishment, there is also

great concern'to ffnd ways and means of discouraging and preventing
crime."

In face of "continuing subversive activity by imperialism," the
organs of state security are educated by the Party to act'"in the spirit
of Leninist principl,es, of absolute observance of socialist legality, in
the spirit of unremitting vigilance in the struggle to saleguard Soviet
society against the actions of hostile elements and against the intrigues
of imperialist intelligence services."

In this troubled world, everything created by the people must be
reliably protected. To strengthen the Soviet state means to strengthen
its armed forces, and 'iaise our country's defense capability to the
highest possible level." Said Brezhnev:

The Soviet people may rest assured that our glorious Armed Forces are

prepared to repel an enemy attack at any time of the day or night from any
quarter. Any possible aggressor is fully aware that in the event of attempting
a nuclear-missile attack on our country he will be dealt a devastating counter-
strike.

Brezhnev said that the Party's constant concern was that socialist
democracy should steadily develop and that every person should
feel he is a citizen in the full sense of the word.
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lllold.ing the New Man

THE BUILDING of communism "cannot be advanced without ther harmonious development of man himself.o One of the paramount
objectives of tle Partyt ideolo$cal work is to foster in Sooiet people
the new, commanist atti,tuile to uork. Evaluating the essence of
the new type of human being, Brezhnev said:

Comrades, the new make-up of the Soviet man, his communist morals
and outlook, aro c,onsolidated in constant and uncompromising skuggle
with survivals of t"he past. corunrrnist morals cannot triumph witlout a'-Ie.
termined struggle 

-ag1i1st 
bribe-taking, parasitism, slander, anonymous letters,

drunkenness and the k. 4u skuggle with what we call survivats of the past
in the rninds and actions of people is a matter that requires constant atten-
tion by the I*V *{ all the conscious, advanced forces-of our society.

_ During the period_ under review, the party cc has taken steps to create
in- our sociegr a moral atmosphere t}at would help establish a respectful and
solicitous attitude to people, honesty, exactingness to oneself and ithers, and
trust, combined with strict responsibility and a spirit of true comradeship in all
ffelds of social life, in work and everyday relitions. In short, ou. ,im has
been that in our country everyone should live and work better.

The 23rd Congress set the task of completing the transition to uni-
versal secondary education by the end of 1970. while not achieving
the set target, today about 80 per cent of the pupfu completing eighi-
year school go on to complete secondary education. More than 60 new
insti,hfiions of higher learning, including nine universities, were opened
during the pas't ffve years. All Union Republics and marry Au,tonomous
Republics have their own universities today. curricula of schools and
higher educational institutions have been brought more into line with
the general level of modern scientiffc knowledge. over seven million
specialists with a higher secondary special education have been
trained in the last ffve years.

The total number of Soviet scientiftc workers has increased 40
per cent during the past ffve years, reaching nearly gS0,000. New
scientiffc centers are being opened in the urals, the soviet Far East
and the North caucasus. Much fruitful work has been accomplished
by 'the soviet Aoademy of sciences ,and soviet scientists in general, in
scientiffc progress on the earth and in outer space and in the intro-
duoti,on of scientiffc achievements in production.

Brezhnev noted at the same time that there were still shortcomings
in the work of scientiffc institutions, that many scientists wer" rtill
occupied on work divorced from tre practical needs of the country
which was in fact wasted efiort. on the growing role of literature
and art in 'rnolding the outloo\ moral convictions and spiritual
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oultme of the Soviet people," Brezhnev made these obsenm,tions:

The ParW continues, as it has always done, to devote much attenHon to
the ideological content of our literature and art and to the role they play
in society."In line with the Leninist principle of partisanship we believe 

-that

our task is to direct the development of all forms of creative art towards
participation in the people's great cause of communist construction.

During the past ffve years our literature, trheater, cinema, television,
ffne arts and music have given the Soviet people many new, interbsting and
talented works. New works and productions have appeared which deal with
our peoplo's past and present realistically, from Party positions, without em-
bellishment and without playing up shortcomings, and concentrate attention on
truly important problems of communist education and construction. These
works are further conffrmation that the closer the artist is to the many-faceted

111""j.."" 
Soviet people the surer is the road to creative achievement and

He mentioned particularly the fruitful development of literature
and art in all the republics, in dozens of languages of the peoples of
the USSR and in aII the vivid diversity of national forms.

Declaring that it could not be said that all is well in the realm
of creative artistic work, especially as regards qualrty, Brezhnev said
that there were still many works "shallow in content and inexpressive
in form," that sometimes even in work that had a good theme, ltre
artist had approached the task superffcially and not put all his effort
and talent into it.

Criticizing both those who still laid too much stress on the Stalin
period and those who tried to whitewash the past, he saidr

There were some people who sought to reduce the diversity of present-day
Soviet reality to problems that have irreversibly receded into the past as a

result of the work done by the Party to surmount the consequences of the
personality cult. Another extreme current among in&vidual men of letters was
the attempt to whitewash past phenomena which the Party had subjected to
emphatic and principlecl criticism, and to conserve ideas and views contraven-
ing the new creative elements which the Party had introduceil into its practical
and theoretical work in recent years. Essentially, both these cases were attempts
to belittle the signiffcance of what the Party and the people had already
accomplished, and divert attention from current probler4s, from the Parly's
constructive guidelines and the creative work of the Soviet people.

Deoelopment of the Party. Questions ol Inner Party Lite
HB PERIOD under review witnessed the further growth of
Party membership and qualitative improvement of its compo-

sition. The CPSU now has 14,455,32L members of whom M5,232 are

candidates, or probationary members. Nine per c€nt of the adult
population are Communists. The Party composifion is: 40.1 pex cent
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workers, 15.1 per cent collective farmers, 44.8 per cent office and
professional workers, including engineers, agronomists, teachers,
dootors, scientiffc workers and worrkers in literafure and art.

Three million people have been admitted to the CPSU since the
23rd Congress, of whom 1,600,000, or more than half, are workers.

The Party, said Brezhnev, cleanses its ranks of those who violate
Party or state discipline, ol abuse their office, whose behavior casts
a slur on the name of Cornmunist. We lmoe boen undeoiatinglg further
d,eoelopi,ng innar-Party democracy, obseroance of Leninist norrns
of pW kfe and, i.ncrease in the actioi,tg of Corunwnists. The principle
of electivity and accountability of leading organs is implemented con-
sistently and the spirit of collective leadership and collective work has
been consolidated. Questions concerning the Party's work are discussed
and decided on a broad democratic scale.

During the ffve years under review there have been 16 plenary
meetings of the CPSU Central Committee. Regular weekly meetings of
the Politburo consider the most important and pressing problems of
the Party's home and foreign policy. There is also a weekly meeting
of tho CC Secretariat, centering chiefly on selection of cadres and
fulfflment of assignments. Local Party committees likewise hold regu-
lar plenary meetings and bureau sittings and operate as organs of
collective leadership.

The democratic principles in t}le life and work of the Party were
strikingly demonstrated during the election campaign for this Con-
gress. Party meetings were attended by over g0 per cent of the Com-
muniits, more than three million people spoke. Party Congresses and
conferences of the Union Republics thoroughly discussed the Partyt
policS their own wor\ successes and shortcomings, unresolved prob-
lems and future plans.

Many new people have been elected to Ieading Party organs-
workers, collective farmers, intelligentsia, workers of all social strata
and gr,oups and of all,the nationalities of &e counrtry; 423,000 workers
and collective farmers have been elected to the bureaus of Party
organizations and Party committees. Members and altemate members
of district and town Party committees are 40 per cent workers and
collective farmers.

Inner-Party information on key problems of the Partyt work and
on ttre domestic and international situation has been improved, boEh
from the Central Committee to local organizations and information
going from bottom to top. Brezhnev declared that criticism and
self-criticism, "a tested method of eradicating shortcomings and im-
proving the work " has been further developed:
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Most Party committees have become more attentive to the eritical remarks
and suggestions of Communists aud have iatensiffed conkol over their realiza-
tion. At the same time it must be emphasized that not all Party organizations
aud their leading organs have drawn the proper oonclusions from tle insbuc-
tion of the 28rd Congress on this question, Some leaders lack restraint and
tact, the ability to hear out critical remarks attenHvely and correctly react to
criticism. But thooe who underestimate or ignore criticism wittingly doom
themselves to failure, Broad development of criticism and seU-criticism is a
sign of poliHcal health of the Party organizations, of their correct understanding
of their duty towards the Party and the people.

Brezhnev spoke of the need for strengthening Party discipline and
correct adherence to the principle of democratic centralism and
avoidance of either anarchic lack of discipline, presented as democ.
racy or of bureauoratic centralization. Changrng of Party member-
ship cards, not done for 17 years, should be approached as an im-
portant organizational and political measure. Brezhnev said the Party
could not accept passivity and indifference on the part of Party
members; the moral prestige of the Party requires lofty ideological
and moral qualities in all members:

Regrettably, we still have Party members who do not show themselves to
be real political ffghters. When they come across shortcomings and other
negative phenomena they pretend to notice nothing, adopting the position of
the philistines, who say, "This does not concern me, let others worry about it."
There are also sorne whose activity is for the pulposes of show, of creating
an outward impression. They talk more than others about the need for doing
one thing or another, always lecture and exhort everybody. But as soon as the
time for practical action comes they manage to remain on the siclelines. . . . If
you are a Communist your duty is not to shirk difEgulties, not to encourage

backward attiitudes, but to be a politically conscious and active ffghter for
the Party.

Brezhnev stressed the importance of the primary organizations of
the Par,ty, of which there are 370,000*45,000 mo,re ,than on the eve
of the 23rd Congress. In improving their work special stress is laid on

the right of the Party organizations to check on the activities of
management in production enterprises and to extend this right to
primary Party organizations at research, educational, cultural and
medical institutions and in central and local govemment and economic
institutions and departments.

In connection with improving the structure and activity of Party
organizations Brezhnev noted that whereas in the past L4 years CPSU
membership has doubled, increasing from 7 to 14 milIion, the Party
alparatus was reduced by more than 20 per cent. There are now in
the CPSU 14 Central Committees of the Communist Parties of the
Union Rqrublics, 6 territorial oommittees, L42 regional oomnrittees, 10
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BREZIINEV REPORT

FROM THE RESOLUTION OF THE z<ITH COJYGRESS

ON THE REPORT OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
rravrNc npanp and discussed the Report of the General Secretary of tlre
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Comrade
L, I. Brezhnev, on the work of the Cerrtral Committee of the CPSU, the
24th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union resolves:

wholly and fully to approve t}le political line and practical activity of
the Central Committee of the CPSU;

to approve the proposals and conclusions contained in the Report of tho
CPSU.

The Congress proposes that all Parf organizations should be guided in
their practical activity by the propositions of the Report. . . .

Pravda, ApNl 10

area committees, 760 town committees, 448 urban district committees
and 2,810 rural distriet committees.

He spoke with approval of many important suggestions put for.
ward by Communists for strengtherring rtlre Pa,rty vaork, which must be
utilized. He said the Central Committee approved the proposals for
convening Party Congresses every ffve years instead of every four, in
order to bring it in line with the period of the ffve-year plans and
be in a better position to assess their results and prospects. Organiza-
tions belorv the republic level oould hold ,them ,twice in the same
period.

On training of cadres and raising the level of leadership, the
rise of the polifioal consciousnes, e ucation and professional train-
ing of workers, collective farmers and intellectuals, there are noiy
immense possibilities. From 70 to 80 per cent of the top centratr,
repubtric and regi,onal leadership of the Parrty and governrnent b.g*
their oareers as workem and peasants. More than half of the direcrtors
of the largest industrial enterprises were once workers. Local function-
aries are constantly being promoted, with a special policy of bringing
forward young cadres along with maximum use of the experience of
veteran funoti,onaries. Initiative, a feeling for the new, are valued
qualities of leadership, which must also combine managerial and
educational work. Brezhnev said:

It sometimes happens that a leading cadre suddenly gets the idea that all
the secrets of life are open to him; that he knows everything, That is when
h9 lugrll issuing instructions on all questions, ordering peoplL about, instead
oJ thllfulU, using the experience and knowledge of otheri. We have Iong had
skilled cadres capable of resolving problems within their competence directly.
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We must put more trust in trhem and, correspondingly, more must bo asked
of them.

The combination of collecrtive loadership with personal respour-
sibility for assigned work is indispensable. Discipline and responsibility
of cadres must be enhanced.-not discipline founded on fear or ruthless
administration, but on a high level of consciousness and responsibility
of people. During the period under review nearly 200,000 Party and
government functionaries were trained or retrained to improve their
work. Refresher institutes, departments and clourses have been set up
for economic executives and specialists. An Instifute for National
Economic Management for leading cadres in industry, including
ministers, has recently been opened.

The Dlmxist Leninist Eilucation of Cotnmuniste

EGARDING the Party's ideological and theoretical work,
Brezhnev stated:

Comrades, our Party is a parly of scienHffc communism, It is steadfastly
guided by Marxist-Leninist science, whieh is the most advanced, revolutionary
scienco of modern times, and does everything for its further develop-
ment, Theoretical understanding of the phenomena of social life and its main
trends enables the Party to forEsee the iourse of social processes, work out a
correct political line and avoid errors and subjectivistic decisions.

The Partyt theoretical thinking, along with the Party's and the
people's "multiform experience of revolutionary struggle, the building
of socialism and. communism, the problems of the w,orrld revolu,tion-
ary process and the speciftcs of the present stage of international re-
lations, have a1l found expression in the decisions of the CC and in
the Parfs documents commemorating the 50th anniversary of the
Great October Revolution and the Centenary of the Birth of V. I.
Larin," as well as in conneotion with &e International Meeting
of Communist and Workers' Parties in 1969, and also in connection
with the 150th birth anniversaries of Marx and Engels and the cen-
tenary of the Paris Commune.

Commenting on new fundamental works on Lenin's role as leader
and theoretician published during this period, Brezhnev continued:

As an eternally Iiving ancl developing teaching, Leninism has been, remains
anil will be in the center of the Partyt ideological life and the foundation
of all its revolutionary, transformative activity, While drawing on Lenin's
ideological legacy, the Party holds that its cardinal task is to ffnd solutions to
pressing problems of communist constructioa on the basis of Lenirfs ideas
and Lenint rnethodology.

Much attention was given to the further development of teaching
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BREZHNEV REPORT

oo tre rcle of the Communis't Parry u/hich ,today has become tho
pivot of the struggle between Marxist-Leninists and representaHves of
the various forms of revisionism. The Party attached immense im-
portanco itothe acvuratg unbiased presentati$r of the histo"y of our
state." Individual attempts to assess the history of the Soviet people
from non-Party, non-class positions, and to belittle the history of
their socialist galns, were sharply criticized, as well as "dogmatic
notions which ignored the great positive changes that have taken
place in the life of our society in recent years.' On the question of the
Stalin and Khrushchev treade,rship [al'though not menffioning their
namesJ Brezfinev said:

Tho experie,ace of tlo past years has convlncingly shown that tle srr-
mountiag of the consequences of the perso,nality cult and also of subiectivistic
errors has favorably affected the general political and, above all, the ideologi-
cal situation ia our counky..We have beea aud remain true to the basic
principles of Marxism-Leninism and shall never make auy coucessions lu
questions of ideology.

Together with other goyerning Communist Parties, the CPSU
has continued to elaborate the fundamental questions of the
dwelopment of the world socialist system and to speqfy the char-
acteristics of tbe general laws of socialist conskuction and the main
foatures of socialisrn that has already been built, on tho basis of
study and generalization of each others experience. Partisular atten-
tion has been given to the working out of princrples of economie
integration.

Attention has also been given to analping new phenomena in the
development of rnodem oapitalisrn and ways and rneans by which
socialisrn inf,,uences the development of the non-socialist part of tho
world. Terming theoretical wtrk a major elernent of oour internation-
alist, revolutiona,ry duty," Brozhnev continued:

The struggle between the forces of capitalism and socialism on the world
scene and the atternpts of revisionists of all hues to emasculate the revolu-
tionary teaching and distort the practice of socialist and commrurist construc-
tion requir_ e $at we continue to pay un&vlded attention to the problems and

-creative 
development of *r9qry. Repetition of old formulas where they havo

become outworn and an inability or reluctance to adopt a new approach to low
problems harm the cause and create additional possibilities foi-fie spread of
rryisionist counterfeits of Marxism-Leninism.

While much has been accomplished, the Central Committee does
not consider that everything in our theoretioal work is satisfectory;
'lrhe 'ieological steeling of communists is an indispensable condition
for enhancing the militancy of the Party ranls."
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Much has been done in t"he irnpovernent of Marxist-Leninist edu-
cation, with a comprehensive system of Party education of three stages

-primary rniddle and higher. Textbooks and manuals have been pub
Iished in mass editions for all levels. More than 16 million people now
study in the systern of Party education. The attitude of some Parly
cvrnrn'ittees which do not $ve this work prqler attention must be
oorrected. Summarizing the results of the last ffve years of ideological
worh Brezhnev declared:

The unity of interests between the Party and the entire Soviet people
makes our society invincible and gives it the ability to witlxtand any test
It is the in&ssoluble unity between the Party and all the working peoplo
that allows us to forge conffdendy ahead and resolve the most complex tasls.
Our Parly values and treasures that trust of the working people above all else.
To strengthen our great ParV in every way, to deepen its bouds with the
people, with the masses-that is the behest left to us by the great Lenin-
and we shall be true to this behest of Lenin.

Concluding his rqrort, Brezhnev reminded the delegates of tho
importance in Leninls view of the work of Party Congresses in sum-
ming up the results of practioal experience and all that has been
found to be valuable and instruotive, as well as criticizing shortoom-
ings and ff"di"S ways of removing 'them. He called for a prinoipled,
responsible discussion of the report on this basis. The conclusion of his
report follows:

Comrades, we havo inexhaustible possibilities. Our counby's eonomic
might is greater than ever before. New heights have been attained by Soviet
science and culfure. The moral and political unity of our people is unbreakable.
We are moving forward shoulder to shoulder with our socialist friends and
allies. Our militant alliance with the revolutionary forces of the whole world is
growing stronger.

We know that we shall achieve all that we are striving for, and successfully
carry out the tasks we are setting ourselves. The guarantee of this has been,
is and will be the creative genius of the Soviet people, their selflessness and
their unity around the Communist Party which is steadfastly advancing along
the course charted by Lenin.

Long live the Comrnunist Party of the Soviet Union-the Party of Lenin,
militant vanguard of our entire peoplel

May the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, mainstay of peace and
frien&hip among nations, live long and grow strongerl

May the mighty alliance of revolutionary forces*the world socialist
systerL the international working-class movement and the ffghters for the
national and social liberation of people-grow stronger and advance from
victory to victoryl

Hold higher the banner of the eternally living, invincible teaching of
Marx-Engels-Leninl Long live communisrnl

Glory to the great Soviet people, the builder of eommunisml
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ln the pages which folloo @e preserlt excerpts from some of the speech-
es maile d the Congress. Preserfied, as cofiutuetrts on the main report, ilclh>
ered, by Leoni.d Brezhneo, and, on tha report on the draft Directiaes of the
Nh*h Fioe-Ieor Plon, ilelioered, by Alerey Kosygi,n, tlwse corwrwnts all
nmke tpecial contributiotts in the speakers' orcas of cornpetence ud. ex-
perience, Our sel.ec'tion from them contimtes otu page 111, folloui,ng thc
s-tmun@y of Kosygin's report.

ANDREY A. GROMYKO

USSR Foreigm Minister

rptE fraternal socialist countries continue to be a reliable barrier
r against any aggressor. Those who tried in one way or another to

probe the strength of the borders of the Warsaw Treaty states have
seen for themselves that the socialist countries take the defense of
these borders seriously, as they do the defense of their socialist system,

Mention must be made of the contribution by the socialist states
to the defense of other countries of the world from aggression. No one
will ever be able to erase from the awareness of the peoples of fuia, the
Middle East, Africa and Latin America the steps t}at our country has
taken time and time again, jointly with its allies, to protect the victims
of aggression.

Things are shaping up well with relations with most of our neigh-
bors, as indeed with most of the countries of the world. The followirtg
ffgures indicate the scope of our activity abroad. Today we have 144
embassies and consulates representing the USSRT state interests
abroad. The Soviet Union is taking part in the work of more than 400
international organizations. More than 7,000 operative international
treaties and agreements have been signed by our country.

Today nothing of any degree of signiffcance in world relations can
be decided without, or in deffance of, the Soviet Union. Indeed, any-
one today who might try to prove that the Soviet Union could be
dispensed with in deciding such matters would be considered cock-
eyed. On the contrarl, our proposals for strengthening peace and
European security, for ending,the arms race, for ffrm measures against
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colonialism, and for many other measures, are at the very pivot of
poUtical debates and discussions and they help in reaching the needed
solutions. This is admitted by all, including our political and ideologi-
cal opponents.

The strength of Soviet foreign policy is due not only to ttre might
that stands behind it. We all know that certain otler powers also
possess economic and other potentials of no mean magnifude. The
main thing is that our policy is the expression of the very nature of our
social system as the most peace-loving in history.

In the USA millions of volumes are published which extol the
foreign policy of imperialism. Add to that the almost daily official or
semi-official utterances in tle same vein, and the vast newstrraper and
magazine editions with the same content. The ordinary man's head
simply brzzes with all this cacophony, designed to confuse hirn How-
ever, it has a deadly fault: it is a tissue of lies because behind it all
are the deffnite class aims of those who pursue an aggressive poticy.
When Washington says that the USA would like to pull its troops out
of Vieham, but at the same time commits aggression against Cam-
bodia and Laos as well, what is one to call that? In whatever colors
t[ris policy is depicted, lies can never be passed off as ,tr,uth or the
aggressor as a peace-maker.

The revolutionary nature of our country's foreign policy, its con-
sistent championship of peace, its ftrm defense of the Soviet Uniort
state interests, and its genuine internationalism are all fused together
in a single entity. Soviet foreign policy is honest and forthright in ac-
tion as well as aims.

The call for peace was inscribed on the banner of the Soviet Re-
public the day it was born. Today our country continues along this
road. With every year and indeed, with every day, it is acquiring more
and more new friends throughout the world.

Small wonder, therefore, that in the most far-away places, in Africa,
say, a person who is still unable to show where different countries are
located on the map, because the colonialists did not want to teach him
such things, Iarows that there is a country in the world which spurns
racial inequality and aggressive wars and which stands for freedom for
all peoples.

We have no territorial claims against any country in the world and
no intention of infringing on anyone's legitimate rights and interests.
But we also demand that our own country be treated in the same
fashion.

Anyone really prepared to come to terms wi,th us on questirons re-
quiring a solution will always ffnd the Soviet Union a serious and re-
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sponsible parher. But anyone who tries to encroach upon our interests
and security, and the interests and security of our friends and allies,
will soon see the futility of such an attempt.

"Marxism," V. I. Lenin teaches us, 'iequires of us a strictly exact
and objectively veriftable analysis of tle relations of classes and of the
concrete features peculiar to each historical sifuation. We Bolsheviks
have always tried to meet this requirement, which is absolutely essen-
tial for giving a scientiffc foundation to policy." (V. I. Lenin. Colbcted
Worlcs,Yol,2L, p. 43, Engl. ed. Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1964).

Motivated by this thesis of Lenint, the Party has placed before
Soviet foreign policy ,the task of securing the most auspicious con&-
tions for building socialism and communism, the task of averting the
danger of another world war. Two things are equally alien to us, either
to succumb to imperialist threats or to engage in ultra-revolutionary
phrase-mongering.

The USA and some of its allies in its aggressive military blocs use
overy possiblo devi,ce to camouflage their line in rryorld ,atrairs. .At the
same time they try to discredit Soviet foreign policy and distort its
content and aims.

Hero are a few examples.
The key decision taken jointly by the great powers, the former war-

time allies, to bring lasting peaco to Europe,and pull out the roob of
aggression for all time to come was the Potsdam decision, taken im-
media,tely after Hitler C,e,rrnany r+as defeated. But instead of oollective
security and cooperation with the Soviet Union on the basis of the
Potsdam decision, t"he Western powers d.ivided Europe into military
blocs and undertook a policy of intensifying tensions in Europe.

The 1954 and 1962 Geneva Accords were reached to promote peace
in Indochina and to ensure independence to lhe peoples of Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos. The USA took part in the drafting and adoption
of these agreements. However, Washington policy-makers were in no
way embarrassed by that when they decided to unleash the most dan-
gerous and bloody armed conflict since the seeond world war.

Withou,t the USA's direct s;upport, Israeli aggression against its
Arab neighbors would have ffzzled out at once, indeed, would prob,
ably not have been undertaken at all. Without such support the IsraeL
extremists would never have dared to flaunt their refusal to implement
the UN decision to withdraw from the occupied Arab territories.

Our Parly draws a distinct line of demarcation between the ideo-
logical struggle, in which there can be neither peace nor truce, and
our intemational relaUons with the capitalist states, relations that are
built on the Leninist principles of peaceful coexistence. The Soviet
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Union and its allies propose settling all international disputes by
peaceful means through negotiations. On our part we are doing every-
thing in our power to search for such solutions.

If we take the work done by the Politbureau in foreign policy
alone, it must be said outright in the Partyt highest forum that this
steering body has the enormous energy and skill necessary for t}re com-
plexity of the tasks facing it.

In the entire range of the Soviet statet moves in the international
arena, the actions and steps taken within the framework of the USSR
Supreme Soviet occupy a great and responsible place. The diversiffed
activities of its Presidium, the work of its Commissions for Foreign
Mairs and its Parliamentary Group, the latter's visits, talks and ex-
c&range of delegations: all these greatly enrioh our state's aotivity on
the international scene and serve the cause of peace.

Day after day the Soviet Government, the USSR Council of Minis-
ters, occupies itself with foreign affairs in conformity with the line
adopted by the Central Committee and the Politbureau. This work,
which deals not only with politics but many highly important matters
in the sphere of economic contacts, trade, scientiffc and technical co-
operation and cultural relations with other countries, calls for ihe per-
sonal participation of a large number of responsible representatives
from our country and experts in various ffelds. One can say that the
governmentt representatives have continuous dealings with more than
100 states, refecting in their daily practices our policy and what we
usually call the Center's directives. Meanwhile, the core of this Center
is the will of the Party, as expressed above all in the decisions adopted
in its congresses.

Altogether thousands of people, including Members of the Central
Committee and the Soviet Government and the Deputies of the USSR
Supreme Soviet are directly involved in one way or another in all the
complex and responsible undertakings in our countryt foreign policy.

Our Soviet diplomatic corps is also discharging its duty as helper
of the Party and Government. I almost said our legion of diplomats,
but then I remembered that the offices in charge of personnel matters
might pick that up, which could mean a rough time for those of us
who work in this ffeldl

In the pursuit of its peaceful foreign policy our country attaches
great signiffcance to searching for agreement even with those who fol-
low a different political course. The question is sometimes asked:
"How reliable is this, what is the real value of agreements with certain
states, if they do not always observe these agreements?" This point ls
sometimes raised in another, to put it bluntly, provocative manrer,
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when any agreement with capitaUst states is declared to be almost
"collusion." Of course no one can guarantee that our partners will al-
ways duly carry out the ,trearties signed. Here we also have a struggle,
in which the Soviet Union invariably proceeds from strict observance
of international treaties and agreements. But as for the afore-mention-
ed claims about "oollusi,on," even those who mako them dont believo
what they say.

Our country's moves in foreign potcy since the 23rd CPSU Con-
gress have greatly reenforced the hopes of the peoples for peace. In
Europe our dealings with France are faring well. Affairs with Italy
have made great progress. Millions of people outside the socialist
countries as well, have characterized the signing of treaties with the
FRG by the Soviet Union and Poland as a gain for themselves too, as

an essential contribution to normalization in Europe. The entry into
force of these treaties, the settlement of problems in relations between
the FRG and the socialist states of Europe, the holding of an all-
European conference on security, and the successful outcome of talla
on West Berlin, a.re dl imporrtant steps that must be,taken to change
a Europe of conflict to a Europe of lasting peace. These moves must
be under,taken sim'ultaneo{rsly without waiting for one to be ooncluded
before taking up another.

The blows of the peoples have shattered those colonialist empires
whose subiects once seemed doomed by their oppressors to live in
everlasting misery. However, not all colonialist prisons have yet been
destroyed. The Soviet Union has made a special contribution to the
realization of this maior international task not only because our prac-
tical moves in policy are so very important here, but also because our
very world outlook, the example afforded by our multinational state
e{poses, in perhaps the most effective way, the policy of national and
racial oppression.

Another great gain for the foreign policy of socialism and for the
forces of peace is that today the overwhelming majority of states pre-
fer peaceful coexistence as the sole sane alternative to war. Our Party
and our country are doing everything tJrey can to entrench this Lenin-
ist principle still more widely and ffrmly in international relations.

And in this connection there again arises the question of our rela-
tions with the United States. Time and again we have stated our policy
in this matter. It has also been clearly and deffnitively expounded in
the CPSU Central Committee report to this Congress. !flxshington
must weigh with a1l seriousness everything that the General Secretary
of the CPSU Central Committee has said in his report, in speaking for
our Party and country.
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The Soviet Union is for normal relations with the USA. It believes
an improvement in Soviet-American relations possible. But Washing-
ton's statements in favor of talks must be supported by practical meas-
ures. Yet the Americans, to put it mildly, are far from always prepared
to do that. We have little liking for talks that are more like fencing
matches. We stand for serious talks. We want the parties to such talks
to really seek agreement and not try to trip one another up.

fu you rvell know, the Party ,and country have always attached
and continue to attach great importance to our relations with China.
Our policy, which was formulated in Leonid Brezhnet's report, clearly
demonstrates the positive consequences improved relations would
have for the peoplos of both the Soviet Union ,and China, as well
as tho trsmendous significance this would hold for,the common strug-
gl,e against imperiaLism and ,aggression. It depends on China's leade,rs,
on ,tho Chinese side, in what direction relations betweon the Soviot
Union and the People's Republic of China will develop.

That we are a peace-loving country has been proved by word and
action. Our foreign policy as well as onr economy and mass well-being
are advanced by each machine tool made in the country, each ton of
motal smelted, each new computer manufactured, each kilogram of
grain harvested.

On the international scene major complex tasks face the country.
There will be much work to do and it will be hard work. To accom-
ptsh the tasks before us we shall have to continue the struggle against
the forces of aggression. But we rest conffdent that in the years to
come as well, our country will cope with its historic mission, as the
bulwark of socialism, the freedom of the peoples, and peace.

MSTISLAV V. KELDYSH

President, USSR Acd,arny of Sci'ences

A LLOW rne, on behalf of our scientists, to express conaplete sup
a r port for the Partyt domestic and foreign policies.

One of the rnain levers for accelerated development of our national
economy is tectrnolo$cal progess. The foundation of te&nological
progress is ,the discoveries in the natural sciences. In our time it is
difficult to ffnd new opportunities accessible to direct observation,
and a profound penetration into rthe phe,nomena of nahre i.s therefore
necessary.

Such great discoveries of the past as electricity, electromagnetic
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waves and the laws of aerodyna,nr,ics have,had an imrnense infuenoo
on peoplds entire way of life. Modern science is opening up in-
creasing opportunfties. The study of the atomic and rnolecular skuc'
hre of rnatter lays the foundations for the development of new
rnaterials and substances for technology, agriculture and rnedicine.
Today chemistry has provided opportuniUes for processing oil and
gas into plastic materials and ffbers, and has become a mighty stimulus
for dpyelopryent of agriculture. T[re study of electrical piruro*"*
in solids and gases has Ied to the development of elesbonics. The
investigation of the strmcture of the atomic nuclzus has helped to
discover tihe use of nuclear energy. New discoveries in mathJmatics
are playing an immense part in the development of very sophtsticated
sbucfures and rnachines, means of automation and control.

Revolutionary changes in the science of living matter are taldng
placo today. The physics of elementary particles helps to deepen our
understanding of the microstructure of matter. Astounding discoveries
are being rnade in as[onomy. There is every reason to consider that
the recently discovered pulsars are the neutron stars pnognosticatod
by our theoreticians, stars with a density of matter so great that a
single cubic centirneter weighs a htrndred million tons. Some othen
amazing astrorphysical objects and processes have also been discovered.
Perhaps we are on the verge of discovering new laws of the trans-
formation of matter. Much is being done in our country to extend
research in all the areas of science. The further strengthening of the
experi,mental facilities of medi,um-energy nuclea,r physics is also im-
portant in the cu:rent ffve-year period.

Our country has blazed &e trail into outer space, and has achieved
in the past half decade some outstanding successes in the establish-
rnent of orbital stations, in the exploration of the rnoon and planets.
In developing the utilization of cosmic moans for the exploraUon o{
tfro urriverse we should increasingly employ them for t{re solution of
practical problems in oommunications, meteorology, navigation, for
investigating natural resources and for geographic and oceanographic
research.

Marxist-Leninist teacftring is the foundatiom for the entire develop-
mBnt of our society. The past few years have seen expansion of re-
search in the social sciences. Our task is to keep raising the level
of research in philosophy, economics, sooiology and tlo study of
historical proc€sses, espocially those in ,the modern world. The
social soiences, developing on the basis of Marxist-Leninist theory
should [r"lp to intensily the skuggle for the victory of comnunist
idoology the'morld over.
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The tasla formulated in the draft Directives, f,or the develqment
of tho natural and social sciences and trhe tasks of accelerated Pogress
in indusby and agriculture, placo i,umense responsibility on the
scientists.

The decisi'on of the Par,ty Central Committoe and draft Directives
stress the need of paying special attention to raising the level of
nanagement in all areas of the national economy. This is a maior
guarantee of progress in our higlrly developed socialist economy. _It
is ttre job of 

-economists and sociologists to investigate further the
advantages provided by the socialist system for the boosting of de-

velopment rates and trhe speediest possible utilization of the results
of science.

National economic plans and the regulation of interbranch ties
aro the foundation of econornie managernent At the present level
of developmeurt of the counEy it is necessary to have long-range
forecasts, ,as woll as ffve-year plans. In recent years, forecasts have
been worked out for the developnrent of long-term trecrds in certain
areas of science and technology in the closest possible connection
with the development of branches of the national eoonomy. Yet it is
necessary to intensify researeh in working out long-tenrr general socio'
econo'rr,ic foreeasts.

Vladirnfu Ilyicrh Le,nin said that "socialism moans actourting ffrst
of all." Modern infor,rnation and cornputing equiprnent opens bound-
less possibilities in this airea. Soientiffc research and concrete eco'
nomic management should make full use of these opportunities.
One can conftdently say that the utilization of computers in all areas

is one of the determining factors in the present scienUffc and tech-
nological revolution. Recently some substantial advances have taken
placg with the active participation of scientific institutio,ns, in the
utilization by ministries and enterprises of inforrption and oornputing
equipment fo,r planning and control. Successes have also been scored
in the development of comprting rnachinery. I would like to rnention
the need for extending tho use of computers in design rvork not only
in technical-economic caloulation, brt also in the Process of develop-
ing the design of sEuctural parts themselves.

In the new ffve-year period it is necessary to intensify our efforts
in developing more sophisticated machinery, and in expanding pro-
duction and utilization of electronic conaputers. At the same time we
m,ust try to reach the point where these nnachines will be produced
in complete sets, including electronio processes, advanced external
devices, instrumentation for control of production processes with
matlematical precision, and so on.
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The use of conr,puting devices in the management of technological
processes is a mighty lever for increasing labor productivity. Thus, for
instance, their utilization at a single pipe-rolling rnill of ,the Pervoural-
sky Novohubny Plant has helped to increase substantially the p,recision
of producUon of piping, to save 2,000 tons of high quality steel, and
to save half a million rubles a year The au,tornaUon of the numerous
,procecses helps to economize labor efiort and at the same time to
ensure higher quality of the product.

An indispensable condition for raising the level of management,
especially au'tomated management, and for intensifying oc-onornic
and social processes in our oountry, is the extensive development of
means of communication. Immense opportunities in this reipect are
provided by new achievemsnts of physics and the use of space eraft.
We believe that in carrying out the ffve-year plan it is necessary to
seek opportunities for a shalp rise in the development rates of means
of oommunioation.

A si,rp qy yn for automating production processes and generally
raising standards of modern production is rthe extensive use of instu-
ments devised on tjhe basis of the latest achievements in physics, in-
cluding lptics, radioelectronics and nuclear physics. In-r6cent years
maio-r advances lrave been made both in the Academy of Sciences
ibelf and in a number of specialized institutes in ttrs designing of
new up-to-the,rninute inshuments. However, in a nurnber of areas,
spociffcally in optical spectroscopy, the resul'ts are still inadequate.
Absolutely inadequate-and this is the rnain thing*is indusbyt out-
put of insbuments already designed-which are not only needed for
promoting science and production, but which also could be ex-
ported. The draft Direotives provide for swift advances in instrument
manufacture. Obviously special mention ougtrt to be rnade of the
development of optical instrument production.

Electmnics is the basis for evolving sophistioated systems of con-
tr,ol and instrumentation. It is gaining increasing application in the
power industry and machine ibuil&ng. Much hai been done in the
country to strengthen ,the electronics industry. Soviet scientists have
contributed signally !o the development of semi-conductor theory. A
key bend in radio-electronics is the miniaturization o{ electronic in-
struments. And though our scientists report progress in this ffeld, we
are taking steps to expand research considerably in this area. our
scientists have fathered electronicq which in recent years has paved
thl way for solving crucial problems of new rnachinery, tectrriology
and even medicine.

I would also like to rnention an interesting recent discovory caned
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holography, whicilr enables us to gst a three dimensional picture of
various-objeets tt:roug[r a special image on photographic film. This
i" veq, prourising for instrurnent production and the development of
the &D cinema. Color holography is a discovery of Soviet seientists.

Science rnust play a decisive role in further developing the eleotric
power industry. This rnore qpeciffoally refers to the tasls of raislng
the unit capacity of steam-turbine units for conventional 1nw_er sta-
tions and of reaotor-turbine units for atomic statioars. Speeial heed
should be paid to setting up atomic power stations based on fast-
neutron reactors that reproduce nuclear fuel. Looking far ahead, we
should pay grcat attention to employing the pheno nenon of super-

conductivity in order to devise highly economical electrical machines

a-nd devices. In the new ffve-year period we are planning to gen-

erate eloctric pov/er on experirnental installations that use tlle more
economical methods of direct heat transformation. It is to be noted
with satisfaotion that Soviet scientists are in the front ranks in tftre

search for peaceful ways ito employ therrnonuclear energy.

The integrated processing of raw materials, improvement in the
quality of materials and in new produotion plocesses all play an

onorrnous role in the intensiffcation of our national econorny. By
synthesizing new compounds and the use in production of elements

in the Mendeleyev Table never before used, scientists are discover-
ing rnore and more sophisticated materials. For examplq the use of
a recently created alloy in ,the manufachrre of permanent rnagnots

with doubled magnetic force paves the way for designing nerv and
sUll better instruments. The elimination of undesirable admixtures
or the addition of small arnounts of specially seleoted substances can
sharply irnprove,the qualities of a material. By employing the effects

of low and high temperatures, vacuums, high Pressures, electro-
magnetic ffelds, plasma, and vari,ous radia'tions and emissi.ons, we can
obtain direoted changes in physical properties and undertake new
chemical processes. There should be dissemination of such novel
metallurgical and tec,trnological process es as electric-slag re-srnelting
and casting, 'the rolling of mstal &rectly from Iiquid aluminum and
steel, eleotronic.beam and laseltechnology, etc. Scientists are con-
fronted with important tasks in evolving [righly eficient chomioal
production processes. A problern of paramount importance is to de-
vise and produce far more effective catalysts that would enable us

to greatly intensify chemical engineering processes.

It is necessary to draw special attention to the developrnent of
branches of industry capable of producing gleat economic gains

from a small investment, in parrticular, small-scale chemieal industry,
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which turns out small-tonnage products-admixh:res for plymer rna-
terials and oil products, dyes for natural and synthetic ffbers and
physiolo$cally active substances for needicine and agriculture. Prod-
uots of trhe small-scale chemioal industry aro manufactured by a
number of ministries and obviously the'coo,rdination of this work
should be improved.

As is known, industrial production of synthetic diarnonds has
been extensively developed in our oountry. In reoent years, the pro-
duction process has been developed fo,r obtaining large larnina of
sapphire, ruby, garnet, emeralds and rnany other crystals. These are
very important in modern engineering. What is needed now is to im-
prove the industrial production of artiffcial crystals.

In our time, biology is acquiring ever greater importance not only
in farming and medicine, b,ut also in the light and food industries;
this [ras been reflected particularly in the cneation of a special branch

-the microbiolo$cal industry. fn recent years, biologioal research
has expanded considerably and its level has been raised; what is
needed is to step u,p its practical applica,tion.

The intensive development of Soviet economy confronts science
with evelrnore urgent questions of tapping new nattual resouroes
of the land and tihe ocean and their r,ational utilization.

Research facilities have been strengthened in recent years. Spe-
cial rnention should be made of the development of scienoe in the
outlying areas and ,of the great importance of the creation of scientiffc
oenters in the Urals and the Far East.

The role playod by science in technological progress and the
great outlays needed for its development sharply pose the question
of enhancing its effectiveness and speeding up the utilization of sci-
entiffc results in practice.

Scientiffc instruments and the automation of ,research, whioh per-
mit increasing the productivity of scientiffc endeavor dozens of times
over, are a determining factor in enhancing the efficiency of the
work done by scientists and raising the level of research, If scientiffc
insbument+naking is not developed in a proper manner, science will
be doomed to lag behind. It is comrnon linowledge that the Council
of Ministers of the USSR has adopted a special resolution on the
development of scientiffc instrument-making, and its translation into
llfe is a rnajor task.

In reoent yoars, tilre Party and the Government have taken a
number of rneasures to increase the efiectiveness of scientific ro-
search. Of rnajor in-lportance here is the decision of ttre OPSU C,entral
Comrnittee and the Council of Ministers of the USSR on enhaneing
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the efficieney of researc\ passed in Septembe,r 1968. Wo still have
to do much, however, to fully implement this decision. We are stilI
making inadequate use of competitive examinations and the re-
certifying of staff workers of institutes to improve the selostiom of
scientiffc oadres, although these means may prove very effective. Nor
are we making full use of the possibilities of economic and moral
incentives and measures to enhance responsibility for work on scien-
tiffc and technological probloms. Speciftcally, the ffnancing of related
research through the parent organization, which is provided for in
the decree, is not praoticed everywhere. This rneasure will substan-
ti,ally improve the organization of work on large prrojects, w,hich
normally call for extensive cooperation between institutes and enter-
prises.

E4perienoe has shown that the elaboration of scientiffc and tech-
nological ,problems proceeds rnore efiectively when institutes are di-
rectly linked with production.

I would like to voice my support for the system being inhoduced
by way of an experiment for the organization of scieurtiffc research,
in the Ministry of Electrical Engineering, under which the subject
rnatter, ffnancing and economic incentives for scientiffc resoarch are
organically linked with the ibranch's technological progress and the
eoonomic gain obtained therefrom. We believe that the initial re-
sults already available here provide grounds for this system to be-
come more widespread.

The rnain lines of technological progress must be planned, and
it is necessary that our economic development plans refect rnore fully
the introduction o{ now tecr}r,niques not on'ly in new enterprises, but
also in the reconstruction of existing ones. The organization of
ministries has rnost certainly led to an acceleration of technological
progress. However, it is necessary to have long-term plans for the
technological modernization of the branches. There should be greater
responsibility for the fulfflment of plans for technological progress,
and for raising the level of production and quality of output.

At tftre same time, as stressed in Comrade Brezhnev's report, the
material interest of the enterprises themselves in rnastering new
technology plays an immense role. I believe that in this area we
are still not making use of all that was stipulated in the decisions
of the September 1965 Plenary Meeting of the CPSU Central Com-
mittee. Notably, prices should stimulate new technology to a greator
degree, as should the fuller implementation of rneasures provided
for the crediting system.

Obviously we should pursue more boldly the policy of organizing
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producti,on associaHons. This will bring scienco and production closer
together, and create better opportunities for the reconstrnction of
individual enterprises. In order to qpeed ,up technological progress,
it is very irrportant to promote in every possible way the ibalanced
natue of plans for production, modemization of enterpises and
capital consbnrction"

Comrades, our counfy is on the upgrade; its ecunomy is being
strengthened, its science, technology and culture are dweloping, and
its international qrostige is gowing. The complicated questions which
at rtimea rise before us are difficulties of growth, whictr are con-
nected with the rapid paee of development of our national economy.

The fulfflment of the tasks set for tho ffve.year perid will signify
a major advanee in the upbuilding of a comrnunist society. Soviet
sqience has been entr,usted with highly important tasks. Ttre Com.
munist Parly $ves every possible assistanoe to the scientists and
displays constant concertr for trtre developrnent of sciexrce.

Permit me to assure the 24th Congress of the Comrntrnist Farty
of the Soviet Union that the scientists will exert every efiort for
the further development of science, for the aeceleration of techno.
logical progress for the good of our people, for the sake of the great
cause of communism.

A. Y. SMINNOVA

v eao er o I Y ako ateo'rY i;x:"i"{:;#
f ,IKE ALL the rest of you, I listened attentively and with great.U emotion to the report- of the Central C,ommittee of our party
delivered by Leonid Brezhnev. As I listened to it I kupt ffndin!
thoughts just like my own and those of my fellow shopwdrkers.

Fo1 m9, laking part for the ffrst time in the work of the supreme
council of the Comrnunists of the country it was a special joy to
realize-th1t the Party_talks to the p.opl" in the Leniiist lariguage
of truth, that it sees the vastness of the life of the people of"alh
one of us, meaning my Me, too.

All the speakers who preceded me fervently endorsed the tireress,
hansfornaing lctivity of the Central Cornmittee of the party. I too
,t 

-huppy 
to have the chance to exp,ress my heartfelt opinion. The

noble prof_ession of a weaver prompts me to make a professional oom-
parison: like an experienoed weave& our Party, day after da1 weaves
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tho strong cloth oI a new society, the name of which is oomrnunism.
We are summing up today the results of what has been achieved

since the 2&rd Congress. How much has been accomplished in this
period by the Party and the people can be seen everywhere, includ-
,ing *y native tovrn of Privolzhsk.

It is a small community. Only 20,000 people live there. Such
places aro not always found on maps. Offictally they are called small
,towns, but I will not exaggerate if I say that tJrey are famed for
deeds just as big as those of major industrial centers.

The whole life of Privolzhsl like other towns of its kind, centers
around an industrial enterprise. In the case of Privolzhslc it is the
Yakovlevsky textile mill. It marked its centenary last December, but
actually all that remains of the old enterpriso is its walls. The mill
has been completely modernized, and is, as it were, going through
its second youth. New brigh! spaoious buildings have sprung up.
Many production processes .are mechanized and automated.

Production standards have risen notioeably. Daylight lighting ffx-
h:res,1rure cool air, fowers, colorful stands and recreation and read-
ing rooms all help to build up a buoyant and happy mood. To this
I should add that preventive clinics have been opened at the mill,
maternity consultation centers are functioning, and public services
are improving, which for us 'u/omen workers is particularly important.
We no longer have a shortage of children's pre-school facilities.
Our young production hands have ample, well-appointed dormitories.
Worlcers'apartnents are well provided with heat, gas and many other
oonveniences.

We listened yesterday with speoial excitoment to the prolnsals
of the Central Committee, outlined in Leonid Brezhnet's speech,
aimed at improving the Iiving conditions of large families and of
rsomen engaged in production. All this fflls our'hearts with bound-
less joy, and makes us want to work still better. Allow me, on behalf
of all Soviet women, to express heartfelt gratitude to our beloved
Party for its special concern for working women, for mothers.

The pride of the mill is its people. Practically every family in
hivolzhsk has so,meone, its plenipotentialy, so to spea\ in our estab-
Iishment. The townspeople ane great patriots of our factory, which
they bmilt with their oram hands. Thanks to them, Russian linen cloth
has won world prestige; goods bearing our mill's trademark are
eagerly bought in 20 countries.

The traditions of the older generation are being followed and
enhanced by the younger people who make up 40 per cent of our
persormel. These young rnen and women are wonderfuIl llley are
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thirsty for knowledge. Among our weavers and spinners we have
more 

-and 
more girls with technicians' diplomas. our evenring textile

s9h9ol graduates 60 to 70 specialists eveiy year. The latest tefense
of diploma- work took place on the eve of ihe Congress, and I myself
was one of the graduatest I now have a specialized technical edrrea-
tion, which will make my life and work Jven -ore engnossing. And
I shall-d-o werything to help my husband, a bricklale4 to"ffnish
succe_ssfully 

ahis 
education in a civit engineering 

"orr"rpondunce 
school.

- tu eighth ffve-year plan is vividly marked in my life by a number
of milestones. Not so Iong ago we worked on four'looms 

-turning 
out

towelling. our weavers have now begun operating three times as
many looms. Back in 1966 r was one oI the hrst to go over from six

!9 ^eight 
looms, and two, years later I began operatirg a dozen. All

510 weavers in our mill are operating ,ior" ioo.r* iow than ever
before. This alone has raised tabor pro lctivity by Zl.3 per cent.

Al^ the beginning of the ffve-year plan period, my looms turned
out 49 meters of textiles per hour. This-avera-ge shot up to 110 meters
by the end of last year, when preparations fL the 2ith CpSU Con-
gress were in full swing. I ffnished my own ffve-year plan assignment
on the eve of the Lenin centenary. My extra coniribution "to 

the
Iabor $fts firnd consisted of I26,00b *ui"r, of cloth.

. ^I ry a.lyays full of excitement when I leave home for the morning
shift. Beside rne are frriends-those r know and those I don't knowl
They start the workday *ilh dignity, with a feeling of pride for
belongrng to the working class. In such rnoments inothei picture
springs _up in one's mind from Maxim Gorky's novel Mothir. y'o
think.of thg_oplning-lines of that wor\ and-they irnmediately sear
your hear't [see box following page.*Ed.]. How wonderfur it is that
all this be]9ngs to the distant past, and that there wiil never be any
return to itl

The Soviet worker of today is the real master of the country,
a creator actively taking part in running production. He is well
brought up and educated. For the soviei worker labor is not only
a source of. earning power, ha't also a powerful means of becoming
a pa* of that sacred comradeship tha[ is setting up the most jusl
social system on earth. It is a great honor to be a pairt of the soviet
working classl And I wish to express the deepeit gratitude of a
worker to the Leninrist Central Committee of our fartJ, for the high
assessment of the role of the working class which Leonid Brezhnlv
gave in his report.

tr,nderstand that all I have said here is a usuar thinq for you and
me. But I still want to say it because from this ,orti* I will be
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Every day the factory whistle shrieked be,mulously in the grimn greasy

air above the workers' settlement. And in obedience to its summons sullen
people, roused before sleep had refreshed their muscles, came-sorttlin-g
out of their grey houses like frightened cockroaches. They walkeil through
the cold darkness, down the unpaved street to the high stone cells of the
factor/, which awaited them with cold complacency, its dozens of squarg
oily eyes lighting up the road. The mud srnacked beneath their feet.
They shouted in hoarse, sleepy voices and rent the air with ugly oaths. . . .

In the evening . . . the factory expelled the peqrle from its stone bowels
as though they were so much slag, and they climbed the street again-
grimy, black-faced, their hungry teeth glittering,, S"t_ bodies_ 

-giving
ofi ttre stieky odor of machine oil. . . . The day had been devoured by the
factory, whose machines sueked up as much of the workers' strength as

they needed. the day was skuck out, leaving not a trace, and man had
advanced one more step towards his grave.

Motlwr, by Maxim Gorky, Chapter 1, page l.

heard far and wide. The enemies of our aountry will hear it abroad
too. Let .them lnow that their efiorts to slander Soviet reality, the
Soviet way of life, are in vain. They can never shake our love for
our socialist rnotherland and the Leninist Party.

The feeling of being master of your country and of the enterprise
where you work was again brought home in the days of the pre'
Congress emulation drive. The very fact that the Congress was near,
and the preparations for it, left an indelible impression on all our
hopes and deeds. We reckoned what each of us v/as able to do and
wliat reserves should be brought into play to make a bigger con-

hibution to the common caus& To fulffl the target set for this whole
year by the Great October Revolution holiday*this is my resolve.

That means I must produce 22,500 meters of cloth beyond the plan.
I am determined to fulffll the ffve-year plan in four yearsl

Dear delegates, discussing the draft Directives, the Communists
and all the workers of our mill understood that this document is

addressed to the people and everything in it is for the people. To
us textile workers, the task of achieving a faster growth and increas-

ing the share of the cnnsurner goods industry is very close.

We are also very much concerned about adequate provision of
raw materials. The linon workers expect that their raw materials
base will enable them to produce a wide variety of high-quality linen:
ffne fabric, bath towels, sheets, bedspreads and tablecloths. Thus the
peoplds demands for these articles will be more fully satisffed.

We also ask the leaders of the Ministry of Machine Building for
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Light and Food Industries and Household Appliances of the USSR
to provide us as soon as possible with more efficient equipment.

Our next request is addressed to writers and workers in the arts.
Surely textile workers ddserve more attention from writers, painters
and fflm-makers than they are now gettingl A long time ago a movie
called The Bri.ght Way was shown, a very good picture about the
origin of the Vinogradova movement in the textile industry.* Since
then this fflm has been left in proud solitude. You know how many
good songs have been composed about girls spinners in the old days
who toiled in small dark rooms. But now my contemporaries, intelli-
gent and beautiful people with elever ffngers and ardent hearts, are
not given worthy attention by poets and composers.

Comrade delegates, everything I learn from the Congress, all the
energy I draw from it, I will take back to my work-mates. There is
no higher duty for a Communist than to work in a creative way,
always setting an example for others. The strength of Communists,
of the whole Party, is that they have deep roots among the masses.

ALEXANDER CHAKOYSKY
S ditor-in-Chiet, literuturnaya Gazeta

A S A WRITER I naturally listened with special interest to tlose
{ r passages in Comrade Brezhnev's report that spoke of literature and
art.

Today one recalls with particular clarity the feelings that fflled the
minds of Soviet writers and, ffrst of all, party members, in the years
before the 23rd Congress. We writers, party members or not, who
have committed ourselves and our work to the Party and the great
cause of communist construction, greatly desired clarity in certain
important ideological matters, consistency and the elimination of those
erratic excesses of which we had seen more than enough and of which,
frankly speaking, we were sick and tired in those years.

The 23rd Party Congress and later party documents on ideology
introduced this needed lucidity. As regards artistic creativity the party
then stated ffrmly and calmly that though our literature on the whole is
faring well, a few alarming phenomena could be observed, and that
in its evaluation of people and writings bearing the influence of bour-

_ 
*Vinogradova was a famous textile worker whose work methods and help to

others started a nationwide movement in her name, similar to that named after
the coal miner, Stakhanov.
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geois ideology, misrepresenting Soviet reality and indiscriminately
flirti"g with our elass enemies, the Party wor.rld be consistently irre-
concilable.

Today, at this 24th Congress of our Party we Communist writers,
all who work in the ffeld of art and, I am sure, the entire people, can

say with feelings of profound satisfaction that the clear-cut Leninist
line of the party in ideology has yielded beneffcial results. The well'
conceived and consistent activity of the Central Committee has shown
that it is both necessary and possible to carry out the complex work
of state guidance without any return either to the methods of erude
administrative decree condemned by the Parly or to the practice of
arbitrary, capricious decisions, but rather by the use of persuasion and
appeal to reason, combined with a principled and exacting approach
as the basic method of leadership.

The Party and its Central Committee have demonstrated what
enormous successes can be achieved by employing this only correct

method, bequeathed to us by Lenin. The present development of our
multinational Soviet litelature is a glowing testimonial to this.

To my mind, Comrades, we should especially single out the fact
that the writers of all the Soviet sister republics are making a daily
contribution to the efiorb to build up a triterature worthy of our times.

So-called "intellectuaf'anti-communism has a carefully worked out
strategy and tactic for seeking to infuence our writers and artists, to
drive a wedge between them and the Party, and demoralize Soviet in'
tellectuals from within.

A current concept whieh our enemies actively propagate is that of
the supposedly inevitable need for every artist to be in opposition to
the state. We, of course, can understand the inevitable opposition of
an honest and progressive writer or artist to the bourgeois society and

state, which rests on violence, falsehood, the power of money and the
exploitation of man by man.

Anti-communism wants to impose on us its own concept of "free-

dom," although rit is interested in only one freedom, the freedom

to propagate anti-Sovietism and undermine the socialist system. Who
today, comrades, is not championing the freedom of creativity, ttre

freedom of the writer and artist in the socialist worldP Among these

champions of freedom are the leaders of the CIA, the "Voice of Amer'
ica," the "Voice of Israel," 'Badio Free Europe," ,the BBC, the Lonil,on

Times, The Neu Tork Times, the South African racists and the Por-

tuguese colonialists. Poor things, they cant rest until they win freedom

for usl But what sort of freedom can be offered by the capitalist world,
which is going through such a profound spiritual crisis? Freedom for
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violence and cruelty, for racisrn and pornography, for Zionism and neo-
fascism? However, comrades, it was not for this that our fathers and
grandfathers made the Great October Revolution, and that we fought
against fascism for t}e freedom and independence of our country. Nor
are we building the bright ediffce of communism in order to let its
foundations be washed away by tle polluted torrents of bourgeois
propaganda.

Soviet writers are well aware that in the same way that Antaeus
drew his strength from his constant bond with his Mother Earth, so
they draw their strength, their inner invincibility, from their cohesion
and unity around ,the Parfy of Lenin, from their unbreakable bond
with its great cause.

MIKHAIL SHOLOKHOV

Lead,ing Sooiet Vriter, Nobel Prize Vinner,
Author ol And Quiet Flowe the Don Trilogy

A PPRAISING our literature in depth, we can say with pride that
f, f.o* the days of the establishment of Soviet power, it has served
the people horrestly and devotedly, and its voice, in the words of our
gteat Russian poet Lermontov-has truly:

Sound.ed,like the bell on an ancient touer,
ln the iLa.gs of both triumph anil sorrou) of our peoples.

The voice, both in the past and today, has been heard far beyond
tbe borders of our country. Without any false modesty we can say that
we have dono a great deal in the senso of reeducating people, infl.uenc-
ing their spiritual awakening and growth through the medium of art.
The militant role of Soviet literature and art in the world process of
the development of artistic culture is determined above all by the
charge of communist ideology and party spirit that permeates our
best works. To put it bluntly, this is what most infuriates our ideo-
logical enemies and their accomplices, the revisionists. They would like
to persuade us to abandon our clear-cut positions as convinced ffghters
for socialism and communism, and to renounce party spirit and kin-
ship with the people as the basic principles of artistic creativity.

But it is time for us, too, under the present conditions of unprece-
dented and increasingly sharp ideological struggle, to go over more
decisively to the offensive and oppose the efforts of the renegades and
revisionists of all shadings with our unfailing weapon-the never-
fading truth of Lenin. This is our paramount task.
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Only our Party and the lofty ideals by which it is guided could
achieve the fusing together of thousands of creative lives, from Maxim
Gorky down to the healthy young writers of our time, and inspire them
to serve the people and their interests. Itt worthwhile, comrades, to
give some real thought to thisl

[Sholokhov deals caustically with some of the untalented, inept and
too proliffc current writing that also appears.]

How do we get rid of this troubleP I think we must insist on more
exacting standards on the part of the editorial staffs of publishing
houses and magazines-both in the provinces and in the capitals as
well. Who, if not the publisher or magazine editor, Should be the
ftrst barrier to the appearance of a poor bookP Literary criticism should
abandon the practice of remaining silent in dealing with an inferior
work. Its direct obligation is to examine and appraise a work accord-
ing to its true worth. No small share of the blame here rests with the
writers' organizations, which fail to hold back useless books by their
gray skirts.

There are still a number of imperfections and shortcomings in the
work of our Soviet Writers' Union, but in order to save time I shall
refrain from going into this. The All-Union Writers'Congress will be
held in June of this year and we shall gladly invite all lovers of litera-
ture to attend our Congress. We'll certainly give our literary rugs a
good beating then. The dust will flyl

The circulation of books in our country is truly gigantic, but the
demand of our readers far exceeds what is printed. Even the libraries
are kept on short rations. The desire of the worker, the collective
farmer or the intellectual to have his favorite book in his own home
must also be taken into account. One can sympathize with the com-
rades in the city or district party committees who sometimes have to
ration out books as though they were the scarcest mechanisms or mate-
rialsl There is not enough papert

I remember how ardently Konstantin Ivanovich Galanshin advo-
cated the cause of belles lettres at the last Congress. At that time he
was First Secretary of the Perm Province Party Committee and he
made a declaration of love to us. Now he is Minister of the Pulp and
Paper Industry and he is as quiet as though his mouth were full of
water.

Dear Konstantin Ivanovicht We took your love seriously at that
time, and now we accuse you of inconstancy. Look, Konstantin Ivan-
ovich, at how that one word-inconstancy-perturbs our women dele-
gatesl Like all other women in the world, they are constitutionally
allergic to that wordt And here I ffnd tiue allies, in accusing you of
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inconstancy. Love demands not only declarations, but, at the very least,
some expenditures. We are not expecting either bouquets or conde-
scending manly smiles from you, Konstantin Ivanovich. ]ust $ve us
more paperl Paperl In excess of the plan, which you fortunately are
fulftlling, and of a better qualityl And then we shall ffnally come to
have faith in your protestations. Then we prose writers will get to-
gether and present you with some luxurious fowers, in no less Iuxurious
wrapping paper, while some young poetess-you never can tell, you
know-will write a love song in your honor. To be the recipient of a
love songl That's quite a temptationl I wouldnt refuse one myseU, in
spite of my venerable age, and you, dear Konstantin Ivanovich, really
ought to think seriously about this.

Bu! ,all ioking asidg we do not make proper use even of the
paper we have. And for this sin, neither Comrade Galanshin nor we
writers are to blame. Paper is expended by iust about anyone, in any
amount and for any pu4)ose. Paper, to be sure, can endure anything.
It is no ioking matter that almost haU the book titles published in tle
country last year were so-called "departmental literature." What is
hidden behind this screen? Here you can ffnd fat ofiicial reports,
scholarly notes in equally ponderous volumes, all sorts of "memoriaf
and gift chronicles-albums of one institution or anodrer, which are
placed in the archives to feed the mice immediately after publication.
Everybody seeks to have his folio elegantly bound, with multi-colored
lacquered dust jackets and, naturally, it must be printed on the ffnest
paper. There is disorder in this matter, comrade delegates, great dis-
orderl In order to eliminate it a strict, statesmanlike approach is
needed. The tendency to publish departmental Iiterature is growing.

A talented young generation is now growing up to replace us. The
older generation of writers places great hopes in them. We are glad
that rthe relay baton is being passod on to the kind of artists who are
needed by our society. These are interesting, patriotically-minded peo-
ple, probing into the depths of life. Young people are sometimes cocky
and harsh in their appraisals of certain phenomena, but one valuable
thing about them is that they are not indifierent. They are inquisitive,
forever searching. Sometimes they lack experience. But the future of
our literature lies with them, with the young writers. They will create
that future, they will be responsible Sor,it. You understand, of course
that I am not here dividing our creative youth into the "clean" and the
"unclean." I am speaking of young people as a whole. I am speaking
about the new writers' reinforcements, the fresh forces of Soviet liter-
fure. But let me remind you, we writers of the older generation are
also still worth somethingl
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Extend.eil Summary

rnHE rnain report on the "Directives of the 24th Congress of the
I Communist Party of &e Soviet Union for the Five-Year Eco-
nomic Development PIan of the USSR for 1971-1975" was delivered
on April 6 by Alexey Kosygrn, Chairrnan of the Council of Ministers
of the USSR.

The report began by noting the growth of the leading role of the
Party in the life of Soviet society. In foreign pohcy and in internal
construction, the Party's leadership has been decisive. Sound founda-
tions have been laid for new steps along the road to communism,
and the high ideologioal level of the Party and of Soviet people is
reflected in the speeches made at this Congress. "Many useful and
profound considerations have been expressed on questions relating to
economic, social and cultural development. They will all be carefully
studied." Tho discussion of the dr,aft Direotives shows a high level
of understanding and support, and this ris the main guarantee that
the plan wiII be fulfflled.

The Eighth Fiae-Year Plan: Results

rFHE political and key socioeconomic tasks set in the plan have
I b""o successfully fulfflled. National income during the period

rose by 41 per cent, and industrial output by 50 per cent (means
of production,5l per cent; articles of consumption,4g per cent);
these ffgures exceed the planned targets or just nreet them. Other
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indioators ( 1970 as a per cent of 1965, with the planned ffgure in
parentheses) are: Capital investment, L4A Q47); freight h,rnover for
a,ll types of hansport, 138 (1S7); average wages of workers and
eonployees, 126 (not less than 120); average monthly incomes of col-
lective farmers, LA Gg5-4A); payrrrents and beneffts to the poputra-
tion frsm the social consumption funds, 153 (not less than 14O);
real income per capita, 188 (about 130). Average annual output in
agriou,lture increased by 21 per cen! wiih underfulfflbne,rnt aprpearing
only in potatoes and vegetables.

Politically, the plan period witnessed a firther consolidation of
sooialism, strengthening of the alliance between the working class
and the peasantry, and deepening of sociatrist democracy. In trlre sphore
of economic development, the Eighth Five-Year Plan raised the country
to a higher level, with signlffcant increases in labor productivity,
scientiffc and technical progress, and the efficiency of the soctoral
sbnuchrre of the economy. In the soeial sphere, material anil culfural
standards have been greatly enhanced. Full employment of the vrork
force has been ensured. The level of skill and training has increased.
Progress has b'een made toward the gradual elimination of the dis-
tinctions between town and country, and between mental and manual
labor. Greater prionty was given to the growth of consumption, as
an integral part of the accelerated economic development: '. . . in
a developed socialist society aocelerated national-economie develop
ment goes hand in hand with a rapidly rising Iiving standard for the
people. This flows from the nature of the socialist rnode of production,
which has done away with the appropriation by the exploiting classes
of the results of the working people's production activity."

Almost three-guarters of the nati,onal income produced dudng the
eighth ffve-year period went into consurnption, with a large part
going to meet requirements for education, health, cultural activities,
the maintenance of incapacitated persons, grants to students, and
scientiffo research. The res! also a substantial amoun! went into
production accumulation (investment), housing and other construc-
tio,n, and into enlarging the defense capability of the country, a
necessity inthe current international situation.

Ttre gro,rvth od retail trade ,is another in&cator of the zucncess of
the plan. Output of some produats, however, still lags behind the
rising cash incumes of the population. Meat and meat products, in
particular, a.re still in short suppln although their per capita con-
surnptiou has increased by * average of several kilograrns. The fuI-
ffllment of the housing oonstruction plan is also noteworthy, and
trhe USSR leads the world in the pace of housing @nsLtruction. 'B,ut
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it is still too early to say that the whole population of our country
has the normal am,ount of housing at its disposal. This problom
remains a serious one for the years ahead."

By 1970, 75 po cent of the working people in the towns, and
over 50 per cent in the countryside, had a seoondary or higher edu-
cation. The network of hospitals and plyclinics, sanatoriums, health
resorts and holiday homes has been enlarged, testifying to the rise
in health seryices ,to the population that has occurred during the
period.

During the 196&70 period, workers and ofice employees were
switched to a ffve-day week, with two days off. The number of paid
holidays has increased

The vast increase in living standards is based on the successful
development of socialist produetion, which was greatly enhanced by
the introduction of the eoonomic reforrn, approved at the 28rd Con-
gress of the CPSU. Along with the great increase in total outpug
quality of industrial output has ;improved, vrith especially sharp in-
creases in the engineering, metal,working, chemical and petrochem-
ical, and electric power industries. The raw-materials base of ind,usby
has widened, due to discovery and exploitation of new gas, oil, fer-
rous and non-ferrous org diamond and other mineral deposits. Syn-
thetic materials are playing a larger and larger role in Soviet industry.
Industrial installations are rising in capacity, and this switch to larger
units greatly increases potentials for raising labo'r productivity and
reducing per-unit investments. It is no longer a question of rnanu-
facturing individual machines, but of entire automated maehine sys-
terns, including rnachine tools with conhols. This 'complex
mechanization" is reaching into agriculture as weII as ind,ustry; the
electriffca,tion of tho oountryside is now praotically oompleted and
this will greatly boost agriculfural production.

The capital construction program of the Eighth Five-Year PIan
was of course extensive, in order to support the huge increases in
output which were cited. Capital investrnents druing the 8ve years
ca.rne to almost as much as wzrs invested in the p,receding eight years.
These inveshents include 85,400 kilometers of oil and gas pipelines,
and the oommissioning of the world's largest hydroelectric ita-tion at
Krasnoyars\ with a capacrty of ffve million kil,owatts. Along with
oapacity enlargement in almost every indushy of tlre USSR, ipecial
attention has been given to increasing capacity in the automotive
industoy.-Th-e_Togliatti worlcs, started in 1967, was already turning
out cars by 1970.

'At the ,same tftne, there have been substantial shortoomings in
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capital constmction. Constmction periods for some enterprises and
installations have run beyond the normal standards, and this has
caused unproductive inputs and losses. Thene is a large volume of
incomplete construction."

The growth rate of the produotivity of sooial labor has acrcelerated
during the past ffve years, increasing by 37 per cent, as against 27
per cent in the previous period. By 1970, the riso in productivity was
aecounting for 84 per cent of the gowth of indushial outlnt Pr,o-
duction costs have been red,uced, and in the ffve-year perio4 profits
of enterprises have more than doubled.

Against this background of the fundamental success of the Eiglrth
Five-Year Plan, Mr. Kosygin turned to a disoussion o,f shortconlings.
In industry, agriculturg and in construction, labor productivity in-
creases fell short of targets. The building rninistries, in particular,
d,id not fulffll their plans; ,this adversely afiected plan fulfflhnent in
many other industries, since planned installations and capacities were
not comrnissioned. Whfle the aggravated international situation, call-
ing for ad&tional divers,ion of resources and rnanpower to defensg
was partly to blarne, "we have quite a few shortcomings for which
the reasons cannot be regarded as being objective." At the December

A VORKER'S BOAST

Novopolotsk, Iike our whole country, is one huge construction area,

Just a little more than teD years ago there was nothing here but an im-
passable swamp. Now we have a shining city built of white stone, with
50,000 people, the largest oil reffnery and chemical combine in our coun-
try, in all Europe. . . .

I could give you thousands of examples of the courageous, self-sacriff-
cing labor of our construction and assembly workers. There was real mass
heroism in getting the job done and putting the plants into operation. So
you'll accuse me of boasting. Sure I'm boasting. But not about mysell. I'm
boasting about our native landl It brought us up, gave us the strength of
Herculesl I'm boasting about our Partyl It gave us wings, a high aim in
Iife, steeled us in struggle, helped us ffnd our place in society, made us

part of a great endeavorl
'We want to live and work still better.

To be a Soviet worker-that is the highest and noblest calling in our
countryl

Frooon S. Kunar-rrsor, petroleum construction
brigade leader, Vitebsky Province, Byelorussia
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(1969) Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU, criticisms were made of
'treaches of state discipline" by some eaonornic exeoutives, including
nonfulffllment of plans and targets, and "a weake,ned sense of respon-
sibility to the people." Engineering industries, the tight indus,try, and
otlrers were c€nsured for failures. In s,ome of these, the ffrlst batches
of a new produot were of high quality, but the quality subse-
quently dectrined below the level achieved. There have been losses of
raw materiails, failure to extend tle range of producb produced, un-
necessary intemrptions in production and rnarketing.

Thesq however, are blemishes ou a generally favorable report
oard. "Drawing up the overall resulq it is sa.fe to say: our country
has been successfully advancing in the political, econonric and social
respeots atrong the way of communist constmotiom."

The Ninth Ffue-Ywr Plan: Socioeconomia Taslcc

TURNING to the prospects for the years 1S/1-75, covered in ther draft Direotives of rthe Ninth Five-Plan, Mr. Kosygin identiffed
the solution of key socioeconomic problems as central to plan goals:

The main task of the ffve-year plan is to ensure a considerable rise in
the people's material and cultural Ievel on the basis of a high rate of develop
ment of socialist production, enhancement of its efficiency, scientiffc and
technical progress and acceleration of the growth of labor productivity.

The whole preceding period of socialist development has created
the possibilities for not merely raising the standard of living in the
material and cultual sp,heres, but for changing the whole leod ofr
life, a qualitative transformation in all areas of provision for human
needs.

The foundation for this is the national incorne generated by the
socialist economy, which will reach 825 billion rubles yearly at the
end of the plan period. This ffgure represents the national income
of a socialist country: "Our people is full master of its national in-
some. fn soeialist society there is no antagonism between accumula-
tioo and oorxumpti,on, s fo inherent in the capitalist system: in
this counhy both are u:sed entirely in the interests of the whole
people."

The new ffve-year period has two fundameutal features, which
in total disfinguish it frorn prrevious ffve-year periods, attd. *ushtch

arc or gonically int er conne ct e d,."
First, a mixsive new ooncentration on 'improving tho peoplet

weUare and their working and living oonditions." The increase in
resolrrces devoted to this purpose will amount to 75-81 billion rubles.
(The qualitadve aspects of this shift of resour@s are described fo
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detail later in the r€port, in the seotion on the planned rise in liriog
standards and cultural levels.)

Second, "greater intensifioation of ttre whole of social p,roduction
and its greater efficiency on the basis of a substantial aoceleration of
scientiffc and technical progress." Growth rates o{ labor producti"ity
in industry, agrioulture and oonstruction are planned at 8&4O pe"r
cent, up signiftcantly from the previous period.

The sections of the report which follow are largely devoted to
alaborating the forms of the interrelation between these two funda-
rnental aspects of socialist construction. The dependence of the ffrst

-tho rise in living standards-on the second-intensiffcation and ne
ohanization of production-has often been noted, and was a feature
of the previous ffve-year ptran periods. In this regard, what is nerv
is the e;rtent of the possibilities whioh now exist:

It should be emphasized tfrat never before have such vast monetary and
material resources been allocated for the development of agriculture ancl
branches eonnected with the manufacture of gooils for the population as in
lhe current fve-year period. We are sure that this will soon yield results, and
have a tangible effect on the further raising of the peoplds living standard
in town aud country.

What is qualitatively new, brought about by the new stage and the
new potentials for the develolment of the productive foroes, is the
emergence of an intimate reverse dependence: The realization of the
possibilities inherent in the scientiffc and technological revolution
rcqufue a qualitative transformation of the l,eoel of life of the Soviet
people; raising the material and cultural standard of the peop,le, in-
troducing creativity and }nowledge into all aspects of life--,tihese
things ane now not merrely results of the progress of the productive
forces, they are proconditions for that very progress. This is why cap-
italism cannnt realize the potentials of ,the technologioal revolution:

In the capitalist countries, the bourgeoisie has been using the achievements
of this revolution in its own class interests, However, the scientiffc and tech-
nical revolution has been aggravating the social contradictions inherent in
capitalism, Thus, for instance, some acceleration in labor productivity growth
in the USA in the past few years has gone hand in hand with rising unem-
ployment; millions of working people have been laid off from factories and
plants,

By contrast, the socialist system is able to eliminate the contradie
tion between a,ocumu,ladon and consumptiron, between grov/th of the
productive fo,rces and meeting the needs of the people:

The socialist system alone creates boundless possibilities for scientiffc
and technical progress. In contrast to the capitalist economy, the high stable
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growth rates in socialist production assure the Soviet people of full employ-
ment, with an ac,celerated growth of labor productivity.

Only thanks to socialism, and only within the framework of our social
systemb does the scientiffc and technical revolution attain its full and compre-
hensive developrlent, whose results go to all the working people.

Speciffcally, durlng the ninth ftve-year peri'd, 'a m,ajor slep is to
be made in realizing the achievernents of the scientiffc and technical
revolution." What is envisioned is not merely more technology within
the old framework, btfi. a *rudinal tronstotmation of productian nwth.
ods: inoluding new and higlrly productive instruments of labor,
new materials, new induskies. The branches whioh play a key role
in technical progress will be given priority growth rates; electric
power, chernicals, engineering, instrument-making, cornpu,ters, etc.,
are seheduled for an overall 67 per cent increase in output.

The limitation of resources in the short run requires a "uniform
state technical policy," including preferential development of priority
sectors on,the basis of planned projections of ctrnent and future needs
in the economy as a urholg and using uni{orm and scientiffc criteria
for evaluating and placing investments where they will yield the max-
imum benefit.

The draft Directives enu,merate the tasks of the "uniform state
technical policy." First, it aims at developing new instruments of
labor "at a level that is above the best wodd standards." Second,
the rate of re,newal and replacernent of obsolescent plant is to bo
speeded up. By 1975, new production assets comnr.issioned will be 46
per cent of total assets in industry, and 60 per cent in agiculture.
Extensivo mechanization of qterations that are still labor-intemsive
is to take place, and this includes widespread introduction of auto.
rnated management systems. The introduction of chemica,I products
and chenaical technology is an important ingre&ent in tho tec'hnioal
policy. The growing complexity of production requires a new kind
of attention to development of back-up lines of prodtrction, storage
and packing facilities. Hand in h,and with all tlis goes perfeotion
of the system of profft-and-Ioss aacounting, economically warranted
pr:ices, new forrns of crediting and ffnancing, etc.

The role of science-scientists and scientiffc organizations-is ob-
viously crucial. While app,reciating the role of scientists in the past,
shortcomings are noted. Research is sometimes divorced fnom praoti-
cal needs, aud insu-fficient for solution of key tasks. The system of
romune,ration of scientiffc workers should be improved, *so 

as to take
greater account of ,the astual oontribution made by eaeh to scientiffc
and technical progress." Where the bonds between science and pro
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duotion aro weak, they may be strengthened by the rise of proiluction
antalgamaions, comsolidated bodies intermediate between enterprises
and the ministries, which ean centralire tesearch, design and experi-
mental vyork

The planned rise in labor productivi y_86-40 per cent on the
avtrage, as against much lower increases in previous plans-is novel,
crucial to plan fulffIlment, and realistic. Some 80-85 per cent of the
total planned, increase in output must be achieved by means of in-
creases in productivity, rather t&ran by new capital investments. The
plan aims at systematically improving the organization of pnoduction
and labor, reducing lost time and idle time, improving the efficiency
of materials handling and other ancillary operations which use up
workers who otherurise eould be devoted to basic production. This
is especially important, since there is litde prospect for greatly in-
croasing the number of workers, and a larger proportion of the work
force is slated for the service sectorrs.

It is important, in this regard, to redu,ce the mater,ial-intensiveness
of products, and there are great untapped reserves in this area. Efr-
cien't and economical use of raw and other materials make possible
large reductions in costs of production. There is need for 'hovel
scientiftq technical and design schemes, new technologies in the
pr,ocessing of raw materials, and a reduction in the weight of articles."
Irnprovernent in the use of production capacities and basic assets, and
reduetion in the time and cost of construotion of new facilities, will
result in a rise of the p,roduct-to-assets ratio.

This, in broad outling is the foundation for nhe socia.l program ot
the ninth ffve-year period, which emhraces improvement od Iiving
conditioms, accelerated rise in inoomes, improvement of working con-
ditions, an inc,rease in approp,riations for the upbringing of the rising
generation, universal secondary education, evening up of the living
standards of the urban and rural populaHon.

Kosygin noted that doubling of the Soviet national income in the
past took ten years, as oomipared with much longer periods for the
westem capitalist cou.ntries, an indieation of the surperiority of social-
is! balanced development:

Our enemies slander socialism in an effort to mako uninformed people
believe that the socialist system is, allegedly, incompalible with highly eficient
!b.. organization and with incentives for the working people to diiplay and
develop ability. Actually socialism and communism signify the triumpli oi free,
creative labor. The socialist state plans and creates the conditions for the
growth of the labor productivity of every worker, for improving his qualifica-
tions, and on that basis insures the growth of incomes and an improvement of
the living standard of the entire population, Much has already been done.
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During the ninth ffve-year plan perioil much lrore will be dono to prdnote
t}ro fruitful labor of all the members of our society. . . .

Ahead of us in the economic competition between the two opposite social
systems still lies a Iong and hard struggle. We Communists are confident that
the ultimate outcome of this struggle will be in favor of socialism.

Deoelopment ol Material Prodwtion

7rlHE GROWTH of the material base of the Soviet economy is the
I forrndation for socialist and communist develop'ment, and the

report by Kosygin went into the tasks maPPed-*t__bf- the d'raft

Directives, branch by branch. First, it was noted that 1975 industrial
output is planned at 528-*44 billion rubles, cornpal-ed with_248 billion
in igOS; i.i., it is planned that industrial ou\mt will rnore than double

in the decade 196S75.
Heavy indusby rem,ains the foundation of the econom,ic *lgltt

of the counuy, and the basis for teohnical progress and the develop-

ment of all other branches of the economy. Foremost among the

Ireavy industry seotors a're the fuel and, indnstries, and great

p,riority is given in the plan to their develop,ment. The planaed fn-
'uements in the main outputs of these industries a,re as follows:

Blectric power, 290-380 billion kwh; oil, 131-151 million tons; natural

gas,l}?-l}Zbillion cubic meters; coal, 61-71 m'illi:on tons. N9y power

itrtiorrr with an aggregate capacity of 6S67 million kw will go into
operation. Some 12 per cent of the total increase in-power generatio'lr

cipacity will come from atomic Power stations, and there is a broad

pnogra* of atornic power,station constructioor, especially in the power-

ior*e European part of the USSR. In the next decade, almost half
of the nerv power capacity comrnissi'onod wilt be atomic, with enor
mous savingi in capital investrnents in the coal indtxtry. This pro-
grarn was not possible during the last ffve'year plan becamse the en-

gineering industry was not then prepared to take it on.- The Integrated Power Grid of the E,u,ropean pant of the USSR

was completed during the Eighth Five-Year Plan. This grid is now
to be oontinued. "We shall soon be able to transmit elecbic power
from Siberia and Kazakhstan to the European regions. Almost all
t*re collective and state farms are to be connested to the state power
grids."

Oil p,roduction is to be greatly steppetl up, partioula,rly by usrng

new methods of exerting Pressure on oil-beari,ng strata; huge new oil-
ffe1ds at Tyumen and Manglrshlak wifl acoount for 75 per oent of
the total increase in oil output. Natural gas output will be increased
by exploiting the rernarkable deposits discovered in a nurnber of areas,
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partioularly in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. Constr,uction of large-
diarneter pipelines will revolutionize pumping of oil and gas to the
consumer a,reas of the country

The draft Directives call for large-scale re-equipment of the cpal
industry, "in order to secure a considerable cut in the cost of coal
extraction and i,rnprovement of the wo,rking conditions of the minetrs."
Open-face mining in large quarries will come to acoount for nearly
one-third of the coal ouput. This will raise labor productivity by
40 per cent, which (neans that the 11 per cent increase in coal output
will be obtained with 20 per cent fewer miners.

frie rau materials ind.ustries also have their work sut out for
them. Steel ouQut is targeted for 1975 at a maximum of 150 million
tons, and 30 per cent of this will come from oxygen converters. Tn

addition to continuous lrcuring techniques, the range of slrapes and
sizes of stoel output is to increase greatl/, along with the preeision
of the speciffcations. Cornpletely new alurninum plants are to be
built in Bratsk, Krasnoyarsk and Irkutsk. The chemical industry will
turn out B0 p* cent of the fertilizers in use by lWl, and trhere will
be a doubling or near doubling of chemical ffber, ptrastics and syn-
thetio resins, and household chemicals production. Arnrnonia prroduc-
tion units are under construiction in several places, each of which
equals in capacity the entire Soviet ,ammonia produotion in 1948.
The rubber and timber-and-woodworking indus,ties have high targets.
for productivity inrrprrovernen! and will especially beneftt f.rorn the
now capacities in the chemical industries as they come on line.

The engineering ind,ustry, as previously stated, is the key to the
technical re-equipping of the entirre econonry, and its targets reflect
ttre attention given to it in the ninth ffve-year plan. Output of the
entire engineering and metalworking industries will rise from 88 to
14B billion rubles; rnotor vehicles, fnom .916 ta ?-2.L million units;
instmrnents, means of autornation and. spatre parts for them, from
8,102 to 6,155 million rubles; machines and equipment for the light
and food industries, 771 to 1,564 m,illion rublei; fa,rnr, maclrinery,
2,115 to 8,500 million rubles; tractors, 45B.5 to 575 tlrousand uniB;
and grain harvester combines, 99.2 to 138 thousand units.

The task confronting machine-builders is to supply all branches of the
national economy more fully with mlachinery for the mechanization of arduous
manlal processes, 1nd chiefl-y with systems of machines for the comprehensive
mechanization of key production processes in all branches, particularly in
agriculture.

Par,tioulady noteworrthy here are the planned doubling of the out-
grt of instr,uments and "means of automatior5" and the planned in:
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creaso in computer out1lut of 160 ller c€nt. Arnong the instuments
special eur6fiasis is given to prograrn lathes, which will increase by
some 250 per cent, and which enable a tlree- or four-fold increase in
tabor prodtrctivity. Replace,ment of obsolete plant will affect one-
fourth to one-third of the output of metal-cutting lathes and forging
and pressing rnachines. There will be further qpecialization of p,re'
ductioru uniffcation of machine parts, standa,rdization of technological
pnooesses, and expansion of the manufacture of materials handling

power tools, special-14rr1nse equilxnent and jigs and
ffxttres. The plan airns at a higher sbift coefficient in the engineering
industry; this means a larger proportion of ealenda,r time during which
the plant is in operation. This is made possible by mechanization
of labor, which frees both production workers and people working
in arduous auxiliary jobs, making it possible to q>en up a second
shift, with a general upgading of the skill qualiffcations of the work
force. In this way, the increased productivity of the engineering in-
dustry is the foundation for further increases, in an upward S."1.

Here a,re the rnajor annual output targets for the con$nnar goods
ind'ustries (1970 to 1975): Light industry outpu! oultural and house-
hold articles, 76.5 to LL2.4 billion rubles; furniturg 2.8 to 4.55 billion
nrbles; refrigerators, 4.14 to 6.686 million units; fabrics, 8.9 to 10.S11
billion square meters; leather footwear, 676 to 800-880 million pairs;
and food, meat-and-dairy, and ffshing industry output, 78.8 to 106.6
billion rubles. Equipment for these industries will be doubled, mak-
ing possible the increases in output envisaged. The textile indus-
try will reoeive new highly eftcient spinning frames, looms, etc.,
whieh will raise labor productivity 50-100 per cent. The outpu,t of
foodstuffs will be considerably enlarged, with meat increasing by 4G
tB per oent and ffsh by 47 per cent, and with a better internal sssort-
ment of meat and ffsh products. Goods which meet cultural and house-
hold needs will be increased by some 80 per cent

The huge scale of production and modern scientiffc and technical progress
require increasingly better organization of the work of industry, Particular
importance attaches to precision and efficiency in the work of ministries,
amalgamations and enterprises, to the absolute fulffltment of inter-enterprise
delivery commitments, to the thorough study of the requirements of the
national economy and the population, to the swift anil flexible reorientation
of production in accordance with changes in these requirements and to a
sense of high reqponsibi[ty to the state and the people for the introduction
of ttre latest achievements of science and technology in producUon.

Agti&lfinol ofiWt can be summed up in the following way. The
ftrst ffgure is the annual average ouQut f.or LWL-75: the second is
the average annual irwrerne$ of o"tp"t over the average annual out-
gB,
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put for 1966-70. Gross agricultural output (billion rubles), 9&98
and 15.7-17.7; grain (million tons), 195 and 2!7.5; raw cotton (mil-
Iion to,rns), 6.75 and 0.65; meat (slaughter weight; rnillion tons), 14.8
and, 2.7; rnilk (million tons), 92.3 and L1.B; eggs (billion), 46.7 and 

.

19.9;',vool (thousand tons), 464 and 67. "Increasing gnain production
rernains the key problem. During the ffve-year period grain yields
must be increased by at least four centners per hectare. Though not
an easy taslc, this is quite feasible."

Crucial to increasing agricultural output is provision to the col-
Iective and state farms of tractors, harvester-cornbines, fucks, farm
maohinery and the necessary power capacity for the technical revolu-
tion in agriollturg. Cgnsurnption of electricity in agricultural pro-
duction will be doubled during the ffve-year period. provision of
fertilizers wiII rise from 46 to 75 rnillion tons (Ib70-7S). Broad pro-
grams of lan{ imprwement are being undertaken, together ririth
constuction of irrigation systems. one and a half million hectares
of irrigated land are to go into use in the Volga area, the North
oaucasus and south ukraine, and 650,000 trectares in central Asia.
Five million hectares wil be drained in the high-humidity zone, and
pasture land of over 4l million hectares lviil G watered.

- .-d*g-yth a total gapltal investment in agricultune of nearly 12g
billion rubles during 

_the ffve-year period, neiv stress will be praced

9n _crop and livestock sel_ection, sop rotation, and sowing & only

{gh-qrr1liry s_eed. To agge_ler{e the growth of livestock fariring, me-
chanized stock units will be built aicollective and state farrni and,
near the rtowns, large state'and-colles[ive sarm and intercolleotive-
fanrr livestock oomplexes, producing by industrial methods.

The plans for livestock output ca[ for an incyease in fodder re-
sources, and 'a radig{ change in the attitude to the growing of
foddgr-cr9ps." fn addition, an increase in production and use of
mixed feeds is planned.

'An increase of the number of livestock and poulty personally
oJvled by the rural population must be encouraged-(naturaily, within
9u9$," limits) and help rendered in supplyini *,"ir livestock with
fodder and pastures."

_ Iu ryoryoting labor productivity in agriculture, ..better use must
be made of economic levers, and ihe transfer of an the state farms
to_ ope,ratiion on a full profft-and-loss basis rnust be completed.,, The
relative and absolute glowth of the cornmonly owned iuoto, of ,the
collective farrns (as distinct from the privateiy owned and worked
plots ) depends on improvernent of laboiorganization and distribution
of incomg on the economic reform and on strengttrrening eollective-
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fiarm dernocracy. The principle of establishing a stable prrocuremeart

plan, in which the collective and state fanns are given state Procura
ment quantities and prices Sor the years ahead and thus stand to
gain directly from any increases in productivity whic,h they can bring
abou! has justiffed itself in the past and will be carried over into
tho new plan period. As the large-scale mechanizod farm draws closer
to the conditions of industrial production, the application of rnodern
methods of industrial rnanagement and the p,rovision of skilled per-
sonnel beconoe critical needs.

The fiansport ond commanic:atioru branches have their tasks laid
out {or them: o. . . art preserrt,the railway and motor transpo,rt do not
yet fully satidy the nequi,rements of the national economy, partiorlarly
in the autumn and winter." In the new plan period, freig&rt transpont
wiltr increase 32-35 per crenrt, with new lines laid, new tracks added
to lines already in existsnce. The bus feet will b,e enlarged, with a
corresponding increase in hard-surface noads (110,000 kilometeru)
and *the establishment of a large networrk of service stations." The
Soviet merchant marine fleet will rbe expanded to rneet tho needs of
the USSRs gowing international trade. The river fleet will be en'
larged, and it has the particular task of relievi'ng tihe railroads in
the Emropean part of the country of some of their burden by making
bette use of the Volga Basin and the Volga-Baltic waterway. A
nurnber of new ports will be comrnissioned in all parts of the country.

Oil pipelines will doubls. Air-borne passenger traffic will increase

by about 70 per cent. Meohanization of loading and unloading op
erati,ons for all forms of transport is to be undentaken, along wirth
containerization.

Capitol corwtraatinn will be q.rndertaken on a scale CO per cent
greater during the new plan period than during the preoeding one.

The proportions of capital investrnent going into the various branctres

of the economy are ehanging. State investments in agricultre are
increasing by more than 70 per cent, in the tractor and farm machinery
indurstries iby approximately 100 per cen! in light industy 90 p.,
cent, in the food. and rneat-and-dairy industry 60 per cent. Some 80

per cent of all capital investunents will go into agriculture, food and
eor$umer goods.

Special emphasis is placed on increasing capacities in the most
upto-date and rnodern technologies, and on enlarging the funds for
technical re-equipment of already established facilities.

To get the greatest benefft from the planned capital investments,
there must be a "drastic tightening of building schedules." The
potential savings are enormous. The draft Directives also envisage ttrre
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ooarcentration of capital investrnents, and reduction of the nunber of
projects under constructio,n at one and the same tirne. The econornic
refor,m has just begun to be extended to the constr,uction industry,
and qualitativo results are expected from this. The n'umber of shifts
should rise, idle time fall. T'he plan also calls for ( and sets targets
on the 'basis of) introduetion of advanced rnethods of organizing
worl such as the conveyer method. of assernbling and b'uilding
trarge workshops, use of prefabricarted s,tmofures, and lightened metal
conshuction. Production of building rnaterials must be greatly im-
provod, and this prdblern cuts across a number of indusbies: cement
glass, slate, iron and steel, chemicals, tirnber. There are ourrently
seven rnillion workers in consbuction in all parts of ,the counhy;
their training, wages, working and living conditions have im,proved
substantially, and are slated {or f'r:rther i,rnprovement as an induce-
mont for building workers to stay in the trade and meet the tasks
of the ffve-year plan.

Special attention is being paid to the problem of the location of
the productive forces, as an aspect not merely of the dwelopment
of production, ,but also of 'lthe unswerving implernentatircn of the
Lrcninist national policy." C,reat work is planned in the development
of the huge natural resources of the Eurropean North, Siberia, the
Far East, Kazakhs,tan and Central fuia. "Ihe rational location of
tihe productive forces will make it possible to speed up ooonomic de-
velopment and rnore correctly and fully to combine oounb)rwide in-
terests wittr the interests of the development of the Union reptrblics
and the economic areas."

Itnprooemcnt of Managentent and, Planning

HE econornic reforrm was begun in bnoad oudine by a decision
of the 23rd Congress of the CPSU, and was set out in concrete

for'm in the Septernber 1965 Plenary Meeting o'f the Central Corn-
mittee of the CPSU. The favorable impact of the ref,orm on the de-
velopment of the Soviet socialist econorny can be seen in the res'ults
of trlre Eighth Five-Year Flan. The staffs of enterprises have become
rmrch m,ore interested in the econornic res'u]ts of their work, and
the partici,pation of worlcing people "in resolving questions of pro-
d.uotion eoonomics" has ,grown.

At the same timg some rninistries are still rnaking poor u,se o[
tho new rnethods of rnanaging production-inapinging on the rights
of enterprises whioh have been switched to profft-and-loss account-
tng, and adrninistratively usurping decisions whictr should be left
to the entelprises' discretion accor&ng to economic criteria. Further
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improvement of the reform now involves strengthening of planning,
tightening up the criteria for evaluating the activity of enterprises,
and increasing material stimulation, not only at the enterprise Ievel
but also at the level of amalgamations and the ministries themselves.
In sum, "the economic refor'm is not a single acl It is a process of
improving economic management designed to secure the rnaximum
use of all the advantages of the socialist mode of production."

In the new ffve-year period, all enterprises 'in all ffelds of ma-
terial production and in the seryice sphere" will be transferred to
the new system. Qualitatively new needs have arisen in the area of
inter-branch planning; the interoonnectedness of the economy has
reached a level at whioh plans rmrst be drawn up not only 'terti-
cally" but also'horizontally":

I shall cite the motor-vehicle industry as an example. The planned growth
of motor-vehicle production determines the development not only of related
branches, but also of road-building, of a broad network of various service
stations, and of town-planning,

T[re importance of long-term foreoasts is increasing and the role
of a long-term-10-15 year-development plan will grow in the near
future. Long-term forecasts o.f the country's fuel ,balance are being
drawn up, and a general plan for the location of productive forces
is being studied.

fn terms of the immediate f,uture, further work rernains to be
done in imprroving the system of indicators of the national econunic
plan, in such a way that 1) the tecilrnico-economic norms are scien-
tiffcally grounded-i.e., they reflect actual production oonditions and
are reviewed often enough so that they continue to stay in line with
technical progress; 2) the needs of consumers are met mo,re firlly
and promptly, and changes in this area are promptly transmitted to
the planners-this necessitating "exhaustive study of social require'
ments and consumer demand"; 3) plans and norms are stable enough
to secure the interest of enterprises and amalgarnaUons in optimal
plan assignments. Work rnust be done in tightening of state disci-
pline, so that the work of enterprises, amalgarnations and rninis-,tries
can be correctly and consistendy evaluated.

A central aspect of the eoonomic reform is the improvement of
cornmodity-money relations. Here confusion must be a'roided; in a
socialist economy these relations are not autonomous, but take their
oontent from socialist planning. Prices, for example, reflect the
needs of long-term planning in the interests of the entire working
people as producer-consurners, not the power stnuggle o{ a capitalist
society. Kosygin explained:
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The Central Committee of the party and the Soviet Governrnent hold that
directive planning is the main and determining factor and commodity-money
relations can and must be applied to strengthen planned guidance of the
national economy and stimulate the initiative of entelprises and amalgamations
ope.raUng on a profft-and-loss basis. In our countfr, commodity-money rela-
tions have a new, socialist content. It stands to reason that we reiect all the
erroneous conceptions that substitute market regulation for the guiding rolo
of state centralized planning.

Far frorn oountelposing the interest of the individual to that
of society as a whole, it is necessary to align rnore ftrlly the in-
dividual and collective interests," to oultivate an attitude of work-
ing for society as the prime duty. As part of this bringing together
of moral and rnaterial incentives, the material interest of people not
only in surrent but also tn long-tertn restrlts will be stressed, and
to this end the system of material incentives will be tied in directly
with the firlffllment of ffve-year plan assignments. Individr:al interest
is thus broadened to encomgrass the tasks of introducing the achieve-
nrents of scienoe and technology and irnproving the quality indi-
cators of the work of enterprises.

Pr.oftt is ttre main indicator of the efiectiveness of produotion,
the sou,ree of funds of entelprises and amalgamations and the basic
sour€e of state {revenue; its role will be increased. At the same time,
the content of proftt in a socialist economy is not tihe antagonistic
appropriati,on of the fruits of ttre workers' Iabor for aggrandizemen!
but the wherewithal for social consumptilrn and for the growth of
the productive capacity of the economy. "socialist society is not in-
different as to how, by what moans and under what conditions
proftt is increased." Raising labor productivit/, yes; illegally raising
state-set prices or vi,olating the quality or assorknent norms, no.
hroeerly used, (fie profft criterion d,s an effective way of enhancing
the interest of production collectives in rnaking good use of material,
ffnancial and labor resources. In 1$/0, nine billion rubles went into
the funds of entelprises out of proffts earned, including 8.6 billion
into development funds; 1.4 billion into sociocultural and housing;
and four billion into direct material incentives funds. Today one-
quarter of the increase in wages and salaries comes from tho rna-
terial incentives funds. At the entelp,rises on the new system, these
funds are distributed at the end of the year according to the overall
yearly results, enrhancing the interest of the individ'ual worker in
trhe results of the work of the entire collective, and providing in-
centives for the reduction of labor turnov€r, improvement of dis-
cipline,_and growth of productivity. Moreover, the system places nevv
demands u1rcn socialist democracy: The stimulation frrndi of enter-
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prises "come out of their receipts, and a broad aWia of. workers alrd
omployees rnust participate in the all-round discussion of how to
use fierm rationally."

Continued work will be done in irnpnoving the systern of p,rice
formation, bringing the ,prices of manufachrred goods into line with
socially necessary expenditures of labor. 'i{.s labor pr,oductivity rises
and p,roduction costs decline we shall red,uce the wholesale prices
of manufachrrred goods." Prioes must be used so as to stimulate the
interest of enterprises in modernizing their products, irnrproving
quality and speeding up technical progress. The use of credit and
circulating funds has grown greatly and will continue to grow. Nearly
half of the circulating assets and a good part of the basic assets
in the economy are now formed with the aid of credit, and more
than 75 per cent of the payrnents for goods and services involve
credits. Tlhe State Bank and the Building Bank are called upon to
elercise greatgr influence over the choice of investment projects
which they help ffnance.

The system of material and technical s,upply has been overhauled
recently on ,a territorial principle.. The p,roblem is to obtain ttrre

beneffts of branch rnanagement of indushy and at the sarne tirne
avoid local deparknental restrictions. Wholesale uading in means of
prod,ucti,on will be further developed in the new plan period, and
stable ties between enterprises will continue to develop tlrough the
State ,Comnaittee for Material and Technical Supplios.

A vital task in the eoonomic reform, to be accornplished in the
coming period, is the firrther rationalization of the ad,ministrativo
str,usture of the national eoonomy. oWb rnust review critioally the
present standard administrative sbructures, sorne of wfrricilr are already
obsolete." Special stuctures which suit the needs of particular
branches are being studied. In placos, i.e., the coal indusbry, ua-
necessary links were uncovered. In general, a two-or three-echelon
system appears to be the most acceptable. Large-scale pmdustion
a;nalgarnations, mentioned previously, help avoid duplicartion and
bring scientiffc researc}r ctroser to the actual production problems.
They also achieve economies by centralizing supply and sales func-
tions, research, and tihe like. However, "ttrre appoach to for,rning
a:rnal_gamations should be thoughtful and scientiffcally grounded"
Amalgamations of enterprises should not give rise to additional in-
termediate echelons between ministry and enterprisg to expansion
of administrative staffs and higher outlays for their maint&rance."
creative search is needed to ffnd the forrns of amalgamation suit-
ablo for speciffc branches; in some cases, tho central furrctions rnay
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be perlormed at a head entelprisq or by a scientif,c organization,
and amalgamations may open their own retail shops, to get close
readings of demand.

Ministries are called upon to launah deep studies of their r+
spective branches: to $oreoast social demand for their products, to
introduce and carry forward a uniforrn technical policy, to solve
speciftc problems (such as tha,t of supplying spare parts for ma-
chines, an old headache), and to see to it that, at all levels of decision-
making, the adopted decisions are, wherever possible, not merely
ad,equde (consistent with physical possibilities, within the financial
means- of the planning unit, and within the overall targets to be
met), but opti,ntal.

The branch principle of adrninistration must be combined with
a systern of rational ties within republies, economic areas and

Tegions, and the ministries, organized on the branch princi,ple, should
bo made responsible for dweloping inter-brancfr and territorial forms
of organization and contact. "The socialist way of mnning trhe
e,eonorny is in principle incompatible with departmentalisrn, which
disnrpts rational p,roduotion ties, and with -parochialflsrq 

whictr
irnpairs unity in econornic activity."

Broader application of electronic oomputerrs is required, and the
socialist system makes possible their use on a counhywide scale.
In the coming ff.ve years, it is planned to put into operation at least
1,600 autornated conhol systems in industry, agriculture, comlnnu-
nications, trade and hansport. The further substantiation of nation-
wide planning demands the dweloprnent of a nationwide system
for inf,ormation gathering and proceising a 'ttate system of com.
puter centers and a single countrywide automated oommutrications
network."

Qualitative new demands are now placed on the USS,R's men-
agerial cadres. "we are $aced with the task of consistently extending
and irnp-roving--tbe system of training and rehaining-rnanageria'i
personnel at all levels, including top executive cadrei." T,he nerv
rnanagement techniques involve thorough lorowledge of Marxist-
Leninist theory, managemen! labor organization, the new methods
of planning and stimulation, e@nomic-mathernatical mBthods and
computers.

Of overall vital importance is the drawing of millions of working
people into the decision-making process:

! further_d.eoelapnent of socia'list derwcracy, broader participation of
w_grking peoplg i1 running production, is an important condition for raising the
eftectiveness of the organization and managempnt of the economy. This eosures
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tho implementaHon of that most important principle of our economic activity

-the combining of the interests of society, of the collective, with tho interests
of each working individual.

Urpon approval of the draft Directives by this Congre.ss, the draw-
iog ,rp of the ffve-year plan must ,be cornpleted quicHy, including
breakiag it do$rn into annual assignments; the amalgamations and
enterprises rmrst get it quite soou, so that it is ready for ffnal rati-
Scation not later than August l, 1971. Of coursg the complotion of
the plan will not rule out the need for cmreotions during the course
of the ffve-year period. Kosygrn declared:

Permit me to express the trust that Party and trade-union organizations,
and govenoment and economic executives, will display creative initiative and
perseveranco in fulfflling the tasks set by the Party Congress relative to im-
proving rnanagement and planning.

Lioing Stan^itwil end, Cultural Leoel
rnHE rising standard of living of the Soviet people is, as previously
r noted, both the c€ntral aim and the sine qu, nofl of the Nin'th

Five-Year Plan. The rise during the ffve years will include growth
of social consumption and falling prices of manufactured goods,
but trhe bulk of it will take the forrn of ,rising wages, salaries and
collective farm incomes.

Alexey Kosygin's enumeration of ,the qpeciffc steps envisaged is
its own lesson on the nature of socialist society. The minimum
monthly wage is to be increased to 70 rubles in 1971; and rates
for middle brackets of railway workers and farm machine operators
will go up the same year. As of J"ly 1, 1971 minimum pensions
for collective farners will be raised, and 'regulations changed to
bring them into parity with Soviet workers and office employees,
urhose minimums will also be raised on the same day. In 1972, a
new minimum wage will be introduced, and middle-level wages
and salaries in outlying areas of the county wilt be incroased. On
September L, \W2, teachers' and doctors' salaries will rise by %)

per cent; scholarship grants to colleges and tecrlunical schools will
increase by % and 50 per cent, respectively. In 1978, again new
rrinimum wages and higher middle incomes in &e production
branches of Kazaklstan, tle Central fuian republics and a number
rf other areas. All areas not covered by 1973 will be brought up
to their original parity in LW4, with the overall inorease to be
completed by 1975. Zonal rlifrerentials will b€ increased, and pay-
rnent for night work will be boosted. A whole variety of new
pensions and beneffts, including fnrll-pay sick leave to a,ttend sick
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children, rrill be introduced. Especially noteworthy is the gradual
lessening of wage a.nd salary difierentials, with no provislon for
raising the incomes of the highest-paid workers, who will mark
time, as it were, while the incomes of the lower-paid are increased.
In addition, the inc,ome tax, already at very rnodest levels by Westeno
standards, wiI begin to be phased ou! wittrr taxes rjduced or
abolished altogether on incomes below g0 rubles. Financing all
of the ne\ / wages and beneftts will require a 120 per cent increase
in expe'nditure over the previous ffve-year plan. -

lhe monthly cash wage of workers and office employees will
rise by 9022 per cent and collective-farm remunerati,on ior work
in the-comrnonly-owned sector, 30:35 per cent. Social consumption

-expelditures-eduoation, cultural facilities, roads, etc.-will go up
by N per cent.

Between 1947 and 1956, in the years of postwar reconstruction,
the soviet state floated eleven loans, or bond issues, totailing 25.8
billion rubles. These are now to be redeemed six years ahid of
schedule, returning their savings to soviet citizens on terms more
favorable tftran originally contracted. This plus the rise in remunera-
tion for current labo,r will Seatty inor&se the cash ineomes of
the Soviet population, and these cash incornes must be rnet by
a correspoading increase in consumer goods output and trade turn-
over. In fact, the 40 per cent increase in cash incomes is to be
matched !/ " ,ir" in commodity sales of. 42 per cent and a rise
in the volume of services oI 47 per cent. The planned percentage
inorea-ses of high qwlity consumer goods are uniformly higher thin
the planned increase of consumer expenditure as a 

-who*le. 
Thus,

slpply of mea! ffsh, vegetable oil, eggs and vegetables will rise by
40-60 per cent; knitted goods, 56 per cent; cultural and domestic
goods p0 per cent; refrigerators, TV sets, washing machines, and.
automobiles are all slated for 

-Ia1ge 
increases. Public catering, an as

yet unde_rdeveloped aspect of the Soviet cons,rrner econoriy, wilr
increase by 50 perr cent. Attention will be given to the production
of ready-to-eook and re_ady-to-serve foods, pr+packagid goods,
everyday sewices, internal tourism, and other aspects of corrsrmer
needs.

Special emphasis will be given to housebuilding, with a planned
total new construction of 565-575 million square meters, a new kirrd of
attention to questions of design, trayout and gener.al esthetics, and the
development of cooperative and individual forms of home-building and
ownership.

The plan projects a milestone in the ffeld of education: during the
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next ffve years, tJre introduction of universal ten-year secondary educa'
ti,on throughout the USSR vvill be completed. Considerable attentiou
will be devoted to the development of vocational and technical ed-
uoation, and to specialized secondary education, in addition to tfre
expansion of the higher educational facilities of the country. Nine mil-
lion new specialists will be trained during this perioil.

Those who will enter school during these years will bo developing the
country's economy and culhrre in the nineties and in the begiruring of the 2lst
centuy. The curricula and teaching rnethods in general and technical schools

and higher educational establishments must even now increasingly take into
account future scientiftc and technological dwelopment.

Advances in the area of health protection have as a key task the
drawing together of medical services in the rural areas and in the
towns. Physical culture and sports will also be emphasized as a vital
aspect of life. Avoiding pollution is a major component of the pla''ned
rise in the standard of living: "In the interest of public health, consid-
eration must be shown for the natural environment, and the sanitary
condition of all towns and villages must be imlxoved."

The section of the report on living standards ends with a recapitu-
lation of the interrelation between living standards and the growth of
the productive forces:

It is necessary to ensure a harmonious combination of material and moral
labor incentives. Better results at work and creative initiative should be en-
couraged by various material and moral incentives expressive of society's recog-
nition of the inilividual's merits and rousing his professional pride.

Raising the peoplet standard of living and cultural level is indivisibly asso-

ciated with the further consolidation and development of the socialist way of
life. The Soviet people see the great advantages of socialisgr mhlsrializiag wittr
increasing effect in the course of communist construction''

Foreign Economia Ties

A N integral part of the eoonornic devel,opment plan is the inter-
fl national division of labor, which "wilI heh consolidate the inter-
national positions of the Soviet Union, to cement the unity and
augment the economic power of the world socialist system." Trade
with the member-countries of the Council for Mutual Economic As-
sistance will expand considerably in the ffvo-year period, with the
USSR exporting increased quantities of oil, natural gas, electric power
and iron ore, and importing chemical-industry equipment, railway and
water-borne transport facilities, and manufactured consumer goods. A
program of socialist economic integration is currently being worked
out, with a proiected increase in joint proiects, and increasing special-
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ization and cooperation. Financing of these relations is facilitated by
the founding, in 1970, of the International Inveshnent Bank.

Non-CMEA socialist countries-the Democratic Republic of Viet-
nam, the Korean People's Democratic Republic, the Republic of Cuba
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia-have also greatly
hcreased trade and scientiffc-technical cooperation with the USSR
Trade wittrr China, altho'ugh far short of possibilirties, will be prro-
moted by the USSR "on the basis of equality and respect for mutual
interests." Economic ties with most of tfre countries of Asia, Africa and
Latin America will continue to develop; "our cooperation with them,
based on principles of equality and respect for mutual interests, is ac-
quiring the nature of a stable division of labor, counterposed in the
sphere of international economic relations to the system of imperialist
exploitation." The USSR also stands for broader commercial relations
udth the developed capitalist countries, and there is a tendency toward
long-term agreements which create additional preconditions for the
expansion of trade, especially between the USSR and Finland, France,
Italy, ]apan, the FRG and Austria. Much depends on resolving the
problems in the present international situation, and in particular the
convening of a European Security Conference. (The Soviet proposals
in this regard are spelled out in Leonid Brezhnevt report to the Con-
gress. ) Relations with the United States of America are not ruled out
by tho USSR. The underlying principle is peaceful coexistence and
mutual advantage in trade and other economic relations. The Soviet
Union is opposed to closed groupings of the "common market" qpe,
and to any form of discrimination in trade, and warns that any poli-
tically motivated discriminatory schemes aimed at the USSR are
bound to fail; "the Soviet Union possesses resources that fully enable
it to develop independently."

ln Summary

EIE ffve-year plans have been milestones in the construction of
socialism and communism. The current plan is in that tradition

and epitomizes the will and wisdom of the Soviet people. The plans
and achievements of the Soviet Union "add greatly to socialism's
power of attraction. The example of the Soviet Union and other social-
ist countries exercises a tremendous influence, speeding up social pro-
gress throughout the world."

The ffve-year plan is a great step in the development of socialist
democracy:

T* "q* ffve-year plan is to be a plan for the further development of
socialist relafions of production. It will assure the active participati6n of tlle
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broad mass of working people in running production and administerlog
society.

While the plan is a plan of peaceful construction, it is cognizant
of world realities:

In the complicated international situation, with imperialist reaction resort-
ing to military gambles and direct aggression, with th; US imperialists, who
trample the norms of international law, conducting an ignominous, dirty and
piratical war in Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos, with tensions and the threat of
war remaining in the world, we have no right ever to forget the need to
strengthen our Armed Forces and enhance their comlbat readiness,

Fulffllment of the Ninth Five-Year Plan will have an immense
effect on all the peoples of the Soviet Union. "It will increase still more
(the USSRT) economic might, and make the life of all people better
and still more attractive, materially more prosperous and spiritually
more meaningful and interesting." In the nationwide emulation move-
ment, the targets for the ffrst three months of the plan for 1971 have
been exceeded, getting the new ffve-year plan off to a good start. The
key to success, and indeed the historical experience of the Soviet
Union, are vividly expressed in these words of Lenin: *The greater the
scope and extent of historical events, the greater is the number of
people participating in them, and, contrariwise, the more profound the
change we wish to bring about, the more must we rouse an interest
and an intelligent attitude towards it, and convince more millions and
tens of millions of people that it is necessary.' We are grateful to our
friends abroad, and their representatives our guests at this Congress,
for their high appraisal of our policy; the international working class
regards our ffve-year plans as great triumphs in the historic contest
between socialism and capitalism. 'By our plans, by our policy, we
Communists say to the working people of the entire world that the
welfare of the working man, the creation of conditions for the full and
all-round flowering of the personality, is our main concern, our main
goal." In oonclusion, Alexey Kosygin declared:

- Compared with all the previous five-year plans, which the Soviet people
have successfully implemented, the present ffve-year plan stands out in scope,
in the grandeur of its tasks and in the fact that it covers all the key aspects of
the life of Soviet society . . .

Allow me to e)q)ress the conffdence that the Ninth Five-Year PIan will be
successfully fulfflled through the will of the Party, and the will and selfless
labor effort of the whole Soviet people.

The great Party of Lenin is leading us towards glorious new achievements,
to new victories of communisml

Lgng live tho great Soviet peoplg the builders of communisml
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centrat"f,tr[fr'Tf ,"J#l#.v*
TH-E HIGHLT important Leninist tradition of taking counsel witl
I th" people has been fully carried out in the practical activities of

the cP^su in re,cent years. The central committee initiates important
general political, economic and inner-party issues for nationwiie dis-
cussion. The working people, considering the cause of the party as their
o\Mn cause, too, then express their wishes and advice. This course was
followed by the central committee when it publicized tne arJibi.""-
tives for the 1971-1975 development pran well in advance of th". party
Congress.

This program wr* studied and discussed by tens of minions of
working_people who contributed many proposafs and much vJuabre
advice. It is a matter of deep sausfalti-on ih"t ,n*y proporJ, ,rr-
mitted by the trade unions werb carefully examined uy tt " central
committee and the ussR council of Ministers and taken into account
in the draft Directives.

The constant attention paid by the party to the activities of the
trade unions raises the level of tLeir organizati,onal and educational
w-ork and expands trade union S"tiurtr i-n alr spherer oi o"r ro"i"ty.
Their membership has increased in the rast ftie years by aeifly M
million. The work of the collective bodies-the trade ,*ioo 

"o*-itt""r,almost f0 p9r cent of whose members are workers_U"" i*p*u"a.
.Guided by the decisions of ttre 23rd cpsu coogr"rr,'the-trade

unions concentrated their efiorts on improving the foris and methodsof socialist emulation. Presently lnvotirea i1 rhis drive are over Zlmillion, more than half of whom have ioined in the movement for a
communist attifude towards work
- There was a fresh upsurge is oqcialist emulation during tho prep-

.l
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arations for the %th CPSU Congress. The trade unions organized
competitions and instituted special prizes for the improvement of tho
scientific organization of labor and mechanization of arduous and
manual operations. National reviews on the use of reserves of produc-
tion and on the regime of economy are now being conducted.

During the last ffve years the trade unions were especially active
in promoting technical innovations by factory and office workers. This
has greatly influenced the successful development of social production,
and the steady rise of labor productivity. Sufice it to say that tho
overall saving from the use of inventions and rationalization proposals
in the national economy during this period added up to 12.5 billion
rubles. :

However, not everyone shows the right attitude towards tech-
nical innovations on the part of factory and office workers; this has led
to the failure to introduce and use many of their proposals.

The speeding up of scientiffc and technological progress, improving
efficiency of social production and labor productivity, ensuring a con-
siderable increase in the output of consumer goods, improving quaUty
and technical standards of output while reducing its cost: these are
the most important trends on which the trade unions will concentrate
their efforts.

As one of the maior links in the general system of socialist democ-
racy, the trade unions will exercise their right to participate even
more actively in production management, in all affairs of society.
Under the Partyt leadership they will draw even more factory and
ofice workers into the planning of production. They will improve the
collective agreement system, work for the enhancement of the role of
workers' meetings and permanent production conferences in the life
of the collectives, and strengthen in every way their ties rarith the
Soviets, Komsomol and public-control bodies.

The report of the CPSU Central Committee stresses that defense
of the working people's legal rights remains one of the basic tasks of
the trade unions. Important measures in this direction havo been car-
ried out in the past ffve-year period. State allocations for labor protec-
tion measures amounted to 5.4 billion rubles, more than 1.6 times the
amount of the preceding ftve-year period. The number of workers
receiving free work clothes and footwear increased by ten million.
Outlays for these pu{poses increased. by 50 per cent, reaching 5.4
billion rubles. Compared with 1965, occupational iniuries were reduced
by nearly 50 per cent and in some industries, 66.7 per cent and more.

But there are still many outstanding problems in this area. We are
short of sanitary engineering and ventilation equipment. Certain prob-
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lems remain in supplying workers more adequately with work clothes,
footwear and so on. Leonid Brezhnev noted quite justly that there aro
enterprises that have made a practice of resorting to overtime wor!
depriving people rmnecessarily of their free days and, in some places,
failing to provide adequate safety nrcasures. The trade unions are of
courie also to blame for tlis.

At the same time, it is necessary in our opinion that ministries and
deparknents, in cooperation with trade union central committees,
undertake comprehensive measures insuring the safety of industrial
and office workers and collective farmers, the extensive mechanization
of arduous and manual labor, and the introduction of progressive
technolo$cal processes.

It is also necessary in the current ffve-year period to carry out addi-
tional measures for improving women's working conditions, profes-
sional training and skills. Executives and trade union organizations
must see to it that during this period auxiliary seryice facilities and
enteqprise restaurants are brought up to established standards, and the
level raised of everyday services to all personnel.

The Communist Party and the Soviet Government are constantly
expanding public consumption funds. These funds constitute one of
tle great gains of socialism. Their expansion also means growth in the
trade r:ni,ons' activity in administering the state social insurance funds,
supp$ng the working people with acoommodations in sanatoria and
health resorts, and developing tourism, physical culture and sports.

During the 1966 to 1970 period, 67 million workers of town and
countryside were supplied with accomrnodations in sanatoria and vaca-
tion homes free of charge or at a reduced price, and 41 million chil-
dren of industrial and office workers spent their vacations in Young
Pioneer camps. In the new ffve-year period about 150 million people-
one and a half times more than in the previous ffve-year period-will
enioy the same fasilitios.

We have also worked out a plan for the further expansion of health
resorts. During the past ffve years the trade unions have made avail-
ablo new sanatoria, vacation hornes, tourist centers and other instifu-
tions acuommodating 165,000 persons. In this nour ffve-ye,ar period our
plans oall for an additional 300,000 accomnrodations, and more rhan
L.5 billion rubles well be spent for these purp,oses.

The trade unions are paying considerable attention to educational
work among personnel. For this purpose they provide a large number
of cultural and educational institutions and sports facilities. But un-
fortunately theso are distributed unevenly, and are lacking in places
where they are most needed-at new enterprises and in nelvly devel-
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oping remote areas. This situation must be corrected in the current
five-year period.

It must be admitted, comrades, that the educational work of the
trade unions sometimes lacks purposefulness and fails to yield the
necessary results. Among our personnel, as was quite iustly noted in
speeches of some Congress delegates, we still ffnd shirkers and job-
switchers, people who, so to spea\ know perfectly well all the rights
of Soviet citizens, but at the same time forget that rights imply duties
as well. This requires increased and improved educational work on
the part of the trade unions.

While enthusiastically approving and completely supporting the
new program of social and economic development outlined in the
reports of Comrade Brezhnev and Comrade Kosygin, the Soviet trade
unions clearly realtze that the planned beneftts will not come by
t-hemselves; they can be attained only by the determined labor of a[
the Soviet people. That is why the entire force of the trade unions,
their entire experience, organizational and educational work, will be
directed towards a new rise in the economy in view of the decisions
of this Congress. The trade unions will fulffll even more actively their
role as schools of administration and management, schools of com-
munism.

VLADIMIR A. MATSKEVICH
USSR Minister ol Agfiaul.ture

A GRICULTURE has been and oontinues to be tho object of daily
f, 

"onc"ro 
and attention of the Central Committee and of the entire

Party because its state and rates of development have a direct bearing
on the living standards of the Soviet people.

[Praising the Brezhnev report, the speaker enumdrated ,the impor-
tant measures taken by the CPSU in recent yeam opening up a new
stage of intensiffcation of agriculture in all its branches on the basis
of mechanization, electriffcation and chemicalization.]

Consistent implementation of the measures to increase the material
and technical facilities and strengthen the economy of the collective
farms and s,tate farms has ensured a oontinuous growth of gross and
marketablo produce of ffeld-crop cultivation and livestock breeding.

There has been a substantial improvement of the situation in live-
stock breeding. Along with the quantitative growth of livestock, there
has been a growth of its productivity. Whereas in 1965 the yield of
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milk per cow on collective farms and state farms increased by 49 kg,
as compared to 1960, in the past half-decade the increase amounted.
to 315 kg. The output of beef per cow and of pork per sow increased
by one third. The live weight of cattle and pigs for slaughter was
also increased.

The development of production was favorably influenced by
strengthening of cost-accounting and the growing interest of the agri-
culturists in the development of the publicly owned oconorny. Where-
as between 1961-1965 the state farm deffcit amounted to 5.3 billion
rubles, in the past half-decade we have received a profft of 7.5 billion
rubles. fncomes of collective farmers have,increased as well as their
pay. Pensions and social insurance have been introduced for collective
farmers.

We realize very well that by far not everything has been done of
the things we can do, and we understand what we must do to meet
more fully the requirements of the population in foodstuffs and the
needs of industry in raw materials.

The machines which are being sent in increasing numbers to the
countryside have not always been used with due efficiency. On some
farms there are serious shortcomings in the expenditure of materials
and money, in the organization of labor, in the utilization of land. Com-
rade Brezhnev was quite correct in criticizing us for this in his report.

There have been failures in ascertaining plans of purchases, and in
implementing specialization-as when people on some farms too
thoughtlessly and hastily curtailed certain branches od produotion. It
would be quite just to mention also the drawbacks in the operation of
planning agencies which allowed a substantial reduction of means for
the development of agriculture in the annual plans.

With all due tribute to the efforts of industrial workers to reequip
the countryside technically, I should say that some enterprises and
branches have not been up to standard as regards the quality of the
machines and chemical agents supplied to collective and state farms,
which could not btrt affec,t technical progress and the size of output.

Much has to be done to increase the quantity and improve the
quality of raw materials for the manufacture of consumer goods. Yet,
the most acute problem is to increase output of highly nutritive prod-
ucts of which man has a daily need.

By fulfflling the targets of the ffve-year plan we shall be able to
increase substantially consumption of meat and fruit, to aotually
achieve optimum standards in consumption of milk, sugar, vegetables
and vegetable oils, and to reduce somewhat the consumption of flour
and potatoes.
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The growth of the output of grain and other ffeld crops is based

primarily on sound utilization of lanil. And from this high rostrum I
would like to make a particularly urgent call for the most thrifty atti-
tude toward conservation and sensible utilization of land, this precious

treasure of the people. In recent years the CPSU Central Committee,

the USSR Supreme Soviet and the Government have adopted some

very important decisions in this matter.
The issue deserves the closest and most responsible attention. Un-

fortunately, not everyone has a proper understanding of the problem.

It is common lnowledge, for example, that two-thirds of this planet

are under water and only a third of the solid ground is arable. Yet

structures are being designed that flood thousands of hectares of bot-
tom land and turn ttrem into swamps and shallow lagoons.

All,this, of course, is done wirth tle laudable pu4)ose of increasing

our power res'ources. Yet, let us take a deeper approach 6s 5his, prob-
lem. Increasingly taking the place of ffrewood and peat, in addition
to hard coal and water, are such sources of power as oil and gas, as

well as atomic energy. Whereas in addition to raw materials used to
make clothing for man, chemistry and synthetic materials can also

servo,this purpose to some degree, we have nothing corpa,rable in the
foreseeable future to take the place of vegetable and animal foocl.

Therefore, we must seek new ways and use other sources of energy
&at would not reduce the basic foundation for the production of
foodstuffs.

Besides, with some e4penditure, modern technology helps to reduce
,the flooding of landls. Moroover, there are cases when hard ground is

wrested from the sea. It is the sacred duty of every Soviet citizen to
preserve the land.

An equally important problem is the sound, utilization of land. In
the previous half-decade a lot has been done to increase soil fertility,
to protect it from erosion, to increase standards of cultivation. There

has been a sharp reduction in the various and sometlmes ill-considered
associations, mergers and reorganizations of farms. As a result there is
better order in land tenure, and 87 per cent of our cultivated land now
has correct crop rotation.

The growing supply of mineral fertflizers and machinery, increase

of inrigated areas, and new high-yield varie,ties produced by our world
famous selectionists have resulted in yields of from 50 to 60 and more
centners of grain per hectare. AII this means that specialists and sci-

entists must develop new technology, ensuring rapid growth and high
quality of production, reduction of costs, and at the same time the
preservation and increase of soil fertility. This and this alone-tle
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steady raising of the yields of grain, technical and fodder crops-is the
basic and practically the only way for increasing the productivity of
agriculture.

In llvestock breeding, tle grourth of output in the current ffve-year
plan will be achieved through substantially raising productivity and

increasing the head of livestock. The process of specialization, exten-
sively developed in the previo'r:s half-decade, has resulted in the ap-
pearance of large factory-farms, complexes, o,rganizod on an indmtrial
foundation. Several years ago we had no industrial poultry breeding.
Now the country has 500 poultry factories where yields are 50 per
cent higher ttran in small farms, labor expenditure only one-fourth
and fodder expen&tlrre one-half.

Industrial fattening of cattle and pigs is being developed. The ffve-
year period will see the construction of about 1,500 large complexos
and factories for meat, milk, eggs and vegetables. These will make use
of sophisticated mechanisms, automation and electronics and the
achievements of biochemistry and microbiology. Yet, one should quite
clearly rea)ize tlat these complexes do not entirely solve the problem
of providing the country with livestock and other produce.

[The speaker outlined measures to bring other branches of live-
stock husbandry up to the level achieved in poultry.l

The Central Committee calls for a thrifty attitude to supplementary
economies in the private plots of collective farmers and other citizens.
Without playrng any substantial part in the state marketable produce,
these economies are still a great help in providing the population with
vegetables, fruit and animal products.

The draf't Directives contemplate major steps in the technioal re-
equipment of agriculture. Modern agricultural production, lsrn4ining
an important part of the national economy, is becoming ever more
sophisticated, with increasing utilization of chemistry and mechaniza'
tion, automation, electronics and agricultural aviation. At the same time
we have to deal here with living organisms, developing according to
intricate biological laws. And we have also to contend with the great
influence of weather conditions on the results of human activities.

It is necessary to dwell briefly on some dificulties and urgent prob-
lems in the tecilrnical re-equipment of agriculture. Some 15-20 years

ago the basic ploughing tractor with us was DT-54 which in its days

had nothing to match it. Today our agriculture does not have a mass-
,scale powerful ploughing tractor oonforming to all ,the modern require'
ments. The slow progress in improving the design of machines for the
harvesting of grain, sugar beet, hay and for procuring silo, leads to
erop losses.
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Transport is an acute factor hampering the development of collec-
tive farms and state farms. Agriculture as a rule has to deal with a
great variety of large freights. Therefore along with enlarging the
output of good trailers for tractors, the automobile industry must
develop a system of specialized heavy duty automobiles, with high
cross-country capacity, based on alternating trailer platforms for vari-
ous purposes.

Special attention should be paid to the supply of buses for agri-
culture. The process of merging small settlements into large modern
townships is taking place in the countryside, and the transportation of
people to the ffelds and livestock-breeding sections and the delivery of
children to schools is usually handled by trucls; this leads to catarrhal
diseases, and sometimes to road accidents. It is obviously necessary to
increase the supply of buses to collective farms and state farms.

Scientiffc and technical progress, better utilization of machinery,
solution of urgent problems sometimes arising unexpectedly, new forms
of management: all these require that collective farms and state farms
be provided with reliable means of radiotelephone communications,
both mobile and stationary.

The problem of manufacture of the necessary machinery merits the
closest possible attention. As many as 455 t4res of machines have been
developed for the mechanization of livestock breeding sections and
complexes alone. But as yet, industry puts out only 2L7 of tlese, and
not always of perfect quality.

Building construction in agriculture is developing extensiv"ly. Spu-
cial organizations contract for the erection of poultry factories, com-
plexes, large animal farms, workshops, and dwelling houses. Buildings
and structures are being constructed more soundly than before. At the
same time, we agriculturists are alarmed by rising costs of construction,
mainly due to the increase of overhead, prices of materials, and so on.

Specialization of collective farms and state farms and mass ou{rut
of homogeneous produce on an industrial foundation provide favor-
able conditions for processing and storage of produce at the point of
production. This will help to avoid losses, to preserve and provide the
consumer with the entire crop grown, and will enable the smoother
use of labor and transport facilities. Development of entelprises for
the,processing of agricultural produce on a group of specialized large
collective and state farms leads to the establishment of agro-industrid
oomplexes that, as Leonid Brezhnev reports, have a greal future and,
aside from being the new organizational form, are also an important
socioecoomic phenomenon. In such associations the level of produc-
tion will grow. Labor will become more skilled and attractive for edu-
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cated youth. The production and cultural conditions and way of life
in the countryside will be brought closer to those of the urbanpopura-
tio-U an{ thereby one of the basic policy goals of our party -fu U"
achieved.

Tho agriculturists \Mill not sparo efiorts to iimplement the parryt
great program of construction of communism in our countryt

PYOTR S. NEPOROZIINY
USSR Minister ol Pouer and Elearilicaion

THE CPSU CENTRAL Committee and the Soviet Government, in
I trg period under review, have devoted very great attenfion to
tho solution of the complicated problems of priJrity development
of our power industry. Thanla to their aid and-the creative wirk of
the _power industry employees, we have fulfflled a vast program of
further electriffeation of the country. At present our country has
gleotric power stations with the total capacity of over 166 million
kw. The annual commissioning of new power capacities in recent
years reached a volume of 1G12 million kw, seven times as much
as contemplated by the GOELRO* plan.

In 1970, the level of electricity output wx 740 billion kwh. And
currently, the soviet union generates more electricity than Britain,
France, the FRG and Sweden put together.

In the eighth ftve-year period, the soviet power industry achieved
a_qualitatively new and higher level of technical development. Thermal
eleckic power stations were provided with generators, with superhigh
steam parameters, having a capacity of 200o00 and 900,000 t* each.

_ The country also has 30 thermal electric power stations with a
d,esign capacity of over 1,000,000 kw, and ,rnoog these there are

$e ryorld s biggest: Konakovskaya, Znaiyevskaya, pridneprovskaya and
Burshtynskaya, each with a capacity of 2,400,000 kw. fhere has also
been a further development of the heat supply for towns and indus-
trial centers.

_ The pas't haU-decade saw the commissioning of the world,s
biggest hydroelectric power stations-in Bratsk and Krasnoyarsk. con-
struction is under way of the even more powerfur sayano-shushen-

*GOELnO*The State-Flectrification plan, brain child of Lenin, worked
out-under guidance of Gleb Krzhizhanovsky, and adopted in tgzo. Ttre
world's first plan of economie development.
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skoye hydroelectric power station and maior hydrostations in Siberia

and Soviet Central Asia (Ust-Ilimskaya, Nurekskaya, Toktogulskaya,
etc.). As for the sophistication and soope of the problems being
tackled by us in hydropower station building and hydropower en-

g,ineering, our coun'trry deffnitely is ffrst in the world.
A beginning has been made in the establishment of a large-scale

atomic power industry; superhigh tension lines with the worlds greatest

voltage have been built. In the period of extensive electriffcation it is

already impossible to secure a reliable and effective power supply
for the national economy from isolated power stations. In this con-

nection great work has been done to develop and link power grids

and to provide the country's territory with centralized power supply.
We have completed the establishment of the Single Power Grid

for the European USSR with the total capacity of over 100 million
kw. This grid, the biggest in the world, is controlled from a single
operations center.

The past half-decade saw the construction of rural high voltage
lines with a total length of 1,200,000 km. And currently, centralized
electric supply from state grids ensures 98 per cent of electricity con-

sumption on collective and state farms.
Electriffcation of pubtric serrrices and hornes has been rrlore in-

tensively developed. There has been a particularly high growth in
power consumption for utility pury)oses in the oountryside.

The vast Soviet know-how in electriffcation and development of
the power industry, in addition to being successfully used to develop
our econom/, has a direct infuence on the advancement of the pro-
cesses of integration of the economy in the socialist countries. It is

common knowledge that the Mir power grid is now functioning suc-
cessfully. It includes the grids of Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR,
Poland, Rumania, Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union. Cooperation
in the area of ths power indushy between our country and rnany Afro-
Asian states is also developing successfully.

The long-range plan for the development of the power indushy
shows that in the next 10 to 12 years it will be necessary to commis-
sion additional capaci,ties of about 200 million lnv, including 67 mil-
lion kw in the ninth ffve-year period. In the thermal power industry,
we ,contemplate a firrther boos'ting o,f the capaoities of power uniB,
from 300,000 to 1,200,000 kw. Comrades, a generator of 1,200,-

000 kw is the worldt ffrst single-shaft power unit with such a capacity

-a1rnos,t equal to the entire po\Mer output envisaged under the
GOELRO planl Special attention wflI be devoted to the introduction
of automated systems for the control of power stations and grids. In
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the development of atomic power stations chief attention should be
devoted to boosting the capacity of reactors to one million kw and
more. special attention will be paid to stepping-up research, designing
and the construction of fast neutron reactors.

As to the hydroelectric power station construction, in the future
we shall stick to our earlier policy of erecting large and highly pro-
fftable hydroeleclric power st ti,orrr, especiallyiin frberia *J iert A
Asia, with a view to utilizing their cheap elictricity to develop vari-
ous local power consuming processes, and also tL develop iurther
construction of hydrostorage and other hydropo,rver stations in the
European USSR.

- -The great requirements in water, not only fol the electric power
industry but also for other- needs of populaied areas, especialiy the
so'called southern slope of the European USSR (the bisins of the
lnieper, Dniestr, Volga, Kubanft Terek and other rivers), as well as
ce1lal Asia (the basins of the Amu-Darya and syr-Darya rivers),
call for regulation of the river flow by erecting dams and.'water res-
ervoirs attached to them. some land in floodeJin the process. There-
fo-re the appropriate organizations must tackle creadvel!, the problems
of r,ationel, multi-1rurpose 'utilization of water reseruoirs, for LoEe in-
tensive qs! farmlng, cultivation of special high-yielding varietis of
rice in shallow places, and other purposes.

we power workers are taking measures to conserve rand. we are
building- low-voltage power transrnission trines along railways; we
are working on the problem of transmitting large ,L"u*, of 

"lu"-fuictty in special pipilg, using_ so to speak the phenomenon of super-
oonductivity; we are laying cables. we too bvJour native land, corn-
rade agriculturistsl

ANDREY GRECHKO
Minister of Detense of the USSR

E Armed Forces of our country covered themselves with ,n-! fading glory in the years of the great patriotic war. Not only our
contemporaries, but future generations will forever revere the memory
of the heroic soviet soldiers who saved the world frorn fascist enslave-
ment and ensured the peoples of many countries in Europe and fuia
freedom, independence and social progress.

_The outstanding achievements of our socialist co,ntry and theso
military victories had an enormous impact on the destinies Lt *r" world
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and contributed to the growth of the liberatioo movement of tho peo-
ples and the development of the world revolutionary pro"uss. Tho
soviet Army convincingly demonstrated its historic mission as a de-
fender of everything forward and progressive against the forees of
reaction and aggression. In our days this noble mission of the soviet
Arqed For_ces as a powerful factor for presewing peace and stabirity
on the earth is especially necessary.

comrades, the tragedy of the second world war is still arive in
the memory of- the peoples, the deep scars on the earth have not yet
been reclaimed, human wounds have not heatred. Grief at the loss of
countless lives has not yet died, but the forces of reacuon are already
hatching plans for a new crusade against the soviet union and other
socialist countries, again seeking to unleash an even more dostruc-
tive war. The increasing aggressiveness of imperialism, spearheaded
against the soviet union, is responsible for the tension oi the inter-
national situation today. The us monopoly magnates seek to mobilize
the entire arsenal of political, economic and military meaur of tho
capitalist world for the struggle against &s sesialist countries.

The us imperialists'preparations for aggression have never ceased
and are continuing unabated. They have suriounded gr" segialist stateg
with aggressive military-political blocs and entangred the worlcl in the
barbed wire of their military bases. They have been steadily building
"p- and perfecting their means of war and increasing allocations foi
military purposes year by year.

The united states, a nuclear power, has chosen blackrnail as the
main instrument of its foreign policy. It rhas taken upon itself the role
of world gendarme and created a multimillion-stron! army, more than
tentimes larger than its prewar armed forces. A speeiar threat to peace
is the usJed aggressive military bloc of NATO which each year is
arqTg itself rnore and more and has an anny of six million.
_- 

The_military and political leaders of imperiatism are working out
all kinds_ of 

-strategies 
and doctrines for a future war. fu a testing

gro'nd for their strategy they have chosen vietnam where the us
imperialists have for several years been wagng a predatory and
criminal war. But viebram has become the graveyard fol imperialism's
prlitary doctrines. The heroic viemamese peopre and thiir a,med
forces, relying on assistance from the soviet u"ioo and other socialist
states, have inflicted on the aggressors a number of heavy defeats and
left them no hope of success in their military adventure.

under cover of the old tatrk about a ocomm,rrist 
threat - us ,uling

circles in_every way possible have been fomenting militarisuc fren:#
and searching for a way out of the crisis of imperiilism's political and
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military doctrines in increased preparations for war against tbe Soviet
Union and the forces of peace and progress. Voices can still be heard
in the United States that call for negotiating with the Soviet Union
'from positions of strength." The invalidrty of this "positions of
strength" approach has been proved both by pas,t experience and by
the present csurse of events. The Soviet Union, together with the other
socialist states, is capable of responding to force with a superior forco.
The lovers of such talk will do well to remember this.

The United States seeks, by political and economic pressure, mili-
tary threats and provocations, to impose on otlter states a policy be-
fftti"g its monopolies, and to establish the kind of "peace" that would
ensure them the freedom of getting rich by exploiting and despoiling
other countries. It is such a 'peace" that the imperialists carry to the
peoples of Indochina, the Arab Middle East and other states embark-
ing on the path of independent development and strengthening their
sovereignty.

War propaganda ranks prominently in the arsenal of the imperial-
ists'means of aggressive policy. The ideologists of militarism are doing
their best to prove that the cause of wars should be looked for not in
the system of imperialism, but in the nature of man, in his inborn war-
like psychology which, allegedly, rnales war etemal and inevitable
and denies completely its class nature.

Grossly distorting the Marxist-Leninist teaching about the class
nature of war, the champions of aggression slanderously claim that
socialism gives rise to war and tJrat, therefore, nuclear warfare has to
be regarded as a potentially essential mears for wiping out socialism.

But ttre entire bloody historyof imperialismshows quite convincing-
ly that imperialism and its creation-state-monopoly capital-have been
and. remain the chief source of war. It is the aggressive objectives of
imperialism that give rise to the reactionary policy which leads to
numerous wars and conficts aimed against the Iiberation movement of
nations.

The Soviet Union has struggled consistently for real peace, for the
freedom and equality of all nations, and for their inalienable right to
decide their own future without interference from outside. However, in
the con&tions of acute international tension and unceasing arrns raco
in imperialist states, our country has to take the necessary precautions
and support its peaceful policy by strengthoning the defense poten-
tial and extending the combat facilities and readiness of the er*ea
Forces.

We have no need for other people's teritories. The Soviet people
are strengthening their army not for ofiensive pu{poses, but solely for
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ttre deferxe of the Soviet state and other countries of the socialist
community.

The might and solidity of our Armed Forces lie in their unbreakable
unity with the people. The army is connected with the people by thou-
sands of threads. The suocesses of the Soviet people in labor, in the
setting up of the material and technical basis of communism, in the
fulffllment of the ffve-year plans, and in the development of scienco
and culture increase the might and solidity of the Soviet Army. Close
ties have been established by the personnel of military units with local
government and party bodies and oolleotives of working people, who
display constant concern for the serv'icernen, for their education, and
cultural facilities. This concern has a great influence on the successful
solution of many tasks in the army and navy, and we are deeply grati-
Iied for it.

An example of our loyalty to international duty is the disinterested
aid being given to the heroic Vietnamese people, to the peoples of the
Arab countries, and to the armies of the newly-developing countries in
Asia and Africa, which are defending their freedom and independence
against the encroachments of imperialist states. We can say in all bold-
ness that the Soviet Army is an arrny of proletarian internationalism,
rendering aid to all who are ffghting against imperialism, for freedom
and socialism.

YEVGEN'Y TYAZHELNIKOV
F ir st S ecretmy, Leninist
Young Com,munist Lmgue

OMSOMOL Secretary Tyazhelnikov reported that over half of
all Soviet youth-27,000,000-are now Komsomol (Young Commu-

nist League) menabers; since the 23rd Congress 1,350,000 have also

ioined the Party. He thanked the Party for its attention to the problem
and interests of youth: "Our motherland," ho said, "gives its best to its
children and youth."

Rooalling youth's pioneering role in all the big constnrction projmts
over the years, he dechred that the Komsomolt primary task would
be the construction of the key projects of the new Five-Year Plan:

Orre of the largest power bases in the country is being built in Wost Siberia.
Komsomol members are working together in the front ranks with Party mem-
bers. The land of impenetrable taiga and marshes, rich in oil and gas, is be-
coming the land of new Komsomol exploits, Wo pledge to take a still more
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active part in the development of tlre rich deposits of the Kursk Magnetic
Anomaly and Karshi steppe, in the coastruction of the Kama motor works,
the _Ust IIim hydropower station, in the technical re-equipment of farming,
land improvement, the creation of Far East and UraI science eenters and othir
priority projects.

Tyazhelnikov vowed also that all Komsomol organizations and
student building teams would back up ttre Party's campaign to build
more housing, for cultural and seryice institutions, amenities for town
and countryside, and improvement in the conservation of nature.

The reporter spoke enthusiastically of the Komsomol's interest
in training the new labor reserves required for this time of surging
scientiffc and cultural revolution: "It is our job to help every teenager
realize, while still at school, the role and grandeur of the workingman.
We therefore support the proposal for a sizable increase in the number
of vocational schools, to turn out skilled workers with a complete
secondary education."

He noted also that a rising level of general knowledge is now
required, among all the youth. Already most of the Komsomol mem-
bers have either a secondary or a higher education, but too many still
have only eight years of schooling. The Komsomol should therefore
strongly support the Party program for universal ten-year education,

Tyazhetrnikov paid special tribute to older experienced workers
who give their time and skill to training the young. Moreover every
Soviet enterprise needs special educational measures for the creative
dovelopment of the nLar tgpe of worker required by the sciemtiffc and
technical revolution. During this time Soviet society needs new
methods and solutions, in the upbringing of youth as well as in eco-
nomic management. More attention to the urgent problems of the com-
munist education of youth is required, and scientiftc institutions en-
gagd in srrch research have to be more closely related to schools and
industrial and agricultural enterprises. Engaged in enriching the con
tent of its Marxist-Leninist political education system, the Komsomol
therefore proposes a special council for the coordination of scientiffc
studies and you& problems.

Tyazhelnilcov took note, ffnally, of the bitter ideological struggle
for the minds and hearts of youth today, with anti-Communism as a
main weapon. But Soviet youth, armed and steeled with the Party's
ideology, would never yield to such propaganda. To the foreign dele-
gates he promised:

The Leninist Komsomol will vigorously promote the fraternal friendshlp
o[ t]re youth of the socialist countries, and the unity of the international
communist and democratic youth movement. We shall extend still further
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the movemont for solidarlty wit} heroio Vietaam, with peoples and youth
overywhero fighting for national liberation and social progre$, in a worldwido
Youth Against Imperialism campatgn.

S. P. RASHIDOV
First Secretuy, Uzbehistan Communiat Party

E'URST Secretary Rashidov of the Uzbek Party stressed the gfoufltrr of the Uzbek Partyt ties with the masses, and the enonnous sup-
port it enioys among all the working people of the Ropublic:

The Party ef,presses the vital interests and daring drea:ns of the peoplg
their brightest hopes and aspirations. The Party and the people are a single
whole. 'Iheir untty is indesbuctible. The Party is tle soul of tho people,
its mind and heart and conscieneel

Reporting that both agriculture and industry had developed at an
accelerated rate, he noted that due to the extensive irrigation and land
reclamation program spark-plugged by the Party, Uzbekistan farmers
in 1970 had produced the largest cotton harvest in the history of the
Soviet Union-Z).2 centners per acre.

In the warm, lyri""l language characteristic of the people of this
Central Asian Republic, he exclaimed:

Cotton, otu 'whlto gold," thls is the bastc wealth of Soviet Uzbeldstan,
tho priceless gift of our sun-drenched land. It is our pride, the main sourco
whence comes the flowering of our republic, tle symbol and material expres-
sio,n of our fratomal unity with all the peoples of the USSR.

The working people of Uzbekistan were ffred with a desire to sup-
ply the fraternal peoples of their country with ever larger quantities
of this precious raw material, and, were resolved to raise cotton pro-
duction to ffve million tons a year by 1975. For this they needed greater
mechanization and better rotation measures. Above all they must
get rid of the scourge of wilt. But to insure this, more efiective help
was needed frsm the AII-Union Academy of Sciences than provided
in the past.

Uzbekistan's role as a maior gas producing region was growing,
and their new gold-mining industry had tripled production in the past
five years. Rashidov called upon the State Planning Commission to
speed up action on the Uzbek Party's proposals for increasing the
Rqrublic's gold extraction. In light and food industry, meat and dairy
production there was low labor productivity, unsatisfactory quality of
output and other serious Iags that must be overcome.
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Rashidw said the tr,t,,ph of the Party's Leninist nationar poucy
could be seen in all spheres of life, in the steady build-up or- uotn
productive forces and a flourishing culture 'national in form and so-
girli:t in co-ntent." Payrng tribute to the Russian peopre as '.the older
brother and faithful friend of all the soviet p"opl"r,- he noted ttrat
the Russian ]1ogoag", as the second native language of all the peo-
ples of the ussB, is a 'powerful accelerator of th" process of-tho
drawing together of nations." of the help to Tashkent by all the so-
viet peoples after its great disaster, he said:

rte restoration and construction of Tashkeat after tfio lg66 earthquako
was a brilliant manifestation of the triumph of the Lenintst nationilities
poliq.-Here w9 saw with our eyes the deep crirrent through which the fraternal
fi""*t ip 9f the !o!a peoples carries its rndghty consiiuctive force and wo
felt the indeskuctible skength of this friendship with all our hearts . . .

Our people_have-a saying:'A bird's strength is in its wings; a man,s
strength is _in friendship." As the sun's rays warm the earth" so friendship
warms our heTts. lt givos us a marvelous feeling of being a single family, it
hrytop- us_and rnrltiplies_our sE-ength. The friendship of-the Soviet p"opl"r,
rgar-ed b1 Lenint Party-tllis is the inexhaustible sourie of our might i"a uu
pledge of our future victories.

OF FTNVERS AND PEACE
IiECALL a modng mom€Dt of a truly symbolic natu.re. Ia tle moming
of }Iarch 81, on the second day of the Congress, the great vestibule of thf
Palace of Congresses was suddenly fflled wiih the fraglant scent of flowers:
thero wero frosh bouquets of red carnations lying on the tables where the
dolegates were getting registered*the flowers were presented to the woman
participanb o[ the Congress. Ttro flowers carne straight from the flower
plantltio,rcs of the fertile South of France. They had iust been sent by
F-regch_cryp yorkers who had decided to mark in that way the centenaqy
of tho Paris commune and to wish Lenin's party a successiul continuation
of the work of the 24th Congress, in the name of peace and socialism.

'Ihe delegates and guesb at the Congress welcimed this announcement
with storrry applause. Theu Suslov read out a note which had been sent
to the plesi&uq:-"We, woman delegates of the 24th Congress of the Com-
munist ParY of the soviet union would Iike to express our great thanks to
the French coop workers for the fowers they have sent. AII women wish
Yth ,h9rr hearts for peace and friendship to ieign on the globe: Let there
{ways _be red camations and crimson ioses bl6ssoming ol the whole of
the earth, and may the conflagration of war never blaze, Lons live oeacel,,

The red carnations were like the drops of hot blood shed"on th6 barri
cades of the commune. And when the woman delegates fastened the florrers
to the back rests of their seats, it looked as if lighu had started shining in
the hall.

Yury Zhukov, Pranila. crommentator
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Delegates Discuss the

Brezhnev and Kosygin Reports

fN THE speeches already presented, as well as in these briefer ex-r cerpts that follow, including government ministers and milkrnaids,
Presidents of Republics and steel workers, First Secretaries of top
Party Committees, teachers, scientists, writers, Russians, Ukrainians,
Asians and many minority peoples, a fascinating panorama unfolds of
the development and future prospects of socialist Soviet society in all
its inffnite variety.

To read the texts available in English, going back as well to the
originals printed in Praoiln and lzoestia, is really to take a course on
Soviet life. The temptation is strong to keep on excerpting and
quoting, to give something from everyone. But if this account is to
remain within limits, time and space cannot be stretched any fur&ert

Many things are necessarily omitted in the excerpts that follow
as well as in the foregoing summaries. Every participant in the dis-
cussion began with fervent expressions of approval for the overall
proposals in the report of General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev for
the Cenhal Committee. AIso warmly approved were the draft Direc-
tives for the new ffve-year plan in Premier Alexey Kosygin's repo,rt.
There was no question about the unanimity of the delegates on these
matters which they themselves had helped decide. We have omitted
for the most part these opening statements since there were bound
to be great similarities, except for difierences in emphasis depencling
on the speaker's area, in geography or Me.

The foreign press played up the special praise bestowed by the
delegates on Brezhnev, implying the beginning of a new "cult of
personality." There were indeed many examples of this praise. But
the speakers emphasized above all the work of the Central Committee
of the Party and its Politbureau and the collective leadership given
by Party organizations everywhere. They hailed in particular the
restoration of Leninist principles of Party work that now prevail.

AII the delegates ended by pledging their own area or group or
profession to new and stronger efforts to carry out the program that
the Party, with the participation of all of them and the non-party
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population as well, had charted for the future. These perorations and
pledges, all on a very high level, also had to be omitted.

On the main content of the speeches, several aspects are notable.
As was natural, every speaker recounted. the achievements of his or
her particular region, faetory, farm, sehool or profession. Space limi-
tations have compelled us to omit local statistics. we should only like
to point out that the ffgures show vividly the greater rate of invest-
ment 

_and the greater rate of development in the formerly backrvard
republics, demonstrating the deep concern of the soviet iovernment
and the Party to bring them up to the level of the more advanced
ones. There was vigorous approval by all of the foreign policy of the
Soviet Government and the Party.

Fi,nallg, special note mast be made of tLte shnrplg cilticar sectiotw
contai,ned in eoery speech,

These were not criticisms of basic policies, which all had shared
in making, but of failures to carry them out, to respond quicHy
enough to needs. The criticisms showed above a1l a determination
to improve in every direction, to make things better. There was self-
criticism, in relation to the delegates themselves and their own local
Party organizations. There was also speciffc and sharp criticism of
government ministries, and in a number of cases individuals were
named. New proposals were brought forward regarding the plan,
some already embodied in the Direciives agreed on at thelonference,
some still under consideration for the ffnal plan to be discussed and
made law at the summer session of the Supreme Soviet.

o,r excerpts by no means give the whole picfure. we have tried
to select items most characteristic of the life of Soviet society.

Delegates lrom Central Asian anil Other National Republiat
Di,nm.uha.med Kunngeo, KaaakWan Partg First Secretary, des-

cribed the huge social and economic changes in the Kazalhstan ssR.
This formerly incredibly backward republic covering 1,100,000 square
miles, peopled largely by nomads before the Revolution, has made
huge strides in developing ferrous and non-ferrous metailurgy, coal
mining, a chemical industry, aluminum production,'power engineering
and machine building. Kunayev assured those who comprained of the

It"k -gf big all-purpose tractors for agriculture that mighty new
Kazakhstan tractors were already coming from the ,rr"*bly lio".
Light_indust y, th" food, ,meat and dairy industries, were growing
steadily. Speaking of the 1966-70 ffve-year plan, he said:

_ In these years the sum of 29.8 billion rubles, gB per cent more than in
the previous ffve-year plan, was invested in the repubiic's national economy;
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445 new industrial entelprises and large shops were built; industrid pro-
duction increased by 55 per cent. New indushial centers, whole new branches
of production have qprung up in all parts of our republiq including formerly
uninhabited places. Fifteen new cities have risen, each connected with the birth
of aa industriral giant. A maior oil and gas area has been developed. M*gy-
shlak oil is already flowing to the central regions of our country through the
Uzen Kuibyshev pipeline.

Nearly a quarter of the population has received new or improved
housing in this period, national income increased by 61 per cent,
everyday and communal services have expanded and eonsumer goods
increased.

Like the other speakers, the Kazakh First Secretary discussed
shortcomings. These had been taken up in detail at the Kaza}:hstan
Party Congress, which had discussed the Republic's failure to utilize
all its reserves and make greater scientiffc and technical progress, and
critici2ed govemment organs as well. He said much more help was
needed t"han formerly received from various government ministries
for improved irrigation, more mineral fertilizers and more powerful
machinery to carry out their ambitious plans for increased production
of grain, rice and livestock. Kunayev blamed tlle USSR State Planning
Committee and Ministry of Non-Ferrous Metallurgy for not bringing
up the level of ore extraction to production requirements, and the
Ministry of Light Industry for being slow in supplying proper housing,
kindergartens and other social facilities for the workers of a large new
textile combine. Finally, he faulted Timofeyev, head of the USSR
Lumber and Woodworking Industry, for failure to supply enough
lumber to construction workers. In conclusion, he declarid:

Representatives of more than 100 nationalities and peoples of the soviet
union live in Kazakhstan, working selflessly in all sectorJ of the economic and
cultural construction. our creative labor has strengthened and deepened still
further the Leninist friendship of the peoples.

Baiken Ashimoo, Chairman of the Kazakhstan Council of Ministers,
eqpanding on some additional achievements and problems, noted ttre
special importance of further improving cultural and service estab.
lishments due to the vast distances in Kazallhstan. Some progress had
been made in putting clubs, shops, libraries and repair shops "on
wheels" to serve the population of the small and. remote inhabiteil
points. But a whole fleet of specialized motor vehicles was needed
to insure steady mobile servioe to the rural population.

Mulnmadnaaar Gapuroo, Turkmenian party First Secretarg, also
reported on industrial and agricultural advances. Like the uzbek
delegate, he spoke with particular pride of the achievement of record
harvests of cotton, their "white gold,' in the Lenin Centenary year.
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The whole region hacl been transformed by the Karakum Canal,
built together by the Turkmenian and other peoples.

He stressed. the friendly mutual help and interchange in both
production and culture among all the national republics which "pre-
determines the rapprochement of all our peoples interests and their
merging into a single all-national interest." Thus:

Many works of art and literature produced by one nation are increasingly
acquiring an international character. By assimilating them, every nation gains
access to the culfure common to all nations and patticipates in the formation
of a single culture of Soviet society. On the other hand, every condition is
created for the progress of each nation and for the development of its finest
traditions in the spheres of production, culture and daily affairs. Thus the
harmonious process of the rapprochement of nations, as an objective law of our
society, is being continuously enriched with new content.

Assailing attempts of imperialist propaganda to foment nationalistic
sentiments and sow distrust among the Soviet peoples by malicious
fabrications about "Soviet colonialism" and the allegedly unequal
position of Central fuian Republics in the Soviet Union, Gapurov
declared that none of this could halt the objective historical process,*the free and ever more rapid advance of the Central Asian re-
publics within our multinational state-the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics."

Tuil.akun Usubaliao, IQrghi,z Commmist Partg First Seuetary,
hailing from a wild and mountainous Central Asian land where semi-
feudal conditions prevailed before the Revolution, also reported prog-
ress in building up modem industry and agriculture, due to a big
increase in the Soviet state's eapital investrnents. In the past ffve years
over half a million of Kirghiziat three million population had received
new apartments. The republic, where only three persons in a hundred
could read and write fffty years ago, now has a hundred per cent
literacy, with 160 university students for every 10,000 inhabitants.
All these advances were due to the Leninist national policy of the
Parly. Of the Kirghiz Party's ideological work Usubaliev said:

- Ye strive to get every working man of the republic to fuIly understand
that the interests of the Kirghiz people and the interests of the whole country
are indissoluble, that like every other Union Republic Soviet Kirghizia can
continue to grow and flourish only in the close cominunity of socialist nations
of the Soviet Union, . . . The Party organization devotes special attention to
work among the intelligentsia and youth. In the further strengthening of the
fratemal friendship of the peoples, of their cooperation and mutual as.istan"e,
lies the main guarantee of new successes in building communism.

Refuting the 'tlanderous concoctions" of those who served the
interests of imperialism about "Russiffcaton" of the Central Asian
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Republics, Usubaliev declared; 'The bourgeois falsiffers can no more
succeed in hiding the truth of history than you can hide the light of
the sun with your palm."

Geidu Aligeo, Fi.rst Seueta.ry, of the Azerbaidzlw.n, Com.manist
Portq, after enumerating the successes of Azerbaidzhan in the frve-year
period, continued:

But Communists, the Party teaches us, must always see not only the positive
side of the results of work but also the existing de8ciences and blundeis. this
is especially important for us, since for a Iong time the rates of our republic's
development lagged behind the average rates for the Union: there were
serious shortcomings in industry and agriculture, for which the CPSU Central
Committee repeatedly subjected the Azerbaidzhan Party organization to
iustiffed criticism.

These shortcomings had been exhaustively analyzed at plenary
sessions of the Azerbaidzhan Party. In July 1970 the CPSU Central
Committee and the USSR Council of Ministers had decided on a
number of measures to aid Azerbaidzhan's economic development. As
a result an upturn had already taken place. The new ffve-year plan
provides for putting more than 100 new enterprises into operation in
Azerbudzhan, more than twice as many as in the past ffve years,
with improvements in the oil, machine building, chemical, food and
other branches of industry. Capital investments in agriculture, would
be almost doubled, along with increased measures for ir:rigation and
land reclamation, housing and cultural e4pansion. 'But we realize,'
said Aliyev, "that we still have to do a great deal."

Speaking of the stress in the party program on the two interacting
processes in national relations, the fowering of each of the nations
along with their drawing together, Aliyev said:

However, there is in our view a certain one-sidedness in the scientiffc elabor-
ation of the problem of national relations under socialism. Many works, often
on a high level, have been written about the flowering of the individual union
republics, nations and nationalities; this is, of course, important and necessary.
But at the same time scientiffc works do not sufficiently elucidate the problems
of the drawing together of nations, and the formation of a new, hiitorically
constituted community of people-the Soviet people, including all the national-
ities of the USSR.

Well'reasoned works on the subiect, based on the generalization of extensive
factual material, would facilitate further intensiffcation of the ideological work
o! party organizations and the internationalist upbringing of the working peo-
ple, and would be a sharp weapon in the struggle with our adversaries.

Referring to the 50th anniversary of the victory of Soviet power
in Azerbaidzhan, celebrated last year, Aliyev declared:

Five decades is only a short period in the centuries-old history of the Azer-
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baidzhanian people. But in the half cenfury a real miracle has occurred in our
land, Only yesterday, historically speaking, Azerbaidzhan was a backward out-
lying district of Tsarist Russia, but today it is a highly developed industrial-
agrarian republic. In the recent past, the rich national culture of our people
was t'ettered by the exploiter classes, Today this culture, fflled with socialist
content but national in form, has burst into luxurious bloom, sparkling with the
many facets of its achievements.

Fikryat Tabeyeo, Firrt Seuetary of the Tatar Region CPSU Com-
rnittee, described the great headway made by the Tatar Autonomous
Republic, a major oil extracting and processing area, an important
industrial center which also has a well-developed agriculture. At the
same time, he said:

Critically assessing our work in Iocal areas, it must be noted that not all
possibiUties have been used, that there were shortcomings in making full use of
our reserves. There are still many unsolved problems in the life of our repub.
Iic. We need more houses, schools and cultural and service establishments in
the oilffelds as well as in Kazan, capital of tho republic.

Anton Kochingan, First Secretarq of tha Comrnunist ParfA of
Armenia, said that the Armenian people, too, had something to re
port to the Congress:

In the past ffve years the average annual increase in industrial output in our
Republic was roughly 12 per cent. In the last year of the 8th ffve-year plan
period our collective and state farms obtained record yields of grapes, frui!
potatoes and other crops, In ffve years approximately one family in threo
received a new apartment or better housing. The scale of construcUon of
schools, kindergartens, hospitals, health resorts, workers' overnight sanatoria,
cultural, service and other establishments is growing.

Among the Women Delegates

Klnodia Smirnooa, rnilkmaid at the "Dawn of Peace" Collective
Farm, Deputy to the Oryel Regional Soviet expressed her gratitude
to the comrades who had elected her a Congress delegate and to the
Communist Party for its concern for agriculture and for the well-being
of collective farmers. She told the story of her own farm, one of ttre
ffrst small and weak kolkhozi formed at the beginning of the collec-
tivization period:

No sooner had we grown strong enough to begin to enjoy the advantages
of this new way of life, than the war came and churned up our ffelds, in 1g41.
Our native land did not need that kind of plowing.

All our men and many women left for the front. I too fought against the
fascist invaders. I was a machine gunner. When I came home I didnt recog-
nize our green and flowering village of Urynok. T?uee times it had changed
hands in fferce battles that left nothing but ashes and ruins.

We former front liners could not rest after the war. We went into battle
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again, this time against the ruins, and we rebuih everything from scratch.

She described the new construction rising everywhere in Urylok:
In the past ffve years we have built nine sheds for cattre, four modern

pig-barns-uv'e can no_longer call them sties-a repair shop, a storehouse for
mineral fertilizers, eight granaries, a palace of culiure, thiee brigade clubs, a
public steam bath, a canteen and a bakery, This year we expect-to corrrpl"te
construction of a secondary school. In this period our farmeis and specialists
have built 690 new homest Now we have eierything. comfort and h^appiaess
in our homes, machines in the ffelds and in the livestock 616s.Iing stations.
Our work has become much easier.

she reported that their collective farm board and party organiza-
tion-over 100 communists and over 100 communist youth--were
doing a lot for yogng people, who nowadays were not leaving the
village as they used to. But things didnt always go smoottrIy:

sometimes we have difficulties and misunderstandings. we are largely to
blame ourselves. we d-on't always o_rganize the work of o:ur peopre the way wo
should, not all of us have the righi attitude to our work,'roiru u.u careless
about collecHve farm property.

while Klavdia herself had gotten 4,b00 kilograms of milk from each
oj her cows last year and pledged to raise this by another 800 irl lgzr,
the work was_ not yet fully mechanized and ihere were too many
breakdowns. she called upon the scientists, designers and agricultural
executives to speed up provision of still better machinery. ihu qrr"s-
tion of combined fodder was not yet solved. while collective farmers
were receiving better pay, there were not yet enough goods and social
services available in the countryside. on the q""rtion of foreign
policy, Sminnova said:

Comrades, our Part)r shows concern not only for human needs and living
conditions. It also tries to provide us with peaceful conditions for life and
work. our collective farm is-called the Dawn of peace. That i, , g*J oo*".It makes us think always of the sun rising with the dawn and brinlii! mankind
wannth, Iight and [fe.

one feels bitter indeed thinking of the blood of innocent children, women,
i:d,+1 folk being-shed every-day. T$! is wJrat US_imperialism is doing inits dirty war rl vietnam and Laos, blatantly interferiig in ae-afiairs of
other nations, threatening a world atomic war.

_ we completely supp-ort the fo_reign poricies of the party and the soviet
Government spearheaded against the evil designs of the world,s reactionaries,
and we will spare no effort to strengthen oui country's powerl
Yel<aterina Gorbuzooa for many years has headed the Russian

language chair of the Pedagogical Institute in Novozybkov, Bryansk
Region..Recalling her childhood in the tiny village-of Rudnya on
the border of Russia and Byelorussia, a'world of iweet sooods aod
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colors" that is difficult to ftnd on any map, she continued nostalgically:
Everybody, I know, has some placo especially close to his heart, a placo

where he belongs. For me this is the Bryansk axea, ono of great beauty which
inspired Tyutchev, Tolstoy and Paustovsky. . . . I remember the prediction
made just before the Revolution by Maximovsky, a menaber of the Bryansk
Regional Council: "Schooling in the region presents a sorry picture. With the
percentage of education carried out up to now, tens of thousands of years will
pass and the peqrle will still be as ignorant and illiterate as they are today."

Now the Bryansk Region has 1,650 general schools and 128 evening schools
for working and village youth. Every third person in the region is studying
or training.

Professor Garbuzova reported that the number of sfudents at her
institute has increased year by year. In 1966 they numbered 1139.
This year, including correspondence sfudents, the number is 3,852,
most of them girls. She concluded her speech:

Now our gardens are in full bloom. Soon will come this year's graduation.
In this ffrst year of the new five-year plan we are giving the country over 600
teachers. In this age of scientiffc and technical revolution the role of secondary
and higher training cannot be overestimated. The inspiring aims presented by
the Party give rise to a new flood of creative powersl

Nha Granhikooa, seuing mnchine operator of tle Oka shoe ffrm in
Moscow, spoke of her pride as a worker in having a share of designing
shoes as well as in making them quickly and well. This year 101 of
their designs passed the test of the artistic council of the Light In-
dustry Assortment Institute and 59 models were marked 'excellent."
Her factory produced 330,000 pairs above the plan, with 83.2 per
cent of the production accepted as "ffrst quality." She continued:

The workers of our factory are fully behind the plans of our party for the
corning ffve years, because they have but one airn-improving our living con-
ditions. But we are well aware that there is only one way of achieving this and
that is through increased productivity on the part of everyorro of ,rI. . . . ln
the third and fourth quarters of last year our fum took second place among the
workers of the Russiao Federation. We made an extra profft of 10,800 rubles,
which was used for bonuses for the workers and in part for the conshuction of
a Young Pioneer Camp.

Quoting further ffgures about their production, Grachikova aclded:
You needn't be surprised at my quoting ffgures. When you've been working

in a factory for nearly fourteen years, have been elected to the shop trade union
committee and are a membe-r of the shop Party Committee, then you nafurally
learn to see a little farther than just your work place.

Natalla Stwropooa, team agrorwmist at the IGasnoye Znamya Col-
lective Farm, in the northernmost corner of the Rostov Region, de.
scribed the 14,000 hectares (l hectare:Z.Al acres) of their kolHwz,
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sown to wheat rye, barley, sunfowers and cora, tle increasing variety
of farm machinery acquired each year and the high level of educa-
tion being acquired by the farm workers. Many of them are given
important technical jobs on the farm after ffnishing education by
corespondence in agricultural schools and institutes. Shuropova re-
ported that the farm girls as well as boys were satisffed with their
work:

- Yroy have become milkmaids, planners and economists. I, as a person
closely tied to the soil since childhood, am very pleased that tle young people
choose to live and work on the collective faim^. But then, why ,t oitt tfi"y
Ieave? Collective farm settlements are getting better with eveiy year. Many
families have acquired new houses-large well-built and beautiful homes.
Practically every family has a motorcycle, some have cars. At the central
settlemen! shumilinskaya, we have all the community services, a shop selling
ev_ery imaginable kind of goods, a hospital and maternity home, an inffrmary,
a kindergarten, a toar&ng school and a canteen. And now we're building a
new club. At our hamlet in c,hetvertinsky we also built a club recently, whiro
we have dances, movies and plays, and many amateur groups which give
performances.

Amelia Gorskaga, a teacher from Syktyvkar, in the Komi Autono-
mous Socialist Soviet Republic (in the northern section of the RSFSR,
reaching into the Arctic) spoke of her republic as an example of the
triumph of the Leninist policy of equality and friendship of peoples.
Soon to celebrate its 50th anniversary as an Autonomous nepublic, the
area had been transformed "from a downtrodden and backward out-
lying territory of Tsarist Russia into an industrially developed soviet
Autonomous Republic." Formerly without even a written language,
tle territory was now 100 per cent ]iterate, with an extensG net-
work of research institutions, its own higher educational establish-
ments, a local branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences, and a
national literature. She declared:

I am proud to be a teacher because teachers have a great role in the Iife
of our countqr. The teacher has a hand in shaping the destiny of everyone
growing up under socialism. I am especially happy that the work of the
teacher is so highly valued by my Party and my people. . . . The new manifes-
tations of attention of the Party and the government for the teachers and the
school are a source of creative inspiration for us.

The Komi Republic needs sttll more schools, said Gorskaya, espe-
cially in the countryside. She said the ffne government decision that
schools and preschool institutions should be built simultaneously with
each new enterprise must be carried out better in the fufure than in
the past. She declared:

The plans outlined in the CPSU central committee's report are so realistic
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that now we can boldly dream about new schools with all tho required
specialized study rooms, right and spacious conference halls, cozy dining rooms,
premises for after-school groups, for extra-curricular activities.

our count5r has within it still another land-the rand of chirdhood. And
we who have grown up in the years of building socialism know how well the
children of homeland are living. Everything that is being built by us,
everything- our people and our Party are thinking about is meant for children.
concern about children means concern about thelomorrow of our socief, That
is why the _Party and the government view the cause of bringing ,rp 

"rd "do_cating children as a sacred cause for the entire nation.

Delegate Gorskaya spoke approrriogly of the plans for improved
teacher training in the draft Directives. she said that there wai some
ftne scientiffc-pedagogical and methodological literature, but it was
to be seen mainly at exhibitions and there was need for its wide
distribution. she advocated both refresher courses and institutes for
the- adv-anced training of teachers to insure their living up to their
high calling and responsibility for'.the future.

Another teacher urho spoke dwelt on the need for greater und,er-
standing by men of the position of women in soviei society. she
was highly critical of the fact that men seldom taught at the grammar
and high school levels, apparently feeling that such teaching was
"women's work."

Alernnd,ra Monakhotn, woman director of a state pedigree farm
in _the Moscow region, told of the wonderful changes she-had seen
in-her 30 years as a farm worker. she spoke eapertry of the economic
achievements on her farm, with special emphasis on the role played
by the ?arty's polifical and organizational work with people. ueaii"g
particularly with the work of women, she reported;

our_ Party organization and 
-thc 

management have no fear of entrusting re-
sponsible key posts to women. we have women working as section heads and
specialists and team leaders. our women are highly skllled and efficient and
enjoy-great authority. women_make up more than-40 per cent of our party
organization of 226 people and many of them are deputies to the soviets.

Monakhova dwelt especially on the importance of warm human
relations as one of the most important factors in making an organi-
zation run smoothly and achieving good production results. Their
experience had convinced them of the value of "a ldnd word, greater
eonffdence" in stimulating the best work. on the improvem"ent of
living conditions, she said:

-^ 
During the past five years housing facirities at our farm have increased by50 per cent' we have built a p"bric dining room, a combined crdche and

n.,,sery and a shopping center, a palace of culture and a young pioneer camp
are under construction. Now almost every family on our fari, has TV and
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radio sets and a private library and subscribes to at Ieast two newspapers. Our
farm is a good example of how the gap between city and countryside is
being eliminated.

Delegates lrom the Baltic States

A. I, Snieckus, Liiluani&t Cornrnunist Party First Secretary,, said
that last year's celebration of Lithuaniat 30th year as a Soviet Re-
public had. provided the opporhmity to reyiew what the socialist
order had given the Lithuanian people;

When the bourgeoisie were in power, Lithuania was economically back-
ward, with no serious prospect of development. Indushy and agriculture were
stagnant. Unemployment was rampant, Tens of tlousands of workers wero
forced to emigate across the sea in search of a piece of bread. But no golden
mountains awaited thenri therg only the same exploitation, the same capitalist
yoke.

Now all that has irrevocably passed into history. Present-day Lithuania is a
fourishing Soviet Socialist Republic, an equal among equals in the great family
of peoples of the USSR. The most complex social problerns have been solved

-industrialization, the reconstruction of agriculture on a socialist foundation,
the cultural revolution, All this has created a solid foundation for the tempes-
tuous growth of our national economy and ttre transformation of the spiritual
life of the people.

Turning to the question of ideological work [especially important
in the Baltic states, which have been among the main targets of anti-
Soviet propaganda, with Washington still recognizing and coddling
representatives of the old bourgeois regimes], Snieckus said:

In the Western world they talk a lot about the rights of man, cavalierly
brushing aside any concern for his needs. But show me any capitalist country
which would have such a clear and realistic program for raising the living
standards of the working people. And the main thing is that this program is
being unswervingly carried out, . . .

The Party teaches us as the inviolable principle of organization and ideo-
logical work Lenin's behest-never to lose contact with the masses, to be a part
of the life of the workers, to know the needs of the people, to win conffdence
by a comradely attitude to people and concern for their interests, Accountability
of the leadership to the collective, through reporting and taking counsel with
them regularly, is the most important element in socialist democracy.

Snieckus called for constant vigilance in the light of the diverse
arsenal of weapons being used against the Soviet Union by bourgeois
propagandists, "all kinds of revisionist and super-leftist elenr,ents, 6mi-
g16 nationalist and Zionist groups." He charged them with employing
"the open services of criminals, somefimes acclaiming them as nation-
al heroes," as was done recently by "a reactionary nationalistic seg-
ment of the Lithuanian 6migr6 community." He went on:
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- fr9 principal content of hostile propaganda at present is an attempt to
discredit the soviet system and its ideological and foritical foundations,- and
to pr_each a! abstract humanism, a so-callid 'bure"-democracv and universal
morality. Eflorts are being made to sprcad the froison of bourgJois nationalism,
to deaden people's_class consciousness, and vioient attacks arI being made on
our Party's nationalities poliry, based on the friendship of peoples. -

The Leninist national policy of the cpsu has arw-ays iupported the devel-
opment of the material and spiritual forces of all the soiriet nations, their
flourishing and drawing together, their international unity. The party demands
that its members ffght against any manifestation of nationalism ani chauvin-
ism, f9r the_ strengthening of the friendship of the peoples of the soviet union
and their fraternal ties with the peoplei of the 

-socialist 
countries and t}e

workers of the whole world.

A, E. Voss, First Secretary of the Latoian Communist party, ex-
pressed 

_special gratitude for the fact that the people of Latvia and
the whole Soviet union had been able to live and work in conditions
of peace for the more than quarter century perigd since World War
II, due to the wise foreign pllicy of the Soviet'Governmen! guided
bI B" Central Committee of the CPSU. This sentiment was voided by
all the delegates.

I. G, Kabin, First Secreta.ry ol the Estonian Com.manist partA,
.Y"::".d q{ *, the period sin_ce the 23rd Congress party leadership
at all levels had made extraordinary efiorts to adherd to the Leninist
style of work. This meant that the main content of its activities has
been work with people. He said:

_ The policy oj tlle Party- ca, ooly be carried out through the people. This
Leninist principle has profound meaning for our d"yr, 

"irbodyiig 
ih. .,r"ry

essence of socialist democracy. .
In the period under review, the cpsu centrar committee has persistently

pursued a line aimed at overcoming the method of administrative hat and oi
usu_+i18 the activity of_ the Sovjet government and economic agencies, a
method- incompatible with party leadership. It has done everythin! possible
to develop the initiative of Communists,

Kabin reported that Lenin's principle of the co',ect combination
of old and y?"ig c-adres was being implemented in the Estonian party,
where over half the personnel in the party apparatus are under 4'0,
and special cgncern is given to the prdnotion-o} women. In working
with p-eople, he 

-said, 
one of the primary tasks was not only to explain

the policies of the Party and state but to "provide informition dn ail
J*.t"qr, important questions of international and domestic policy..
with the r_n1ny means of information at its disposal, he fert tiat the
Party needed to_make still greater efiorts to render its agitation and
propaganda work more intelligible.

The Estonian Party had introduced the regular practice of reports
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by party, Soviet and economic executives to the working people, with
full opportunity for discussions, which often turned out to be quite
lively. Delegate Kabin stressed the need to encourage suggestions by
the workers followed by efforts to carry them out, to react swiftly to
criticism and eliminate mistakes and shortcomings. It is necessary, he
said, to listen to the people's opinions, to Inow what they are thinking,
their needs and their problems.

Frotn All Areas ol the Country and. of Sooiet Lile
V, I. Dolgi,ldr, First Secretarv of the Kramoyo.rsk Tenirory Po.rty

Commiltee, dwelt on the special conditions of Siberia. The immense
scale and forbidding quality of nature, with its mighty rivers and
fores,ts to be tamed and hewn for the service of man, the permafrost
zones to be made livable-all this presents thrilling challenges to man's
strength and ingenuity and arouses tremendous pioneering labor en-
thusiasm. At the same timg the harshness of the conditions make
living difficult.

Krasnoyarsk, reported Dolgikh, is one huge construction site. While
rates of industrial growth are higher than in some other areas, there
has been a lag in agiculture. Higher wages must be paid to attract
people to the North, and concessions on paid travel, vacations, and
so on. Dolgikh suggested that there also be a pay increment for length
of service in order to retain cadres. Speaking of the great need for
more labor in Siberia, he said:

Our tremendous construction growth means tremendous housing too, but
we don't always keep up with the needs, We can retain workers from other
parts of the country better if we have more facilities for them. And we dont
yet make enough use of our women. We could have many more women
workers by expanding the construction of kindergartens, nurseries and everyday
service instifutions.

Our territory is a land of young people, Our Komsomol detachment num-
bers over 300,000. We must create better conditions for young people's study,
education and sports activity to reduce labor turnover among our youth and
create better conditions for their upbringing.

The immense amount of lumbering in this part of Siberia meant an
increasing number of small settlements remote from the main cutting
sites where it is impossible to create the necessary conditions for rec-
reation and leisure time and education for the children. Lumber
workers sometimes have to travel almost 100 miles a day over primi-
tive roads to get to work. To correct this, Dolgikh proposed:

We should establish base towns with all amenities for employees of lumber
camps. It is possible to arrange lumbering according to a special schedule and
still maintain the total number of hours per week. This would make possible
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not.only better living conditions but also improved labor productivity for
Iumber workers.

Gaoril Chi,riageo, First Seuetary of the Yakut Regional Committee
of the Porfy (Northern Siberia), welcomed the Central Committee's
policy towards accelerated development of Siberia and the Far East.
He declared that in Yakutia, with its fabulous natural resources, a
large-scale_mining industry has been developed. In the eighth five-
year period ffxed production assets grew by tZO per cent. However:

We still have big untapped reserves and unsolved problems, Indushy has
made its way far in the North. Now, a new, qualitatively higher stage in the
development of the North begins, Key problems include thi immeJiate and
extensive equipment of enterprises with the ]atest and most highly efficient
machinery adapted for use in the North. This would make it possible to
manage with a minimum Iabor force, the maintenance of which costs more in
the North than in the temperate zone. Secondly, it is necessary- to develop ali
types of transport and extend our aviation network. Finally, there is the
problem of manpower, one of improving the housing and everyday conditions
of life of the people working in the North.

Nikol.a.g Baibakoo, Deputy Chairm.an of of the USSR Council of
Ministers and Chai.rmnn of the USSR Planni.ng Committee (Gosplnn),
stressed the tremendous creative and collective work of the CPSU
Central Committee which had made possible the draft Directives. He
said over two years had been spent in the draft's preparation, in which
all important central and local government organizations, enterprises
and masses of the people had participated. Speaking of the importance
of long-range planning, he said:

The lack of long-term plan projections not infrequently hinders the adoption
of adequately grounded decisions as regards distribution of investments, de-
ployment of big new, enterprises, arrangements for geological prospecting,
development of mineral deposits and scientiffc research and design work, Thit
is why a long-term Soviet economic development plan, for a perioil of ten to
fifteen years, is a signiffcant precondition for the ffve-year plans, and an impor-
tant factor for raising the standard of economic planning in general.

Yegor Proskurin, steelworker from Zaporozhge in the Ukraine, ex-
pressed gratitude for the conffdence in the working class displayed in
the report of the Central Committee. He said:

Comradesl I am 32 years old, and for eleven of those years I have worked
at our factory. It was there I found my calling, my aim in life. I went through
the school of the Komsomol, and was accepted into the Party, and elected
shift chairman.

When I went to work I had only six years of schooling. But the advice
and friendly support of my comrades enabled me to finish secondary school
while on the job, and in 1"968 I received my diploma as a metallurgical
technician,
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He spoke also of the wide and varied interests of Soviet workers:

There is not a single important question in our internal or international life
which has not been hotly drscussed in our collective. The growing feeling of
being master of your own enterprise, of your country, the good morale of the
*otk"t.. the direct part we plav in workinE out and putting into effect the
policies of the Parti, and tfie governmentlthese are ihe r6al facts of our
daily life.

On the critical side, he said that their work in the past had some-

times been hampered by lack of long-range Plans, and he welcomed
the decision to lnter uPon them for the future. His sharpest words

were for those workers *ho lacked discipline, changed jobs frequently
and did not have a responsible attitude toward their work. The steel-

worker urged greater strictness in this respect.
E. l. Lebedeo, a grind.er from the Kiroo u;orles (formerly Putilov)

in Leningrad, also e:rpressed gmtitude for the high evaluation of the
role of the workers in Brezhnev's report. He spoke of the tremendous
reconstruction and expansion of the Kirov works in the past ftve years,

the new shops with their modern equipment "where you go to work
as if you are going on a holiday." Kirov workers, he said, took great
pride in the machinery they were turning out and considered it a

major task to provide proper equipment for agiculture. He spoke of
the tremendous boost the economic reform had given to technical
progress, and to increasing participation of workers in the planning
process. The economies efiected at the Kirov Works had provided
greater funds for social-cultural undertakings and housing construc-
tion:

Suffice it to say, for example, that our plant, using a part of these funds, is
now restoring a former grand duke's palace in a Leningrad suburb, which will
become a workers' Palace of Recreation. We've gone down to Sochi, too, and
are building a health resort there with our own funds.

Lebedev urged replacing obsolete machinery with new everywhere
possible, and stressed the need for better training for the younger
generation. He said sometimes there was too great a ttunover of young
workers who didnt like their iobs because they were not well enough
trained to do them properly. He welcomed the provision in the Brezh-
nev and Kosygin reports for better technological training.

He spoke of the increasing participation of workers in political and
public life:

Thousands of Leningrad workers today give talks on current events and
politics. Workers make up 50 per cent of the deputies to our local Soviets.
They also have a creative influence in production matters. Veteran workers
take patronage over the young and are responsible to the collective for the
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education and the training of our ]abor replacement, This is a good system.

Speaking of honorary titles for workers in science, culture and the
professions, Lebedev asked if the time had come to establish such
titles for workers too: "'Honored Worker of the Republic.' How good
that would soundl"

Vlndimir Shclwrbitsky, Chairman of the Council of Ministers of
the Ulcraine, spoke of the broad perspectives the new plan opens up
for the ulrainian ssR, and stressed the need for cons6rvatioir meas-
ures:

_ Our _Republic will continue to develop as a rnajor fuel-and-power, metal,
chemical andengineering center of the soviet union. The light, fiod and local
industries will be developed considerably, and this will make possible notable
increases in the output and quality of consumer products. Gr6ss farm output
is planned to increase by 20 per cent, . . .

- 
Our Republic, as tLe rest of the country, will conduct large-scale housing,

cultural and- municipal 
-construction. Important measures have been *"pp"?

out for the further development of health service, edueation, public service es-
tablishments and the municipal economy. considerable efiorti will be exerted
to prevent water and air pollution and ensure the more rational use of
water resources.

MikLnil Prokofieo, USSR Minister of Education, spoke of the im-
portance of completing the transition to universal secondary education
in the next ffve years. He reported:

During the eighth_ffve-year period over 16 million young people received
complete seco-ndary education. . . . The implementation of the faity,s task as
regards completing the introduction of universal secondary education will re-
quire great efforts, The number of the graduates of secondary educational es-
tablishrnents must grow from 8.2 million in lg70 to 4.5-4.7 million in 1g75.
Special attention must be paid to the further improvement of work of village
schools.

Korwtantin Gerasimoo, Deputy Chairman of the Cmnc[l of Mini*
ters of the Russinn Fed.eration, Chairman of the Russian Federatioris
State Planning Commi"ttee, declared that the Soviet economy has now
achieved a stage when it is fully possible to accept as one main task
the fuller satisfaction of the material and cultural requirements of the
Soviet people. On the question of conservation, he said:

- In our o-pinion, the time has come for our economic plans to include, be-
ginning with the current ffve-year period a special secti6n on nafure conser-
vation. This section should cover complexes of measures setting tirne Iimits for
taking action to improve land use radically and to improve tJre state of water
resources and the surrounding atmosphere with the aim of raising the
efficiency-of their utitzation and, what is most important, promoting the pro-
tection of the people's health.
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Guests from Abroad
Greet the Congress

The speeclws anil greaings by th.e heads of the more tlw 100 d,elega-
tiorc frun Cornmrmist and, Workerc' Parties ottending the Congress aould
make up a bok by themseloes. Taken all together they gioe a gtaphic
panora,flw cf the reooluti,onary nlooenlent in its rnany sta.ges ol ilaxlnp-
matut in the rooild toilay. Space limitations permit only a sampl,ing. We
haoe omitted, the fonnol greetings and the words ol apprectdim, urwti-
mously expressed for tke internal achieoenwnts of the Sootet llniory com-
mon, to all tha speeches, There oas unanitnous aryotsal of tlle SoDid

?edce ptografiL and, warm appreciatinn for its atd, to ndi,onol liberatdott
nwoemetuts anil to neroly inilependent courrtries, oifh ryecial emflhasis on
Sooiat aid to tha peopbs of Inilochirw anil the Sooist role in seeki.ng a
paacefutr soh$ion in the Miilile East. Thare uas cornpl.ete $rypott fot
Sotslet efforts to stabilize the sittnti,on, in Central Europe and, bring abut,
a European Seanity Conference. A maiofity of the guests spoke harshly of
Chiruis uplitti"C poli,oy, etpresseil in nao political ataclcs on tlw IISSR on
the eoe of the Congress. All ,tVe delegates uithout exception conilernned,
the aggressdoe pokcies ol US imperia.lisrn in hdochina and. elseuslwe.

While rcflecii,ng thei,r oum special needs anil problems, therc luoos re-
markable unanhnity a.mang both Ccm,mtmist anil non Conwrumist parties
in aryport of Sooiet policics. A mirnrdty of the d,olegmes made refuences
to dl,fferences with the CPSU and, lilw Sooi.et Gotsernmerrt on specific issues.
But each of these mail.e a point of s.tressing thnt no d.ifrerenoes could, mnr
their basic ftienilship oi.th the USSR nor the all-w.rpassing naed. of rmity ln
the conwnon, struggle agai,wi imperiali,sm,

We begin th,is sec.ti.on roith th.e full tert of the address bq Ga$ HaIl, head,
oI the US delegatiut, uhich includ,ed Heniq Winston, Jarnes Jaclcson and
Mattheu HoJhnan. Excerpts from speeches ol other guests from abroad
folbw.

GUS HALL
Gener al S ecr etuy, CP a S A

fN KEEPING with the teachings of Lenin, the Soviet Union con-r tinues to be the most consistent and stable working-class base of
power in the world arena of the class struggle, and the struggle against
imperialism.

In keeping with the teachings of Lenin, the Communist Party of
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the Soviet Union continues to be the most consistent force for prole-
tarian internationalism-for rmity in the world communist movement,
for unity of the anti-imperialist forces.

You are consistent because your ideological, political and theoreti-
cal moorings are ffrmly and unwaveringly secured on the working-
class side of the class struggle-guided by the revolutionary science of
Marxism-Leninism.

In the minds of millions in the capitalist world, there is growing a
new criterion by which they measure and cornpare the two world
systems.

The comparisons are not now limited to industrial charts or prices
of goods. What is placed on the scales now is the overall quality of
life. Standards of physical comfort remain very important in determin-
ing the quality of life, but the yardstick is much broader now. It in-
cludes the total spectrum of human values, the order of priorities
dictated by the inherent laws of each system. It includes the nioral,
cultural and philosophical concepts nurtured by each system. Many of
the new components that add up to a quality of life cannot be mea-
sured by charts.

How can you weigh the growing sense of insecurity, alienation and
frustration, of not being involved, not being a factor, under capitalism,
with that of being totally involved and relevant, of being able to deter-
mine the course of life, that fows from the inner nature of sooialism?

How can one compare by charts the quality of life, of distortions,
humiliations, the brutal suffering and pain that is the product of rac-
ism, fostered by capitalism, with the fowering of the quality of life
under socialism, a life without racism, based on equality and dignity of
each individual?

How can one weigh the racism that results in the attempt to frame
up, and send to the gas cftramber, a brave, young black woman Com-
munist, Angela Davis?

There is no way of measuring the mental anguish resulting from
mass addiction to drugs, or the corruption that permeates all phases
of life, from top to bottom. The quality of Iife under capitalism is also
measured by 800 murders a year in a city of one and a half million
people.

The brutalization, the cold-blooded murder of women and children
in the Mylais of Vieham, Laos and Cambodia is a measure of the
quality of life produced by capitalism. What is the quality of life in a
system that issues orders-"kill everything that moves, burn everything
that grows"? As capitalism decays and is less and less able and willing
to respond to human needs, the quality of life disintegrates, and as
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socialism increases its ability to respond to these needs, the quality of
Iife unfolds into full bloom. The inability of the masses to ffnd basic
solutions under capitalism to the recurring economic crisis and reces-
sion, to the inherent drive towards fascism and repression, to the new
problerrs of environmental contamiaation, to the growth of slum
housing, to eoonomic insecurity resulting from automati,on, to comrp-
tion-each contributes to the 5erious deterioration in the quality of life.

What vivid comparisons-in the United States an acute crisis of
education, in the Soviet Union its continuous rise; in the United
States and Great Britain anti-labor laws, and in the Soviet Union new
laws of protection for labor.

This 2lth Congress, Comrade Brezhnevt report, the new ftve-year
plan, in sharp contras! stand as a beacon light on the pathway to an
ever-rising qualrty of life under socialism.

In the United States the declining quality of life is closely related
to the aggressive war policies of US imperialism. It is related to the
crisis of that policy. The ignominious defeat for the forces of US im-
perialism in Laos adds an important spike in US imperialism's coffin.

It is a victory history will record along with Stalingrad and Dien-
bienphu. There is maneuvering but &ere is no change in US world
policy, and there is no basic change in its policy of aggression in Indo-
china. While Nixon tries to coo like a Quaker peace dove, he also
announces a policy of unlimited adventuristic bombings. While Nixon
talks about this being the "last war," his spokesmen are refusing any
meaningful negotiations in Paris to end the war. It is the basic policy
of the Nixon Administration to ftrave no meaningful negotiations any-
where. A policy of aggression and a policy of negotiations are self-
contradictory. For political reasons, Nixon wants to create the image
of being reasonable and willing to negotiate. But the policy is not
to settle any serious problems by negotiation.

The Nixon doctrine is a doctrine of aggression through indiscrim-
inate, brutal and adventuristic use of air power.

But in spite of the demagoglr, the Nixon plan is being exposed.
That is the signiffcance of the latest public opinion polf in wlricU
73 per cent of the people of the United States are for withdrawal of
US forces from Indochina by the end of the year.

\4&at is new in this sentiment is that this overwhelming majonity
of our people are for withdrawal this year under all conditions.

W[rat is becoming clear to ever greater numbers of Americans
is- tllat a politically-negotiated settlement at Panis is not in the plans

9f US imperialism,_ What is being exposed is that US imperialism
has never acoepted the concept of an independent neutral South
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Vietnam, Laos or Cambodial What is being exposed is that the w,ith-
&awal of all US a,rmed forces from Southeast Asia has never been,
and is not now, a part of US irnrperialisrrfs planst What is being
exposed is that the basic aim of the Nixon plan of 'I/ietnarnization"
ris for US political, eeonomic and military domination in Southeast
Asia.

The policy is headed for a new crisis. On the ono hand, IIS imr
perialism cannot continue the withdrawal of troops much longer and
also continue the poliey of aggression. At home Nixon cannot stop
the troop withdrawals and expect to be re-elected.

The essence of the Nixon plan is to attempt to ride out this drilem-
ma. The plan is to continue the aggression in Southeast Asia and
also to win his re-election. He is going to try to pull ofi this fraud
by continuing troop withdrawals to satisfy enough of the electorate
at home. On the other hand, he wants to withdraw only to the point
where it will not endanger the aggression-where it will not endanger
the puppet governments. But these are plans that do not take into
account the reality either in Southeast Asia or in &e United States.

Nixort's plans will be smashed by the heroic armed people of
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. They will be srnashed by the nea
wave of mass struggles now under way in the Unrited States.

The Mideast crisis is also at a critical turning point. It is a crisis
of US Mideast policy, but in a special sense it is Israelt crisis. Even
the Zionist-ClA-created hysteria and provocations in the United
States about "Soviet ]ews" are not going to save Israel from this
dilemma.

What is becoming clear to new rnrillions is that the fundamental
polrcy of Israel and the United States has been and is imperialist
aggression. There is demagogy, there is maneuvering US spokesmen
talk from both sides of their mouths, but so far there is no change
in policy.

The US dilomma is that US imperialist oil interests in tho Mideast
are in contradiction with Nixon's political interests in the coming
elections. And some of the oil interests are beginning to hedge on
their bets on Israel. And in a sense Isnael is at the mercy of this
contra&ction.

The Communists of the United States, in the narne of the pro-
gressive working people of our country especially, hail all the revo-
lutionary advances of the national liberation movements in those
lands under_the yoke of US irnperialism and their minions. We glory
in socialist Cuba's every advance and are inspired and strengthened
in our struggle by the great anti-imperialist victory of the Comrnu-
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nists, the Socialists, the working people of Chile, who have brought
to power a government of Fopular Unity. We greet the social ad-
vances of the people of Peru and Bolivia as a blow against the corn-
rnon enemies of our peoples, the monopolists and pentagon imper-
ialists.

express our wholehearted solidarity with the struggles of the
African peoples to liberate the last of their peoples from imperialist
dominationt

Each advance made by the Soviet Union has a direot revolution-
izing effect on the world revolutionary process. The efiect is progres-
sively greater because each advance corresponds to a deepenirig of
the_crisis of capitalism. Therefore, it should surprise no^one lhat
each advance_brings forth a more shrill cry of vituperation from the
center of world imperialism.

What continues :to be a source of amazement to us is the left
echo that aocompanies and competes with the propaganda barrages
of imperialism.

And whether the left echo is the open viliffcation and abuse from
Peking, rivaling the anti-soviet slander of the m,ost fascist sectors
of imperialism, such as we hear daily from the Pentagon-ClA and
the most reactionary of the capitalist papers, or whetheiit is the left
echo coming through the back door, speaking in general classless
terms about the "domination of the big powers," or oof military
blocs," or in classless ,terms abol.rt tuperpowers," no matter what
name you call it, it is still a form of begging for crumbs {rom the
table of US imperialism. The left echo ii a form of beautifying, of
covering up for_US imperialism, a form of accommodation, of ffnding
common ground with US imperialism. Anti-Communism, including
its anti-Soviet variety, is a major weapon of irnperialism. How you
re-act to this weapon in concrete terms is a cardinal class question.
The report of Comrade B,rezhnev clearly restates the positioi of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union on these matters.

The values, the order of priorities, the quality of Iife under social-
ism is fed and nurtured by the most humane and beautiful of all
hylan concepts. The perspective of "from each according to his
ability, to each according to his needs" is the loftiest expression of
social eonsciousness.

The 24th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
is the highest, the clearest expression, of this concept.

You, Soviet Communists, are the advance ,guard in giving real
life a-quality, a beauty that till now appeared only in poetry arrdsong.

Glory to the Revolutionary Party of Leninl
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GIory and all power to the revolutionary working-class movements
and peoples of the worldl

HENRY WINSTON
National Chairmnno Communist Party, U.S,A.

THE 2,4:th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet UnionI is an epoch-making event. The implementation of its decisions
will have a profound significance for building the material and tech-
nical base of communism, and at the same time, will help to strength-
en the socialist nations, the international working-class and communist
movement and the movement for national liberation.

The report of L. L Brezhnev points the way to the peace move-
ment in the world and to the anti-imperialist struggle, which, if
followed, can create that powerful force which can defeat all of
the machinations of world imperialism in general and US imperialism
in particular. US imperialism is the "top dog" in the imperialist
world. It is the organizer of the criminal aggression against the
people of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. It is at the same time the
main support of the Israeli aggressors in the Middle East. Its policies
are based on racism, anti-communism in general and anti-sovietism
in particular, and threaten humanity with the danger of a new world
war.

The Soviet Union is the bastion of peace and its most powerful
defender. It represents that force which opposes imperialist aggres-
sion everywhere and brings decisive suppod to all oppressed peoples.
The lofty dreams of the peoples are to be found in the peace policies
of the Soviet Union. And because of this there is a strengthening of
the ties between the Soviet Union and the peace-loving people of
the world. The unity of these forces can compel US imperialism
to move in the direction of peaceful coexistence, which is the policy
for which the Soviet Union ffghts. It is this united force that will
check imperialism, compel it to retreat and ultimately lead to its
ffnal defeat.

The main goal of the Communist Party of the United States today
begins with the struggle for peace. The most urgent problem is the
organization of all peace forces-black, white, yellow, brown and red

-for ending the war in Indochina and for the immediate and com-
plete withdrawal of US troops. In the Middle East, its policy is full
support for the iust struggle of the Arab people and complete ex-
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posure of policies which support the Israeli aggressors. Our position
in this respect is similar to that taken by the 24th Congress of the
CPSU. We also struggle to end the embargo on trade with Cuba and
oppose any attempt on the part of reaction to invade this Island of
Freedom. In tho spirit of proletarian internationalism, we fully sup-
port the people of Chile in their nationalization program.

The Communist Party of the United States undertakes to expose
fully the demagogy of the Nixon Administration and its anti-Soviet
policy. Nixon's foreign policy is directly related to his domestic policy.
The huge military budget and the billions of dollars used by the
CIA are factors which continue to aggravate all the social and eco-
nomic problems of the people at home. Thus, for example, there are
crises on every front. There is a growth in unemployment, which
hits the Black workers in the ffrst place. There are increases in mo-
nopoly prices for all consumer goods. There is an increase in taxation
and in rents. There is a crisis in public education and in the ffeld
of public health.

This picture of the social and economic malaise afiecting the most
powerful capitalist country in the world is in glaring contrast to that
in the Soviet Union, a socialist country which has made the satis-
faction of the growing material and spiritual needs of its citizens
the law of political and economic development.

The US Communists see that the struggle against US imperialism
is directly related to the struggle for the economic and social interests
of the people of the United States. There is a growing movement
in the country which is uniting on the basis of a multi-issue program.
The US monopolies make use of their two main weapons-racism
and anti-communism-in an effort to discredit the movement of op-
position at home. The sharpest attack is directed against the Black
liberation movement. The symbol of this racism and anti-Communism
is the political frame-up of Angela Davis. This attack is part of a
general offensive of pro-fascist reaction which is also directed against
other ffghters for civil rights and social iustice-Ruchell Magee, Bobby
Seale and Ericka Huggins, the Soledad,brot-hers, Arnold Johnson and
Chicano, Puerto Rican and Indian victims of racism. Angela Davis
was framed for her political beliefs, for her active participation in
the fight against racism, repression and the US aggressive war in
Viehram. The Communist Party, therefore, relates the struggle for
freedom for Angela Davis with the ffght for freedom for all political
prisoners, against suppression of democratic liberties in America.

The influence of the Communist Party is growing in the United
States among workers, black and white. Its press is also growing
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and there are wider opportunities for struggle. This enables the
Communists to give greater h"lp i" the building of the movement for
peace and democracy and the advocacy of socialism in the country.

ANGELA DAVIS AND THE 24th CONGRESS

IfENRY WINSTON reported on his return home that the wholeu Soviet Union was rooting for the freedom of Ange1a Davis. It
was impossible to keep an Angela Davis button. The US delegation
had brought a substantial number with them, but had to send home
for thousands more. Soon the buttons appeared all over the Congress
floor. The Americans were told they could go into any village, and
everyone over ffve years old would linow who Angela Davis wast

Winston said he received many letters and tele$ams from people
in the Soviet Union, congratulating him on his sixtieth birthday which
was celebrated while he was there, and asking him to convey to
Angela Davis their concem for her health and their support in the
struggle to save her from death in California's gas chamber. Winston
continued:

I ruet Professor S. S. Shauyman and his wife from the Acadeny of
Sciences, His father was one of the 26 Comrnissars executed by the British
in Baku during tho armed foreign intervention that followed tho Revolution.
They told me their lI-year old daughter Katherine and her schoolmates had
not only sent letters and telegrams and signed pe[tions to President Nixon,
but they had also started a qpecial project calling on every student to work to
get only ffves (the highest mark) in honor of Angela Davis.

Asa, a medical worker f was talking with, asked about her prison condi-
tions and when I told him of her solitary conffnement without Iight or air,
he took the ring off his ffnger for me to give her, saying it bore the national
seal of Ossetia, where he lived, a small autonomous region in the Georgian
Soviet Republic.

Winston said he had lnown before going to the Soviet Union of the
massive ffght its people were waging for the freedom of Angela Davis
and other victims of imperialist reaction, but he was not prepared for
such a staggering campaign as he found. Praoda, central organ of the
CPSU, wi& a circulation of 14 million, campaigns editorially for
Angela Davis and carries reportage from all over the world about
her case. lzoestia" and Komsomalskaga Praoda, also with circulations
in the millions, do the same, as do other newspapers and periodicals
of all kinds, both central organs and local publications. In addition,
Soviet television and radio have Angela Davis programs, connecting
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her ffght for freedom in the United States with that of other victims
of imperialist reaction in the dungeons of South Africa, Mozambique,
Angola, Guinea-Bissau, Spain, Greece and elsewhere. The US Com-
munist Party Chairman added:

The 14 million members of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union are
actively leading this ffght. Joining vrith them are the Komsomol with its
24 million members and the 9g-million member Soviet trade union organiza-
tions. It can be said that there is not a single factory in the USSR which
is not involved. Every collecUve and state farm, every Soviet citizen in every
walk of life knows the namo of Angela Davis and supports the cause of her
freedom.

In addition, practically every public organization in the Soviet
Union has passed resolutions and taken other actions in support of
Angela Davis.

LE DUA}[
First Secretary,
Yietnannese Vorking Peoplds Party (DRV )
THE VIETNAMEStr people sincerely desire peace, The Unitedr States must end its aggression against Vietnam and other states of
Indochina, and immediately, completely and unconditionally withdraw
its troops and those of its satellites from South Vietnam and other
countries of Indochina so that their peoples may solve their internal
problems without foreign interference.

Until the American imperialists abandon their aggressive acts, the
Viehamese people will never give up their determined ffght for ffnal
victory, for the liberation of the South, the defense of the North and
tJre subsequent peaceful uniftcation of our motherland.

Neither the policy of 'Vietnamization" of the war, nor the 'Nixon
Doctrine," nor any other tricks of the aggressors will save the United
States from the complete failure of its designs or bring the people
of Vietnam and the fraternal peoples of Laos and Cambodia to their
knees.

Our victories in the struggle against the American aggressors and
for the salvation of the motherland are inseparably linked with power-
ful support and tremendous aid from the Soviet Union, China *a tl"
other socialist countries, from the international communist and work-
ers' movement, the national liberation movement, and the progressive
and peace-loving people of the world, including the American people.
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Dear Comradesl Both in the past war of resistance against the
French colonialists and in the present struggle against the US aggres-
sors, the Vietnamese people have enjoyed the constant support and
enormous and valuable assistance of the CPSU, the Soviet Govern-
ment and the whole Soviet people. From the very moment the US
imperialists unleashed their aggression in South Viebnam and their
destructive war against the DRV, the Soviet Union has been ftrmly
on the side of the Vietnamese people. This support is a powerful
stimulus that inspires the ffghters of our entire country to new and
greater victories, and strengthens still more the friendship of the
Vietnamese people for the fraternal Soviet people.

LANSANA DIANE
N atianql P oliti.cal B ur eauo
Democratic Party ol Guinea, Vest Alrica

fT IS an honor to bring the 24th Congress tJre friendly and militantr greetings of the Democratic Party and the entire Guinean people.
We are especially h*ppy to express to Comrade Brezhnev and the
CPSU Central Committee feelings ,of unbreakable friendship on behalf
of Comrade Ahmed Sekou Tour6, General Secretary of the Democratic
Party of Guinea and leader of the Guinean revolution,

Our participation in the work of your Congress is a historical neces-
sity brought about by our common goals and struggles.

The decisions of your Congresses are of the greatest interest to the
Guinean people, because the Soviet people are the pioneers of socialist
construction and their experience is of great importance to the Demo-
cratic Party of Guinea, which wants the people of Guinea to be in
the front ranks of builders of socialism in Africa. Together with the
CPSU the Democratic Party of Guinea is taking part in the great
struggle against imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism and all forms
of human exploitation in order to establish a new society based on the
principles of lasting peace, justice and social progress.

Your struggle is our struggle. Your victories are our victories.
Hence your Congress is as much ours as yours.

Your Congress is likewise the Congress of all nations which still
live under colonial exploitation and those putting up a grim struggle
against the criminal intrigues of imperialism.

We therefore take this opportunity to pay due tribute to the CPSU
for its tremendous contribution to the cause of liberation of the op-
pressed peoples of Africa, fuia and Latin America.
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On November 22, L970, Portuguese imperialism mounted a treach-
erous attack on the Guinean people with the help of inhuman, outcast
mercenaries.

Despite the strength and suddenness of this foul aggression, the
Guinean people, inspired and led by the Supreme Commander of the
People's Revolutionary Armed Forces, Comrade Tour6, were immedi-
ately mobilized for a heroic resistance against the hired murderers and
won a great victory.

We take this opportunity, before tlis representative forum of social-
ist forces, once again to express the sincere gratitude of Guinea to all
who helped us in this struggle. We especially appreciate the Soviet
Governmentt effective material and moral assistance. It will help to
safeguard our seourity. Our conffdence in the future was especially
strengthened by Comrade Brezhnevt far-reaching report with its con-
structive and dynamic proposals for securing the unity of the socialist
camp and establishing world peace.

GUSTAY HUSAK
F ir st S ecretwy, C ornmu:nist
P arty of Czecho sloosakia

f TNDER the leadership of their Leninist Par,ty the Soviet people
L/ have made a fresh step along their heroic road, overcoming the
difficulties in the way. Thanks to their selfless creative work they have
achieved outstanding successes in production, science, technology,
ed.ucation, and in raising their living standards and cultural level.
As a result the Soviet Union is today the main bulwark of peace and
progress all over the world.

All of us realize that your successes have tremendous signiffcance
not only for the Soviet Union but also for us, for Czechoslovakia, for
the other fraternal socialist countries and for the progressive and
peace-loving forces of the whole world.

We shall this year observe the 50th Anniversary of the founding
of the Communist P'arty of Czechsolovakia. And once again we realize
what the glorious Party of Lenin mean't for the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia, what it has done for our Party from the moment it
appeared and how deep are the roots of the friendly relations between
our peoples.

The Communist Party of Czechoslovakia was formed and shaped
during its first years with the direot assistanoe of Vladimir Ilyich
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Lenin. And later as well the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
helped our Party rrold itself into a force that was able to lead our
people to vietory over the bourgeoisie.

The Soviet Uni,on and its Party beoame the strong support and
hope of the Czechoslovak people in the period of the Munich deal
and in the period of the enslavement of our counbry by Hitler fascism.
Our people will never forget that it was lfie heroic Soviet army that
tiberated Czechoslovaki" 

"rd 
thns saved our peoples from extermina-

tion by the fascists.
In the sbrrggle for our fneedom, Czechoclovakia arrny units cvm-

manded by Army General Ludvik Svoboda, now President of the
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and member of our delegation, fought
shoulder to shoulder with the Soviet army. Our strong friendship,
cemented with the blood we shed together, was forged in this struggle.

The entire course of history convinces us that close and comradely
relations with the soviet communists were always a prerequisite for
success in the struggle of the Czechoslovak CommunisG against
capitalism, in building socialism. Any weakening of ttrese relations
brought harrn to our Party and our people. We again convinced
ourselves of the immutabfity of this truth in the erisis of lg68-tg6g
when the anti-socialist forces in our society, together with the right-
wing opportunist and revisionist forces in the Communist party of
czechoslovakia, and with the all-round support of international
reaction, tried to overthrow the socialist system in czechoslovalcia.
The logical consequences, had that attempt succeeded, would have
been to endanger the position of socialism in Europe and to open
the possibility of a revision of the results of the Second World War.
These intentions were frustrated only thanks to the timely inter-
nationalist assistance of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries.

From the tribune of this congress we want to express our sincere
gratitude to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the Soviet
Government and the soviet people for treating with understanding the
anxiety of the czechoslovak communists for the cause of socialism and
responding to their appeal for assistance. This intemationalist assist-
ance saved our country from civil war and. counterrevolution, and
helped to defend the gains of socialism.

We Czechoslovak Communists can conffrm from our own example
the truth and wisdom of Lenint ideas about the role and. respon-
sibility of the communist Party in building a new socialist society.
Our experience shows how great the danger to socialism is when,
under slogans of so-oalled 'improvemento and "reformation. of
socialism, the party leadership loses unity and the ability to act, when
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socialism loses its revolutionary contenrt, when the Party renounces its
leading role, when under the influence of petty-bourgeois oppor-
tunism the Party is in a state of ideological ferment, is weakened
organizationally and is incapable of taking united action, when prin-
ciples of democratic centralism are rejected, when class principles of
the socialist state are buried in oblivion and proletarian international-
ism is replaced by nationalist and chauvinist hysteria.

Such deviation from the basic Leninist principles, frorn the
general natural laws of building socialism, was the chief cause for the
development of the crisis and the gradually increasing offensive of the
counterrevolutionary forces in Czechoslovakia in 1968. In scale and
depth this was an offensive which endangered not only the revolu-
tionary gains of the working class but the very existence of the social-
ist system.

The history of the revolutionary movement and the past period
in the history of our Party have also convinced us that tle Comrnunist
vanguard of the working class must never lose sight of the fact that,
after the Communists take power into their hands, the defeated
forces hostile to socialism do not cease their activities. In order to
carry out their plans these forces seek allies, they support the sub-
versive activities of imperialism which is ready, when socialism has
been weakened from within, to take any risk and embark on any
venfure.

The forces of reaction and imperialism have learned by our
example, the example of Czechoslovakia, that the well-known Bratis-
lava (1968) statement of six fraternal parlies on the need for the in-
temational defense of the socialist gains was more than just a declar-
ation. They learned that any attempt at counterrevolutionary pene-
tration of the socialist system inevitably meets with a vigorous rebufi
from the united internationalist forces.

The plans of imperialism and reaction in Czechoslovakia in 1968-
1969 failed utterly. There can be no doubt that the breaking away
of Czechoslovakia from the alliance of socialist states which these
$orces were working for would have been a victory for imperialism
and a loss and defeat for the forces of the world revolutionary and
anti-imperialist movement. But to the contrary, the saving and con-
solidation of socialism in Czechoslovakia has strengthened the posi-
tion and the conffdence of the revolutionary and anti-imperialist
forces in their struggle against imperialism.

Our experience irrefutably shows that a socialist state preserves
its sovereignty only when the power of the working class led by the
Communist Party is stable, strong and invincible. And if as a result
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of the offensive by counterrevolution that power is seriously en-
dangered, this creates a threat also for the very sovereignty of the
socialist state, which can ffnd itself dependent on imperialism.

An abstract notion of sovereignty of a socialist state does not exist.
The real expression of this sovereignty is the power of the working
class, the realization of the leading role of the Communist Party. As
the result of the victory won in this struggle by the healthy forces of
ou,r Party and society, with ,the fraternal support of our socialist
friends, our socialist republic's sovereignty was strengthened and
consolidated.

We want to assure you, dear comrades, that we have learned a
clear lesson from this experience: we shall never again allow anyone
to weaken and demoralize the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, to
drive a wedge between our Parties and thus to undermine friendship
between our peoples. We shall fo,rever be faithful to Klement Gott-
waldt slogan: 'With the Soviet Union f,orevenl"

Dear cornrades, our entire Party is now aotively preparing for its
14th Congress, which will end a hard but also instructive period in
the life of our Panty and,our entire socriety. We have to recover from
the tremendous damage inflicted by counterrevolution on the Party
and the socialist state in every sphere of acrtivity.

Only two years ago we were having serious economic difficulties.
A wave of inflation was rising in our country, the market and planned
management of the economy were in danger of collapse and the
chaos resulting from the right-wing opportunist activity made itself
felt in the sphere of production. The situation today has radically
changed. Planned management of the national economy has been
reestablished, dangerous elements of inflation have been overcome,
prices and the market have been stabilized, planned targets in the
sphere of production and national income are being overfulfflled and
our economy is becoming ever more dynamic.

Conditions for the peaceful life and work of our people have been
fully restored in Czechoslovakia. The Czechoslovak working people
actively support the political line of the central committee of our
Party, intended further to develop socialism, with which they associate
their social and political confidence. An expression of that conffdence
is ,the high quality of the work and the great initiative that is going
into the preparation forthe 50th anniversary of the Party and the 14th
Congress of the Comm'r.rnis,t Party of Czechoslovakia.

The general course of preparation for our congress, the activity
of the Communists and of all working people, give us ground to
conelude that our mass Party, numbering m,ore ttan 1,20Q000 mem-
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bers, has again become united ideologically and organizationalln
that it ffrmly adheres to the positions of Marxism-Lellinism and is
the leading force of our society, as well as a reliable unit in the
international communist movement.

In the present world divided into two opposing systems, the Soviet
Union's peaceful foreign policy fully corresponds also to the vital
interests of the Czechoslovak Party. We consistently support the
Vietnamese people and other peoples of Indochina in their heroic
struggle against US imperialism's brazen aggression. We support the
Arab peoples in their iust struggle to end Israeli aggression and to
bring about a peaceftrl settlement of the sihrati'on in the Middle E'ast.

We believe that our common active efforts in international relations
to carry out the ideas of peaceful coexistence will be successful in
the measure that we struggle actively to strengthen tle unity of
the socialist community, and our alliance within the framework of the
Warsaw Treaty, and develop the process of economic integration of
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance countries.

We shall continue striving to defeat the right-wing opportunist
and revisionist trends in the communist movement. At the same time,
we denounce the malicious slander campaign and the splitting actions
of the leaders of the Communist ParV of China against Czechoslo-
vakia and other socialist countries, the Soviet Union ffrst of all, be-
cause this undermines the unity of the socialist states, the international
communist movement and all revolutionary and anti-imperialist
forces. Such a policy does great damage not only to the common
interests of all socialist countries but also to the vital interests of the
Chinese people themselves, since it objectively serves the aggressive
plans of world imperialism.

Comrades, the clear analysis of the situation and the prospects
outlined in the report of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union made by comrade Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev,
as well as the vivid, businesslike and frank discussion by congress
participants are for us, too, a school of tremendous importance; they
give us more strength and conffdence in our work.

WHILE LISTENING to the speeches of our foreign friends and brothers,
we felt with renewed strength that we were an inalienable, integral part
of the great internatio'nal movement called upon to bansform the world.
And we realized with particular force the worldwide signifigsn.. of what
our Party and our people aro doing. . . . Dear foreign brothers and friendsl
Permit me on behalf of the Congress, on behalf of all our Party and the
entire soviet people, to thank ,,"Jft,ffffi:r#Tt#:ffi 

U:"lf,:Xffiffi.
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Revolutionary Forces

From Many Lands
Delegatec lrom Asian Countries

Nguyen Von Hieu, Member of tlre Presiilium, National Liberdion
Frorrt of SunhYietnam, told tho Congress of the South Vietnamese
people's love for the fraternal Soviet people and the heroic Land of
Soviets, and their delight at its achievements.

The NLF delegate told the Congress that the South Vietnamese
people had always enjoyed the syrnpathy and support of friends all
over the world as well as the immense help of the Soviet Union, China
and the other fraternal countries. Speaking of the ever-increasing mass
movement throughout the USS,R to increase support for the Viet-
namese and other peoples of Indochina, Hieu declared:

AIIow us to take this opportunity, on behalf of the people and the National
Liberation Front of South Vietnam, to express deep- gratitude to the Com-
munist Party, the Government and the people of the Soviet Union for their
synpathy and supporl for their massive and valuable assistance. The ties of
brotherhood and friendship are binding the Vietnamese and Soviet peoples
ever closer together, and we shall spare no effort in strengthening th&e ties,

Hieu also expressed gratitude to the other socialist countries,
the Communist and Workers Parties and the progressive forces of
the United States for their support of the National Liberation Front.

Keison Plwmaihan, Vice Ckairmnn, I-a.otian Patriotic Front, in
bringing greetings to the Congress, pointed out that it was the Oc-
tober Socialist Revolution and the Soviet peoplers victories over the
fascist aggressors in world war II which creatia favorable conditions
for the revolutionary movement in Laos and other countries. He
hailed the Soviet Union's constant support of national liberation
movements, the working class and all exploited peoples in their ffght
against imperialism and reaction:

while ffghting against the American imperialists for a peaceful, independent,
neutral, democraUc and prosperous Laos, our people enjoy the gener6us help
and support of the CPSU, the Soviet Government and the entirl Soviet peo-
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ple, And today, on behalf of the Laotian people, we express our sincere and
deep gratitude for this priceless help and support.

Vice Chairman Phomvihan made a scathing attack on Nixort's ef-
forts to destroy Asians by the hands of Asians, and on the attack on
Laos by the Saigon puppets, with US atu support. This attack had
met with a crushing defeat by the Laotian arrned forces and people,
with the oooperation of the liberation forces of South Vietnam and
Cambodia, who would never cease resistance untfl the Americans were
driven out. He continued: "Al1 our recent victories are inseparable
from the tremendous assistance of the Soviet Union and other socialist
countries. We once again want to express our deep gratitude."

Yumzhagiin Tsedonbal, First Secretary, Mongolinn People's Reoo-
lutionary Party, Chairman, Mongolian People's Republic Council of
Ministers, paid tribute to the CPSU as a powerful source of strength
and lcnowledge in the building of a new socialist way of life. He
declared that Mongolian Cornmunists would continue learning frorn
its rich world-historic experience, and would be forever grateful to
the CPSU and the Soviet Government for their constant fraternal
assistance. Scoring the schismatic activities of the Chinese leaders
and the new anti-Soviet attacks launched by them on the eve of the
24th Congress, the Mongolian leader declared that nothing could
shake Mongolian-Soviet friendship r

Alliances of friendship, brotherhood and unity with the peoples of the
Soviet Union and the other socialist countries are the foundation of founda-
tions, the alpha and omega, as it were, of the foreign policy of the Mongolian
People's Revolutionary Party and the Government of the Mongolian People's
Republic.

Kim lr, Political Committee Member of the Korean Labor Party,
First Deyrty Choirmon of tha Council of Ministers, Korean Peuplds
Democratic Repubkc, brought greetings from Kim Il Sung, leader
of the Korean Party's Central Committeg and expressed gratitude for
Soviet support for Korea's struggle for independence and reuniffca-
tion. He declared:

We are conffdent that the tradiHonal relations of frienilship and cooperation
between the parties and peoples of our two countries will steailily gain
strength and develop on the basis of the principles of Marxism-Leninism and
proletarian internationalism, and we wish the Congress every success in com-
pleting its work.

Chanilra Raiestmra Rao, General Secretarg of the Indian Com.m:u-
nist Party, paid tribute to the Party of Lenin for its pioneering role
in establishing the world's ffrst socialist state, saving the world from
fascism, extending the frontiers of socialism to one third of humanity,
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and opening the way to the collapse of the colonial system over the
maior part of the globe.

Stressing the decisive role of the USSR in the anti-imperialist strug-
gle, the Indian Comrnunist leader mentioned especially its tremen-
dous aid in the present two main centers of confict:

The glorious struggle of the peoples of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia against
American aggression and the struggle of the peoples of the Arab world against
Israeli aggression backed by American imperialism.

Delegate Rao also spoke gratefully of the friendship and coopera-
tion between the Soviet Union and India and the mighty Soviet aid
in building a powerful national base for Indian industry and in
preserving the independence of India.

The Hea.d, of the East Paki,sta:n CP Debgatioro recalled gratefully
the role of the Soviet Government and Premier Kosygin in the signing
of the Tashkent Declaration in 1965, ending the war between India
and Pakistan. He expnessed gratitude as well for the enorrnous assist-
ance given by the Soviet Union to the people of East Pakistan d*irg
the cyclone and food disasters of last year, in the administering of
which 17 Soviet people lost their lives. The delegate from East Paki-
stan also expressed appreciation of the deep concern manifested by
the Soviet Government and people in connection with the military
administration's current use of armed force against the people of East
Pakistan, and President Podgorny's recent call for an end of the blood-
shed and a political solution.

Tomio Ni,shizaum, ruad. of the delegation from the C om:numist PartE
of lapan, reported on the ffght carried on by his Party, which has
increased its membership nearly nine times in the past ten years,
against the revival of Japanese militarism under the aegis of the USA.

Nishizawa said internal Party difficulties had been straightened out
and the Party strengthened by expelling those who were carrying out
splifting machinations on the basis of both right and 1eff' opportu-
nism.

Referring to difficulties in the international communist movement,
he felt these could be ironed out by comradely exchanges of opinion
between Marxist-Leninist parties and mutual relations of indepen-
dence and equality.

On recent talks between the Communist Parties of Japan and the
Soviet Union, he said:

Both sides have acknowledged the agreement reached iluring their talks in
Tokyo and Moscow in 1968 and agreed on concrete measures to remove ob-
stacles preventing normalization of telations between the parties. Both sides
expressed their readiness to improve mutual relations on this basis and pro-
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mote cooperation. We believe the implementation of this agreement will de-
velop the friendship between fie Japanese and Soviet people and help to
restore cohesion in tle international movement.

Delegates trom Alrica and. the lllid.d.le East,

Claud"e Ernest Nil.ala, First Secretary, Congol.ese Workers' Party of
the People's Republic of the Congo (Brazzaville) said his Party shared
the views of the CPSU and the Soviet Government on international
issues. The visit to their country of the CPSU delegation in 1971 had
strengthened the ties between the two parties and the two countries.
He emphasized the importance of the idea expressed in the Brezhnev
report that the socialist countries, the international working class
movement and ,the national liberation movement *should be united
into a single powerful mainstream in order to speed up the defeat
of world imperialism," Ndala declared:

the Congolese Workers' Party contends that antiCommunism ln the
national liberation movement is a crime. Our Party and our people do not
accept the philosophical concepts and fabrications intended to isolate fie
Africans from the rest of the world. We are men of creative endeavor-we
have no right under the pretext of Black exclusiveness to live aside from the
rest of the world and to counter the universal truth of Marxist-Leninist
teaching.

Iohn Marks, Chairman of the Communist Party of Sruth Africo,
hailed the growing strength of the Soviet Union not only for its bene-
fits to the peoples of the multinational USSR, but "because it is di-
rected towards strengthening and extending the world socialist com-
munity." The Black African leader declared:

It is no exaggeration to say that the stronger the Soviet Union becomes
I under the Leninist leadership of the CPSU, the more powerful are the moral,

political and material resources available to the working-class, revolutionary
democratic and nationalJiberation forces in their struggles against capitalism,
imperialism, neo-colonialism and racism and for national liberation, peace
and socialism.

Of immense importance to the struggle against the terrorist white
supremacy autocracy of the Pretoria regime, declared Marls, is the
material support from the Soviet Union and other socialist countries,
along with the fraternal support of the independent African states,
the Asian countries and the working-class and democratic movements
in the imperialist countries.

Daudi, Mbakabago, Central Committee and. National Executioe
member of the AfricanNationalUni,on of Tangangika,told how highly
the people of Tanganyika value the support of the Soviet Union in
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their struggle against colonialism and all forms of exploitation. He said
the Soviet exlperience in carrying o,ut their great ftve-year plans had
great lessons for the people of Tanganyika who were entering on
the road 1e s6sialisrn.

Molwm,meil Yusaf Elemi, mamber of tlw Supreme Reoolutionary,
Council of Somnl.ia, praised especially the concrete proposals for world
peace in the Brezhnev rqrort, with their sharp warnings to the im-
perialists and instigators of war. He said the Somali people, headed by
the Supreme Revolutionary Council, had chosen the non-capitalist
road of development, and considered socialism the only possible road
of liberation from imperialist exploitation, hunger, illness and illiteracy,
"those age-old enemies of the Somali people and all mankind." He told
the 2,4th CPSU Congress, "The Revolutionary Council and the working
masses of Somali march in close formation with you in the ranl$ of the
anti-imperialist stru ggle.D

Amilcar Cabral, General Secretary of tlle African Party for the In-
depond,ence of Cui.nea and the Ca.pe Yerde lslnnds, paid tribute to the
CPSU and to the great liberating genius of Lenin as an inexhaustible
source of inspiration to all ffghters against imperialism. He said he
spoke not only for his Party but for the African people of Guinea-
Bissau and the Cape Verde Islands, the oldest Portuguese colonies in
Africa, who in eight years of struggle against the Portuguese fascist
colonialists had liberated two thirds of their territory. He declared:

Our conffdence in victory is all the greater since your Party's Cenbal
Committee, through its General Secretary, has once again reaffirmed the
CPSU's determination to go on giving moral, political and material assistance
to the liberation movements, For us this rneans that the Soviet Union will, as
in the past, stand steadfastly by our people, exposing the heinous war of
the Portuguese colonialists and their accomplices and helping our Party to
bring its struggle to victory.

We are not in any way belittling the importance of African solidarity and
the solidarity of the other anti-colonial forces when we frankly say that it is
from the Soviet Union that we receive the bulk of the aid for our struggle.

Agostino Neto, Chai.rmon of the Popular Mooemerrt for the Libera-
ti,on of Angoln, reported on the Angolan people's liberation struggle
against the Portuguese colonialists and expressed gratitude for the
Soviet Union's constant support.

Mashel Samora, head, of tLw liberation front of Mozambique,
FRELIMO, also told of the bitter struggle of his people against the
Portuguese colonialists, armed with modem weapons received from
NATO. He thanked the Soviet people for their aid, and said the 24th
Congress would decisively aid the consolidation of all anti-imperialist
forces, hastening the end of imperialism and colonialism.
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Abdel Mohsen Abu al-Neur, General Secretary, of the Arab Socialist
Union of tlie UAR, brought greetings and gratitude from the ASU and
its leader, President Anwar Sadat. Lauding the Soviet Union as the
leader of the world forces of freedom, socialism and peace in the
struglle against the forces of colonialism and imperialism led by the
USA, he said that his people would forever remember the all-round
aid and support of the Soviet Union for the freedom-loving forces of
the Arab world:

Arab-Soviet friendship has tuaversed a long path of fruitful cooperation
and is profound and strong today. We associate this frienilship, above all,
with our immortal leader Gamal Abdel Nasser, whose dedicated and purpose-
ful efforts, together with the efforts of the outstanding Soviet leaders, have
created the magniffcent ediffce of this friendship and opened up the prospects
of successful and constructive cooperation between our countries.

Expressing gratitude for the Soviet role in transforming the life of
the people of the UAR through the Aswan High Dam, the steelworks
in Helwan, the electri.ffcation of the Egyptian countryside and other
projects, he pointed especially to "Soviet support in the struggle
against imperialism and Zionism."

Khnled Bagdash, General Secretary of the Sgrian Communist Party,
thanked the Soviet Union for its services to mankind, especially in
its program for world peace and its aid to the Arab cause. Noting
certain recent changes in Syria, the Communist Party leader declared:

The leadership of the ruling BAATH party has been replaced. Our party
decided to support the course of the new leadership as laid down in an offi-
cial policy statement: the policy of continuing the anti-imperialist struggle and
the progressive socioeconomic reforms, of building a national front composed
of all progressive forces, of strengthening cooperation with the UAR and
other progressive Arab states, of struggle for Arab unity, the policy of rein-
forcing friendship with the Soviet Union and other socialist countries.

To help implement this program our party agreed that two Communists
should enter the govemment.

Moh.ammed Diaber Ba.diboudi, of Sgrinis Arab Socialist Renaissance
PairtA, also attended,the conference. He expressed gratitude for Soviet
support and assistance in the ffght against imperialism, colonialism and
Zionisrn. He also stressed Soviet aid in creating the material and
economic basis of a new society advancing along the road of socialist
transformations; for helping to establish their own oil extraction in-
dustry and to end a major aspect of imperialist domination; for aiding
the construction of the great dam on the Buphrates which will mean
irrigation of over 1,500,000 acres of land; for providing military assist-
ance in the struggle against occupatiorr and aggression.

Mei,r Vilner, Ceneral Secretary, of tlp Communist Party of Israel,
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brought greetings from the progressive Jews and fuabs of a country
"whose rulers and Zonist leaders are carrying out an unbridled anti-
Soviet campaign," thereby insulting the memory of the six million
Jews destroyed by the Nazis, and joining forces with the most aggres-
sive and reactionary forces of the imperialist states." But they and
their American patrons could never erase from the memory of the
peoples the unforgettable fact that the Soviet Union had made the
decisive contribution to the salvation of mankind, including millions
of Jews, from the Nazi barbarians. He expressed his appreciation of
the Soviet pohcy directed at ensuring peace in Middle East. The
Israeli Communist leader sontinued:

The constructive, realistic position of the UAR, enUrely lacking in extrem-
ism, its acceptance of Dr, Jarring's proposals and its readiness to conclude a
peace agreement qrith Israel on condition that Israeli troops are withdrawn
from occupied Arab territory on the basis of the complete implementation of
the Security Council's resolution of November, 1967, have aroused a positive
response in Israel.

He declared that the main obstacle to peace in the Middle East is
the policy of American imperialism.

Delegates lrom Latin America and, Canad.a

Osmldo Dorticos Tomado, Politburean and Seuetariat member of
the Commanist Partq, and, Presid,ent of the Republic of Cuba, hailed
the CPSU and the Soviet people for the victory of the October Revo-
lution, for saving the working people of the world from fascist ag-
gression in World War trI, and for the high level of economic and
cultural development in which "revolutionaries all over the world
rejoice." Stressing especially Cuba's debt to the Soviet Union, Dorticos
declared:

It is appropriate to point out at this Congress not only the historic results of
your great achievements but also to emphasize the signiffcance of the very
existence of the Soviet Union and its economic might for the working people's
revolutionary struggle and the national liberation movement. This is eloquently
shown in the effective support the Soviet Union has given to Vietnam, the
Arab peoples and Cuba at the decisive moments of their histories.

The corsolidation of the Cuban revolution and Cuba's socialist gains, attain-
ed despite the imperialists' aggression and blockade, became possible only in
the historical era opened by the October Revolution. We owe a great deal to
the economic, technical and military assistance received from the Soviet Union.
This assistance enabled Cuba to wage a steadfast struggle against imperial-
ism's powerful center, only 90 miles away from us.

The Cuban President ooncluded that "there is no more fftting place
to stress the role which this cooperation has played in the Cuban
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revolution and its consolidation and to express our conf,dence in the
unbreakable friendship between the Soviet Union and Cuba and
between the Communist Party of the Soviet Uniron and tho Com-
munist Party of Cuba."

Luis Coroalan, Gerwral Secretary of tho Commm,ist porty of Cflib,
expressed the determination of his Party to go hand in hand with the
CPSU and other fraternal parties in the common world shuggle
against igperialisrn, for peace and socialism. He spoke of the progress
of the Allende Populg Unity Government towaid nationat*n{ the
cgpper mines and other big mining and ind,ustrial enteqprisei and
the biggest private banks, and in land reform. No efiorts of US i*-
perialist or native reactionaries could stop this advance.

Noting_that,the Chilean Government was formed by a bloc of
parties, corvalan expressed great satisfactiron that theie was also
present at the 24th congress a delegation of the socialist party of
Chile. Corvalan stated ffrmly:

_ 
rn our_ country we view all questions, including socialist construction, from

the standpoint of cooperation, with no time limits, between the communists
and socialists and among all the parties making up the popular unity BIoc,
There is no other road for us. we are satisffed witi the ,oo^ar *" have taken,
for our choice was dictated by the social and political realities of our country.

- 
Hernan, Del Canto, il.ebgde from lhe Sociatist pmty of Chile, told,

the congess it was a great honor for the chilean sodahsts to attend
t"q -, longress- for the ffrst time in history. This Congress was of
worldwide signiffcance due to the impact of thu soviet Tjnion on the
y:lld revolutionary struggle. Many years of friendship had enabled
chilean socialists to get acquainted with the tremeidous achieve-
ments of the soviet union, and their theoretical views, based on
Marxist-Leninist teaching, coincided.

The chilean socialist declared that elementary revorutionary hon-
esty required aclnowledgment that 'bn certain aspects the assess-
ments of Chilean Socialists differ from yours,,, but, h-e stressed:

. 
Historically and politically we have cast our lot with the working class, rev-

olution and socialism. Fo-[oy-g_-Es path qe are fighting for the"well-being,
happiness and progress of the Chileai people.

. 
Del canto emphasized the importance of strengthening still further

the unity of communists and socialists in cirrying"through the
construction of socialism in chile. He expressed conffdence ln the
leadership of Allende and in the victory of the Revolution:

we are aware that the reactionary forces ','ill seek to provoke clashes and
violence. our answer is: we do not want violencg nor do ive seek it. we have
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no intention of playing into the hands of our enemies. But if they resort to
violence they will meet with a ffrm, resolute and organized resistance on ttre
part of the people and the working class.

Felix Oieila, General Secrotary of the Puerto-Rican Conmtmist
Part!, said it was the greatest honor of his life to attend the 24th
Congress. He dessibed the humiliaUng colonial conditions inaposed
by the United States on the people of Puerto Rico. Yet under condi-
tions of the harshest US repression the Puerto Ri,oan people are step
ping up their struggle for independence.

Ojeda paid tribute to the CPSU policy which opens up all the
cultural ric[res of the country to the working class and $ves full
scope to their creative powers, making science and technique serve
the wellbeing of the people. Furthermore, he said:

The most remarkable of all things I have seen at this historic Congress is
the carrying out in practice of the Marxist-Leninist teachings on criticiim and
self-criticism and the actual realization of the principle of democratic
centralism.

Arnold, Martinez Verdugo, Genard. Secretary of the Moxican Com.
manist Party, declared that the achievements of the Soviet Union
helped in the struggle against imperialism thrcughout the world, and
thus played a revolutionary role on a world seale. He reported that
the Mexican Communists, along with other revolutionary forces, were
carrying on an intense struggle against the ruling Mexican bourgeoisie,
which was serving imperialist interests and carrying on crude anti-
Soviet provocations to divert attention from its own internal problems.
He declared that the Mexican people know that the only enemy of
their freedom is US imperialism, and are aware the Soviet Union is
their real friend and ally. He exlxessed gratitude to the Soviet Union
and the entire Comrnunist movement for their suppoort for the sfudents
and other political prisoners in Mexican jails.

lorge Colle, First Sectetary of tlw Cornnatnist Partg of Bolioia,
declared that support from the socialist camp, especially the Soviet
Union, is helping to consolidate the powerful upsurge of the revolu-
tionary and anti-imperialist movement now sweeping the entire Latin
Amorican continent. US imperialism is trying to nullify ,&e positive
changes aclieved as a result of the frus,trating of the military-fascist
coup in Bolivia last October. But the important part played by the
working pgople in the developing struggle "unfolds new prospects
for a revolutionary deepening- of the po-litical process now trkirg
place. . . . The Peopleis Assembly, created by the Bolivian Workeri,
Center and democratic revolutionary political parties, is capable of
directing the current process along a popular, anti-imperialiit path.-
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Iorge dal Prado, General Secretary of the Peruoinn Corutrutnist
Part!, informed the delegates that transformations that began in Peru
October 8, 1968 due to the powerful liberation struggles of their
people, which substantially altered the outlook of a considerable
part of the military, are continuing despite US repression, threats and
interference. Establishment of diplomatic and trade relations with
the socialist counkies has formed a real barrier to imperialist aggres-
sion and promotes Peru's independent development. He expressed pro-
found gratitude to the Soviet Union for its tremendous cbntrib'utions
to the people in the stricken areas of Peru and restoration of the
towns destroyed by the earthquake in May 1970:

It is with deep respect and sorrow that we pay tribute to the Soviet pilots
and doctors who tragically met their death while carrying out their humani-
tarian mission. We are also grateful for the emergency aid we received from
socialist Cuba, the fraternal people of Chile and many other countries.

Luis Cailos Prestes, General Secretary of the Coruru,nist Party
of Brazil, spoke of the growing resistance in Brazil to the fascist
military dictatorship established following tlle 1964 military coup and

rypported by US imperialism, which tries to make Brazil the gen-
darme of Latin Amerioa. He deplored the splitting activities of-the
Chinese Party leadership, which complicate the struggle, and ex-
pressed warm gratitude to the CPSU for its effective support.

Willinm, Kashtan, Ceneral Secretary of the Commanist Pafiy of
Canada, reported on the inflationary recession arising from growing
US domination of Canadian economy leading to a growing offensive
against labor by their own monopolies, resulting in severe repres-
sion and unemployment. The main victims are the youth and the
French-Canadian people whose national rights are ignored, while their
economic and social inequality has been further aggravated. This was
at the root of the political crisis in Quebec which still continues.
All these developments have at the same time led to a marked in-
crease in the militancy of the working class and "a marked growth of
opposition to US domination and US policies amongst a majority of
the Canadian people."

Frorn the Socialist Countries o'f Eastern Europe

Edroard, Gi.erek, First Secretary, Polish Uni.ted Worker{ Party, paid
tribute to the key role of the CPSU in strengthening unity among the
socialist states, and among the Communist and Workers' Parties.
Onet attitude toward the CPSU and the Soviet Union, he said, is
"the best criterion of one's real attitude toward the unity of socialist
and anti-imperialist forces." Those who did not understand this and
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take an anti-soviet position, t.yrrrg to split the international commu-
nist movement, harm the cause of socialism and their own vital inter-
ests. Of his own country, he said.

As you know, Comrades, we have recently had difficulties, which we are
overcoming thanks to the support of our working class, which is profoundly
Iinked with socialism, the inner strength of our party and to the f,elp of ail
our friends. our entire Party and our entire people are profoundly 

-grateful

to the communist Party_ of the soviet union and-its lead6rship for'th"eir un-
derstanding of our problems and for their friendly help in ,oG.rg them. . . .

our entire experience teaches us graphically that the basic condition for the
successful development of so-cialist society is the ffrm and consistent implemen-
tation of 

-the 
leading role of the Party and strengthening its bonds with the

working class, with all the working people. tn dayto-clay practical activity we
are- carrying out Lenin's teachings that the state of the dictatorship of the
p,roletariat . . . draws its strength from the consciousness of the masies, from
the broad democratic participation of the working people in the administration
of the state.

The Polish First secretary expressed gratitude to the soviet union
for policies which had preserved peace on t-he European continent
for 25 years, for bearing the primary burden in the worldwide strug-
gle against imperialism and for consistent support of arl peopres ffghi-
ing for their freedom. He pledged support to the movement 

-for
European security and declared that the Polish people would forever
march by the side of the soviet union in the struggle for socialism,
peace and liberation.

lanos Kadar, First Secretarg, Hungarian Workefs party, speaking of
the steady growth of the ideas of socialism and commu"ism tt ro,[fr-
out the world, noted also the lack of complete unity in the communist
movement:

Nationalist, revisionist and other anti-Marxist views have emerged in our
ranks and cause damage. Particular harm has been done by the disruptive
activity of the Chinese leaders, which our Party, as is well known, sharply
condemns. . . . we most emphatically oppose all anti-communist and aiti-
Soviet trends and all varieties of right and "left" opportunism, from any
direction.

The Hungarian First Secretary stressed the efforts of the Hungarian
Socialist Workers' Party and the Hungarian state for unity and coop-
eration with all socialist countries, with all communist and workers'
Parties and all progressive forces.

Todor Zhiokoo, Fi,rst Seuetarg of the Bulgarian Com"manist partg
and CLtai,rman of the Courcil of Mi,nisters of the Bulgarian peoplc;s
Reptblic, told the Congress: "Your today is our tornorrow.,, His coun-
try, he said, was proud that the views of Bulgarian communists on all
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the main problems of the time fully coincided with the position of the
CPSU and the great majority of fraternal parties. The Bulgarian First
Secretary declared:

Our Party will unswervingly continue its struggle for the purity of Marxism-
Leninism, against anti-communism, against bourgeois nationalism, against
rightwing and "left" revisionism and against any manifestations of anti-Soviet-
ism. . . . We Bulgarian Communists resolutely reject the attacks and slander
which the present Chinese Ieadership is making against the CPSU and the
Soviet Union, against the world socialist system and against the entire inter-
national communist movement.

Walter Ulbriclrt," First Seuetary, Socialist Uni,tg Party of Germnny
and, Prcsident of the State Counnil of the Germ.an Demouatic Repub-
Irc, expressed full support of the CPSU Central Committee report, on
behalf of the working people of the German Democratic Republic.
Noting his delegationt complete agreement with the statements in the
Brezhnev report, he said:

With respect to peace and security in Europe, he [Brezhnevl emphasized
the fact of international recognition of the GDR by many states and the im-
mutability of the existing borders in Europe. He unequivocally indicated that
the ratiffcation and, consequently, the entry into force of the Moscow and War-
saw treaties with the FRG must be considered a top-priority task in the inter-
ests of European security.

Nicolne Ceausescu, First Secretary of tlw Roma.ninn Communist
Party and Chnirm.an of the State Council of th.e Socialist Republic of
Romania, noted with satisfaction that "ffrm political, economic, scien-
tiftc, technical and cultural relations have been established and are
developing between the Romanian Communist Party and the CPSU
and between our peoples and countries." He said the new Treaty of
Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance signed between Rom-
ania and the USSR last year opened up new prospects for all-around
cooperation between the two countries. Ceausescu called for:

. . . relations of a new type among socialist countries, relations that are
diametrically opposite to the relations existing in the capitalist world, and . . ,

the socialist countries' voluntary cooperation in the spirit of the principles of
Marxism-Leninism and socialist internationalism, respect for independence and
national sovereignty, equal rights and non-interference in internal afiairs and
comradely mufual assistanco and mutual advantage.

Miialko Todorooic, from the League of Commani*s of Yugosla.oia,
brought greetings from Josif Broz Tito, head of the Party and State of

tO" J""" 15, at the Congress of the Socialist Unity Party, Walter Ulbricht, due
to advanced age and ill health, was succeeded as First Secretary by Erich Hon-
ecker. Ulbricht remains head of state.
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Yugoslavia, declaring: 'We rejoice in every one of your achievements
in the economic, scientiffc, cultural and other ffelds." The head of the
Yugoslav delegation said:

we are gratiffed to see the favorable development of relations between
Yugoslavia and the soviet union on the principles of equality, mutual respect
and non-interference. we are conffdent that favorable conditions and common
enduring interesb exist for further cooperation between our counhies and our
peoples.

He also stressed the importance of cooperation between the yugo-
slav League of Communists and the CPSU and the useful exchange of
opinions and experience arising therefrom.

Delegates lrom Capitalist Countries ol Europe
Georges Marclwis, Deputy General Secretarg of the French Com-

rnuni'st Parta, brought warm greetings from the ailing General secre-
tary, waldeck Rochet. He praised the creative initiative displayed in
Brezhnevt report, and the fact that efforts to make the epsu re-
n-ounce the policy adopted by the 20th congress had been rejected.
He praised C-P|U support for the independence of oppressed peoples,
its defense of the peoples of Indochina and the AraL-people, ,grirst
imperialist aggression, and its work for peaceful coexistence, He
scored manifestations of anti-sovietism from any source as a crirne
against the interests of the working class.

He reported on successes of the French communist party in the
direction of achieving greater unity among the trade unions and left-
wing political organizations, and in exerting influence among the
youth. [The French Communist Party has about 400,000 *"rib"rr,
and a potential 5,000,000 votes in a national election.]

on the question of unity of the socialist countries and their commu-
nist Parties, he declared:

Dear comradesl Relations between the French communist party and the
GPSU have always been ones of fraternity, solidarity and cooperation. These
relations have never been and never will be shaken-by any tuial.

Unity of all the socialist countries, of all Communisi pariies, in &e struggle
against imperialism, lor peace and indopendence of the peoples, is an urgent
necessity in face of the aggressive policy of US imperialismi

we set much store on the princrple of the independence and sovereignty of
every communist Party, and the observation of this principle in rJlations
amon-g the fraternal parties, we consider that achievinfi proGt*.irn interna-
tionalism and unity of action of all the communist paities on the basis of
Marxism-Leninism is a sacred duty and an essential condition for success in
our struggle,

In conclusion Marchais said that French Communists:
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. . , call for the unity of the world communist movement, convinced that
differences on some questions . . . must never result in a weakening of the
basic links uniting our parties, that they must not become an obstacle to the
joint struggle of all our forces against imperialism.

Erwico Berli,nguer, Deputy Secratary General of tha ltahan Com-
munist Party,brought greetings from Secretary General Luigi Longo.
He stressed the signiftcance of Soviet plans for economic advancement,
and for increased aid to all peoples ffghting for freedom and inde-
pendence, above all the Vietnamese and Arab peoples. Stressing the
vitality of the solidarity of his Party with the CPSU, the Soviet Union
and all socialist countries, he declared that this did not mean that
the views of the Italian Party always coincided with those of each
socialist country and each Communist and Workers'Party:

Our internationalism is based on recognition of the complete independence
of each country and of each party. This does not exclude differences, which
have occurred and may do so again. This however does not impair our soli-
darity and does not prevent us from participating in the struggle to achieve
the great objectives that unite us.

Berlinguer said his Party resolutely rejected any calls to renounce
its international commitments or "to deviate from them within the
great worldwide communist and revolutionary movement"; it had al-
ways fought any manifestations of anti-Sovietism and would continue
to do so. He sharply attacked US imperialism's aggressive policies,
especially its war of extermination against the peoples of Indochina
and its dangerous policies in tlle Mediterranean; solidarity with the
people of Indochina was linked closely with the Italian people's strug-
gle against the US presence in their own country. He urged the neces-
sity for a European Security Conference.

The Italian Communist leader spoke of the growing infuence of the
1,500,000-strong Italian Communist Par[y, which polls nine million
votes. He reported growing unity in Italy among all Left-wing forces,
both secular and Catholic, and growing unity of action on the part of
trade unions. All this has inevitably sparked off a ferocious onslaught
by reactionary forces, against which 'the people and all anti-fascist
forces are being mobilized on a growing scale,"

Dolores lbamuri, legendary reuolutionary leader, Chairman of the
Commanist Party of Spain, banned in its homeland, gave good news
to the Congress of the growth of the anti-Franco movement, now en-
compassing ever wider sections of society in addition to the workers

-influential sections of the bourgeoisie, the Catholic Church, intellec-
tuals, engineers, technicians, students and peasants. "Even in Franco's
anny a thaw has set in, heralding the spring of hope for our country."
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There are vast potentialities for a Freedom Pact, championed by the
Communist Party of Spain as a basis for mobilizing the whole coun-
try to overthrow the Franco dictatorship. The main adverse factor is
'the American bases located in strategic points on Spanish territory
and spearheaded against the Soviet Union and our people . . . and
used for intemal political pressure."

Ibarruri expressed deep appreciation on behalf of her Party for
the campaign of solidarity with the young Basque freedom ffghters in
which the Soviet Union and other socialist countries took part, and
which developed on an unprecedented scale in France, Italy, Belgium
and other countries. Mentioning differences in the international move-
ment she declared; "No discord can justify anti-Sovietism, r,rihich we
denounce most resolutely."

Iohn Gollnn, Ceneral Secretary of the Communist Party, of Great
Britain, declared that differences, on which the British Party had
stated its position at the World Meeting of Parties in 1969, have not
stopped and will not stop the solidarity and joint action of British
Communists with the CPSU and other socialist countries in the corn-
mon struggle against imperialism and for socialism.

Kostas Koli.o,nnis, First Secratary of the Commanist Party of Greece,
said that despite the fascist terror of the ruling military iunta, openly
supported by US imperialism, the iunta had been unable to break out
of its isolation, the Greek people remained unsubdued and their anti-
imperialist and anti-American mood was growing. He said the Greek
Communist Party was in the front ranks of the struggle for the over-
throw of the dictatorship, and in this struggle was receiving warm in-
ternationalist support, "above all from the Soviet Union and odrer
socialist countries."

Latsaro Cunhnl, General Secretary of the Portuguese Communist
Party, reported that the fascist dictatorship of Caetano was continuing
the colonialist policy of Salazar. Supported by the NATO countries,
and closely allied with the racist govemment of South Africa and
Rhodesia, it is stepping up military operations against the peoples of
Ango1a, Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique. While forced to work
underground, the Portuguese Party is doing everything possible to
defend the peoples of these countries and to mobflize the working
class and democratic forces to wipe out the fascist dictatorship.

The preceding selections, while necessarily incomplete, should
convey a sense of the broad experience, eonffdence, and deep soli-
darity of the foreign delegations, making the 24th Congress of the
CPSU a truly international forum for peace and revolutionary change.
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\[rho Are the Delegates ?

rTtHE genuinely representative nature of the CPSU Congress, asr shown by its diverse composition and the broadly varied back-
grounds of its delegates, was the subject of a report by the Chainnan
of the CPSU Congress' Credentials Commission, I. V. Kapitonov.
The Congress, analyzed sociologically, can be seen to be not only
a cross-section and microcosm of the Parly itself, but a miniature ver-
sion of S oviet society-economically, occupationally, geographically,
educationally, g"rr"rrliorrdly, by ,"*", ,rd'i, other wiyslOire won-
ders about how many congresses and parliaments a similar statement
could seriously be madel

After referring at some length to thb extensi.ve and broadly-based
preparations for the Congress, and its signiftcance as an index of the
Party's leading role, Mr. Kapitonov detailed some of, the mechanics
of the Congress' election procedures before going on to disouss the
eonstituency itself. All 4,963 of the delegates were elected by secret
ballot at their respective regional and territorial Party conferences,
or in some cases at Party congresses of the Union Republics. These
elections in the candidates' home areas were carried out 'in full
accord with the Party Rules and norrns of representation." An indi-
cation that what is tommonly called "seniorif did not determine
who was elected can be seen in the fact that about three quarters
of the delegates-3,691 to be exact'were elected to a national Con-
gress of the CFSU for the ffrst time.

All areas of the multinational Soviet state, as well as 61 nation-
alities, were represented at the Congress in proportion to the respec-
tive size of their party organizations, each delegate representing
2,900 memibers of his Party. Kapitonov reported t-hat:

The Congress represents all the regional, territorial and Republic party
organizations. Tho biggest delegations come from the party organizations of
Moscow, 814 members; Leningrad Region, 175; Moscow Region, 158; Rostov
Region 92; trirasnodar Territory, 89; Gorky Region, 79; Sverdlovsk Region, Z5;
Kuibyshev Region, 69; and Saratov Region, 65. The 1.5 million-stroug detach-

I. V. KeprtoNov was the Chairman of the Credentials Commission of the 24th
CPSU Congress. Ttris summary was prepared by David B. Buehrens.
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ment of the communists of siberia and the Soviet Far Eas! which are raprdly
developing parts of the country, is represented by over Efo debgates.

Tlu pr*y organizations of the eonstituent RepubUcs axe repre_
t"t{Jr_qportionally, as are such newly formed 

"urrt "l 
Asian reglons

3: T{1y-Surgan an{Jurgar in Kazakhitan; Namangan in Uzbekiitan;
Mari, Tashauz and Chardshou in Turkrnenia and odr""r.

, ry. Kapitonov_ prefaced his examination of the social make_up of
the co_ngress with a reference to Leonid Brezhnw's repor! *li"n
stressed that the Party must constantly show its concern ?',to have its
composition 

lrelp solve in_ the best way the problems confronting it.
And this r-s duly reflected in the comfiositioi of the congress dele-
gates-workers and governrnent ministers, collective f#mers and
scientists,-military men and cultural workers, and old and young party
mernbers."

The soviet working elass was represented at the congress more
widely than ever beforg as beftts itJleading role in the oinstruction
of communism. Among the I,lgs delegatei were metallurgists and
miners, machinists and textile workers, ,i"rv"rr, oilmen, railw"ay work-
ers and skilled builders of automated instruments and sophisticated
eleotronic computers, "all models of a trury oommunist atutude to-
ward their work,"* accor&ng to Kapitonov.

Another 870 delegates were from the countryside: rank-and,ffle
collective farmers, state farrn workers, and section, team and livestock-

fireding leaders_comprised two-thirds of this number. said l(apitonov:
"These are p_eople who spare no effort to implement the pariys pro-
gram for a further developrnent of agricultirg persistentty st"iiing
for figh yields of crops and an increas6d output o? animal h"rbarrdr!
prodrree in order to strengthen the econom-y of the collectirr" urri
state farms."

Thus we see that industrial workers like yegor Ivanovich Drozdet-
sky, noted miner from Kuzbas and Maria Ivannlkova, Moscow weaver,
or a-gricultural workers Iike victor Stasevich, a Byelorussian agricul-
tural rnachine operator,and vaike Nutt, Estonian milk-maid-ieople
ernplo.y^ed directly -i1 thg production of material values-conipriied
over 40 per cent of the delegates to the recent CPSU Congress.

Another sizable and important group of delegates inclided the
leaders of various soviet industrial anil igricultural enterprises. ?ar-
ticipating in the Congress," Mr. Kapitonov reported, ..we; 

870 heads
of industrial enterprises and construction projects, production associa-

.. 
iAbout 98 per cent of all the delegates hacl been awarded soviet medals anil

crtauons ot various sorts for patrigticr gccupational, public and other achievemenb.
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tions and ffrms; 82 state farm directors; and 148 collective farm chair-
men. And this shows that our executives enioy well-deserved prestige
in the county."

Professional full-time party workers-"functionaries"-were also
present a,nd active at the CPSU Congress. The great majority of this
Sou_p, which made up almost a quarter of the delegates, were re-
gentlf workers, collective farmers and professionals. They included
hundreds of seeretaries of re$onal, ter:ilorial, republic area, city and
district party comrnittees.

- Lollh, governrnent and trade union interests were represented by
the'&56 Soviet government, 126 trade union and yCl-officers par-
tic-ipating-in the Congress. We have arnong the delegates I,284 dep-
uties to the USSR Supreme Soviet and the Supreme Soviets of the
constituent and autonomous republics."

I(apitonov reported that scientists, academicians, educators and
creative people in the arts made up over seven hundred of the dele
gates p,resent:

- We have among the delegates 86 Academicians and Corresponding Mem-
bers of the USSR Academy of Sciences, of the branch Academies an-d those
of the Union Republics; 368 Doctors and Canilidates of Science, and lB8
professional research workers. The Congress is also attended by 120 cultural
workers, educators, writers, composers, artists and actors. Wi have among
tJle delegates such prominent men of science and culture as Academician Ms-
tislav Keldysh, three times recipient of the Hero of Socialist Labor award; the
famous writer Mikhail Sholokhw; sculptor Nikolay Tomsky, and others.

In this period of women's liberation movements, many American
readers wfll be interested to learn that every fourth delegate to the
Congress was a woman, a much higher percentage than at the Bth
Party Congress in 1919. The important and ever-increasing public
role of women in the USSR is indicated also by the fact-that, as
reported in the Soviet Economic Gazette of November lg6g, every
third 

-engineer 
in the USSR is a woman, whfle in the U.S. only one

out of ftfty is female; women comprise over 70 per eent of the doctors,
a rate ten times higher than in the US. They also account for half
the employees in factories and offices throughout the USSR. A na-
tional p-olicy of ge,nerous four-month pregnancy and maternity leaves
with fult pay, and a wide network of children's out-patient clinics,
mrrseries, and kindergartens in addition to maternity grants and
other services: all these are the material conditions for tfie growing
role of Soviet women, as shown by their extensive participation in
the Congress as elected delegates.

Incidentally, to implement further the participation of women in
fi6
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non-domestic work, the 24th congress adopted the fonowing national
goals: "An increase in cash allowances for children where thJ (month-
ly) income per family member does not exceed E0 rubles; 

"r, 
irro"ur"

in the number of paid days allowed for care of a sick chird; and 100
per cent paid pregn_anry and _maternity leaves for all working wo nen,
regardless of length- of employment." previotrsly this payient was
scaled accorfi:rg to length of employment. Thui there 

-may 
be even

more women delegates to the next Congress.

. Concerning thp "generation gap," which, like other bourgeois prob,
Iems, is supposed to be univerial and common to alr cotirrtriei the
congress pnesented a picture o{ the continuity of age groups, not of
their clash. Actually, qnty 20 per cent of the albgati iere iver fffty.
T,he rernainder were distributed by age as follows: under 3e 5.r per
99nt; 81 to 85, 12.8 per cent; 36 to 40, 1S.g per cent; and 41 to 

-f0,

!1.6 _per cent. There arg3nly 5.g p_e1 cent,ovei the age of 60. Clearly
the congress was not 'dominated by old people a"frequent aspect
of th-e "generation gap" charge. The itatisti* u:" the lenlth of party
membership, similarly support the thesis of the continuity of gen-
erations in the USSR.

All of these considerations, taken into account along with the
unprecedented- p^rogress of the co.untry as a whole, aJcording to
Kapitonov, will'help to increase still more the prestige of our LJnin-
ist Party which is conffdently guiding the soviet piopre arong the
road to cornmunism."

I

GENNADY F. SIZOV

CPSU Budget and Finances

THE importance of the spirit of serious businesslike responsibility,r earnest self-examination and self-criticism, in order better to carry
out party goals, was the subject of a report by Gennady Sizov, Chair-
man of the GPSU celtral Auditing comrnission. In Mr. sizot's'roport
wg are given a frank assessment of party shortcomings ,, w"li as
achievements, and a reminder of the need for continuJ devotion to
high standards of party operations in meeting the new challenges
of the present and fuhrre.

'An important stage in the work of translating communist ideals
Gr"" "" szov is chairman of the central Au&ting commission of the cpsu
central committee. This summary was prepared by Daviil B. Buelueus.
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into life" is how Sizov characterizes the period between the 23rd
(1966) and %L:th Congresses of the CP,SU. .'eonditions have been
created in our country after the 23rd congress for the work of party
functionaries and economic executiver th-rt insure a respectful ani
attentive attitude towards them, and greatly encourage businesslike
initiativ-e and politiaal activity in every functionary.,, -

In that connection Mr. sizov takei note also of the improvement
quril8 that perrod "in the style of party leadership and the further
develop-m-ent of inner-party democracy 

-which 
havi invigorated the

work of the various auditing commissions-both the centril comrnis-
_sio_n 

and the local party commissions." All of this, he continues, has

\"h:a plt 'bur socialist _cguntry on a fresh, mighty upgradq,; and
lhe P_arty s ties with the labor and politicar acurliues ,t"tt " masses
have been correspondingly strengthenid.

IIr" Sizov p-oTtr to- a general improvement in the management
and eficiency of centralcommittee oferations du.ring the receit ffve-

1eT poiod, ,99og that his commissio} is concernedchiefy with the

Iqri: ffnancial operations. Revenues for the party's budget have
had sizable annual increases, he reports, the period since"the Iast
congress showing a glowth of almost 40 pur cJnt. Membership dues
rnake up about two.thirds of these reveiues, and the correit and
prompt,payrnent and accounting of dues is therefore an important
ffnancial matter as well as one-of "the foremost duties of i co*-
munist''-a matter of observing party discipline and duties as recorded.
in the Party Rules.

commenting that party and candidate members on the whole strict-
ly observed the ffxed _order of payment of party membership dues,
sizov gives some speciffc examples of party organizations and mlembers
falling short in this matter. He aho cniaes particurar party organiza-
tions for laxity in aocepting dishonest statemints of incime'frori do"r-
payrng members, failing to maintain proper,accounting and banking
procedures, and carelessness in the matter of losing meribership cardsl

. 
,Calling attention to the_s_r,bstantial portion ofthe partys "r"u"rrru

which derives from its,n*blishing actilrities, sizov details the very
large increases in circulation of such party publications x praodi,
6.4 to 9 million; sel,skaya zhizn (Agricultural iif";, E.B to 6.6 rnillion;
Kom.mrunist, 704,000 to 820,000; aid parttnaga zhizn (party Life).
- In 1{_0, 274 pany newspapers were published, with a circuration

of 67 million, and 226 magazines with a circulation of 6g.4 million
cog.igs. .This, he says, 'testiffes in the ffrst ptrace to the increasing
p,rl1lt"g activity and spiritual,and cultural re^quirements of our peo-
ple." Further, "all the publishing houses ani printing shops frave
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now been ehanged over to the new methods of planning and incen-
tives," substantially increasing their efficiency, but there is still a
need for much expansion and new construction of pubtishing facilities
in the new ffve-year period in order that "the legitimate desire of the
Soviet citizen to have newspapers and rnagazines should be fully met."

Coming to tle question of the handling of letters, applications and
complaints to the Party's Central Committee and its various edi-
torial offices, Sizov talks about the change "in the nature of letters,
reoeived in recent years-besides complaints of a personal character,
questions of social importance are raised more and more frequently,
showing the increased political maturity and sense of responsibility
of the Sovie] people for the success of the comrnon cause, iheir deep
interest in the speedy development of our economy and culturg and
in the pursuance of our Party's domestic and foreign policy."

By giving due attention to these questions, Sizov concludes, as
well as by expanding its exchange of experience in these areas with
the commissions of a number of fraternal Marxist-Leninist Parties,
the Party will be able to satisfy the legitimate needs of the people,
as well as its own responsibilities, even more fully.

DAVID LNBMAN

The Draft Directives:
Pre-Congress Discussion

,flHE DRAFT Directives of the Ninth Five-Year Plan, Lg71-75, were! published months before the 24th Congress for p,urposes of
nationwide discussion. It is vital to realize that the form of the Direc-
tives at the Congress, as ernbodied in the report of I(osygin, and the
nature of the discussion at the Congress itself, was shaped by the
discussion that occurred throughout the pre-Congress period. This
discussion took place in local Soviets, in work places, in numerous
qpecialized organizations dealing with particular problems, and in
the press. Praoiln. and lzoestia, the two leading ,soviet dailies, carried
continuous streams of contributions, which, according to Alexey
Kosygin, testify to the S9"i* people's "active participation in tacHing
the basic problems of the development of Soviet sociefr." All of the
contributors to the diseussion fully support the positions set forth in
the Directives, and take pride in the accomplishrnents of Soviet
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sooiety; it is in that context that the criticisms of shortcomings and
problems yet to be solved take on their meaning, as an insellarable
part of the process of implementing the DirectiveJ and moving-toward
the goals set forth in them. To ihow the reader something of the
seriousness and importance of the discussion, \rye have eoncentrated
on the partici,pants' critioisms of the existing situation and their pro-
posals for change, which shows socialism as process, as conslant
improvement.

An official of a government planning committee describes tho
increasing complexity of planning: In a year more than four billion
documents are circulated among the various levels of rnanagement.
The problem is that many of these documents are drawn up in differ-
ent_ ways, and terminology is not standardized; this is preventing the
rvride-scale introduction of automated management systems through-
out the country. "A major problern we face is the creation of a
single system of documentation for the entire country." W'ork on
the theory and practice of classiftcation systems, and the training of
cadres for this, is becoming urgent.

An economist diseusses the problems of manpower in Siberian
agriorlture. The ten-year decline of 17 per cent in the rual popula-
tion of siberia has not been counterbalanced by rising mechanization
and productivity in agriculture, and plowland per worker remains
way above the country's average. something must be done to stabilize
the number of workers on the farms. With higher pay, only LE per
cent of those who leave the countryside do so for "ffnanoial reasois,-
but ':dissatisfaction with cultural, everyday and trade services, the
quality of housing, Iabor organization and the work routine are more
and more frequently cited as reasons for migrating." Bad roads cause
p."gplu in^ small villages to feel cut off from civilization; thus, espe-
cially in siberia, road construcuon is a rnaior means of sowing bZth
economic and social problems.

An agricultural specialist points to a knotty problem. Due to the
past ooncern in the country over the shortage of bread, wheat was
encouraged ,t th_u expense of food-grain crops for livestock feeding.
Now wfreat production eontinues to expand, while the requirement
fo-r feed crops is increasin_g. This rneans that rising proportidns of the
wheat harvest are devoted to this use, and this is highry unprofftable,
since the yields per unit outlay are mueh greater iri rye, b-arley, etc.
The new situation requires a drastic shift in the structure of sown
areas. Another contributor to the discussion on problems of agricul-
ture foouses on the state farms, where he sees-a contradictiJn be-
tween the present pay and bonus system and optimal planning:
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Farms are rewarded more f,or ooerfulfrllment of their plans than for
fulffllment; th,is leads them to avoid taking on sufficiently steep plans.
"To increase the weight of the plan, in our view, it is necessary
to increasingly encourage fulffllment, not overfulffllment. Then the
plan targets will to a larger extent take into account the achieved
level of production and the latest gains in science and technology."

Other discussants go into problems in the way the dncentive firnds
are formed, issues too complex to follow in detail here. Some core
problems: Contradictions in the pay and bonus systern due to the
complexity of the methods for forming incentive funds, a hindrance
to full worker understanding and participation; lack of economic
accountability of higlrer agricultural agencies; the need. for more
streamlined, harmonious organization.

Similar problems are discussed with reference to industry. Even
where an enterprise has an incentive to set itself the highest possible
plan (where entelprise funds depend more upon fulffllment than
upon overfulffllment), it can be dernoralized in the longer run by re-
visions of the technical indices on which its profftability is catrculated.

From Taganrog: '1I would like to express a few thoughts that
trouble us production workers and that have not yet been fully
reflected during the introduction of the economic reforrn." One of
those thoughts: mechanical application of the reform may hurt elter-
prises which are introducing new technology or new products, since
productivity will be low during the period when the new methods
are ffrst being assimilated. This is unfair, since the pioneering enter-
prise is making a great contribution in brealcing new ground.

From an engineer: a proposal on how to pay engineers: "At
present, an engineer is paid acaording to the position he holds. It
would be more expedient to establish his pay rate according to his
gualiffcations and perforrnance. . . . The criteria for this should not
be age and seniority ,but solely the person's abilities and knowledge.
. . . Therefore, I suggest that the Directives of the Party Congress
state the necessity of the further activrization of the creative efiorts of
engineering and technical personnel and of improving the organiza-
tion of labor and the system of their material and moral incentives."

The Deputy Minister of Local Industry of Lithuania writes on
behalf of local ind,ustry: Many consumer goods are below the best
standards because local industrial ffrms are not given the same equip-
ment provided to other enterprises. He also proposes more speciiliza-
tion, less duplication.

One letter delves into the experience in Leningrad with the forrna-
tion of research-and-production associations (see the article by G.
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Romanov, p. 185). These combines have great potential, especially
in the area of scientiffc research. At the same timg there are ob
stacles in the path of the associations, impeding their creation. "As
a rule, the executives of enterprises and organizations making up tho
associations do not want to lose their independence and are re-
luctant to ?art with a position in which they are constantly in view."
This "psychological" barrier must be overoome. In addition, "the exist-

Tg Pay system and standard table of organization do not facilitate
the creation of such assooiations." flhere are a1l sorts of contrivancrs
designed to maintain salaries and keep all the previous cadres within
the__new organization, including the creation of imposing titles, sueh
as "First D.poty General Director for Production and Director of
the Okhta Chemical Cornbine." 'lSuch 'complexities' in the titles of
positions are poor allies in the development of science and pro-
duction."

- 
Other problems for scientiffc workers: The cu:rent payment

sche,rne makes it overly profftable for institutes to concenlate on
short-term projects, to,the neglect of long-term ones. The higher a
scientiftc worker's qualiffcations, the more his time gets taken up
with administrative duties. Criteria for evaluating the eficier"y o1
scientiffc workers are too vague, and this occasiondly leads to un-
justiffed infation of staffs. And so on.

Some of the contributions oonsider demographic problems, prob-
le-m9 in the giting of productive forces. The rapid industrialiiation
of the USSR led to the overly rapid growfh of large cities, argues one
partioipant.'Ihese large cities have problems expanding the pro-
ductive facflities they contain, and providing housing and culti:ral
sgrviges lor the population; much would be gained 6y focusing on
the development of smaller and medium-sized residential areas. But
the dogma of. size continues in force:

We cannot agree with those economists who at times counterpose large
cities to small ones and elevate the advantages of large cities to the status
of an absolute. Practice has conffrmed the correctness of the great attention
that our planning agencies have devoted to the fate of small Jiuqs in recent
yeqs. . . . Current ideas notwithstanding, the enterprises of the up-to-date
and most progressive branches of the manufacturing indusby tlat hive been
set -up in small and medium-sized cities aro in no way inferior to plants
of the same type in the large centers.

The rector of odessa university raises some siticar questions
about the role of the universities in Soviet society. while flo-urishing
and making- grelt contributions, the universitiei have occasionatf
been somewhat divoreed fro,rn practical proble*s, and the 

""re 
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engineering is cited. Higher technical schools (not considered to be
on the university level in the USSR) turn out good engineering
specialists, who can work within their narrow area of competence
within guidelines already laid down. What is needed, however, is
increased training of research engineers, with broad knowledge and
the ability to do creative research. The universities must shoulder
the task of Uaining cadres for the higheA technical and secondafy
schools. New departments should be created at the junctures of the
various sciences, "taking into account the strongest aspects of each
university"; thus, at Odessa, a department of theoretical and applied
eybernetics is planned.

An acaden,,ician issues a call for improving the teaching of scien-
tiffc communism, and elevating the subject to the status of a disci-
pline with higher degrees, a publication, an institute, etc.

fn this connection, it would probably be advisable to insert in the draft
Directives of the 24th CPSU Congress, after the statement on economics, a
clause reading approximately as follows: "In the field of scientiffc comrnunism,
to devote chief attention tor the comprehensive generalization of social and
political processes in the implementation of the new ffve-year plan; the fuller
and more comprehensive disclosure and practical utilization of the laws gov-
eming the construction of communism; the elaboration of the problems of
social administration; and the integrated mastery of the laws governing the
preparation for, the emergence of and the development of the world socialist
system."

Discussion oontributions poured in continuously on aspects of
socialist organization and management; even a partial summary would
exceed our space limitations. One suggestion is to eliminate the
practice of calculating profft on the basis of the value of output,
which includes rnaterials purohased by the enterprise. As a result,
enterprises becorne interested in embodying the most expensive pos-
sible materials in their product, since this increases the ruble vilue
of their output, hence their proftts and bonusest Orders come to be
divided into "profftabtro" and "unprofttable," the latter containing a
low proportion of components or ingredients purchased from outsidc.
"In our view, certain indices of the crr-terpriset work should be based
not on its total outlays, not on the 'gross' but on the 'ne!' which
objectively reflects the degree of the achievements of the entelprise."

Other problems: Bureaucratic inertia and plan-sidestepping in
the medical quiprnent industry. Accounting procedures which place
ffrms rnanufacturing components and. parts, as distinct from ffnished
goods, at a disadvantage. Problerns of improving the efficiency of the
job placement process, particularly for youth. A grp between the
production of mineral fertilizers and the production of fertilizer rynead-
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ers; developing the agro-industrial complex. A low'thift coefficient,'
i.e., too much idle time and down time at industrial installations. The
organizational changes demanded in the wake of technical change
in the computer industry. The penalization of lines of production in
which progress does not immediately lead to an increase in output.

The discussion contains examples of problems of soeialist con-
struction, which highlight the working of Soviet democracy. One
example,,from the Sheksna District Party Committee, is worth quoting
at some length:

The specialization and cooperation of production is a very important ques-
tion. But here we run into obstacles, particularly on the psychological level.
The collective farms, for instance, are not always willing to agree to set up
mixed-feed production on a shared basis or to cooperate in the marketing of
output. This "conservatism" is partly explained by the fact that the farms
have already accumulated bitter experience in this area. It sometimes hap-
pens, and there is no need to deny this, that the intercollective farm organi-
zations are run not by the collective farmers but by a third party. After all,
the Rural Road-Build.ing Trust was essentially set up with thi mlney of the
district's collective farms. But then the province gave it the assignment of
builfing a road to the Kipelov Brickyard, which is under construction. After
receiving this assignment, the Rural Road-Building Trust excluded the roads
to the collective farms from its plan.

_It goes without saying that everyone needs the road to the new brickyard.
Perhaps we really should have thrown the forces of our construction workers
there. But this shor:Id not have been done by sen&ng down an order. The
collective farmers, who are the masters, should ffrst haie been convinced that
this decision is in the interest of the district and in their own interests.

Many Americans will be glad to know that problems of conserya-
tion and pollution ffgured in the discussion of the draft Directives.
Praod,a published a survey of letters, having received too many for
individual publication. One writer pxoposes the establishment of a
single agency for the protection of nature. Others urge ttrat enter-
prises be converted to a closed cycle of technological supply (ne-
cycling), 'without the discharging of sewage i.nto rivers or lakes."
Still others are concerned with the protection of the forests; when the
Iumbermen cut down the trees that make the best lumber, natural
selection is upset and the qualrty of the whole forest stand deteri-
orates. Laws are proposed requiring lumbering companies to plant
trees to replace the ones cut down. Agronomists call for the planting
of fo'rest strips in agricultural areas to aid in the prevention of soil
erosion. On a broader scale, the rector of Rostov University is con-
cernd with mant "Interacting with Nature"; he describes a new
lecture course, "The Study of the Biosphere," which he hopes will
"instflI in future specialists a broad understanding of the basic plan-
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etary processes and to give them the key to the correct utilization
and, when necessary, to the protection of nafura1 resources." Man
now infuences all natural processes on the plane! and must learn
to take full responsibility for them.

The above exannrples should make it clear tha! far from being
simply a rubber-stamp formal operation, participation in the dis-
cussion of the draft Directives is a serious process, involving large
nurnbers of Soviet people directly in "tackling the basic problems of
the development of Soviet society."

GRIGORY ROMANOV

How the Communist Party W.orks
This article ilesuibes tLrc worki,ng ol i,nner-Porty ilemocracy in the

CPSU, and uhat dmtocratic centralisrn means in prac'tice, The ilny-to-dny
functioning of party bodies is much misund,erstood i,n the West, yet the topic
forms an essential backgrounil for understandlng the discussion and, im-
plerncntation ol the decisions of the Party Congress, The article first ap-
pearcd, dn Soviet News (London), April 7977, throwgh whose courtosy wa
reprinl it. The u,thnr is First Seuetary of the Lmi,ngrad Regi.cnd Coru
mittee of the CPSU.

HE PRIMARY organization of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, according to the Soviet Party Rules, is the basis of

the Party. These primary organizations are formed a't the places o{
work of the party members-in factories, on state farms and collective
farms, in units of the Soviet Armed Forces, educational establish-
ments, etc.-wherever there are at least three members.

The highest body of the primary party organization is the party
meeting of its members, which is convened as a nrle at least once
a month. For the conduct of current business a bureau or committee
is elected. Wherever the membership is less than 15, however, only
a secretary and assistant secretary are elected.

As a rule, in organizations with a membership of less than 150-
and 90 percent of the organizations come within this category-the
secretary carries out his functions on a voluntary basis, in his spare
time, as a party duty.

Concern for enhancing the vanguard role of Communists in the
sphere of labor has an important place in the work of the primary
party organization. It appears here as the organizer of the workers'
socialist emulation movement for fulfflling the state plans and the
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obliga,tions undertaken by the collective, and helps to develop in
every way the people's initiative directed towards discovering and

making better use of reserves in production and raising the level of
efficiency of production.

With these aims in view, the primary organization directly con'
nected with production has considerable rights in controlling the
work of the administration.

Naturally, each primary party organization is guicled in all its
activities by the CPSU Program and the Party Rules, as well as being
bound by the decisions of the higher party organs.

fn short, the primary party organizarti,on is the oell of the Farty in
which all the tasks of communist construction are decided in practiee,
for it functions directly among people.

On October 1, 1970, the Leningrad party organization, including
the region, had 445,000 members, including 12,000 candidate mem-
bers-Communists serving a probationary period before being ad'
mitted to flrll membership of the Parly. The social composition of
our organization is as follows: workers and collective farmers account
for 52.4 per cent and the others are white-collar workers. Of the latter,
75 per cent are engineering and technical personnel, agronomists and

speoialis,ts of the rnost diverse branches of the economy, science and
culture. So far as the ages of our members are concerned, rnore than
half (52 per cent) are between 26 and 50'

All members belong to primary party organizations of which we
have more than 6,0CI. There are 35 district and town parly commit-
tees in Leningrad and the Leningrad region, formed on the territorial
principle and providing darly guidance for these primary organizations.

The activities of the regional party organization are guided by the
regional party committee, elected at the regional party conference
which, under the newly-amended Party Rules, is held twice every
ffve years. We hold plenary meetings of the regional committee, on
an average, once in four months. In order to provide guidance for the
party organization's current activities, the regional committee elects an
executive body, ,the bureau of the committee, including the com-
mittee secretaries, and also appoints the heads of the departments
of tlle committee. These departments of the regional committee are
formed to deal with speciffc aspects of the work of each regional
party organization.

Wo have, for example, a depanhnent for propaganda and depar,t-
ments concerned with guiding the work of industry, agriculfure, con-
struction, transport and communications and cultural, scientiffc and
educational institutions.
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In addition, attached to the regional committee there is a party
commission which is responsible for considering appeals by party
members and for dealing with a number of other questions.

Democratic Centraliwn

THE RANGE of problems dealt with by the regional party com-r mittee and its apparatus is very wide. One of the main tasks in all
our aotivities is the selection, appointment and education of personnel
as well as implementation of party directives.

Tho organizational struoture of our Party is based on demosratic
centralism. This, according to the Party Rules, means: the election of
all leading bodies, from the lowest to the highest; regulil reports by
party bodies to their party organizations, on the one hand, and to
higher bodies, on the other; party discipline and subordination of the
minority to the majorrty; the decisions of the higher bodies ars Sinding
on lorper bodies.

The entire leadership of our organization-from the party group
organizer to the regional party committee-is elected at party meetings
or conferences.

Discipline and responsibility in the Party presume broad inner-
party democracy and a membership that is well informed. Take the
question, for example, of bodies being accountable to their organiza-
tions and members. In our party organization all the district and town
oommittees of the Party reported to their organizations in 1969-70.
Reports were given not only at district and town conferences-as
required by the Rules-but also directly in primary organizations (at
factories, on collective farms and state farms and. in offices) between
conferences. Members had the possibility of being informed about the
activities of their party committees, of expressing their own ideas and
proposals and of criticizing the party committees for shortcomings and
omissions in their work.

All this ensures that rank-and-ffle members are drawn into the
activities of the party committees, broadens their opportuniUes for
administering public and state afiairs, and for taking and carrying out
decisions, and opens up wide vistas for every parlry member to display
initiative.

Let me give one example. Not so long ago the regional parly
committee discussed the question of further enhancing the role of
the workers of Leningrad and the Leningrad region in the production
work and sooiopolitical activities of various oolleotive bodies and
also the tasks of party organizations. A big group of policy activists,
150 in all, were drawn into making a study of the question and pre,
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paring recommendations that could serve as a basis for the regional
committeet decisions. Half of these activists were workers.

All the members of the commission visited the organizations con-
cerned, familiarized themselves with rthe work of the Pady, trade
union and Young Cornmunist League organizations and economic
executives, and made a study of statis,tioal material. On the basis of
an analysis of the information obtained, the trends and phenomena
mos't cha,raoteristic of the Leningrad working class today were deter-
mined, and recommendations were drawn up for raising the level of
its activities in the sphere of production and in the political ffeld.
Thus, all the preparations for the plenary meeting were conducted
on a broad. democratic basis.

Democracy was also strictly observed during the discussion at the
plenary meeting. The 20 speakers included workers, peasants, scien-
tists and factory heads. Shortcomings were criticized and suggestions
put forward. The meeting set up a committee to draw up a draft of
an appropriate resolution of the regional party committee. This draft
was duly discussed and a decision taken. Frorn tha,t moment it be-
oame obligatory for all party organizations of the Leningrad region,
i.e., one of 'the aspects of democratic centralism went into efiect.

Every member who lras made a proposal that has not received the
support of the party organization has the right and opportunity to
press his point of view. This right is inscribed in the Party Rules,
where the section on the rights and duties of a member states that he
has the right 'to address any question, statement or proposal to any
party body, up to and including rthe CPSU Central Commibtee, and to
demand an answer on the substance of his address."

Many people abroad have a wrong idea about the leading role of
the Communist Parfy. It is sometimes believed that the Par,ty assumes
the functions of state, economic and other bodies. This is not true.

The point is that the Communist Party is the party in power.
Since that is so, its decisions are obligatory for all other organizations
functioning in our country. It should be borne in mind, however, that
the P,a,rty does not take decis,ions on questions that do not oome
within its sphere. What, for instance, is the role of the Party in draw-
ing up the plans for the development of the national economy?

The Party does, indeed, adopt at its Congress the Directives for
the country's economic development for the next ftve years. These
Directives, which represent only the Party's poli,bical decisiorr in the
sphere of economics, do not, however, envisage concrete targets, but
control targets for the development of this or that branch of the
national economy in the ffve-year period.
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I want to emphasize this: control targets. These assignments pro-
ceed from the realistic possibilities of our economy, take into account
all the ever-growing demands of the population and, ffnally, reflect
the level of social prod.uction reached and the ways and means for
further developing it.

Proceeding from these Directives, state, economic,and other bodies
determine the measures required in order to reach the targets indi-
cated by the Party and to carry out the management of the economy.
All the material, ffnancial and other resources are at their disposal,
and they handle them as they see fft.

In these conditions, the local party organizations, such as the one
in Leningrad, are entrusted with the task of exercising supervision
over the implementation of the Party's Directives and the state plans.
There is no question here of replacing any other bodies.

This can be shown by the work of our Leningrad party organiza-
tion. We became convinced of the need for further concentration and
specialization of our industry. We reached this conclusion following
a,tremendous amount of work by speeialists and scientists who studied
this problem at our request. On the basis of their recommendations,
the regional party committee submitted a request to the state bodies,
asking that production and scientiffc-production amalgamations should
be brought about. We ourselves cannot decide such questions, for
they are not within our competence.

The government and the appropriate ministries considered our
proposals and. decided to organize a number of big production asso-
ciations in Leningrad and the Leningrad region. Today we already
have over 50 of these associations, and they account for 30 per cent
of our total industrial output.

The main task of every local party organization is to ensure the
futrffllment of the Directives of the Party on maior questions, to cope
with questions of personnel and to be exacting in the demands it makes
on personnel with regard to any task with which they are entrusted.
This is the essence, the fundamental signiffcance, of the leading role
played by,the Party and its local organizations

THE PEOPLE are the decisive force in the building of communism. The
Party exists for the people, and it is in sertting tlw people that it sees th6
pwpose ol its actioity. To further extend and deepen the ties between
the Pa*y ancl the people is an imperative condition of success in the
struggle for communism. The Party considers it its duty always to consult
the working people on the major questions of home and foreign policy
, and to attract the more extensive participation of non-members in

From the Program of the CPSUall its work.
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FREEDOM AND PEACE TO THE
PEOPLES OF INDOCHINA

1[^lN behalf of the Soviet Communists, on behalf of the entire Soviet people,
\-, the 24th Congress of the CPSU extends passionate fraternal greetings to
the heroic Vietnamese people and its militant vanguard, the Party of Working
People of Vietnam; to the courageous patriots of Laos and Cauabodria; to the
fearless ffghters against US imperialism, for freedom, independence, and the
peaceful future of the countries of Indochina.

We wish the invincible defenders of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
further victories in repelling imperialist aggression and new achievesrents in the
construction of socialisrn.

We declare our full solidarity with the forces of Iiberation in South Vietnam
and wish them new successes in the struggle to rid their homeland of the inter-
ventionists and the corrupt Saigon regime, for asserting the right to decide tleir
destiny themselves.

Our sympathy and our support go to the patriotic forces of Laos and Cam-
bodia, which are waging a decisive struggle against the imperialist intervention
of the United States, in defense of their righteous cause.

The Soviet people are full of pride for the victories of tho heroic Vietnamese
people, the glorious patriots of Laos and Cambodia, who are dealing crippling
blows against the American interventionists and their hirelings.

The adventurist schemes of the American aggressors have turned into a
continuous chain of ignominious failures. Neither bombs nor shells, nor the
ruses of pottical intrigues will enable them to break the will of the people of a
socialist country, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, or of trhe patriots of
South Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, and this will be the case in the future, too.

The implementation of the so-called "Vietnamizatiod'-the brutal policy of
making "Asians kill Asians"-will not help the US imperialists attain their criminal
ends. The staunchness and courage of the freedom-loving peoples of Indochina,
along with the unfailing support of the Soviet people, the peoples of tle other
countries of socialism, the international communist movement anil all progres-
sive forces, serye as a guarantee of their victory in the struggle against the enemy.

The Soviet Union is ileeply convincecl that the proposals set forth by the Gov-
ernment of the Demooratic Republic of Vietnam, the Provisional Revolutionary
Govemment of the Republic of South Vietnam, the Patriotic Front of Laos and
the National United Front of Canabodia, ofier a constructive trasis for the solu-
tion of the problems of Indochina.

Soviet Communists believe that in the prevailing situation there is an urgent
need to strengthen solidarity udth the embattled peoples of Indochina and to
come out vigorously against the aggressive policy of the US ruling circles, every-
where and in every way.

The Soviet Union has given and is giving all-out support and aid to the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam in the building of socialism, in shengthening
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its defense capacitn in repelling imperialist encroachments. It has been coming
out consistently and resolutely on the side of the liberation movement in South
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, which is making an outstanding contribution
to the cause of the peace and national independ.ence of the peoples. The 24th
Congress of the CPSU solemnly declares that the Soviet Union will continue
to follow this course.

The 24th Congress of the CPSU oalls on all those who cherish freedom, peace
and progress:

To raise still louder the voice of protest against the sanguinary aggression
of American imperialism in Indochinal

To expose resolutely and boldly the crimes of the American military, to pro-
clainr, support of the heroic peoples of Viebnam, Laos and Cambodial

May the worldwide movement for an end to the imperialist aggression in
Indochina, for the withdrawal of all the troops of the Uniteil States and its
allies, for the realization of the legitimate rights of the peoples of Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia to be masters in their own land, grow wider and strongerl

Out of Indochina with the American aggressorst
The just cause of the heroic peoples of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia vrill

triumphl

FOR A JUST AND LASTING PEACE
IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Tfp, representatives of the l4-million-strong army of Soviet Communists, ex-
W pressing the will of the peoples of the Soviet Union, sharply denounbe

Israel's imperialist aggression against the Arab states, conducted with support
from American imperialism, and express our fraternal solidarity with the cour-
ageous struggle of the Arab peoples for the elimination of the corsequences of
Israeli aggression, for the triumph of the ideals of freedom, independence and
social iustice.

The struggle of the peace forces against Israeli aggression has now entered a
stage marked by the utter exposure of the expansionist designs of the Israe[
ruling clique and the Zionist circles. The international isolation of the Israeli
aggressors and their patrons, the imperialist circles of the United States, hypo-
critically expressing a desire for peace while in fact encouraging the Israeli
extremists, is increasing.

The constructlve position of the Arab countries, ffrst of all of the United
Arab Republic, creates favorable conditions for the full implementation of the
Seorrity Council's resolution of November 22, L967.

The stubborn refusal of the Israeli mlers to withdraw their troops from cap-
tured Arab lands is an open challenge to international public opinion and the
decisions of the United Nations.

That is why it is the duty of all peaceloving forces to curb the Israeli aggres-
sors by ioint efiorts and to make them respect generally recognized norms of
international life and the lawful rights of the Arab states, and withdraw their
troops from captured Arab territories,.

The 24th Congress expresses the ffrm conviction that attempts by the im-
perialists and their hangers-on to impose their diktat on the peoples of the Arab
countries, to undermine progressive re$mes in the Middle East and to defeat
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the national-liberation movement in this part of the world, are doomed to failure.
The legitimate rights and interests of all the Arab peoples, incluiling the

fuab people of Palestine, will triumph. The Israeli aggressors will have to get out
of the Arab territories they seized in 1967. The unbending will of the Arab
peoples in their struggle for independence, freedom, peace and social progress,

iheii close alliance with the peoples of the Soviet Union and the other socialist
counkies and with all anti-imperialist and peaceloving forces, are an earnest of this.

Tlte 24th CPSU Congress declares that the Soviet Union, unswervingly pro-
moting the Leninist policy of peace and friendship among the PeoPles, will
consistently uphold the just cause of the Arab peoples subjected to Israeli aggres-

sion, will support their efforts directed at restoring their violated rights, at
ensuring a iust political settlement in the Middle East and in defense of the
lawful rights of the Arab people of Palestine.

We call on the fraternal Parties, on all peaceloving peoples and states to
strengthen solidarity with the peoples of the Arab countries and to give them
active support in their struggle.

for ihi unity of action of all forces coming out against imperialist agges-
sion, for a just and lasting peace in the Middle Eastl

Long live the invioh6le Soviet-Arab friendship and may it grow shongerl

A
1971.

COMMUNIQUE ON THE PLBNARY MEETING OF TIIE
CENTRAL COMMMTEE OF TIIE COMM TNIST PARTY

OF TITE SOYIET TINION

PLENARY Meeting of the CPSU Central Committee elected by the 24th

Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union was held on April 9,

The Plenary Meeting unanimously elected- Comrade L. I. Brezhnev to the
oost of General Secretary of the CFSU Central Committee.
' Th" Plenary Meeting unanimously elected the Politbureau of the CPSU Cen-

tral Committee; Members of the Politbureau, Comrades L. I' Brezhnev, G. I.
Voronov, V. V. Grishin, A. P. Kirilenko, A. N. Kosygin, F' D. Kulakov, D. A.
Kunaev, K. T. Mazurov, A. J. Pelse, N' V' Poilgorny, D' S. Polyansky, M. A.
Suslov, A. N. rshelepin, P. Y. Shelest and V. V. Shcherbitsky;

Alternate Mem6ers of the Politbureau, Comrades Y. V. Andropov, P. N.
Demichev, P. M. Masherov, V. P. Mzhavanadze, S. R' Rashidov anil D. F.
Ustinov.

Comrades L, I. Brezhnev, P. N' Demichev, I. V. Kapitonov, K' F. Katushev,

A. P. Kirilenko, F. D, Kulakov, B. N. Ponomarev, M. S. Solomentsev, M. A'
Susl6v and D. F. Ustinov have been electeil Secretaries of the CPSU Central

Committee.
The Plenary Meeting conffrmed A' J. Pelse as Chairman of the Party Control

Committee of the CPSU Central Committee.

The Central Auditing Commission of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union met on April 9, 1971. It elected Comrade G. F. Sizov to the post of
Chairman.

Pravda, April 10
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